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PREFACE
Like all scholarly writing, a dissertation in history
owes much to the intellectual climate which surrounded its
preparation and to the persons with whom its author, by
accident or by design, has been in contact during the period
of gestation.

It has been my fate to fall under a variety

of influences in the formative stages of my career.

Cer

tainly the general topic with which this dissertation is
concerned— the economic ascendency of a British elite over
the French-speaking population of Quebec— has preoccupied
Québécois and Canadians for a long time.

During the last

fifteen years the questions which this ascendency has raised
have become more and more political.

Arguments have become

more and more ideological and the heat of debate has
considerably sharpened the perimeters of the issue, even
while there was a lack of serene scholarly research.

The

present work has no pretension of settling the issues
raised in that debate;

it is intended merely as a contri

bution to the understanding of the initial phase of the
economic ascendency of the British element in Quebec.
I do not wish to argue that this initial phase was
the only critical phase in the history of that ascendency;
neither do I want to pass judgement on the ethnic qualities

ii

of the British or the Canadians.

Such appreciations are

founded, in the end, upon personal values and contribute
little to the historian's purpose, which is to understand.
But I would like to suggest that the history of British
ascendency in Quebec is in equal parts the story of men and
the story of structures, that it is, in short, a historical
phenomenon, and that as such it may have an end as well as
a beginning.
So by its topic this dissertation is, to a degree, a
product of the times.

In method and in approach it is,

hopefully, a reflection of recent historiographical trends
in Canada and in the United States.

In Canada, and parti

cularly in Quebec, the post-war period has witnessed the
decline of the ethnocentric approach.

In historical

studies, cultural contacts with France have spawned more
sociological and more economic approaches.

The influence

of social science methods has led to inquiries into the
processes of socio-economic change.

The historians Fernand

Ouellet and Jean Hamelin, then both of Laval University in
Quebec, broke the first paths, and I was fortunate enough
to observe their work at close range.

In the United

States, other preoccupations led to similar concerns with
economic and social change.

My mentors at Michigan State

University, Professors James H. Soltow, Stuart Bruchey,
Robert E. Brown, and Alvin C. Gluek, Jr., introduced me to
the new currents of American historiography and to the
iii

demands of scholarship.

Since my undergraduate days I

have learned from other mentors, from colleagues, and from
students in ways which were not always obvious, and which
cannot always be defined.

My thanks go to all these persons.

During my research, I was blessed with the unfailing
cooperation of the staffs at the Public Archives of Canada,
the National Library of Canada, the Archives nationales du
Québec in Montreal, and of the libraries of the University
of Western Ontario.

The Bibliothèque municipale de Montréal,

the libraries of Carleton University, of the University of
Ottawa, of Sir George Williams University, and of the
Centre de recherches en histoire économique et sociale du
Canada français, have generously allowed me the use of their
facilities.

I have also benefited from the advice, sugges

tions, critiques, and encouragements of my colleagues at
the University of Western Ontario and of my friends at the
Université du Quebec and at Sir George Williams University.
To Professor James H. Soltow, who supervised my
work with patience and understanding, I owe a unique debt
of gratitude.

And to my wife, who urged me on, my

acknowledgement is expressed beyond these words.
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NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY AND THE USE OF FRENCH
"Canada" is taken in this study in the meaning of
the eighteenth-century French administration, which used it
to refer to the settled part of New France on the shores of
the St. Lawrence River, from Montreal downstream to the
Gaspé peninsula.

"Quebec," or more accurately "the Province

of Quebec," was the name given by the British administration
to the St. Lawrence valley settlement, and will be used in
that sense.

"Canadian" will be used in the sense of

"Canadian-born" or "settled permanently in Canada before the
Conquest" and as such will refer to the people known today
as "French Canadians."

"British" will not be meant to

include American-born British subjects, unless otherwise
obvious by the context.
As is the custom in dissertations relating to
Canadian history, French quotations have not been trans
lated nor underlined.

Single French words not in quotation

marks have been underlined except for toponyms, French
words which have passed into Canadian English usage (e.g.,
habitant), and the units of French monetary currency (livres,
sols, deniers).
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Historical Documents Publication Board,
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Ottawa: Board of Historical Publica
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INTRODUCTION
One fact has perplexed historians of eighteenthcentury Canada above all else:

the demise of the Canadian

"bourgeoisie" after the British Conquest in 1760.

French-

Canadian historiography has seen its greatest disputes
over this question of the survival of a Canadian elite
under British rule.1

The fact was that within twenty

years after the British take-over, British merchants had
seized control of the most profitable sector of the
2

Canadian economy, the fur trade.
By the time the North West
Company was formed in 1783-84, 3 French-Canadian merchants

1For a brief presentation of the historiography of
the Conquest, see Serge Gagnon, "Pour une connaissance
historique de la Révolution québécoise," Cite Libre, XVI,
vol. 83 (janvier 1966), 4-19, and Ramsay Cook, "Some
French-Canadian Interpretations of the British Conquest:
une quatrième dominante de la pensée canadienne-française ,"
Canadian Historical Association Historical Papers, 1966,
70-83. John C. Rule, "The Old Regime in America: A
Review of Recent Interpretations of France in America,"
William and Mary Quarterly, third Series, XIX (October
1962), 575-600, is also helpful in putting the debate into
the perspective of New France history in general.
2

See Dale B. Miquelon, "The Baby Family in the Trade
of Canada, 1750-1820" (M.A. thesis, Carleton University,
1966), 134-158.
3

The date of the first partnership agreement of the
North West Company is uncertain. The first agreement to
have survived is that of 1791, but H.A. Innis believed the
j*V

1

2
had been relegated to a subsidiary position in the trade
of which they had been the acknowledged masters two
decades earlier.

What interplay of factors had brought

about the Canadians' downfall?
In French Canada, there are two schools of thought
on the issue of the Conquest.

They are usually called

"the Montreal school" and "the Quebec school," after the
location of the history departments which have produced
them.

The Montreal school has argued that the bourgeoisie

in New France was doomed after the Conquest because the
crushing structures of British colonialism would not
leave room for the survival of an indigenous elite.

4

To

members of that school, the Conquest represented not only
a change of political allegiance, but an upheaval of the
economic and social order as well.

In that light, the

survival of a colonial bourgeoisie was impossible.

The

new rulers were different people, unknown foreigners who
would find it difficult to trust the Canadians, and whom
the Canadians would find difficult to trust.

In the end,*
4

first formal agreement to have been reached to date from
1783-84. It is almost a certainty that there were informal
agreements prior to that date. See H.A. Innis, "The North
West Company," CHR, VIII (December 1927), 308-321. No
Canadian merchants entered into the 1783-84 agreement.
4See for instance, Maurice Séguin, L 'Idée d 'indepen
dance au Québec: genèse et historique (Trois-Rivières: Les
Editions Boreal Express, 1968), 12-13.
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the conquest could only mean the Canadian merchants'
emasculation, since it meant economic as well as political
conquest.
Some members of the Montreal school have made the
question of the "déchéance de la bourgeoisie" not only a
pivotal question in historiography, but have turned it
into a lively contemporary issue as well.

It was easy to

draw a straight line of causation from loss of the fur
trade to the British in the eighteenth century to the
present-day economic inferiority of the French-Canadian
elite.

In the same vein, some have concluded that if

Quebec today were rid of the invaders of two centuries ago,
a French-Canadian bourgeoisie could then rise from its
ashes.
Yet it was hard to find in the historiography evidence
of the sort of systematic discrimination against French
Canadians which the Montreal interpretation assumed.

Indeed,

most writers had emphasized the conflicts within the British
population and had reflected on how benign the new rulers
had been under the circumstances.

5

In the face of such

evidence the "Conquest" explanation was not very convincing.

5
For the accepted "English" view, see A.L. Burt, The
Old Province of Quebec (Toronto:
McClelland & Stewart,
1968), I. For a moderate "Canadian" view, see Thomas
Chapais, Cours d'histoire du Canada, I, 1760-1791 (Quebec:
J.-P. Garneau, Libraire-éditeur, 1919), 8, 22, 25.

4
The Quebec School had two arguments in answer to the
decapitation thesis of Montreal historians.

First, it

questioned whether a colonial bourgeoisie could ever
have subsisted on the meager economic resources of New
France.

Secondly, while there was no evidence of sys

tematic, official discrimination against French-Canadian
merchants after the Conquest, there was a suggestion that
the French-Canadian merchants fell out of the fur trade
because they simply could not compete with British mer
chants.

Following the pattern of contemporary French

historiography, the Quebec school emphasized class con
flicts within each ethnic group and downplayed ethnic
distinctions between the groups.

It conceded that while

some merchants in New France might have possessed all the
attributes of the "bourgeois," there were too few of them
to constitute a "class" in the Marxian sense;

at any

rate the "bourgeois" had shown no signs of having the "class
consciousness" required to begin the process of bourgeois
revolution in New France.6

Thus, the argument concluded,

the Conquest did not hinder the growth of a bourgeoisie,
because there was no bourgeois class to hinder;

the

continuation of French rule would not have fostered it to
any significant degree.

6

See Fernand Ouellet, "M. Michel Brunet et le problème
de la Conquête," BRH, LXII (Avril-Mai-Juin 1956), 92-101.

5
The Quebec argument weakened when it tried to account
for the events of the post-Conquest period.

The Quebec

school agreed that, after 1760, there had indeed been
ethnic particularisms setting the British apart from the
Canadian merchants.

Yet it did not subscribe to the concepts

of "Latin" and "Anglo-Saxon blood":

such biological de

terminism would flaunt all anthropological knowledge acquired during the last hundred years.

7

It was more accep

table to ascribe differences between Canadians and British
to such "cultural" factors as the Protestant ethnic or an
"empirical" against a "rationalist" frame of mind.

But

without a precise delineation of the "cultural" factors at
play, the Quebec school remained dangerously close to the
ethnic clichés about "Latin mentality" and "Anglo-Saxon prag
matism."

This too was unsatisfactory.

Yet this very view was given some credit in Fernand
Ouellet's Histoire économique et sociale du Québec, 17601850.8

Ouellet claimed that the French Canadians' demise

from the fur trade had nothing to do with the Conquest;
had this been the case, Ouellet argued, the French Canadians'
demise would have been immediate, whereas the process was
gradual.

Taking his lead from French historiography—

7
See Claude Lévi-Strauss, Race and History (Paris:
Unesco, 1952).
8 (Montreal:

Fides, 1966).

6
particularly from the work of Robert Mandrou9— Ouellet
accounted for the Canadians' misfortunes by their "mentalité ."

He went little beyond stating that the French

Canadians' capitalist mentality was not as fully developed
as that of the British merchants who came shortly after
1760 and took control of the fur trade.10

He did not

elaborate to define "mentality" or to explain why the
French-Canadian capitalist mentality was not as fully de
veloped as the British mentality.

Ouellet's interpretation

favored psychological tendencies as the main motivating
forces of economic behavior;

yet it never defined clearly

the nature of these tendencies.
In favoring a psychological interpretation of economic
development, Ouellet was in good company.

In his book on

Der Burger, Werner Sombart ascribed the rise of capitalism
to the "capitalist spirit," which he defined as the con
junction of a rational mind and a spirit of enterprise.11

9
See in particular Mandrou's Introduction à la France
moderne (1500-1640); un essai de psychologie historique
([Coll. "Evolution de l'humanité ," no. 5 2 ] Paris: Editions
Albin Michel, 1961).
10Ouellet, Histoire dconomique, 77.
11Werner Sombart, Der Burger (Berlin: Puncker &
Humblot Verlag, 1913. French paperback edition, Paris:
Petite Bibliotheque Payot, [1966]). Sombart also believed
in "ethnic predispositions" towards the capitalist spirit;
see chapter 16 of Per Burger (French paperback edition).
The English edition bore the title The Quintessence of
Capitalism.

7
Max Weber's often misread Protestant Ethic and the Spirit
of Capitalism argued that, among other things, a ration
alist, maximizing mentality, such as the one which could
have been born out of the Puritan ethic, was a factor to be
12

analyzed in the rise of capitalism.
In his Theory of
Economic Development,13 Joseph Schumpeter attributed econo
mic growth to the innovational entrepreneur who discovered
and implemented new methods of production;

Schumpeter's

entrepreneur also possessed a rationalist, maximizing
mentality.
The problem remains of providing a workable definition
of a "maximizing mentality";

a debate has long occupied

economic theorists and economic anthropologists as to what
that expression meant.

Some anthropologists— notably Karl

Polanyi and his disciples— have accused the economic
theorists of using, in their study of primitive economies,
conceptual tools developed for and applicable to the com
paratively recent phenomenon of the modern market economy;
the economists were taken to task for stretching the
meaning of maximization to include the satisfaction of

12

Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism (Trans, by Talcott Parsons. New York: Charles
Scribners' Sons, 1958). For a penetrating critique of the
data used by Weber in the elaboration of his theory, see
Gabriel Kolko, "Max Weber on America: theory and evidence,"
History and Theory, I (1 9 6 1 ), 243-260.
13 (New York:

Oxford University Press, 1961).
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non-material wants in an effort to make the concept rele
vant to the behavior of primitive and archaic societies.

In

so doing the concept of maximization was emptied of any
operational significance;
want-satisfaction m

maximization was equated with
the broadest sense. 14 It seemed that

the definition of the components of a "maximizing mentality"
might best be left to the social psychologists.
Besides Ouellet's and Brunet's interpretations, other
hypotheses also come to mind to explain the downfall of the
Canadian mercantile elite.

Ouellet's psychological inter

pretation could be given a more explicit theoretical base
by making use of the work of Jean Piaget in the field of
child psychology.

Piaget's studies on the origins of in

telligence in children have suggested that geneticallyacquired intellectual abilities— among which can be in
cluded the ability to maximize material benefits— develop
in the child and in the man only to the extent that they
are exercised;

such exercise has cumulative value and

14 On this debate see Edward E. Le Clair, Jr., and
Harold K. Schneider, eds., Economic Anthropology: Readings
in Theory and Analysis (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, Inc., 1968), Part Two. A critical review of the
debate is provided by Maurice Godelier, "Objet et méthodes
de 1'anthropologie économique," in Guy Palmade, ed.,
L'Economique et les sciences humaines (Paris: Dunod, 1967),
I, 71-123. For a sympathetic review of Polanyi's contri
butions, see S.C. Humphreys, "History, Economics, and An
thropology: the work of Karl Polanyi," History and Theory,
VIII (1969), 165-212.

9
the opportunities for it vary with cultural environments. 15
It could be argued that entrepreneurial abilities could
better develop and be more fully exercised in societies
such as the British and American societies in the second
half of the eighteenth century, dominated by the capitalist
mode of production, than in societies where that mode of
production was not yet dominant, such as eighteenth-century
Canadian society.16

British and American merchants, raised

in the most market-directed societies of the eighteenth
century, had more occasions for training in the arts of
mercantile capitalism than did the merchants of New France.
This is a plausible argument, but empirical demonstration
is required before it can be accepted.
The Brunet interpretation as well can be made to
yield a plausible hypothesis.

Since the major part of the

import-export trade of New France in its last ten years
was conducted by state monopolies or by a small group de
pendent for its survival upon government contracts, Brunet
has argued that the removal of these government favorites
with the Conquest took away from the colony the only

15Jean Piaget, The Origins of Intelligence in
Children (Trans. by Margaret Cook. New York: W.W. Norton
& Company, 1963) , 18-20.
16On this point see L.R. MacDonald, "France and New
France: The Internal Contradictions," CHR, LII (June 1971),
121-143.
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personnel possessing an intimate knowledge of the intri.
cacies
of the import-export business. 17 The implication in
much of Brunet's argumentation is that the departure of
this element was largely unvoluntary;
by military occupation.1
8

it was occasioned

It could be argued instead that

this departure was fore-ordained in any event;

most of the

officials who had been posted to Canada had come hoping to
make a fortune and to retire in the metropolis.

But the

Canadian-born merchants stayed in the colony after the
19
Conquest.
They too had some experience in overseas
trade.

What prevented them from replacing the French at

17

Michel Bibaud wrote in the late nineteenth century
that from one thousand to twelve hundred returned to France,
and added: "Cette diminution de la population canadienne
était d'autant plus à regretter qu'elle avait lieu dans la
classe élevée, la seule alors, à peu d'exception près, où
il y eut des talents développés, et des connaissances ac
quises." F.-X. Garneau, the first "national" historian of
French Canada, wrote: "Les marchands, les hommes de loi,
les anciens fonctionnaires, enfin la plupart des notables
qui se trouvaient encore dans le pays, passèrent en France."
Quoted in L.-F. Baby, "L'Exode des classes dirigeantes à
la cession du Canada," The Canadian Antiquarian and
Numismatic Journal, third Series, TÏ (1899), 98-99.
18

+
Michel Brunet, "La Conquête anglaise et la dé
chéance de la bourgeoisie canadienne (1760-1793)," in La
Présence anglaise et les Canadiens: Etudes sur l'histoire
et la pensée des deux Canadas (Montreal: Beauchemin, 1964),
49-112. "Même si elle ne fut pas massive, l'émigration
diminua considérablement le nombre des familles dirigeantes.
Les administrateurs français retournèrent dans la métropole.
Combien d'entre eux se seraient établis au Canada si le
pays était demeuré colonie française [p. 57]?" How many
indeed?

19Judge [J.-F.] Baby, The Canadian Antiquarian and
Numismatic Journal, third Series, T Ï (1899), 97-141.
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the head of the trade of the colony?
In answer to that question, it is sometimes suggested
that a new mercantile elite could not be expected to spring
up naturally from the remaining group of Canadian merchants
because the British system of colonial domination was
geared to channel the profits of trade towards the metropolls.

Even if its premises were accepted, 20 this sug

gestion does not account for the success of the British
and American merchants who came to Canada after the Con
quest.

In an economic sense they too were colonials;

they planted their stake in the colony and left only if
failure compelled them.

The post-Conquest commercial strug

gle in Quebec was a contest between two colonial merchant
groups.

Did Great Britain, through its colonial adminis

tration, tip the scales in favor of one group at the expense
of the other?

If so, was this a deliberate policy?

motives lay behind it?

What

Here again, only an investigation

of the historical evidence could bring satisfactory answers
to these questions.
On the theoretical level, the ideological conflict
which underlays the historiographical quarrel between the

20

Leaving aside the consideration that the British
Empire was not as rigid as the French in this regard, and
its corollary that an indigenous bourgeoisie could there
fore no more have grown under French rule than it was to do
under British rule.

12
Montreal and the Quebec schools over the issue of the
bourgeoisie in New France has veiled a very important
consideration:

the two interpretations were not as incom

patible as the debate made them appear to be.

Brunet

might be right and the Canadian merchants might have been
victims of the new imperial relationships;

yet there was

nothing in his interpretation which assumed or established
that the Canadians' "maximizing mentality" had been as
fully developed as that of their British counterparts, un
less it be Brunet's identification with the eighteenthcentury merchants, which might have kept him from ques
tioning the degree of their entrepreneurial talents.
Ouellet, on the other hand, refused to admit that the
British presence might have created new obstacles in the
path of the French-Canadian merchants.

There could have

been no such nationalistic discrimination.

21

Yet Ouellet's and Brunet's single-cause interpre
tations may indeed be fused to provide the following
hypothesis.

During the French regime, because of govern

ment control of the economy through monopolies and official
patronage, 22 which was more accessible to members of the

21

See Fernand Ouellet, "The Historical Background
of Separatism in Quebec," in Ramsay Cook, ed., FrenchCanadian Nationalism: An Anthology (Toronto: Macmillan of
Canada, 1969), 49-63, especially pp. 50, 52.
22

For an example of French government intervention

13
seigneurial, military, or political elite, the Canadianborn merchants played a secondary role in the trade of
their own colony.

With the Conquest arrived a group of

British and American immigrants who had been conditioned
by their cultural environment to be more aggressive mer
cantile capitalists than the Canadians had been.

These

immigrants, it may be assumed, had by definition what
David McClelland has called a high "achievement motive,"
and thus they had the right psychological disposition for
material success. 23 But perhaps the difference in entre
preneurial abilities between the Canadians and the newlyarrived British were not great enough to give the British

in the economy, see Wilbert Harold Dalgliesh, "The Perpetual
Company of the Indies in the days of Dupleix; its adminis
tration and organization for the handling of Indian Com
merce, 1722-1745" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Penn
sylvania, 1933), 20. Even though this does not deal with
Canada, the Compagnie des Indes was the largest mercantile
house in New France and held the beaver export monopoly.
This study of its administration is the only work known
to this author on the Compagnie des Indes which has some
relevance for its Canadian operation.
23
See David C. McClelland, The Achieving Society
(New York: The Free Press, 1967). Everett C. Hagen, On the
Theory of Social Change: How Economic Growth Begins (Homewood, 111.: The Dorsey Press, Inc., 1962) was also stimu
lating in providing a psychological interpretation of entre
preneurial motivation, but was too hypothetical to be of
direct use in this study. Pierre Harvey, "Essai sur le
problème économique canadien-français," Revue du Centre
d 1Etude du Québec, no. 3 (Mai 1969), 2-7, offers an insightful adaptation of Hagen's theory to the Quebec situation,
but it too remains on a general level and does not attempt
historical verification of the suggested interpretation.

14
a clear-cut advantage.

Surely many Canadians would have

been able to adapt to the new ways of business.
else gave the British merchants the edge:

Something

the British

administration's natural distrust of the Canadians.

This

distrust was bred by religious and cultural prejudices as
well as by military fears.
in their own province.

It made Canadians into strangers

Since the French regime the Cana

dians had been taught the importance of government support,
and they could not escape the notion that without such
support the dice were loaded against them.

Rather than

compete on such grounds the Canadians continued to conduct
their trade in the traditional manner, while the British
merchants expanded the fur trade into profitable new
areas demanding larger investments and involving more risk.
Of themselves, neither the different levels of entrepre
neurial ability nor the post-Conquest British distrust of
Canadians were factors strong enough to explain the Cana
dians' wholesale demise from the fur trade.

But the

synergetic strength of the two factors was too great to be
overcome.

It created a psychological climate unfavorable

to the adaptation of the Canadian merchants to the new
environment.
In attempting to substantiate this hypothesis, the
emphasis must be placed not on the achievement of indivi
duals but on those types of behavior and on those values
which are common to one or the other of the groups in con

15
flict.

Unfortunately, the scope of the present enterprise

did not make it possible to attempt a systematic comparison
of the British and Canadian merchant groups.

Since the

British merchants had already received a fair share of
attention and since the Canadian group was virtually un
known, it was decided to do a detailed investigation of
the Canadian group only.
Furthermore, since the Canadian merchants' downfall
occurred in the fur trade, and since this was the most
dynamic sector of the Canadian economy, the enquiry was
restricted to that area of New France most concerned with
the fur trade, the Montreal region.

And finally, since

most of the merchants of that region were established in
the town of Montreal itself, it was decided to limit the
study to those merchants who conducted their business in
Montreal or who called Montreal their hometown.

Mer

chants not directly involved in the fur trade were included
since they fulfilled important ancillary functions.
The study of the merchants of Montreal at the time
of the Conquest is not only of concern to the economic
historian;

the Montreal merchants were first of all a

social group with particular characteristics.

The identi

fication of the members of the group, the group's size, the
diversity of material status within the group, mobility
within the group, and the group's social and economic ramifi
cations can tell much about the type of community which was

16
Montreal in the third quarter of the eighteenth century.
From a business viewpoint, the investigation of business
practices not only reveals the state of the merchant's art,
it tells of the limitations of the economy of Montreal and
of the merchants' outlook on business.

The merchants'

outlook was also shaped by the legal customs of New France
and by the limits which the values carried by the legal
code put to the pursuit of material wealth.

This could be

observed both in the use which merchants made of notarial
records and in the judgements rendered during the military
regime by a militia court staffed with prominent merchants.
As a social group with particular socio-economic
characteristics and a given outlook on business activities,
the Montreal merchants remained much the same from 1750 to
1775.

But they lived in a period of economic, military,

and political instability which in the short run was not
conducive to a steady accumulation of wealth:

there was

the war of the Conquest, Pontiac's conspiracy, the liquida
tion of the Canada paper, and finally the onset of a new
business climate to deny them the peace and stability which
they needed in the pursuit of profit.

The rapid succession

of these misfortunes could only have a demoralizing effect
on them.
Lastly, it is important to cast Montreal and its
merchants in the North-American perspective.

By comparing

their behavior with that of other colonial merchants in

17
North America this study can conclude by assessing the
relative roles of restricted opportunities and a tradi
tional mentality in their failure as entrepreneurs.

That

last comparison may provide a more compassionate view of
that failure.

But the story must begin with the economic

and political conditions of the years from 1750 to 1775.

CHAPTER I
WAR, CONQUEST, AND PEACE,
1750 - 1775
After the British Conquest of Canada, the merchants
of New France, the bourgeoisie of the colony, were elimina
ted from trade and reduced to the economically peripheral
roles of lawyers, notaries and politicians.
school of French-Canadian historians.

So argues a

The emasculation of

the merchants, they contend, meant far more than the dis
placement of one social elite by another;

it was nothing

less than the decapitation of the social body which the
French inhabitants of North America constituted.1
tic event, to be sure, in the life of a people;

A drama

a trau-

1The exposition of this thesis which comes closest
to meeting the criteria of historical scholarship is con
tained in Michel Brunet's article "La conquête anglaise et
la déchéance de la bourgeoisie canadienne (1760-1793)" in
his La présence anglaise et les Canadiens, 49-112. See
also his Les Canadiens après la Conquête, I: 1759-1775
(Montreal: Fides, 1969). Guy Frégault has also argued the
point in a forceful article entitled "La Guerre de Sept Ans
et la civilisation canadienne," RHAF, VII (1954), 183-206.
For a review of French-Canadian historiography on the
Conquest, see Ramsay Cook, Canadian Historical Association
Historical Papers, 1966, 70-83.
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matic event, of ineluctable consequences and a compelling
relevance to the present.
But the observer who looks at the last years of
French rule in Canada, who studies the economic atmosphere
in which the hypothetical bourgeoisie functioned from 1750
to 1775 is struck at once by the economic hardship brought
onto the colonial merchants of Canada by the Seven Years'
War, which in America lasted nine years from its beginning
in the Ohio in 1754 to its formal conclusion in Paris in
1763.

From the strangulating effect of the naval conflict

on overseas trade, the strenuous demands of the war on
the internal economy of New France, the war-created
inflation and official profiteering, the uncertainty of
allegiance during military rule, the new imperial organiza
tion after the Treaty of Paris, to the liquidation of
French wartime debts and the reorganization of trade net
works, there lay a long and tortuous road, enough to try
the perseverance of the most stout-hearted man of business.
At first glance, one is tempted to take this long list of
setbacks and see the merchants and négociants

2

2

of New France

French usage in the eighteenth century had estab
lished a positive, if not yet clear-cut, distinction between
the terms marchand and négociant. The distinction bore on
the range rather than on the object of the trader's activity.
The négociant was foremost interested in international or
overseas commerce; the word implied a respectably high
social standing. The marchand also enjoyed a fair social
status, but the term applied to a trader whose activities

20
as victims of circumstances

felled by an unfortunate series

of events rather than by the malice of their victors.

It

is essential to look at some length at these circumstances
to understand the position and problems of the Canadian
trading community of Montreal.
New France in peace time.
To better perceive the influence of the Seven Years'
War and the Conquest on the merchants of Montreal, a few
introductory remarks are in order on the basic character of
New France in peace time.

They may serve to expose briefly

the economic structure of the French colony.

Was New France

a "normal" Western European-type society, as Michel Brunet
would have it,

3

that is, one surmises, a settled agrarian

community with a growing minority of commercial capitalists?
Leaving aside the difficulty of finding normal situations
in history, the current state of research on New France in
the eighteenth century does not allow any solid charac-

were confined inside the political boundaries of his
country. The customary distinction almost became law in
France in 1701. See Gaston Zeller, Aspects de la politique
française sous l'ancien régime (Paris: Presses universitaires
de France, 1964), 362. The two terms have been used by
French scholars as a rough guide to socio-economic position
and activity. See Fernand Braudel and Ernest Labrousse,
eds., Histoire économique et sociale de la France, II:
1660-1789 (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1970),
610-612.
3
See Brunet, La présence anglaise, 54.
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terization of the colony.

Earlier historians such as Canon

Lionel Groulx liked to depict New France in pastoral
tones: a cheerful people deeply devout and respectful of
clerical authority, courageous when the occasion demanded
courage, unafraid of the wilds, ready to bring the faith and
culture of France to the aborigines, but also engaging in a
degrading commerce with them.

4

Later students have

stressed the domination of the fur trade both on the
economic and the social life of New France:

it imprinted

values on its inhabitants as it dominated the economic
world of the colony.

For Harold Innis, New France simply

existed and eventually perished because of the fur trade.

5

Others have seen the lure of the fur trade as a safety
valve for a rather rigid, traditional society, a sort of

4
Groulx was the first French-Canadian historian to
devote his energies to lengthy study and patient rehabili
tation of the ancien régime in Canada. No other period of
Canadian history held as much attraction for him. His twovolume Histoire du Canada français depuis la découverte
(4th ed. Montreal: Fides, 1960) gives as much space to the
French regime as to the remainder of Canadian history. See
in particular Histoire, I, 227-317, for his idealized views
of New France. On Groulx's place in French Canadian his
toriography, see Serge Gagnon, Cité Libre, XVI, no. 83
(janvier 1966), 4-19, and his "Historiographie canadienne,
ou les fondements de la conscience nationale," in André
Beaulieu, Jean Hamelin, Benoit Bernier, Guide d 'Histoire du
Canada (Quebec: Les Presses de l'université Laval, 1969) ,
1-61; see also Jean-Pierre Gaboury, Le Nationalisme de
Lionel Groulx (Ottawa: Editions de l'université d'Ottawa,
1970), 91-133.
5See The Fur Trade in Canada (rev. ed. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1956).
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moving frontier which gave Canadians what was distinctly
6

un-European in their outlook on life.
Attention has currently been drawn to a specifically
"old world" aspect of life in New France, the preponderance
of the military establishment.

"The whole fabric of

Canadian society," wrote W.J. Eccles in a recent article,
"was imbued with the military ethos."

He estimated that "the

military establishment ran the fur trade a close second as
the economic mainstay of the economy."

7

Through the

greater part of her existence, and certainly during the last
twenty years, New France, Eccles contends, had been a
garrison colony, in which the military became the foremost
social element and impregnated the colonial elite with
their values.
Settlement, trade post, garrison, the colony was all
three, of course.

Did one function overshadow the others?

That cannot be answered yet, for little is known of the
structural tensions engendered by the conflicting require
ments of each function.

From the metropolitan viewpoint,

if the relative importance of each function was measured by

See W.J. Eccles, The Canadian Frontier, 1534-1760
6
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969) and Yves
F. Zoltvany, ed., The French Tradition in America (New
York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1969).
7
W.J. Eccles, "The Social, Economic and Political
Significance of the Military Establishment in New France,"
CHR, LII (March 1971), 1-22.
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the amount of money expended on it by the Crown, then the
settlers probably came last and the garrison first.

From

the colonial viewpoint, if the yardstick was the proportion
of the population engaged in each activity during peacetime,
then settlement might be first.

If the economic yield of

each sector was considered paramount, then the fur trade
was the mainstay of the colony.

It would appear then

that each function was the dominant one for some segment of
the population.

It would be difficult to speak of New

France as a whole, or to speak of New France as an inte
grated socio-economic entity.

Since the present interest

lies only with part of the trading population of the
colony, the colony will be looked at primarily from the
commercial aspect.

That is not to say that other aspects

are taken as unimportant, or less important;

yet the focus

here must be on the colony as seen by the Montreal mer
chants, since they are the object of the present study.
It must nevertheless be kept in mind that the
commercial sector gave work to only a small fraction of the
population of New France.

The importance attached by

historians such as Creighton, Innis, Lower, Ouellet, and
Hamelin to the production of staples for export has left a
distorted impression of the structure of the colonial
economy.8

8

Apart from the fur trade and the fisheries,
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little of Canada's material production was linked to out
side demand by the market mechanism.

The few wheat sur

pluses exported between 1750 and 1775 appeared not so much
as an attempt on the part of the habitants to grow commer
cial crops as fortunate accidents due to exceptionally
9
favourable circumstances. Wheat "surpluses" were not
produced for the "market place" by industrious farmers;
they were collected by coureurs de côtes or by pedlars
who roved over the countryside and took options on the new
crops.

These speculators were the object of persistent

legal blandishments, for the foodstuffs they engrossed
were not surpluses;

they were sometimes foodstuffs which

the improvident farmers would have to buy back from the
speculator, at high prices, to satisfy their wants before
the next crop was harvested."10

Only in the urban areas,

(Toronto: Macmillan, 1956); Innis, The Fur Trade; Innis,
The Cod Fisheries (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1954); A.R.M. Lower, Settlement and the Forest Frontier in
Eastern Canada (Toronto: Macmillan, 1936); Lower, The North
American Assault on the Canadian Forest: a History of the
Lumber Trade between Canada and the United States (Toronto:
Ryerson Press, 1938); Ouellet, Histoire dconomique; Jean
Hamelin, Economie et société en Nouvelle-France (Quebec:
Les Presses universitaires Laval, 1960).
On the notion of surplus, see Harry W. Pearson, "The
9
Economy Has No Surplus: Critique of a Theory of Development,"
in Karl Polanyi, Conrad W. Arensberg, and Harry W. Pearson,
eds., Trade and Market in the Early Empires (New York: The
Free Press, 1957), 320-341.
10Hamelin, Economie et société , 62-64; Jacques Viger,
Règne militaire en Canada (Memoires de la Société historique
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which comprised but a fourth of the population of the
colony,11 were the consumers dependent upon the market
place for their food supply and upon the market mechanism
for the determination of prices.

Even there, the market

was encumbered by government regulations on food prices.
The production of staples for export and of "merchandise"

12

for local consumption concerned a minority of Canadians.
Yet in one sense economic historians who have used
exports as the yardstick of economic growth in eighteenthcentury Canada were on sound economic grounds.

The colon

ial market mechanism was intimately conditioned by the
availability of goods imported from the metropolis;

these

in turn were paid for, at least in part, by the exported
staples.

The import-export trade was the one form of

economic activity which really mattered to the metropolis
and to its representatives in the colonial administration.
The metropolis's main concern was to reap as much benefit
as possible from its possession of the colony.

de Montréal. Cinquième livraison, Montreal: Des presses
à vapeur de la Minerve, 1870), 118-119, 145-146, 197, 288290.
11The census of 1765 gave a total population of
roughly 70,000, of which an estimated 14,700 lived in Quebec
City and in Montreal combined. See Canadian Censuses, 16651871 (Ottawa, 1876), 64-67, reproduced in Gustave Lanctot,
Histoire du Canada, III: Du Traité d 1Utrecht au Traité de
Paris, 1713-1763 (Montreal: Beauchemin, 1964), 342-343.
12

In the sense of goods produced for sale, as opposed
to goods produced for personal consumption.
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Certainly for the merchants, but also for all the
inhabitants of New France, the overseas commerce of the
13
colony with the metropolis
was basic to bare survival
as well as economic development.

After 1713, New France

had favorable balances of trade only in 1731, 1739, and
14
1741.
From 1751 until the Conquest, the Intendant
prohibited the export of wheat from the colony in a vain
attempt to keep the local supply on a level with the local
demand. 15 Yet in spite of regulations forbidding exports,
forbidding population migration from the countryside to
the city, 16 and controlling the sale of foodstuffs on the
local markets, 17 wheat had to be imported from France from

French
of the
mined,
France

13Neglected here is New France's trade with the
West Indies: its precise importance for the economy
colony and for the merchants has not yet been deter
but it is clear that the West Indies trade of New
came second to her trade with the metropolis.

14 See A.J.E. Lunn, "Economic Development in New
France, 1713-1760" (Ph.D. dissertation, McGill University,
1942), 433.
15Ibid., 95-108.
16 In 1749, François Bigot, who was the intendant of
New France from 1748 to 1760, prohibited the migration of
farmers into the colony's capital under pains of heavy
fines. See Arrêts et Réglements du Conseil Supérieur du
Québec, II, 399-400. Quoted in Guy Frégault, François~
Bigot, administrateur français (Montreal: Les Etudes de
l'Institut D'histoire de l'Amérique française, 1948), II,
17-18.

17 Jean Hamelin, Economie et Société , 62-64;
"Economic Development," 88-89.

Lunn,
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time to time to supplement local production.1 8

Agricultural

output had been irregular throughout the French regime.
Farming methods were "backward,"
slowed production;

of course, and this

but so were farming methods in France,

or in the Northern American colonies. 19

Limited manpower

may better explain the mediocre agricultural performance:
the proportion of New France's population engaged in nonagricultural activities, estimated at between 25 and 35
per cent, was greater than that of France or the American
colonies. 20

Yet whatever the cause, the point is that the

colony could not maintain itself by its agricultural
production:
France.

foodstuffs sometimes had to be imported from

The cost of these supplies was partly carried by

the royal administration, but most foodstuffs had to be
paid from the colony's exports.
Overseas commerce was also essential to the economic

1 8

Lunn, "Economic Development," 104-108.
19For France, see Braudel, Labrousse, Histoire économique et sociale, 152-158. For the American colonies, see
Percy W. Bidwell and John I. Falconer, History of Agricul
ture in the Northern United States 1620-1840 (New York:
Peter Smith, 1941), 84, 87, 142-143.
20

.

For France, see Braudel, Labrousse, Histoire
économique et sociale, 72. Less than 20 per cent of
Frenchmen lived in cities. In the United States, slightly
over 200,000 persons, out of a population of about four
million, lived in urban territories in 1790. This is a
rate of 5 per cent. See U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Historical Statistics of the United States, Colonial
Times to 1957 (Washington, D.C., 1960) , 14, Series A
195-209.
Lunn explains the poor state of Canadian agricul-
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survival of New France in other ways.

Fur, fish, and

lumber exports were the colony's primary sources of credit
in the metropolis.

They met only in part the costs of

brandy, blankets, and trinkets imported for the fur trade,
and of dry goods, manufactured, and luxury items brought in
for local consumption.

There was no other regular source

of supply than France, though there was an illicit fur
21
trade between New France and Albany.
Without overseas
shipping New France could not survive long.
Within this economic framework, the merchants of
Montreal served as the middle link in a chain of trade
which extended from La Rochelle, Bordeaux, and Nantes in
France, through the colonial port of Quebec, to the fur
trade staging area in Montreal, on to Detroit,
Michilimackinac, into the Illinois and down the Ohio
valley.

It was the Montreal merchants who sponsored or

undertook fur expeditions, who usually obtained trade goods
on credit, and who sold beaver pelts in Montreal to the
Compagnie des Indes;

other pelts— marten, otter, deer, fox,

bear, elk, raccoon— were sold or forwarded on consignment
to Quebec merchants, who obtained trade goods for Montreal

ture in 1760 by the lack of contact with French improvements
in farming techniques and by the "counterattraction of the
fur trade" which drained manpower from the fields to the
woods ("Economic Development," 108-110).
21

See A.J.E. Lunn, "The Illegal Fur Trade out of
Canada," Canadian Historical Association Report, 1939, 61-76.
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merchants.

In prosperous years Montreal merchants also

bought wheat from farmers in the fertile Montreal plain
and shipped it to Quebec where it was made into biscuits for
fishermen of the St. Lawrence or for the West Indies.
Yet it was Quebec which was Canada's only port of
entry.

Every ship had to break bulk there.

administrative center of the colony.

It was also the

The Compagnie des

Indes, the most important commercial enterprise in preConquest Canada and the holder of the export monopoly for
beaver, also had its headquarters there.

Thus the Montreal

merchants held no direct control over overseas trade and
depended on correspondents, agents, or suppliers in Quebec.
But the Montrealers had an almost exclusive control over the
fur supply.

Without the Montrealers' furs to export,

merchants in Quebec had only some fish, some lumber, and a
few ships to sell.

Their chief market was the West Indies,

and there they met stiff competition from American colon
ials.

Thus between Quebec and Montreal, the two urban

centers of Canada, the relation was one of economic inter
dependence. Quebec during the French regime may be said to
have been the dominant partner, but it was Montreal which
gathered the colony's main staple, and it was there that
Canadians had the best chance of making quick profits.
War
The frailty of New France, its dependence upon France,

30
were made brutally clear in war time.
line was Atlantic shipping.

The colony's life

During the Seven Years' War

Great Britain's superiority over France on the Atlantic
allowed her to sever that lifeline many times.

The naval

blockade of New France had actually begun even before the
conflict broke out.

When Great Britain declared war on

France on 17 May 1756, she merely made official a war which
had started in the Ohio valley in the spring of 1754.

At

stake was nothing less than the mastery of a continent and
with it the triumph of one empire over another.

22

At

first Great Britain was slow to react to the initiative of
her American colonies and reluctant to endorse a conflict
which would spread to her whole empire.

Diplomatic, mili

tary, and naval preparations were required, if only to
secure the temporary advantages of taking the initiative.
But within a year England put the full weight of her
naval superiority to bear against France and New France.
In July 1755 Vice-Admiral Hawke received orders to seize
and capture French ships.

Two months before, Vice-Admiral

Boscawen had been given secret instructions to seize all
French warships and all French ships carrying troops or

22

For a detailed account of the origins, proceed
ings, and aftermaths of the Seven Years' War in Canada, see
Guy Frégault, La Guerre de la Conquête (Montreal: Fides,
1955). For convenience, reference is made to the English
edition translated by Margaret Cameron (Toronto: Oxford
University Press, 1969).
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military supplies;

in June, two ships of the French navy,

sailing to Quebec with troops and military supplies, were
intercepted and captured, though the main body of the
23
convoy made it safely to the colony.
During the fall of
1755, at least two hundred French merchantmen, not so
fortunate, were captured and brought to London;
24
severely hurt French overseas commerce.

this

Because of these losses French freight and insurance
rates rose drastically.

From 1755 to 1760, according to

A.J.E. Lunn, "insurance rose to 60% [of the value of the
shipment], while American colonists were paying only 15%
and 20%.

Freight climbed to 200, 240, 400 and 500 livres
25
the ton, often more than the goods were worth."
Increased shipping costs affected prices and mer

chants' profits.

So did the decreasing number of ships

which did cross the Atlantic to Canada.

An indication of

the slowdown is to be found at La Rochelle, the main French
port involved in the Canada trade.

The total annual

average value of furs imported from Canada dropped from
1,985,348 livres between 1753 and 1757 to 506,613 livres
during the next four years.

26

In 1756, when La Rochelle

23Frégault, War of the Conquest, 89-91.
24Ibid., 112-113.
25

A.J.E. Lunn, "Economic Development," 380.

26Ibid., 465.
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registered the lowest arrivals of furs from Canada in the
whole wartime period, Canadians complained to the French
court, perhaps in the hope of better naval protection,
that the high cost of freight and insurance ate up all their
profits and left them nothing with which to pay for imports.
"S'ils ont a Se plaindre," answered the La Rochelle
Chambre de Commerce, "ce n'est que d'eprouver une diminu
tion dans Leurs revenus, tandis que pour les autres
[metropolitan shippers], les pertes qu'ils souffrent sont
27
une portion de leurs capitaux."
In 1757, a La Rochelle Chambre de Commerce wrote
again to the French Minister of Colonies to complain of
heavy shipping losses.

"Cette multiplicité de malheurs et

La proximité de L'Ennemi, allarme si fort nos Negocians,
qu'aucun d'eux ne peut se déterminer a faire sortir Les
Navires actuellement prets qui sont en grand nombre et tres
interessans pour La Colonie de Canada en particulier."

28

There was no doubt how "interessans" these ships would be
for the colony of Canada, as Vaudreuil, the governor of
New France, lamented to the Minister of Colonies:

the

year's whole crop had failed miserably, "les epies ne

27PAC, MG 1, AC, F2B, carton 6, ff. 140-141,
"Memoire des Chambres de Commerce de La Rochelle au Ministre
des Colonies, 9 octobre 1756."
28Ibid., ff. 159-160, "Mémoire de la Chambre de
Commerce de La Rochelle au Ministre des Colonies, le 15
avril 1757."
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produisent presque rien, les pluyes continuelles que nous
avons eu ont brûlé et Rouillé nos grains, ce Sont,
Monseigneur, de ces événemens aux quels la prévoyance
29
humaine ne Scauroit remédier."
Supply ships had arrived
in May, but their cargo had soon been spent on the troops
and the militia.30

Vaudreuil later asked the Minister to

compel every merchantman bound for the colony to carry
foodstuffs as part of its load. 31
In 1758, La Rochelle shippers concerned with the
Canada trade had even more cause for concern.

Of the

eleven ships they had dispatched to Canada, nine wère cap
tured by British vessels.

"Merchants in that port made no
32
attempt to send any in 1759 or 1760."
Instead, as she
33
had done in 1757,
France in the spring of 1759 sneaked a
convoy of eighteen ships laden with victuals from the port
of Bordeaux and the convoy made a safe trip to Quebec. 34

29
11
PAC, AC, C A, voi. 102, ff. 106-106v, Vaudreuil
to the Minister, Montreal, 12 September 1757.
30 George F.G. Stanley, New France: The Last Phase,
1744-1760 (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1968),
192-193.
31PAC, AC, c IIa , vol . 102, f. 180, Vaudreuil to the
Minister, Montreal, 2 November 1757.
32
Lunn, "Economic Development," 380.
33
Stanley, New France, 192.
34Frégault, War of the Conquest, 240.

34
This was to be the last time France victualled her Canadian
colony.

In 1758, the situation was so bad that one captain

was led to suggest to Paris that colonial trade be main
tained through the Spanish port of Cadiz;

it was better,

he wrote, to sustain the colonies even in this fashion,
than to attempt to reap the benefits of French colonial
trade within France at the risk of losing the colonies
altogether.35
What were the Montreal merchants to do in such cir
cumstances?

Cargo space was scarce, freight and insurance

rates exhorbitant.
business?

How could they carry on their regular

How could they get furs to France and manufac

tured goods, brandy, and trinkets out of France?

Some had

shipments already paid for, deteriorating in warehouses and
running up storage fees.

Others had their capital tied up

in furs or trade goods in Montreal, and these were of little
use in wartime.

Others still had to leave everything

in the care of wives or children and go with the militia.
But for a few there might be profit to be made out of the
difficulties of war, out of the disparity between demand
and supply.
A few words suffice to explain how war affected the

35PAC, AC, F2B, carton 6, ff. 163-168. See also
John F. Bosher, "Le ravitaillement de Québec en 1758,"
Histoire sociale/Social History, V (no. 9) (April 1972),
79-85.

35
the price mechanism.

Guy Frégault, the Canadian historian

of the Seven Years' War, put it thus:
The increase in consumption resulting from
hostilities was further accentuated by
the arrival of considerable numbers of
French soldiers. Moreover the geogra
phical structure of New France— her great
extent in relation to the population—
and the absolute need to defend her
distant frontiers in time of war, com
bined to give first priority to the
factor of distribution. Since geogra
phical conditions made the transport of
men, military supplies, and food very
difficult, this too caused a heavy drain
on Canada's manpower and resources. And
where would the men come from? From the
Canadian population, whose numbers were al
ready inadequate and whose reserves were by
no means inexhaustible.36
At once, both supply and demand were affected.

Men

were withdrawn from their fields, their shops or their
canoes, and were only partially replaced as producers by
women and children.

The militia men, the regular

soldiers, the Indians were so many unproductive stomachs
to feed,

mostly at government expense.

The number of French

regular troops in the colony during the conflict ranged
from 3,800 to 6,800 and perhaps to 8,000;

they added

roughly 10 per cent to a permanent population in the
colony of about 65,000.

As for the Indians who fought with

them, and who also had to be victualled, their numbers were
indefinite, and could vary from 2,000 to 8,000.

36 Frégault, War of the Conquest, 212.

Men in the

36
militia could also number between 5,000 and 8,000.

37

At

the very least, the warring population made up 20 per cent
38
of the total population of New France.
The food supply,
never overgenerous for long, became hopelessly inadequate
between 1756 and 1759, the worst years of the war.

Once

in 1756, twice in 1757, and once again in 1758, soldiers'
rations had to be cut.

Soldiers and inhabitants of Montreal

and Quebec had less and less bread and meat.

Ingenious but

not too popular recipes for the preparation of horsemeat
were devised;

oats and peas were ground and mixed into
39
wheat flour to stretch out the supply.
In the winter
of 1757-58, starving Quebecers were too enfeebled to work
properly.

In spite of the arrival of convoys from France

in spring and summer, women in Montreal rioted against the
exhorbitant bread prices;
died of starvation. 40

some, it was asserted, even

Matters got worse in 1759, and the

intendant resorted to official requisitioning parties to
go into the countryside and obtain what little wheat was
still hidden in granaries.
government's paper money;

Farmers refused to accept the
the officers' pay and some of the

37PAC, AC, C11A, vol. 95, ff. 344-349.
38
Stanley, New France, 164, 192; Chevalier de la
Pause, "Mémoire fait au mois de 9bre 1759," RAPQ, 1933-34,
136.
39
40

Stanley, New France, 191-196.

Frégault, Bigot, II, 233, 238-239.
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intendant's plate was the only currency they would accept.
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The tremendous inflation of the last years of the
war was partly produced by the food shortages.

A quintal

of flour, which had sold for 14 livres in 1755, went up to
45 livres in 1758 and to 60 livres in 1759.

Eggs, which in

1755 had sold for 10 sols a dozen, were up to 1 livre in
1758, 3 livres 10 sols in 1759, and 9 livres in

1760.

A

pound of butter sold for 8 sols in 1755, 1 livre 5 sols in
1758, 3 livres 10 sols in 1759, and from 12 to 15 livres
in 1760.

A minot of peas went from 5 livres in1755 to 12

livres in 1758 to 48 livres in 1759. These were all
locally-produced foodstuffs;

imported commodities also

doubled, tripled or quadrupled in price.

Perhaps the

worst of the inflation concerned brandy for the fur trade,
a velte of which retailed at 4 livres in 1755 and at 90
livres in 1759!
Labor also became rapidly more expensive.
it had cost 30 livres to have a suit tailored;

In 1755
in 1759 the

cost went up to 70 livres.

A day's wages for a common

laborer were now 6 livres;

they had been 2 livres 10 sols

four years earlier.
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As a general rule, prices in New

41Ibid., 276-278, 293, 303-310.
42
PAC, MG 5, France, Affaires Etrangères, Mémoires
et Documents, Amérique, vol. 11, ff. 72v-73v;
[Louis de
Courville,] Mémoire sur le Canada, depuis 1749, jusqu'à
1760. En trois parties; avec cartes et plans litho-
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France in 1759 were seven to eight times higher than at the
beginning of the war.

Military officers on a fixed income

complained that they could barely subsist on their
wages. 43
The wartime "monetary policy" of the intendant and
44
governor of New France
has received a large share of the

graphiés ([2nd ed. Quebec, 1873] published under the
direction of the Quebec Literary and Historical Society),
180-181. In a remarkable piece of detective work,
Aegidius Fauteux established that Louis de Courville was
the "Sieur de C..." who had put his name to the Mémoire sur
le Canada. See Cahiers Des Dix, 1940, 231-292. These
figures are an indication rather than a precise evalua
tion of the rate of inflation in Canada during these
years. They do not take into account regional nor seasonal
variations, although the figures for 1755, 1758, and 1759
are current prices for January of each year. Moreover,
these figures are only a rough index of the rise of the
cost of living. Flour prices, for example, quadrupled in
the five years from 1755 to 1759, but it appears that
farmers on the whole kept a minimum supply of wheat hidden
from view on their farms, and they may not have been as
affected by the galloping inflation as urban residents,
whose dependence on market prices was obviously greater
than the self-sustaining farmer's.
43PAC, MG 5, France, Affaires Etrangères, Mémoires
et Documents, Amérique, vol. 11, ff. 72, 72v; Docs. Curr.
II, 889.
44The issuance of paper money was mainly the respon
sibility of the intendant, but the governor could intervene
into the monetary practices of the intendant for military
reasons. In 1759 Governor Vaudreuil was ordered by the
Minister of Marine to take part with Intendant Bigot in
controlling the issuance of notes on the Treasury. See
Docs. Curr., II, 883. In October of the same year,
Vaudreuil wrote back to the Minister, explaining that the
press of war had not allowed him time to look at the finan
cial management of the colony (Docs. Curr., II, 927-929).
He could not have ignored, however, that there were com
plaints about abuses in military expenditures. See Mont
calm's letter to the Maréchal de Belle Isle, 12 April 1759,
in Docs. Curr., II, 893-901.
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blame for this sorry state of affairs.

For on top of the

price increases occasioned by the very real discrepancy
between supply and demand, for which they were partially
responsible, the growing lack of confidence on the part of
Canadians in the ability of the French government to pay
for the huge war expenditures made by these officials
occasioned the depreciation of the circulating promissory
notes on the French Treasury, until only metallic currency
became acceptable to the habitant.

The rapid progression

of government expenditures led many contemporaries (and
some historians) to believe that there, rather than in any
45
shortage, lay the primary cause of inflation.
Yet could the intendant and, to some extent, the
governor, really be blamed, as they often are, for the
French government's reluctance to pay the costs of war?
Was it not the role of colonial officials first to win the
war, or at least postpone defeat, and then worry about
the costs?

As intendant of New France, Bigot of course

reaped some personal benefits from his secret association
with Joseph Cadet, the government's victualler.

But in the

practice of eighteenth-century administration, a certain
amount of corruption was the rule, and as Guy Frégault admits,

45Docs. Curr., II, 905-909; "Mémoire du Canada,"
RAPQ, 1924-25, 172, 194;
[Courville,] Mémoire sur le
Canada. 184; PAC, AC, C1]-A, vol. 108, ff. 119v-121v;
Frégault, Bigot, II, 168-169.
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Table 1
Official expenditures in Canada*
Estimates, 1754-1760
Anon.a
1754
1755
1756
1757
1758
1759
1760

4,466,021
6,101,838
11,343,020
19,269,967
27,945,774
30,168,430
20,727,739

Murray

b

6 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0

5,500,000
8,000,000
12 ,000,000
24,000,000
30,000,
000
23,300,000

Bernier c
700,000-800,000II
4 ,000,000
8,000,000
13,000,
000
24,000,000

*From A.J.E. Lunn, "Economic Development," 478.
aPAC, Aff. Etran., Mém. et doc., Amérique, vol. 3, 121:
"Tableau des dépenses faites en Canada, 1750-1760."
T_

Docs. Const. Hist. Can., 49.
CDocs. Curr., II, 909.

Murray's Report, 5 June 1762.

Bernier au Ministre, 19 April 1759.

there were no reasons for the intendant or the governor not
46
to make the most of it during a troubled situation.
It
is impossible to say how much the inflation of paper curren
cy would have been reduced had Bigot put a tighter rein on
government expenditures. A more exemplary conduct, it has
been argued, might have brought much the same result;
more accurate accounting would have merely shifted expendi47
tures from one heading to another;
this could only have

46

Frégault, Bigot, II, 393-395.
discussion of this in Chapter VI.
47Docs. Curr., II, 917-919.

See a more extended
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increased the astonishment of French ministers and might
even have hastened the surrender of New France.
Above and beyond the question of official misconduct,
the point is that the deterioration of the economy in
Canada during the Seven Years' War was basically the result
of a combination of factors arising out of the war itself.
But contemporaries took a different view of the situation.
Courville, the petulant memorialist, Bernier, the Marine
Minister's commis, General Montcalm, Chevalier La Pause, and
lesser men who later complained of French rule to the new
British administrators, were concerned not so much with the
real economic causes of the inflation as with its effect on
the inhabitants of the colony, and in particular on the
colony's merchants.

Their real object of complaint was not

so much that profiteering took place, but that profiteering
was reserved to a privileged few.

The details of Cadet's

deal with the French government for the supplies of the
troops, the militia, the forts, and the Indians, were kept
secret.

Large invoices for fictitious deliveries were

often accepted, and soldiers did not always receive their
allotted rations.

Contemporary critics of the Bigot adminis

tration and the testimony given during the Affaire du Canada
trials in 1761-1762 made this quite evident.

48

48

Fregault, Bigot, II, 161-217. The details of
Cadet's supply contract show that the prices agreed to were
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It was also obvious, on the very word of the
intendant, that army officers indulged in illicit trading
at fur trade posts and that they sometimes traded on their
49
own account with goods belonging to the King.
To quote
another observer, supply convoys to the posts of the North
West were usually headed by "un officier des troupes, qui,
instruit du commerce, qui se fait dans cette partie, ne
néglige pas de se pourvoir des merchandises les plus
convenables à la traite des sauvages, et les charge dans
ces voitures.

II n'oublie pas 1'eau-de-vie, qui est

1'article le plus fructueux.

C'est avec cette liqueur

qu'ils se procurent des sauvages la plus grande partie
des pelleteries, et, le plus souvent, leur eau-de-vie
venant à manquer, c'est celle du roi qui en pâtit."50
Store-keepers, commissaries, and post commandants took
what they put down on invoices as "gifts to Indian tribes"
and sold the "gifts" to the Indians in exchange for
furs. 51 Some took bribes from agents of the supply

only slightly higher than the current prices of 1756;
moreover, the contract did not allow for inflation. See
Alfred Barbier, Un munitionnaire du roi à la NouvelleFrance: Joseph Cadet (1756-1781) (Poitiers; Imprimerie
Blais et Roy, 1900), 3-16, 349-360. Barbier called the
supply contract a "marché de dupes" (p. 4).
49Docs. Curr., II, 901-905.
50"Mémoire du Canada," RAPQ, 1924-25, 125.
51Docs. Curr., II, 901-905.
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contractor, Cadet, for which they also "inflated" the
receipts for goods delivered to them. 52

The whole network

of trade was embroiled in corruption, preference, and
protection.
One readily has an idea of the reaction of those
Montreal traders left without official protection or
military contracts.

"Companies as avaricious as they were

powerful, were formed," some of them complained to George
III in 1763 of the last years of French rule.

"All the trade

was captured, and the merchants of Canada were helpless onlookers at business which should have been theirs." 53

The

anonymous author of the Mémoire du Canada agreed with them:
Depuis quelques années . . . le commerce
languissait dans cette colonie. Déjà
quelques négociants de la ville de Quebec
avaient fait passer leurs fonds en France.
Ils avaient laissé leurs maisons, pour se
soustraire au triumvirat [Bigot, Cadet,
and Péan, the army chief supply officer, all
said to be in collusion] qui avait tout
réuni sous sa puissance . . . .
La facilité
que 1 1intendant avait de tirer des lettres
de change sur le Trésor royal était un fonds
inépuisable. II ne fallait pas moins que
cette ressource pour pouvoir envahir et
fournir tout le commerce d'une colonie
entière. C'est ainsi qu'avec les propres
deniers du roi, la société a éloigné de la

52PAC, MG 18 G8 (5) Affaire du Canada, "Precis pour
le Sieur Penissauld," 234;
[Courville,] Mémoire sur le
Canada, 172.
53Docs. Curr., II, 969.
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colonie tous les négociants, et ceux
même qui auraient voulu s'y établir.54
Historian A.J.E. Lunn concurred;

she wrote that

"for at least a decade Canadian merchants were denied their
rightful share in the colony's trade." 55 These wide-brush
judgements may have to be tempered somewhat, but they do
suggest definite hardships for the Montreal traders during
the pre-Conquest war years.

How they lived through these

difficult times will be seen later.
Conquest
The general economic ambience of the post-Conquest
period remained gloomy.

On 8 September 1760, Governor

Vaudreuil surrendered the colony and spared Montreal the
shelling, fire, and destruction which had befallen Quebec
during the siege of the previous year.
had their homes preserved;

Thus Montrealers

the articles of capitulation

assured them the property and enjoyment of all their
possessions.

Habitants and négociants were to receive "all

the privileges of commerce with the same favors and conditions
granted the subjects of His Britannic Majesty, as well in the
pays d'en haut as within the c o l o n y . "
Beyond that, and a
6
5

"Mémoire du Canada," RAPQ, 1924-25, 127.
4
5
55Lunn, "Economic Development," 379.
56 See articles 37 and 46 of the capitulation in
Docs. Const. Hist. Can., I, 18-19, 21.
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promise that no Canadians would be deported [the memory of
the Acadian tragedy was all too present], the capitulation
gave the Montreal merchants nothing by the way of an
indication of their future.

For the time being they were

to live under British military rule, and they could only
conclude that military considerations would dictate their
new masters' conduct until a definite settlement of the
war was reached.
Another two full years elapsed before all hope of
New France being returned to France had to be abandoned.
The preliminaries of peace were signed in November, 1762
and the British Parliament ratified the Treaty on 10
February 1763.

57

The terms of the Treaty stipulated its

coming into effect eighteen months after its ratification;
nearly four years would then run between the fall of
Montreal and the permanent establishment of British civil
authority over what was to be called "the Province of
Quebec."
In the meantime, the colony had to be administered
and its economic life resurrected.

On 3 October 1760,

Brigadier General James Murray was confirmed as military
governor of the district of Quebec by General Jeffery
Amherst, the British commander-in-chief.

Murray had ruled

the city since its fall in September 1759 and had been

57 Frégault, War of the Conquest, 429-445.
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appointed its governor by General Monckton in late 1759.
(A few weeks before Murray's appointment, Amherst had put
Lieutenant-Colonel Ralph Burton as military governor of
the district of Trois-Rivières, and Brigadier-General
Thomas Gage as military governor of the district of
Montreal.

In October 1763, Burton went to Montreal to

replace Gage;

Burton's post was filled by a French-

speaking Swiss, Frederick Haldimand, who later became
governor of Canada during the American Revolution).5
8
The new military districts corresponded roughly to the
administrative districts of the French regime;

the legal

organization set up by the military governors was also
close to the French system.

There was neither time nor

cause to do otherwise, as peace negotiations were still
pending and as it was in "the law of nations that in con
quered countries the laws of such countries subsist till it
59
shall please the conqueror to give them new laws."
But
the retention of the colony's laws and customs was only the
beginning of the military governors' concern with the
vanquished population.

The cares of day-to-day adminis

tration had to be attended to:

ordinances had to be ren

dered, orders and proclamations published, regulations estab-

58A.L. Burt, The Old Province of Quebec, I, 22-27.
59

Ibid., I, 31.

The words are Gage's.
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lished, and commissions granted.

The seigneurial system

had to be maintained and the clergy watched over.

Above

all, military security was to be preserved and the gover
nors' authority was not to be challenged.
In order to keep the inhabitants of the conquered
colony in a quiescent mood, it was imperative to restore
some order to the economy.

Toward this end, Gage in

Montreal, Murray in Quebec, and Burton in Trois-Rivières
issued various orders and regulations concerning trade and
prices.

In September 1760, as he named Gage and Burton to

their posts, General Amherst declared trade to be "free to
everyone without duty, but merchants will be obliged to take
out passports from the governors, which will be furnished
them gratis. 6 0

On April 1 of the following year, Gage re

iterated Amherst's declaration of free trade, but asked of
potential voyageurs to the fur trade country that they supply
him with "a statement of the merchandise they are to take,
and . . . the number of canoes they wish to go up with
the list of employees whom they will take."

It was further

more made clear that "under no pretext" could they send
peltries obtained from that trade on to France or take
peltries with them to that country, under penalty of jail;
they were allowed, however, to send peltries to Great Britain

60

Docs. Const. Hist. Can., I, 41.
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or to New England.

61

In November 1761, Gage forbade ped

lars to settle in the countryside without the required
trading permits.

Established merchants were not required

to obtain such permits;

the order was given to protect

the habitants from an inflow of shady operators and to
62
reduce the engrossing of foodstuffs.
It was also urgent to set a standard rate of exchange
for the many currencies and to deal with the paper money in
circulation in the colony, as this also was subject to
abuse.

Two months after the capture of Quebec, Murray had

issued a conversion table for Portuguese, Spanish, .French,
and English currency and had declared the French paper money
"of no real value, and a manifest Imposition on the
Publick."

He could not prevent speculation on the French

notes, however, and it became prudent not to pursue the
matter further. 63 (Indeed, he later obliged the holders
of the depreciated paper by conducting registrations of the
French lettres de change, ordonnances, and cartes— playingcards assigned a set value and endorsed with the intendant's

PAC Report, 1918, appendix B, 43. The English
1
6
translation provided with the French original is deficient;
it renders "ni même les [the furs] passer eux même [to
France]" ("nor take [the furs] with them [to France]") by
"or even dress them themselves."
62PAC Report, 1918, app. B, 50;

Burt, Old Province

1, 38.
63PAC Report, 1918, app. B, 3-4, Burt, Old Province
1, 42.
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signature— in 1762 and 1764.)

But the value of the small

amount of metallic currency available in the three military
districts was not uniform.

Murray adopted the "Halifax

currency," or rate, of five shillings to the Spanish
dollar (which equalled six French livres), while Gage pre
ferred to follow the "New York currency" of eight shillings
to the dollar, and thus gave the Montreal district the
same units of account as New York, to which it was economically closer than to Halifax. 64 Such a disparity was too
tempting for some;

the Montreal district was soon faced

with a shortage of small coins, taken to the Quebec dis
trict where their value was greater.65

In September 1764,

after he had become civil governor of the province of Quebec,
Murray adopted the "New England currency" of six shillings
to the Spanish dollar for the whole province.

This

allowed him, moreover, to give the livre tournois the same
value as the New England shilling, and accounting was some
what simplified.
In November 1762, one more important modification
of the commercial structure of the colony was affected.
The dominance of Quebec over Montreal was lessened as

64

Burt, Old Province, I, 43.

65PAC Report, 1918, app. B, 58.
66

Ouellet, Histoire économique, 60-61; PAC Report,
1913, app. E, 45-46; PAC, MG 11, C.O. 44, ff. 5~7.
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Montreal was declared a port of entry with its own customs
office.

In the words of Gage's proclamation, "all vessels

coming from Europe, or from the colonies . . . may pursue
their course to Montreal without being obliged to unload
and reload their goods at Quebec . . . ."6
7

Montreal

fur traders now could, if they wished, be more independent
of Quebec négociants.

They could go into overseas or

intercolonial trade for themselves and be free of the
former middlemen.

In reality, though, this breakthrough

was not as salutary as it might appear at first.

There

would remain a substantial intracolonial trade between
Quebec and Montreal for foodstuffs and imported goods.
Moreover, both Quebec and Montreal merchants would be faced
with the ponderous problem of finding British correspondents
or agents.

How they managed will be seen later.

Murray believed that an open fur trade, together with
the "superior diligence and application of the British
Traders," would greatly extend the trade of Canada,

68

but

for him this was a question of expediency, not of laissezfaire belief.

Other areas of commerce required supervision.

In Montreal, Gage passed ordinances regulating the price of
69
fire-wood, of wheat, bread, and meat.
In August 1763,

67PAC Report, 1918, app. B, 63.
68

See Murray's and Gage's reports on their "govern
ments" in Docs. Const. Hist. Can., I, 76, 93.
69
PAC Report, 1918, app. B, 47, 61, 77.
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"on representations which had been made to [him] by traders
and merchants of this town [Montreal], that, in prejudice
of the ancient police regulations, many artisans, journey
men and others, left their regular calling, to sell daily
on the public squares of this town, in its streets, and on
the shores, merchandise and other effects, engaged the in
habitants to buy their wares at prices often below the
course of the market, which occasions that they no longer
go but rarely to the shops of the complainants," Gage
issued an ordinance prohibiting such competition.70
Regulations of the same order were also issued in the other
two districts, to curb higher prices, to restore an orderly
trade, and to forbid new practices.

The general purpose

of these regulations was to bring back some economic and
social order to the colony.
The re-opening of the West
In the eyes of Montreal traders, the restoration of
the economic order of the colony hinged foremost on the re
opening of the fur trade in the upper country.

In this,

however, there were difficulties which went beyond the
customary regulation of markets.

During the war, one of

New France's major assets had been her alliance with
Indian tribes of the upper country from Lake Ontario to

70 Ibid., 75.
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"the Illinois."

Now it befell the British troops to take

over the French posts dependent of New France, at least
until a permanent peace settlement was achieved.
in lay the difficulty.

But there

How could the British make the

Indians accept a change of allegiance which might be only
temporary?
Within days of the capitulation of Montreal, two
hundred of Major Robert Rogers's Rangers set out, with
letters from Governor Vaudreuil, to take over the posts
of the "north." 71
difficulties.

They encountered surprisingly few

They were delayed on November 7 by the

visit near present-day Cleveland of a band of Indians led
by Pontiac.

The Indian chief resolved to be friendly and
72
formally submitted to British rule.
Rogers went on to

Detroit, of which he took possession on 26 November 1760,
and some of his men moved on to the French forts of the
Ohio.

They were relieved the following year by detachments

of Royal Americans who had previously taken possession of
Michilimackinac, Ste. Marie, Green Bay, and St. Joseph in
the northern country.

73

71

Burt, Old Province, I, 22; B.G. Loescher,
Genesis: Rogers Rangers: The Corps and the Revivals,
April 6,1758 - December 24, 1783 (San Mateo, Cal., 1969),
127.
72Loescher, Genesis, 129-130.
73Ibid., 132-137.
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Rogers's Rangers brought more than British colors to
the upper country posts.
British traders.

They also brought the first

At Niagara Rogers himself had gone into

partnership to supply his own troops.

From there the

partnership sold supplies to Detroit;

it also sold rum,

wampum, stroud blankets, and other goods to the Crown to be
used as Indian presents.

Rogers may personally have engaged

in some fur trading to take advantage of the over-stocked
Detroit merchants.
high.
Miamis.

His expense accounts were suspiciously

So were those of the Ranger in command of Fort
74

Involvement by the military in commercial affairs

threatened to continue the dubious French practice, but the
American officers were quickly made accountable to their
superiors.
Civilian British subjects soon followed the Rangers
into the fur trade country.

With trade goods obtained in

Albany, Alexander Henry, an American merchant, teamed up
with a Canadian voyageur, Etienne Campion, and left for
Michilimackinac in 1761.

He observently noted the pecu

liarities and the requirements of the long-distance expedi
tions.

Three or four other British subjects also engaged

in fur trading during that first year of British occupa
tion.

It was fairly easy for them to pick up where the

French had left, for, though the war had prevented regular

74 Ibid., 137-138.
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exportation, "the technique of the fur trade built up
by the French remained practically intact . . . .

Under

these conditions recovery of the fur trade was rapid." 75
The recovery was also short-lived.

Since her de

feat in 1760, France's Indian allies had lost the balanceof-power position they had held while France remained a
threat to the British in North America.

The Indians fully

realized that they could no longer play one empire against
the other.

Whatever would happen to their legal status,

their real status would fall from that of allies to that
of subjects.

No more presents, negotiations, treaties;

instead they would have to put up with the greedy contempt
of British traders and the patronizing arrogance of British
officers.
That could not be countenanced without a struggle.
Already in 1761 Indians in the North West prepared plans of
attack on British garrisons.

The French settlers, the

traders, and the coureurs de bois, foreseeing the arrival
of stiff British competition, sometimes encouraged and
fostered the Indians' plan, and, according to Francis Parkman,
led them to believe that France was about to undertake the
reconquest of her former American possessions. 76

75Innis, The Fur Trade, 167-169.
76Francis Parkman, The Conspiracy of Pontiac (10th
ed., rev. New York: Collier Books, 1962), 146-158.
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In early May 1763, the Ottawa chief Pontiac, at the
head of fifty to sixty chiefs, attempted to capture the
British fort at Detroit by stratagem.

The British

commander, forewarned of the plot, foiled their plans.
Seeing that they could not take the British fort by sur
prise, the Indians laid siege to it and within a few months
captured every other British fort west of Niagara.

There

is no need to recount the massacres, to tell how the Indians
lost heart for their cause and were defeated, as it has
little bearing here.
fur trade.

But the war had a great impact on the

On 3 August 1763, as the scope of Pontiac's

conspiracy became obvious, Gage in Montreal issued an
ordinance prohibiting traders from sending or helping to
send trade goods, supplies, or war munitions to the
upper country, "under pains of exemplary punishment."

77

In the spring of 1764, British and Canadian traders in
Montreal petitioned the Lords of Trade that the fur trade
be opened to all who met the regulations (they apparently
feared that some of them might be excluded from it) and
asked for promptitude in the issuance of trade licences,
as delays sometimes prevented the canoes from leaving early
enough in the season.7
8

Their representations bore no fruit

77PAC Report, 1918, app. B, 74-75.
78
PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 1, pt. 1, ff. 181-183, petition
of British and Canadian merchants to the Lords Commissioners
of Trade and Plantations, Montreal, 1 April 1764.
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that year:

on April 13, the new governor of Montreal,

Burton, issued a proclamation forbidding traders to venture
past Carillon on the Ottawa river and the Cedars on the St.
Lawrence (both about forty miles west of Montreal) until
peace in the upper country was restored.

On August 20, ten

days after the inauguration of civil government in Quebec,
Murray wrote to Burton to reinforce the prohibition against
traders going west.

79

During the period of prohibition, only two Montreal
outfitters signed up men "to go to the Detroit," according
to the notarial records;
have taken place at all.

80

these expeditions may never
The fur trade was interrupted

between August 1763 and the spring of 1765.

As the

British merchants of Quebec complained to the King in the
spring of 1765;

the lack of furs and the lack of specie
81
"have greatly injured Commerce."
One may suppose that

some losses were also incurred during the Indian uprising
by Montreal merchants who had sent goods to the upper
country in 1762 and in the spring of 1763.

82

From 1759 to

79Ibid., vol. 2, f. 117, Murray to Burton, 20 August
1764.
8 0
Répertoire des engagements pour l'ouest conservés
dans les Archives judiciaires de Montréal (1758-1778),"
RAPQ, 1932-33, 276-277.
81PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 25, f. 217, petition of the
British merchants of Quebec to the King, undated (before
10 June 1765).
8 2

Burt, Old Province, I, 123.
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the spring of 1765, therefore, Montreal fur traders had had
time for only two complete voyages to the upper country:
in 1761 and in 1762.

Some may even have been fortunate

enough to have expeditions sent beyond Michilimackinac in
the spring of 1762 return in the following summer unmolested,
but they must have been very few, as hostilities broke out
at Detroit on 9 May 1763— still early in the season for
return voyages from the Illinois, for example, to have
passed through the area. 83
Suppositions aside, the point remains that during
six years, the fur trade could be carried on in the regular
fashion for only two or three ventures.

Occasions for profit

were thus limited, while occasions for loss had been great.
Since the beginnings of war in North America, ten years had
now elapsed; during these ten years there had been less
than two years of relative peace and stability.
Civil government
If peace had returned by the fall of 1764, and fur
trading had resumed by the following spring, stability was
still elusive.

For on 10 August 1764, civil government had

officially returned to Canada, and it was a British adminis-

83Ventures from Montreal to Detroit and Michilimackinac
usually left in the spring and returned in the fall of the
same year. Traders going beyond Michilimackinac usually
wintered in the upper country and returned in the spring of
the following year.
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tration which was henceforth to govern the British colony
of Quebec.

It was on that day that the provisions of the

Treaty of Paris, ratified eighteen months earlier, came into
effect. 84

The Treaty had guaranteed the Canadians "the

worship of their religion . . .

as far as the laws of

Great Britain permit," which was not very far;

Canadians

could also sell their belongings and leave the colony if
they so wished, provided they did so before the Treaty took
effect.

These were the only stipulations of the Treaty

which were of direct concern to Montreal merchants.

No

mention was made within the Treaty of the fate of French
paper currency;

in a separate declaration the King of

France promised to liquidate his Canadian paper in due
time. 85
4. -

Of immediate interest to the merchants was the new
structure of civil government, and particularly its legal
organization.

As A.L. Burt had observed, "an old French

colony was to be remade into an English colony."

86

The

chief aim of British policy towards Quebec was "to in
crease as much as possible the number of British and other

84For a text of the Treaty, see Docs. Const. Hist.
Can., I, 113-126.
Q 85

Adam Shortt, "Canadian Currency and Exchange Under
French Rule: V. Ultimate Disposal of the Paper Money,"
Journal of the Canadian Bankers' Association, VI (April
1899), 233-247.
86Burt, Old Province, I, 74.
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new Protestant settlers" until the day came when the
Catholic— and French— population of Quebec had been either
assimilated into the mainstream of British life, or had
been put in a minority.

Until such time, the colony was to

be managed in a fashion similar to the French administra
tion, but with Catholics excluded from office.

In theory

the governor received powers comparable to those of American
colonial governors.

He was responsible for the overall

conduct of the colony's affairs and for most day-to-day
matters as well, especially in judicial and military
87
matters.
Lieutenant-governors were also appointed for
the two districts, Quebec and Montreal— the TroisRivières district was abolished.

Together with the

Governor, the chief Justice of the colony, the SurveyorGeneral of American customs, and eight others to be chosen
"from amongst the most considerable" of the inhabitants of
the province, the lieutenant-governors were to sit in the
most important political body of the colony, a "Council"
which would deal with the executive, legislative, and judi
cial aspects of government.

Civil rights, criminal

law,and fiscal policy were specifically excluded from
the council's jurisdiction, but anything else which might
"appear to be necessary for the peace, order and good
government" of the province was allowed, subject to appro-

87Docs. Const. Hist. Can, I, 172, 173-181.
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val or disallowance by London.

The Council was also to

be the final court of appeal in the colony.

Finally, as

soon as convenient, an assembly would be called to make
laws for the colony, subject to the same restrictions im
posed on other British colonial assemblies in North America.
The unavoidable hitch was that only Protestants could sit
in the council or in the proposed assembly.

Were an assembly

to be called in the near future, such a body would be but
a caricature of representation, for there were not one
thousand Protestants in the colony in 1765, and there were
at least 70,000 Catholics.

88

Murray could not bring himself

to do this; he tried instead to have the legal restrictions
on Catholics lifted, so that Canadians could take part in
89
the running of their own country.
But until London would
grant his request, Murray was deprived of adequate tools of
government;

he was further prolonging the legal uncertain

ty of the military regime.
Rule by governor and council only may have been more
palatable to the Canadian merchants than to their Britishborn counterparts, for the Canadians had been governed under
such a system during the French administration.

What

worried both groups, however, was the uncertainty left by

Q 88

Burt, Old Province, I, 71-74;
5, ff. 30-32.
89Burt, Old Province, I, 82-83.

PAC, C.O. 42, vol.

the legal re-organization which accompanied civil govern90
ment.
By Murray's ordinance of 17 September 1764, three
tiers of courts were established:

a higher court of King'

bench, a court of common pleas, and justices of the peace.
The latter had jurisdiction in criminal cases and in minor
civil cases.

Appeal in civil cases could be made to the

court of King's bench.

The intermediary court of common

pleas, from which appeals could also be had to the court
of King's bench or the governor in council, heard civil
cases of more than ten pounds.

In the words of A.L. Burt,

As this was designed especially for the
new subjects [the French Canadians], it was
allowed to apply French laws in suits ori
ginating before 1 October 1764, if both
parties were native Canadians. Otherwise
it was "to determine agreeable to equity,
having regard nevertheless to the laws of
England, as far as the circumstances and
present situation of things will admit,
until such time as proper ordinances for the
information of the people can be estab
lished by the governor and council, agree
able to the laws of England," all of which
was delightfully vague.91
A moment's thought and some idea of the headaches

90On the legal system in Quebec under the civil
administration from 1764 to 1775, see Seaman Morley
Scott, "Chapters in the History of the Law in Quebec,
1764-1775" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan,
1933).
91Burt, Old Province, I, 78. Murray's ordinance
establishing civil courts is reproduced in Docs. Const.
Hist. Can., I, 205-209, and in PAC Report, 1913, app. E,
46-49.
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which parties and judges would suffer becomes manifest.
Murray for instance continued for the time being French
laws of tenure and inheritance, but there were no explicit
instructions about commercial law to guide the conduct of
92
merchants.
They, and the courts, could only presume
French laws to apply still.
situation last?

But how long would that

When would they get the assembly which

would settle these questions?

There was little hope of it

for the immediate future— as long as Murray persisted in
his view that to allow an assembly of Protestants only was
unthinkable;

and as long, of course, as he remained

governor of the colony.
Murray's regulations
The merchants soon found out that Murray intended to
use the powers conferred upon him to regulate fairs and
markets, harbors and wharves, and to "make such Rules and
Regulations . . .

as shall appear to be necessary for the
Peace, Order and good Government" of the province. 93 With
in a year of the beginning of civil government, Murray and
the council issued ten ordinances directly affecting the
trade of the colony.

The fur trade in the interior was

opened by proclamation in January 1765, but was restricted

92

Burt, Old Province, I, 84.

93Docs. Const. Hist. Can., I, 180, 185.
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to the British posts,94 which to the fur traders was quite
inane.

Further regulation was the domain of Sir William

Johnson, the British Superintendent for Indian Affairs in
the "Northern Department," and it will be seen later how
this was managed.95
Murray's own ordinances, however, were sufficient to
disturb the merchants.

Murray's ordinance of September

1764, establishing the New England currency uniformly
throughout the province, has already been noted.

On

15 May 1765, he went further and ordered accounts of all
types, "Bills of exchange only excepted," to be kept in
the currency of the province.

Bookkeeping which did not

conform to the ordinance was not to be admissible as
evidence in any court of the province.

Murray's concern

for order and uniformity may be appreciated, but it
created legal difficulties for merchants dealing with New
York or Nova Scotia, the "currencies" of which followed
different rates;

the regulation was abolished three years
96
later by Murray's successor, Guy Carleton.
Murray's well-meaning intentions led to another

blunder of some consequence.

94

In November 1764, the governor

PAC Report, 1918, app. C, 2-3, from Quebec Gazette,
31 January 1765.
95
See below and Chapter VII.
96
Ordinance of 5 April 1768 in PAC Report, 1914-15,
app. C, 9-10, and in PAC, C.O. 44, vol. 1, ff. 97-98.
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and council issued an ordinance whereby all property titles
(those extant as well as those to come) were to be regis
tered with the registry office;

"And for Want of such

Registry, every such Deed or Conveyance shall be adjudged
fraudulent against any subsequent Purchaser for a valuable
Consideration." 97

It meant that any past title not regis

tered within the following eight months would become
invalid.

What could be done in cases where titles had been

lost or destroyed?
a short time?

How could titles be found within such

And, even if titles could be found, the fees

demanded for registration could by themselves bring about
98
financial ruin for the inhabitants of the colony.
The
ordinance was evidently not obeyed, although there is no
trace of its being rescinded.
At the same council meeting, four other ordinances
were passed:

one set the age of maturity at 21— it was

25 under the Coutume de Paris— and extended the French
mode of land tenure until August 1765;

another, aimed at

fleeing debtors, forbade persons to leave the province
without a pass;
towns.

a third regulated street traffic in the

A fourth, which was disallowed by the home govern-

97

Ordinance of 6 November 1764 in PAC Report, 1913,
app. E, 57-58, and in PAC, C.O. 44, vol. 1, ff. 38-40.
98

PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 2, ff. 261-264, petition of
"Citoyens, propriétaires de quelques biens fondes [sic]"
to the governor and council asking the repeal of the
ordinance on registration.
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ment, was "An Ordinance of the better Observation and keep
ing the Lord's Day."

It ordered all stores, warehouses,

shops, taverns, and other places of business closed on
Sunday and levied fines against those who absented them
selves from their place of worship for three consecutive
months.

This meant well, but Murray overstepped his

authority and failed to see the consequences of some of
his regulations. 99
of 1763:

He should have remembered his own words

"Convinced of my own Ignorance of the Laws

relative to Trade, and the great Hazard I run by attempting
to do what common sense pointed out to me to be right
„100
•

•

•

♦

What common sense pointed out to Murray to be right
was quite often perceived as dictatorial arrogance by the
British merchants installed in Quebec and in Montreal.
A.L. Burt has ably recounted Murray's tribulations at the
hands of those he called "the licentious Fanatics trading
here."101

These men may have been less than scrupulously

accurate in their numerous complaints about Murray's adminis
tration, but they succeeded in having him recalled to give
an account of his conduct.

He was replaced in 1766 by the

99PAC Report, 1913, app. E, 53-58, 61-63; PAC, C.O.
44, vol. 1, ff. 33-46; Burt, Old Province, I, 108-109.
100PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 24, f. 149, Murray to
Egremont, Quebec, 27 September 1763.
101See Burt, Old Province, I, chapter VI, 90-114.
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lieutenant-governor, Lieutenant-Colonel Guy Carleton, who
rose to the rank of governor two years later when Murray
declined to return to Canada.
From the British merchants' viewpoint, Murray's
administration had not been a success.

For the Canadians,

none of the issues raised by the British Conquest had been
settled.

In desperation at the uncertainty left by the

establishment of civil government, "many of the best Canadian
Familys" from Montreal were thinking of leaving, for which
Paulus Aemilius Irving, the colony's interim administrator,
could "find no Reason, except the little permanency there
seems to be for any Establishment already made . . . .

At

a distance from the seat of Government, persecuted with
stories of your future Disgrace," he wrote Murray, "as
well as the Indignitys already put upon You, the Canadians
are at a loss what to think, and begin to fear that the
Example of your Sufferings (for such to them it must appear)
from the Clamor of a few English Traders, will deter any
future Governor from exerting himself in their favor, and
for their protection."102
Carleton was more open than Murray to the viewpoint
of the British mercantile community in the province of
Quebec.

He tried, at least in the first years of his

1 02

PAC, MG 23 A4, Shelburne Mss., vol. 64, ff.
301-304, Irving to Murray, 23 August 1766.
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administration, to smooth out the legal difficulties which
confronted the merchants.

He repealed Murray's ordinance

requiring all accounts to be kept in New England currency.
He took a more favorable attitude to the merchants' re
quests that fur trade regulations be softened to allow
traders to winter among the Indians.

Carleton's condes

cendence also extended to the Canadian merchants, of whom
he was much less suspicious than Sir William Johnson, the
British Superintendent of Indian Affairs for the Northern
Department.

Replying to Johnson's apprehensions, Carleton

wrote in 1767:

"Your Complaints of the Canadians . . .

are so general, that I can only make my Enquiries, and speak
to them in as general a manner . . . .

Ever since my

Arrival, I have observed the Canadians with an Attention,
bordering upon Suspicion, but hitherto have not discover'd
in them either Actions or Sentiments, which do not belong to
Good Subjects."1
3
0
Regulating the fur trade
Like everything else pertaining to the administration
of the colony, the regulation of the fur trade remained in
a state of uncertainty for some time after the establishment

103 Johnson's enquiry and Carleton's reply are in
PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 27, ff. 77-80v and 81-85. They are
also printed in Johnson Papers, V, 479-482 and 520-524.
The question of Sir William Johnson's attitude towards
French-Canadian traders will be taken up in Chapter VII.
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of civil government.
jurisdiction:

Here the problem was a question of

Quebec, New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia

all claimed competence over the Indian territories contigu
ous to their borders.

For military considerations, it was

British policy at the end of the Seven Years' War to forbid
settlement of British populations among the Indians, be
cause it could only creat e friction and violence among
Indians and white British settlers between whom a sort of
guerilla warfare had existed since the seventeenth century.
For military reasons also, the Indian territories were put
under the care of Indian Superintendents, one for the
Northern Department, which included all territory north of
Virginia, and one for the Southern Department, for the
territories below.

The Superintendents' function was

basically to keep Indians at peace with the British and to
act as intermediaries between the Indians and the British
government.

As Superintendent for the Northern Department,

Sir William Johnson was responsible for the tranquility of
all the Indian tribes from the Ohio to the Hudson's Bay
Company grant, and he intended to keep the Indians quiet
by avoiding as much as was in his power the chief cause of
Indian irritation, the presence of unscrupulous or disloyal
white traders.

Sir William had direct authority over the

commissaries, interpreters, and smiths posted at each fort.
But the military command of the forts was under General
Gage, the British commander-in-chief for North America.
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While relations between Gage and Johnson were cordial,
their subalterns did not always see eye to eye.104

More

over, the Imperial Plan of 1764 dealing with the fur trade
left the issuance of trading permits to the colonial
governors and to the commander-in-chief;

it confirmed the

trade as "free and open to all His Majestys Subjects,"
thereby depriving the Superintendent of a very effective
105
means of control over the traders.
That was not the only difficulty with the Imperial
106
Plan of 1764.
On 31 January 1765 Governor Murray
officially reopened the fur trade according to its sti
pulations:

the trade was to be open to all as ordered by

the royal proclamation of October 1763, but licences (free
of fees or rewards) had to be secured from the civil
secretary's office in Quebec or Montreal.

A bond worth

104

At Michilimackinac, for example, the post
commander, Captain Howard, and his successor, Lieutenant
Robert Rogers of the New York Rangers, both disregarded
orders confining traders to the fort. See Johnson
Papers, XI, 806, 814-816; XII, 212.
105

See the plan as forwarded to Johnson for his
comments, in J.R. Broadhead, ed., Documents relative to the
Colonial History of the State of New York, vol. VII (Albany:
Weed, Parsons and Company, Printers, 1856) , 637-641.
(This collection will be hereafter cited as New York
Col. Docs.)
106
For a brief history of the politics surrounding
the Imperial policy decisions concerning the fur trade
from 1760 to 1768, see Paul Chrisler Phillips, The Fur
Trade (Norman, Okla.: University of Oklahoma Press, 1961),
I, 566-585, and Marjorie G. Reid, "The Quebec Fur-Traders
and Western Policy, 1763-1774," CHR, VI (1925), 15-32.
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twice the value of trade goods taken up was required as
security for compliance with regulations established by
107
the commissaries.
In May 1765, Montreal merchants,
both British and French, complained to Murray and to the
council about the excessive value of the bonds and addressed
themselves to the chief defect of the Imperial Plan, which,
in their view, was the confinement of trade to garrisoned
forts. They feared the Indians would not come to the forts
to pay for goods already obtained on credit, but would go
instead to French and Spanish traders down the Mississippi.

108

During the next two years, the demand that traders be
allowed to winter among the Indians was the main theme of
nearly all the petitions addressed by the Canadian merchants
or by interested London merchants to the authorities, local
and imperial.1
9
0
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PAC Report, 1918, app. C, 2-3.

108PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 2, ff. 277-280, petition of
Merchants and Traders of Montreal to Murray and the
Council, February 20, 1765.
109Ibid.; C.O. 42, vol. 27, ff. 140-145, petition
of Montreal merchants (British and Canadian), 20 September
1766; C.O. 42, vol. 26, f. 355, Memorial of London mer
chants involved in the fur trade (November 1766); PAC,
MG 21 F1, British Museum, Add. Mss. 35915, Hardwicke
Papers, ff. 228-233, Montreal merchants (British and
Canadian) to "the honorable the Committee of Merchants for
American Affairs" ("Rec'd 1766 Dec.r 29"); PAC, MG 23 A4,
Shelburne Mss., vol. 50, 160, "Observations on the Indian
Trade by B. Frobisher, dated Quebec 10 Decbr [sic; November]
1766,"; Johnson Papers, V, 807-815, Memorial (in French)
of Detroit Traders to Sir William Johnson, 22 November 1767;
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There were other regulations contained in the
Imperial Plan which, in the eyes of merchants, rendered the
fur trade "impossible" and were undermining the economy
of the province.110 At each trading post, the commissary
was empowered to inspect the licences held by traders, to
establish the "Tariffs" of the trade— i.e. to set prices—
and to settle minor disputes between Indians and traders;
traders were prohibited to sell or dispense liquor or to
give credit "beyond the sum of fifty shillings";

debts

above that sum were not recoverable by law or equity.1
1
To these stringent and quite naive regulations— they
112
totally ignored the ritualistic aspects of the fur tradeSir William Johnson managed in 1767 to adopt another which
turned the merchants' blood.

Upon arrival at each post,

ibid., 826-830, Memorial (in English) of Detroit Traders
to Sir William Johnson, 26 November 1767; C.O. 42, vol. 28,
ff. 165-169, "Objections to the . . . Regulations concerning
the Indian Trade . . . ," Montreal, 15 January 1768, also
printed in Johnson Papers, XII, 409-414; C.O. 42, vol. 25,
f. 217;
ibid., ff. 241-242.
110C.O. 42, vol. 2, ff. 277-280, "Merchants and
Traders of Montreal" to Murray and council, 20 February
1765. "The People that are usually Employed in making
and carrying up the Goods for that Trade for want of a due
Circulation, are reduced to Extreme Penury and thereby the
Internal Trade of the Province is Ruined."
111New York Col. Docs., VII, 638, 640.
112

See Abraham Rotstein, "Fur Trade and Empire: An
Institutional Approach" (Ph.D. dissertation, Department of
Political Economy, University of Toronto, 1967), 7, 10, 34,
72.
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traders were to show the local commissary "their Pass
together with an exact Invoice of all their Goods and [they
were] not by any means [to] break Bulk without the
Commissary's Knowledge and Permission nor refuse him a
State of their Traffick & Peltry when he shall demand it."
As British subjects, traders could not suffer this.

"A

Trader may very easily shew his Permit but to oblige a
free Citizen to give an entire Knowledge of his Trade and
of His Transactions to a Commissary [sic] often partial
and interested is to rob him entirely of the Advantages
of a British Subject, to which all the Subjects in, this
113
Province have a Right to Demand."
To hear the merchants, all these regulations were
driving the Indians into the arms of Frenchmen and
Spaniards from the Mississippi, sapping their loyalty to
wards the British, and creating the very situation which
they had been intended to avoid;

on another plane, they

were also bringing about the ruin of the newly-conquered
province.

These were strong arguments, but there were only

weak Cabinets in London to hear them, and no conclusive
114
policy regarding the Indian territory was decided.

113

Johnson Papers, XII, 409-410.

114For the political history of the Ohio valley and
the Illinois territory from 1763 to 1774, see Clarence W.
Alvord, The Mississippi Valley in British Politics (2
vols. Cleveland: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1917), and
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Yet Lord Shelburne, who was the British minister
responsible for the colonies from July 1766 to January 1768,
perceived that the Imperial Plan was not fulfilling its
purpose.

The fur trade regulations, it seemed to him,

served "rather to clog the Trade with Useless and vexatious
Restrictions, than to remove the Evils, of which Complaint
had been made . . . ." 115 He recommended to the British
Cabinet that control of the fur trade and the Indian
territories— and the relevant expenses— be returned to
the colonies.116

No decision was arrived at while he was

in charge of colonial policy, but his successor, Lord
Hillsborough, sent a circular letter to the governors in
America in April 1768, announcing the Board of Trade's
decision "that the Regulation of the Trade shall be left to
the Colonies, whose Legislatures must be the best Judges
of what their several situations and circumstances may
require . . . ." 117

Henceforth the Montreal traders were

to be regulated by their own governor, Carleton, whom they

Delphin A. Muise, "British Policy and the Ohio Valley,
1754-1774. An Exercise in Mercantilism" (M.A. thesis,
Carleton University, 1964).
115
PAC, MG 23 A4, Shelburne Mss., vol. 50, 108,
"Considerations submitted to the Board of Trade, relative
to the Superintend, of Indian Affairs."
116Ibid., 114-130.
117
Whitehall, April 15, 1768. Hillsborough to the
Governors in America, in New York Col. Docs., VIII, 55-56.
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knew to be favorably disposed towards trade.

Carleton

continued the policy of licencing and bonding traders, but
the more burdensome regulations were not renewed.
The next modifications to the fur trade took place
in 1774.

The Quebec Act settled the question of jurisdic

tion over the Illinois and the Ohio territories by returning
them under the control of the Quebec governor, as they had
been under the French regime.

Equally important, however,

was the Quebec Revenue Act which was passed by the Imperial
Parliament at the same time.

Since the Quebec Act allowed

government without benefit of an assembly, the "Support of
the Civil Government within the Province of Quebec" had to be
provided for through British legislation.

The Quebec Revenue

Act removed the former duties on spirits and the three per
cent ad valorem duty upon dry goods entering or leaving the
province;

these had been a continuous object of contention

since merchants had questioned the legality of such imports
and juries had refused to convict those who had refused to
118
pay.
In the place of such duties, the Quebec Revenue Act
provided for a tax of £ 1. 16. Stg. on tavern licences;
it also set duties on imported spirits the scale of which
favored British imports at the expense of colonial products.

118Burt, Old Province, I, 130-132.
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The result of these acts was clearly foreseen by
the British merchants in Canada.

Apart from the stunning

news that the French laws were maintained and that
Catholicism was made, for all intents and purposes, the
established religion of the province, it became obvious
that the liquor needed for the fur trade could no longer
come from the American colonies.

Thus American merchants

would find it exceedingly difficult to maintain a competi
tive position in the fur trade.

The Detroit merchant

William Edgar, who obtained his trade goods from Albany,
New York and Philadelphia, was told by Isaac Todd of
Montreal in the Spring of 1775:

"It is generaly belived

[sic] here that After this Spring there will be no Rum
allow.d to goe up unless what comes this way by the River
St. Lawrence and your being now in this Province I suppose
120
your whole Trade will come this way . . . ."
Todd was
right;

one firm of Schenectady merchants, Phyn and Ellice,

who did an extensive trade with Detroit and Michilimackinac,
decided to transfer the bulk of their operation to Montreal
the following year.

121

Thus the Quebec Act and the Quebec
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PAC, MG 19 Al, William Edgar Papers, vol. 2,
466, Isaac Todd to William Edgar, Montreal, 28 April 1775.
See also ibid., 442-443, Isaac Todd to Rankin and Edgar,
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Revenue Act forced a structural re-alignment of the fur
trade as it channelled the trade through the St. Lawrence
and strengthened Quebec's economic ties with the imperial
metropolis.
The merchants' progress
By 1768, the fur merchants had won their point in
London:

control of the trade had been loosened, and, in

sofar as the political situation in the other American
colonies allowed, a certain amount of stability could be
expected.

A period of unprofitable instability had

apparently ended.

But had it been so bad?

Could the

merchants' word on trade conditions be taken at face
value?

The wonder was not, as they would have it believed,

that they survived;

the wonder, it seems, was that they had

made such good progress.

According to Fernand Ouellet, the

value of furs exported from Canada doubled between 1764
and 1769:

yet he maintains that under the new regulations

up until 1774, the value of fur exports remained stagnant
or declined. 122 Were the merchants' complaints mere talk?
Were rising export values before 1769 an indication of rising
retail prices or of greater quantities of furs being exported?
Likewise, was the decline in the value of exports after 1769
an indication of a smaller volume of export or of lower

122

Ouellet, Histoire économique, 79.
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prices?

The effects of tight regulation on trade can

better be seen in the volume rather than in the value of fur
exports.

The results are much less conclusive than

Ouellet's value figures (see Appendix A).

1769 was an

exceptional year, but neither the rise in quantity before
1769 nor the decline afterwards were very pronounced.

In

terms of value, there does not seem to have been any per
ceptible variation in the average price of beaver, marten,
and otter between 1769 and 1773.

If prices were the same

for 1764 to 1769, Ouellet's figures seem exaggerated;
on the average, values of exported furs rose by ten per
cent during the latter period.

Of course, factors other

than the mere question of regulation were at play, as will
be seen subsequently, but it would appear that looser
regulations helped the fur trade somewhat.
The burden of these pages has been to show that gen
eral trade conditions in Canada from 1750 to 1775 were far
from favorable to the Montreal merchant.

First, war, then

conquest, the uncertainty of military rule, the advent of
an ill-defined civil government, the liquidation of French
paper money (which will be treated separately in Chapter
VI), and finally, obtrusive trade regulations, all followed
in quick succession with almost no recovery time.

Yet

what has been presented here is but a general description;
no indication has been given of particular and different
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mercantile responses to these situations.
only that conditions were generally bad:

The point is
whether these

conditions bore equally on British and Canadian merchants
in Montreal, whether they bore equally on all Canadian
merchants and négociants in Montreal, and whether these
conditions could be overcome, remains to be examined.
But one must first devote particular attention to the
Canadian mercantile group of Montreal and the types of men
who made it up.

CHAPTER II
THE MERCHANTS OF MONTREAL:
SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
While historians in English-speaking Canada have
devoted some attention to the first British immigrants to
Canada and to their role in the imperial expansion of the
fur trade,1 they have paid scant regard to the Canadian
merchants already established in the colony when the
British arrived;

the Canadians often appear as little

more than natural obstacles in the path of the hardy
British and American traders.

But who were the people

hidden under the phrase "the Montreal merchants"?
were their main socio-economic characteristics?

What
This

chapter attempts to identify these négociants and traders
of Montreal during the period under study;

from a shape

less collection of names a core group was selected of
merchants who were active during a substantial part of the
period.

This core group will be the main object of

examination.

See for example W.S. Wallace, The Pedlars from
1
Quebec and Other Papers on the Nor'Westers (Toronto: the
Ryerson Press, 1954).
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The first task is that of identification. Attempts
by French-speaking Canadian historians to retrieve the
Montreal merchants from their anonymous past have been
rare.

The neglect of social and economic history has

been the main reason for this lack of concern.

Only one

author, Judge L.-F. Baby, a turn of the century antiquarian,
has attempted a listing;

2

Baby did not explain how he ar

rived at his list, which as it turned out is erroneous and
incomplete.

Michel Brunet, in his treatment of the

Montreal merchants after the Conquest, did not attempt any
description of the group;

he only referred to the activi

ties of a handful of them to buttress his general argument
3
about the decapitation of French-Canadian society.
But
it would seem obvious that if the merchants are to be
studied as a group, the first imperative should be to find
out the size and importance of the group within the
Montreal community.
Secondly, in order to get a grasp of the Montreal
community, some attention has to be paid to the social
behavior of the merchants, to the prevalence of kinship
ties within the group, and to the overlapping of kinship and

2

L.-F. Baby, The Canadian Antiquarian and
Numismatic Journal, Third Series, II (1899) , 97-141.
3

Michel Brunet, "La Conquête anglaise et la
déchéance de la bourgeoisie canadienne (1760-1793)," in
his La présence anglaise et les Canadiens, 48-112.
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business connections.

In his study of the Bourgeois-

gentilhommes de la Nouvelle-France, Cameron Nish has
devoted a full chapter to "la bourgeoisie et le mariage."
The author suggested a ". . . modèle du schema général des
liens matrimoniaux et de leurs conséquences possibles."4
Yet nowhere does he show how the possible became the
actual;

neither does he make clear what the "consequences"

might be.

It could be argued that difficulties of geo

graphical mobility and a small population seriously limited
the number of eligible spouses or business partners.

This

chapter attempts to discover the extent of actual over
lapping of family and business connections within the
merchant group and within strata of that group.
In many instances only glimpses of family and
business connections between merchants can be obtained.
In others, the available data— business papers, notarial
records, and vital statistics— while abundant, often
take for granted the very kind of information that is
sought.

Though the unraveling of these connections will

stand incomplete, it is believed that an understanding of
the Montreal merchants' business practices cannot be
achieved without it, and that sufficient information is
available to outline how family and business links operated,

4
Cameron Nish, Les Bourgeois-gentilhommes de la
Nouvelle-France (Montreal: Fides, 1968) , 181.
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and what influence they had upon the business practices of
the Montrealers.
I.

The core group
Around the period of the Conquest, the people who

were called "merchants" or négociants made up a sizeable
portion of the Montreal population.

In a town of about

5,000 people, over 200 individuals were described at one
time or another by these labels between 1750 and 1775;
92 of them, selected here as the "core group," appear to
5
have been in business for an extended period of time.
Taken as a whole, the core group of Montreal mer
chants exhibited a demographic behavior which set it apart
from the average population of New France.

To begin with,

the majority of the merchants were roughly of the same age:
half of them were born between 1706 and 1723.

Except for

Evidence of mercantile activity, however scarce,
5
which spread over any period of thirteen consecutive years
between 1750 and 1775 was deemed to indicate (somewhat
arbitrarily) that a man or woman was an established mer
chant and that reference to that person as marchant,
négociant, or voyageur was not a misleading accident. The
criterion of duration selected also insured that the core
group which it produced had been in business at the time of
the Conquest and for some time afterwards. A "Conquest
generation" of merchants was then obtained, upon which the
supposed effects of the Conquest could be studied. Re
search in the notarial and parish records has been concen
trated mainly on these persons.
This method of selection may have resulted in an
overemphasis on the established merchants at the expense
of the larger number of less stable individuals on whom
only passing references were found. But lack of data pre
cluded any detailed study of the peripheral group.
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a handful, they were all born in Canada.6

It may not be

too farfetched to speak of a "Conquest generation" which
lived through the same events and which may have developed
a community of views about them.

The average merchant was

born in 1715; he was a mature man during the Seven Years'
War, and may perhaps have felt a bit too old by 1765 to
reorganize his business within the British imperial frame
work.

He had married later than the usual run of people,

at almost thirty-two years of age, while the common age
at marriage for a man was close to twenty-seven.

His

first bride— one merchant out of five married more than
once— was also older than the average bride, at twentysix compared to twenty-two and a half.

Merchants had

fewer children than the average population.

Their average

was slightly less than four, and the median, which in this
case is more revealing, was two children per merchant
family, while the average for the colony in general was
5.6 children per family.

If the merchants' wives were

as fertile as the other married women of the colony, and if
they spaced their children in the same manner, their older
age at marriage might account for the smaller number of

6P
lace of birth mattered little, except in a few
instances, noted below in the text, where French-born mer
chants decided to go back to France after the Conquest.
These departures can hardly be said to have "decapitated"
the Montreal mercantile community.
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MONTREAL MERCHANTS - CORE GROUP
Import merchants
Augé , Etienne
Baby, Jacques Duperon
Baudry, TOussaint
Charly, Louis Saint-Ange
De Couagne, Rene (the
elder)
Gamelin, Ignace
Gamelin Maugras, Pierre
(the elder)
Gamelin, Pierre-Joseph
Guy, Mme.
Guy, Pierre
Hervieux, Jacques
Hervieux, Pierre-JeanBaptiste
Outfitters
Adhémar, Jean-Baptiste
Baby, Louis
Bertrand, Laurent
Blondeau, Jean-Baptiste
Blondeau, Louis
Blondeau, Maurice
Bourassa, Ignace
Campion, Etienne
Cardinal, Pierre
Cazeau, Frangois
Daguihle, Joseph
De Couagne, FrançoisMarie
De Couagne, Rene (the
younger)
Dejean, Philippe
Ducharme, Laurent
Dufresne, Nicolas
Foretier, Pierre
Gamelin, Gaucher, Michel
Giasson, Jacques
Giasson, Jean
Godet, Dominique
Guillon-Jean-Baptiste
Guyon Despres, Joseph
Héry, Charles
Hubert Lacroix, Ignace
Hubert Lacroix, LouisJoseph
Langlois, Noel

Léchelle, Jean
Le Compte Dupré , J.-B. (the
younger)
Leduc, Philippe
Leduc Souligny, Pierre
Lemoine Despins, Jacques
Lemoine Monière, Alexis
Le Pellé Mezières, Alexis
L'Huillier Chevalier, François
Métivier, Barthélémi
Monbrun, Pierre
Nivard Saint-Dizier, Etienne
Orillat, Jean
Pillet, Pascal (the elder)
Porlier La Groizardière,
Jacques
Porlier Benac, Joseph
Quesnel Fonblanche, Jacques
Quesnel, Raymond
Réaume, Charles
Séjourne dit Sanschagrin,
Alexis
Tessier, Urbain
Trotier Desaunier, ThomasIgnace
Trotier Desrivieres, Amable
Trotier Desrivieres, Jean-Noël
Trotier Desrivieres, JacquesHypolite
Trotier Desrivieres, PierreJulien
Truillier Lacombe, René
Vallé , Pierre (the younger)
Shopkeepers
Barsalou, Jacques
Bartzsch, Dominique
Bourassa, René
Boutheillier, Pierre
Campion, Alexis
Courault la Coste, Pierre
Desautels, Gilbert
Douaire de Bondy, JeanBaptiste
Gamelin, Jacques-Joseph
Lefebvre du Chouquet, JeanFrangois
Lefebvre du Chouquet, Louis
Lefebvre du Chouquet, Pierre
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Legrand, Jean-Baptiste
Le Pallieur, Charles
Neveu Sevestre, Pierre-Paul
Perthuis, Joseph

Menard, Raymond
Perinault, Joseph
Prudhomme, Louis
Artisans

Traders
Baby Chenneville, Joseph
Bernard, Jean-Baptiste
Carignan, Jean-Baptiste
Bernard dit
Martel, Pierre

Demers, Charles
Barsalou, Jean-Baptiste
Money Lender
Ranger, Pierre

children which they produced. 7
The figures are heavily weighted by the large number

7

See Appendix C. Unless otherwise noted, data on
marriage and death dates, along with kinship ties, have been
taken from abbé Cyprien Tanguay, Dictionnaire généalogique
des families canadiennes depuis la fondation de la colonie
jusqu'à nos jours (7 vols. Montreal; Eugène Sénécal,
imprimeur-éditeur, 1871-1890). Tanguay's unique work, "la
généalogie de toute une nation," required twenty-five years
of research and the compilation of more than a million
entries from vital records. Such an undertaking led to
some unavoidable inaccuracies, but the remarkable thing is
the small number of such errors, considering the variations
in the use of patronyms among the Canadian population.
Tanguay's accuracy has been checked in notarial records—
marriage contracts, deeds of sale, post-mortem inventories—
and his data found to be reliable. When discrepancies did
occur, the data contained in the notarial records were used
as they came from primary documents.
Demographic data for the average population were
taken from Jacques Henripin, "From Acceptance of Nature to
Control: The Demography of the French Canadians Since the
Seventeenth Century," in Marcel Rioux and Yves Martin,
eds., French-Canadian Society, I (Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart Limited, 1964), 208-209. Henripin's figures on
age at marriage are for the 1700-1730 period, and his
figure on the average number of children is for "the first
half of the eighteenth century." While these time spans do
not coincide exactly with those of the present study, it is
believed that the time lag is not large enough for the
figures to have altered substantially.
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of merchants who had no children at all:

over 43 per cent.

In some cases, there was a wide dispartiy in the age of the
respective spouses.

Pierre Ranger was sixty-seven when he

married his twenty-five year old bride;

Jean-Baptiste

Douaire de Bondy was forty-nine and his bride ten years
older, while Jacques Barsalou at twenty-six married a
forty-nine year old woman.

(That union produced no off

spring, but in Barsalou's defence it must be said that he
remarried ten years later and produced one child.)
Thus, by their demographic behavior as well as by their
occupation, the Montreal merchants who made up the core
group were different from the rest of the population of the
8
colony.
In a sense, the core group was the upper crust of
the mercantile body;

yet the scarcity of surviving evidence

on members of the peripheral group may well betray their
precarious status as merchants, to the point where such a
label would hardly be accurate.

Just who was a merchant,

and who was not, was not easy to tell.

Even for members

of the core group, data were at times very scarce.

8
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It should be borne in mind that the level of business
which even the most active of the Montreal merchants had
attained was quite low in comparison with the scope of
business among the larger merchants in the colonies to the
south.

Montreal was mainly an inland staging area for the

fur trade, not a port of entry, and opportunities for
growth were limited on the whole to the exploitation of the
fur trade and of the local market for imported merchandise.
In 1752 a French Royal engineer passing through Montreal
remarked that "la plupart des habitants y sont adonnés au
commerce principalement à celui connu sous le nom des pays
d'en haut."

He noted "7 a 8 riches de 150 à 200,000

livres . . . ," the implication being that the other
9
traders were poorer.
Certainly the rich merchants were
few and far between:

a recent study estimated that twenty

years before Franquet's stay in Montreal, the fur trade
provided a livelihood to about thirty merchants while
another twenty occasionally dabbled in it.10
Even so, the core group may be divided into six
categories according to the types of economic activity in
which members engaged.

First in importance were the

importers and wholesale merchants, some of whom also en-

9
Franquet, Voyages et Mémoires sur le Canada en
1752-1753 (Toronto: Canadiana House, 1968), 56, 114-115.
10Dechêne, RHAF, XXVII (septembre 1973), 173.
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gaged in retail selling or in fur trading;

below them were

the outfitters who put together the fur trade expeditions,
hired the canoemen, and entered into partnerships among
themselves or with wholesalers;

then came the traders,

loners who did all their own trading;

then the merchants-

artisans who retailed the products of their craft;
shopkeepers;

the

and the money lender.

The import merchants
At the top of the merchant group of Montreal stood
the import merchants.

The twelve merchants who made up this

group outranked their fellow merchants both economically
and socially.

To them came the militia commissions, the

seats on the cour de milice, and other official honors;
to them belonged the account books and the correspondence
which bore witness to the scale of their business.

As a

group they possessed particular social characteristics
as well:

they showed a marked preference for marrying

women from their own group or from the group immediately
below them.

Louis Saint-Ange Charly and Jacques Hervieux

can be said to be related to René de Couagne the older
and to the mother of Pierre Guy, who carried on the family
business between her husband's death in 1748 and her son's
majority in 1763.

Jacques Duperon Baby, Ignace Gamelin,

Pierre Gamelin Maugras, Pierre-Joseph Gamelin, Jacques and
Pierre-Jean-Baptiste Hervieux, and Toussaint Baudry, who
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make up the rest of the group, were either interrelated
or married into the group immediately below them.

Jacques's

and Pierre-Jean-Baptiste Hervieux's cross-cousin, JeanBaptiste Le Compte Dupré , was the nephew of Louis SaintAnge Charly's mother.

Pierre Guy's wife was the daughter

of Louis-Frangois Hervieux, the brother of Jacques and
Pierre-Jean-Baptiste;

her stepmother, Angélique Gamelin,

was the sister of Pierre-Joseph Gamelin and the niece of
Pierre Gamelin Maugras.

Pierre Gamelin Maugras and his

cousin Ignace Gamelin married sisters.

And Jacques Duperon

Baby was married to a Réaume girl.11
It would be wrong to read into these ties evidence
of clan rule;

no clear anthropological pattern of descent

emerges from the study of these family ties. 12

What the

kinship ties do indicate is the narrowness of the endogamic group for the elite of the Montreal merchant com
munity.

Endogamy was the rule for the lower ranks of the

merchant group as well, as will be shown below.
Montreal society

In this

paralleled eighteenth-century France and

According to Dale B. Miquelon, "The Baby Family in
1
the trade of Canada, 1750-1820," App. B. Tanguay, Dictionnaire does not give a wedding date for Jacques Duperon
Baby.
12

On anthropological classifications of descent
groups, see Robin Fox, Kinship and Marriage: An Anthropological Perspective (Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books,
1967).
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England, as well as some American colonies.

13

Etienne Augé held a prominent place among the import
merchants and his well-documented career14 may serve as
illustration of business at the top.

During the French

regime, he imported trade goods from La Rochelle either
directly or through agents in Quebec;

he sold his

merchandise both wholesale and retail, for cash or for
credit, since the small population of Montreal could not
sustain businesses exclusively specialized in wholesale
trade.

Augé appears to have shied away from extensive

involvement in the fur trade;

he hired canoemen for the

fur trade only in 1751, 1752, and 1755.15

In 1753 and 1754,

13

On France see Ernest Labrousse and Fernand Braudel,
eds., Histoire économique et sociale de la France,II,
1660-1789; on England, see Peter Laslett, The World We
Have Lost (London: Methuen and Company, 1965). See the
work quoted by Nish, Les Bourgeois-gentilhommes, 158,
for the American colonies.
14

Etienne Augé 's business records, in the possession
of the Montreal Antiquarian and Numismatic Society, have
been microfilmed and are available at the Public Archives
of Canada under the call numbers MG 23 G U I (25) and (29).
However, for easy reference one also has to use their given
titles, since the records have not been microfilmed in any
particular order. The records are: "Factures, 1750-1780"
(M-859), "Livre A 1768 [1765-1775]" (M-852), "Journal B
1768 [1764-1768]" (M-852), "Livre de lettres répondu [sic]"
(M-852), "Livre no. C [1769-1773] (M-852), "Journal no.
D [1769-1771]" (M-869), "Grand Livre no. D, [1770-1774]"
(M-852), and "Journal no. E [1771-1779]" (M-852).
15
Unless otherwise noted, the engagements of canoe
men by merchants were compiled from the "Répertoire des
engagements pour l'ouest conservés dans les Archives judiciaires de Montréal" published in RAPQ, 1930-1931 (for
the years 1746 to 1753) , 1931-1932 (1753-1758), and 1932-
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he supplied trade goods to a few traders,16 but the bulk
of his business remained the importation of French articles
for local consumption.

After the Conquest Augé shifted

his accounts to London merchants, but with middling
success.

One of his new suppliers, the firm of Daniel and

Antoine Vialars, kept sending Augé what he considered
over-priced goods and they muddled the liquidation of his
French paper money.

17

Yet in spite of these difficulties,
and with credit more costly in England than in France, 18

1933 (1758-1778). The compilation was confined to the years
1750 to 1775 inclusive. The frequency of engagements
provides a rough guide to the extent of a merchant's in
volvement in the fur trade. An engagé was a hired man,
usually in the fur trade. An engagement was a contract of
hire, again usually for the fur trade.
16

ANQ-M, Greffe de Jean-Baptiste Adhémar, 18 juin
1753, no. 11738, obligation by Raymond Quesnel to Augé for
11,947 livres 18 sols 7 deniers for "marchandises de traite"
ibid., 21 septembre 1753, no. 11776, a similar obligation
by Louis Ducharme fils "négociant demeurant à la Pointe-auxTrembles"; ibid., 9 juin 1754, no. 12132, obligation by
Antoine Janisse to Augé for 6,468 livres 4 deniers "en
marchandises de traite."
17See PAC, "Livre de lettres répondu" (M-852) , Augé
to Antoine Vialars, 28 August 1770 and 27 September 1771.
See also PAC, MG 24 L3 (hereafter referred to as "Baby
Coll."), vol. 6, 3407-3410, Antoine Vialars to Etienne Augé,
London, 30 September 1772; 3411-3414, Etienne Augé to
Antoine Vialars, Montreal, 1 October 1772. For the Vialars'
part in the liquidation of the Montreal merchants' paper
money see chapter VI.
18

French merchants did not bill interest charges as
distinct costs; they charged a commission on purchases
made by them for the Canadians and on the cost of the
attendant services, such as transportation, packing, loading
and port clearance, but on the current accounts sent to
Montreal, prices were not set to take into account the
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Augé's trade continued much as before 1760 and his retail
sales increased regularly in number and in value from
1771 to 1775.

19

He, at least, had found ways of coping

with the economic consequences of the Conquest.
The scale of Augé 's trade may be suggested by some
of his accounts with his La Rochelle and London correspon
dents.

On 18 October 1757, for instance, Augé had 33,865

livres 7 sols 8 deniers sent in letters of exchange in
a single transaction to the négociant Paillet and Meynardie
at La Rochelle. 20

His current account with them from

December 1755 to December 1758 amounted to over 115,000
livres. 21

On 31 October 1768, Augé's current account

with Daniel Vialars stood at £ 1,566. 12. 8. sterling.

22

It may not be too far off to estimate Augé's average yearly

length of time during which credit was extended. In
accounts sent by London merchants, however, no commissions
were charged but a 5 or 6 per cent interest was computed
on the Montrealer's debit and tacked on to their total bill
Interestingly, no interest was credited the Montrealers'
accounts when these showed a surplus. See for instance
PAC, Etienne Augé, "Factures, 1750-1780" (M-859).
19See PAC, "Livre A 1768 [1765-1775]" (M-852). In
1771, retail sales on credit were usually for amounts less
than 50 livres and averaged about three transactions a day.
Augé had a small number of customers to whom he regularly
extended credit. In following years the average amount of
credit sales showed a slight but steady increase.
20PAC, "Factures, 1750-1780" (M-859), doc. no. 27.
21Ibid., 2 février 1759, doc. no. 40.
22

Ibid., doc. no. 63. Sterling stood at a premium
over the colonial currency. See chapter I.
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business at around 30,000 livres.

His rate of profit, how

ever, cannot be ascertained from the available accounts.
Augé 's close social relations with the other leaders
of the business community of Montreal may be seen by the
names of the witnesses who signed his marriage contract of
1751.

Such signings appear to have been greater social

occasions than the performance of the religious marriage
ceremony itself, judging from the number of witnesses to
either document.

The witnesses to Augé 's marriage contract

were Louis Damour de Clignancour, Jean Giasson, Louis
Saint-Ange Charly, and Jean-Baptiste Gareau Saint-Onge,
"tous marchands, bourgeois de cette ville [Montreal],"
none of whom were related to him.

Augé did not hail from

Montreal but from Lotbinière, a hamlet about 130 miles
downriver from Montreal, which may explain the absence of
his relatives to his wedding.

Witnesses for his bride,

"tous parens et amis de la Dam.e
e
l

future Epouse,"

included Pierre Guy's mother, Jacques Hervieux, Hervieux's
sisters-in-law Catherine and Marie-Joseph Quesnel
23
Fonblanche, and René de Couagne the elder.
Yet the
bride, Louise Françoise Dalgueil, did not come from a wellknown trading family and she was middle-aged;

her aunt's

gift of a house and a bakery to the newlyweds in exchange for

23
ANQ-M, Greffe de Jean-Baptiste Adhémar, 11 septembre
1751, no. 11090.
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her keep may have had something to do with Augé's choice of
a bride.2
4
René de Couagne was another prominent member of the
merchant group in Montreal. Son of a prosperous fur
25
trader,
he had married a merchant's daughter and entered
trade for himself.

Like Augé, he was not involved

directly in the fur trade;

he hired canoemen in only

five years of his long career.

De Couagne imported mer

chandise from France until the Seven Years' War put a
stop to his overseas trade.

The colony's shift of alleg

iance after the Conquest also caused de Couagne some
economic hardship.

Goods which he had purchased in 1757

and 1758 from La Rochelle merchants were kept in the latter's
warehouses after the Conquest and were disposed of only
after 1766.

26

There was no market for them in France, but

they had to be sold because Great Britain prohibited the
importation of French goods to Canada and did not relax the
Navigation Laws in spite of the Montrealers' pleas. 27 They

2 4
,
Ibid.
25

See "Charles de Couagne," Dictionary of Canadian
Biography, II (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1969),
(hereafter DCB), 153-154.
26PAC, Baby Coll., vol. 3, 1610-1613, Bourgine to de
Couagne, La Rochelle, 24 April 1758; 1619-1620, 1692-1694,
170— 1707, D. Goguet to de Couagne, La Rochelle, 29 April
1758, 4 February 1759, 12 March 1759; vol. 4, 2336-2338,
D. Goguet to de Couagne, 25 March 1766.
27PAC, MG 11, C.O. 42, vol. 24, ff. 72-73v.

En-
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sold at a loss.

In 1764, when British civil government was

inaugurated in Quebec, de Couagne was an old man of 74 and
he does not seem to have tried to establish new mercantile
connections in England.

He died in 1767.

During his long life de Couagne had undertaken var
ious social duties in keeping with the high standing he had
acquired in his community.

In 1730, he had been asked to

help collect the tax raised on Montrealers for the building
of fortifications, and he conscientiously carried out the
28
unpleasant task.
De Couagne had been a churchwarden
29
for the Montreal parish,
a militia colonel who had fought
at the battle of Sainte-Foy in 1760,30 and a member of the
militia court during the military regime which followed the
31
Conquest.
In his later years de Couagne seems to have

closed in Gage's letter of 12 February 1763 to Egremont,
Secretary of State of the Southern Department. The French
suppliers of the Canadian merchants held some hope that
French merchandise would be allowed in Canada (see Baby
Coll., vol. 4, 1926-1930, S. Jauge to François Baby,
Bordeaux, 25 January 1763) , but this request was denied;
see Michel Brunet, "La Conquête anglaise," 64.
28PAC, MG 1, AC, C11A, vol. 53, ff. 59-59V.
29
0. Lapalice, "Les cimetières de Notre-Dame de
Montréal," BRH, XXIV (octobre 1918), 306.
30 [Courville], Mémoires sur le Canada, 185.
31PAC, MG 8 E6 (Registre des audiences de la chambre
de milice de Montréal, 1760-1764), vols. 1, 4, 5. As
judge, de Couagne signed the proceedings from 4 November
1760 to 6 October 1763. He is not mentioned in the 1764
register.
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turned away from trade and towards more public activities
as more becoming for an honorable citizen.
Louis Saint-Ange Charly, the son of a fur trader
and militia colonel, was "a very prominent merchant in
Montreal, investing heavily in the western trade and in
32
several speculative ventures."
He had served a term
as syndic [official spokesman] of the Montreal merchants.

33

Unlike Augé and de Couagne, Charly invested directly in
the fur trade, making a large number of engagements in his
own account between 1750 and 1763.

He sometimes outfitted

other traders for considerable amounts:

a current account

of August 1760 between Charly on one hand and Ignace
Hubert, Pierre-François Rigaud de Vaudreuil, and Jacques
Giasson on the other, shows a balance in favor of Charly
34
of 157,905 livres 16 sols 9 deniers.
Admittedly, these
were inflation-time figures, but they hint at the order of
Charly's trade.

Charly was one of the few Montreal mer-

32 Jean-Baptiste Charly Sainte-Ange," PCB, II, 131.
See also P.-G. Roy, La famille Charly Saint-Ange (Lévis,
1945), 10-13.
33PAC, AC, C11A, vol. 82, ff. 338-343, Pierre Trotier
Desaunier [the Quebec merchants' syndic] and Saint-Ange
Charly to Maurepas [the French Minister of Marine], Quebec,
30 October 1744. The syndics asked that shipping between
La Rochelle, Bordeaux, Nantes, and Quebec be provided with
escort.
34
See ANQ-M, Greffe de Henri Bouron, 20 juin 1750,
nos. 64, 65, 67, actes between René Truillier Lacombe and
Saint-Ange Charly; ibid., Greffe de Louis-Claude Danré
de Blanzy, 28 août 1760, no. 8348.
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chants who took up the opportunity to leave Canada for
35
France after the Conquest.
Before his departure he sold
his land holdings in the colony for 100,000 livres.

336

Toussaint Baudry also decided to return to France. 37
Born in Chinon, Touraine, France, he had come to New France
as a young man before 1738.

An importer and fur trade out

fitter, he had dealt extensively in real estate on the is38
land of Montreal as well.
He had even attempted to deal
in ginseng, a staple which was never produced extensively
39
in the colony.
On the eve of his departure for France,
Baudry inventoried his Canadian assets, which amounted to
33,500 livres, a considerable fortune for the time.40

PAC, RG 4 B58, vol. 15. 19 September 1764. Pass
5
3
by Governor Murray to "Monsr. Louis Saint-Ange Charly [and
his family] to . . . London, in their way to France
agreeable to the Treaty of Peace . . . ."
36

ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 16 août 1767, no.
2190. Charly sold six parcels of land to William Grant.
Payment was to be made in four yearly instalments of
25,000 livres each, free of interest, in France or in
London.
37ANQ-M, Greffe de Gervais Hodiesne, 7 septembre
1763, no. 4642.
38Ibid., 11 août 1754, no. 1097; Greffe de Pierre
Panet, 12 septembre 1758, no. 925; ibid., 12 [septembre]
1758, no. 926; Greffe de Louis-Claude Danré de Blanzy,
9 juillet 1760, no. 8299; Greffe de François Simonnet, 6
mars 1762, no. 38; Greffe de Gervais Hodiesne, 27 juillet
1763, no. 4592.
39
Ibid., Greffe de Gervais Hodiesne, 21 juin 1752,
no. 316.
40
Ibid., 7 septembre 1763, no. 4642.
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Other importers may be mentioned briefly.
Duperon Baby was a member of a fur-trading family:

Jacques
with his

brothers Louis and Antoine he journeyed to the western
country, while a fourth brother, François, oversaw the sale
of furs and the importation of trade goods, first in
Montreal, then in Quebec. 41 In 1757 Jacques Duperon Baby
was among the main Montreal merchants called upon by the
colony's supplies contractor, Joseph Cadet, to provide
42
foodstuffs for the western forts.
Much later, in 1788,
43
the British offered him a judgeship,
which he turned
down. 44 The Gamelin family was also an established furtrading family. 45

A militia officer, Ignace Gamelin sat on
46
the military court assiduously from 1760 to 1764.
No

estimate of his wealth is available, but the summary inven
tory of his estate made after his death in 1771 revealed

41

42ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 23 août 1757, no.
"Marché de Sieur Baby et compagnie au Sieur Cadet

594.
•

•

See Miquelon, "The Baby Family," 5-6.

•

•
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43

Hilda Neatby, The Administration of Justice Under
the Quebec Act (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1937), 294-295.
44See Frederick H. Armstrong, Handbook of Upper
Canadian Chronology and Territorial Legislation (Centennial
Publications, Lawson Memorial Library, The University of
Western Ontario, London, Canada, 1967), 108.
45See "Ignace Gamelin," PCB, II, 236.
46

PAC, MG 8 E6 (Chambre de milice de Montréal).
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over 50,000 livres in outstanding accounts receivable (ex
clusive of bad debts), which hints at the scale of his
47
business.
His eldest daughter was married to Joseph
Porlier Benac, a fur trade outfitter.

Both Jacques and

Pierre-Jean-Baptiste Hervieux also sat on the militia
48
court.
Pierre Guy, who came of age after the Conquest,
was a man of another generation.

He was to have a success

ful career as a wholesale merchant, landowner, political
activist, and militia colonel. 49
The outfitters
Immediately below the group of import merchants, the
ascendancy of which was based on the pivotal character of
the import business, came the bulk of the fur traders.
The group of fur trade outfitters, by far the largest,
has to be subdivided into large and small outfitters.
Of fifty-five merchants retained in this category, thirtytwo— 58 per cent— made on the average less than one
engagement for the fur trade a year from 1750 to 1775 and
were thus considered small outfitters.

Twelve traders had

an average of two engagements or more for the period.

Among

47
ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 8 mai 1771, no. 3653.
48PAC, Chambre de milice de Montréal.
49

Hilda Neatby, "Pierre Guy: A Montreal Merchant of
the Eighteenth Century," Eighteenth-Century Studies, V
(Winter 1971-72), 224-242.
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these twelve, four traders made more than one hundred
engagements during the period.

These top four outfitters

were Alexis Lemoine Monière the younger (with 306), Jean
Léchelle (130), Thomas-Ignace Trotier Desaunier Dufy (129),
and Alexis Le Pellé Mezières (whose 122 engagements were
made in partnership with Rigaud de Vaudreuil).
Alexis Lemoine Monière was by far the most important
trader of the pre-Conquest period.

Son of a prosperous fur

trader, Monière married in 1747 a daughter of René de
50
Couagne the elder;
with his father, Monière leased the
fur trading posts at Lac La Pluie, Lac des Bois, and the
Illinois country from the explorer La Vérendrye until 1753.
At that time, Louis Pennisseault, an enterprising French
merchant who had arrived in the colony a few years earlier,
married Monière's sister Marie-Marguerite and managed to
have the Monières turn over part of their trading rights
52
to him.
Yet between 1753 and 1758 Monière hired 300
engagés for the fur trade;

this represented an average

50
Tanguay, Dictionnaire, V, 338, lists him as
"Pierre" Lemoine under the entry for his marriage, although
he is called "Pierre-Alexis" on the previous page under the
entry for his birth. Notarial records refer to him simply
as "Alexis."
51
Antoine Champagne, Les La Vérendrye et les postes
de l'ouest (Quebec: Les Presses de l'université Laval,
1968) , 363.
52
See deposit of the deeds in ANQ-M, Greffe de
Gervais Hodiesne, 17 juin 1754, nos. 1042 and 1043.

51
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yearly investment in wages alone of over 12,000 livres.5
3
Still, when he died in 1768 Monière left less than 1,000
livres, all of it in household goods, a rather modest
estate for such an important trader.

His sister Marie

Louise, who inherited his estate, was married to FrançoisMarie de Couagne, a nephew of René de Couagne the elder
54
and a cousin of Monière's wife.
By his dealings with La Vérendrye and Pennisseault,
Monière had been the outfitter most closely linked with
the governing elite of the colony.

Jean Léchelle, the next

largest outfitter in numbers of engagements, had no connec
tions with the governing elite, but for his marriage to a
daughter of Jean-Baptiste de Couagne, an army engineer and
captain stationed at Louisbourg who was also the brother
of René de Couagne the elder.

Léchelle acted as legal

guardian for the de Couagne children and represented them in
a few notarized transactions, but the notarial records re
veal no business connections between Léchelle and the de
Couagne.5
5

In October 1764 Léchelle and his family were

53
Wages in the fur trade ranged from 100 livres to
350 livres a year, depending on the length of the trip
and the skill of the engagé. A sampling of twenty-two
of Monière's engagements for 1753 gives an average wage of
259 livres. Inflation may have driven this average higher
in later years.
54
ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 28 décembre 1768,
no. 3141.
55
ANQ-M, Greffe de Henri Bouron, 10 juin 1750, no. 82;
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granted permission to cross to La Rochelle.56

Léchelle had

been born near La Rochelle and preferred, it seems, to
return to France than to live under British rule.

With

Charly he was one of the few Montreal merchants who could,
or would, make such a choice.
Also exceptional among the outfitters because of his
family connections was Thomas-Ignace Trotier Desaunier Dufy.
His father had been a merchant and his brother AntoinePierre, who was syndic for the Quebec merchants from 1740
to 1746, exploited a lucrative fishing monopoly on the
Labrador coast, tried his hand at shipbuilding, and under
took the construction of fortifications for Quebec in
57
1745.
Desaunier's mother, Catherine Charest, was the
58
daughter of the wealthy seigneur of Lauzon.
Yet these
excellent family connections do not appear to have brought
Desaunier any tangible business advantages.

Even though

Greffe de Louis-Claude Danré de Blanzy, 12 juin 1751, no.
4656; ibid., 10 avril 1760, no. 8261; Greffe
de Pierre Panet, 12 avril 1760, no. 1144; Greffe de LouisClaude Danré de Blanzy, 1 mai 1760, no. 8256; Greffe de
Pierre Panet, 7 juillet 1764, no. 2119; ibid., 8 août
1764, no. 2159.
56PAC, RG 4 B58, vol. 15. "Sepr [sic: October?] 4,
1764." Passes for "Léchelle, his wife and five children"
to board the Chevalier de Levy for La Rochelle. Tanguay,
Dictionnaire, V, 234, lists only two children alive in 1764.
57
See "Pierre Trottier Desaunier" in the forth
coming vol. Ill of the DCB.
58
P.-G. Roy, "Thomas-Ignace Trottier Dufy Desaunier,"
BRH, XXIV (1918), 379-380.
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his brother Antoine-Pierre was an import-export merchant,
there is no evidence that Thomas-Ignace ever used his ser
vices.
For the most part Desaunier Dufy organized his own
fur trade expeditions but in 1753 he entered into a partner
ship with Nicolas Lefebvre for a single venture, the de
tails of which may be mentioned here since they were typi
cal of such arrangements.

The partnership was to last for

one year and end with the return of the expedition.
Lefebvre was to take three canoes to the upper country
and trade the goods supplied by Desaunier.
allowed a remuneration for his services.

Lefebvre was
Profits (or

losses) were to be divided two-thirds to Desaunier and the
rest to Lefebvre, and were to be taken after deduction of
the value of the trade goods supplied by Desaunier and of
the wages allowed to Lefebvre. 59

The arrangement shows the

dominance of capital over labor in the economy of
Montreal.60
Further insight on Desaunier's socio-economic stand61
ing is provided in a will he drew up in 1760.
In it he

59
ANQ-M, Greffe de Jean-Baptiste Adhémar, 18 juin
1753, no. 11737.
60See Dêchene, RHAF, XXVII (septembre 1973) , 163179.
61ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 29 juillet 1760,
no. 1168.
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bequeathed 28,000 livres from his propres
of the Sulpician Order in Montreal.

62

to the Superior

This was an amount over

a hundred times greater than the annual wages of an engagé
and it gives some indication of Desaunier's wealth.

His

reputation within the Montreal community was acknowledged
by his election as churchwarden in 1753 and his position
as militia captain before the Conquest. 63
Alexis Le Pellé Mezières was listed as an engageur
only in 1755 and 1756;

48 of his 122 hirings were made in

partnership with Rigaud de Vaudreuil, the military governor
of Montreal and the brother of the governor of the whole
colony.

Le Pellé Mezières's notarized transactions before

and after these dates consisted mainly of obligations.

At

the registration of French paper money in 1763 he declared
64
8,996 livres 10 sols in French ordonnances
and went to
France on business in 1764,

65

known of his business career.

but beyond that little is
His second wife, Marie-

Louise Leduc, was the sister-in-law of another trader,
Nicolas Dufresne.

62

For an explanation of the types of ownership
according to the Coutume de Paris, see chapter IV.
P.-G. Roy, BRH, XXIV (1918), 379-380.
3
6
64 "Les ordonnances et lettres de change du
Gouvernement de Montréal en 1759," RAPQ, 1924-1925, 339
(no. 511); 40 (no. 2551). For a discussion of the
actual value of the French paper money, see chapter VI.
65PAC, RG 4 B58, vol. 15, 1 October 1764.
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While some socio-economic connections may be un
covered between the governing elite of the colony and the
foremost among the Montreal merchants, the bulk of the fur
trade outfitters was not connected at all with the nonmercantile elite.

Even among the other larger outfitters

(those who on the average made two or more hirings a year
from 1750 to 1775), only Pierre-Julien Trotier Desrivières
had links with the ruling coterie.

His father-in-law,

Jacques Testard de Montigny, had had a glorious military
career.

66

His sister Charlotte married one of his

brothers-in-law, Jean-Baptiste-Philippe Testard de
Montigny.

Two of Trotier Desrivières's sisters-in-law,

Marie-Anne and Marie-Anne-Amable Testard de Montigny, also
married military officers (Charles Mesière de l'Epervanche
and Louis-Joseph Gauthier de La Vérendrye).
But for the inevitable exceptions, such as in the
above case, the rule that spouses were chosen from families
of similar occupational status applied with equal force
among the outfitters as among the import-merchants.

Even

within the Trotier family, endogamy applied most of the time.
Jean-Noël Trotier Desrivières, Pierre-Julien's brother,
took his wife from the Gamelin family.

In 1751 he married

Marie-Catherine Gamelin, the daughter of Jacques-Joseph

66

See Tanguay, Dictionnaire, VII, 283-284.
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Gamelin (a storekeeper for the King)
Pierre Gamelin.

67

and the niece of

His wife's oldest sister had married Louis-

François Hervieux, the brother of Jacques and Pierre-JeanBaptiste.

Another sister would marry Francois L'Huillier

Chevalier in 1752.
Beyond his hirings for the fur trade, Jean-Noël
Trotier Desrivières's business activities are not revealed
to any extent in notarial records.

He may have acted as

agent for Etienne Augé in the recovery of the latter's
funds from La Rochelle merchants in 1763.

68

Yet Trotier

must have accumulated some wealth from his commerce in
furs:

at the registration of French paper money in 1763,

he declared 12,221 livres 10 sols in ordonnances, 120
livres in bills of exchange, and 2,604 livres in less
valuable états et certificats.69
François L'Huillier Chevalier, another important out
fitter, was related through his wife's family to the
Gamelins, the Hervieux, and the Trotiers.

He made 90

engagements from 1750 to 1756, but here again notarial

67Ibid., IV, 166 n. 4.
68

ANQ-M, Greffe de François Simonnet, 13 octobre
1763, no. 185, "Procuration par le Sr. Estienne Augé
Negotiant de cette ville au Sr. Jean Noel Desrivières
aussy negotiant." No pass in Trotier's name was
registered for La Rochelle in 1763.
69RAPQ, 1924-1925, 323 (no. 2128);
358 (no. 59).

349 (no. 124);
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records do not tell much more.

L'Huillier owned one house
70
on Place d'Armes, the city square,
and another on SaintGabriel street.
livres. 71

He sold the latter in 1754 for 5,000

The inventory done of his estate in 1772 listed

household goods barely exceeding 1,000 livres in value, and
a little silverware;

that, it seems, was the extent of

his wealth.
In Jean Orillat's case, notarial records supply more
data. 73

Excluding hirings for the fur trade, nearly a

hundred notarial documents attest to the length and
breadth of Orillat's business career.

Born in Barbezieux,

France, in 1733, Orillat came to Canada at an unknown date.
In 1761 he married one Thérèse Filiau Dubois and declared
in his marriage contract that his possessions amounted to
20,000 livres in cash and merchandise, "Laquelle Somme luy
sortira nature de propre Et aux Siens de Son cote et
74
Ligne."
He was one of the few merchants to include such
a stipulation in his marriage contract, and a similar clause

70
ANQ-M, Greffe de François Simonnet, 31 mars 1751,
no. 77.
71Ibid., 9 mars 1754, no. 35.
72ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 15 [?] juin 1772,
no. 3867.
73See Gabriel Nadeau, "Jean Orillat," BRH, XLI
(1935), 644-685.
74ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 19 septembre 1761,
no. 1385.
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would be part of his second marriage contract in 1767. 75
(His second wife, incidentally, was a cousin of his first.)
Thus he kept his capital free of the encumbrances of the
communauté de biens and could invest all of it in
speculative ventures. 76
Orillat's first notarized engagements were made in
1757;

during the next six years he made over seventy of

them.

After the beginning of British civil government,

Orillat continued to invest heavily in the fur trade, even
during the American Revolution, when conditions were
difficult. 77 In 1763 he entered into a partnership with a
smaller trader, Pierre Cardinal, while continuing to trade
78
on his own account.
In 1768, he entered into another

75Ibid., 29 août 1767, no. 2860. In the records
mentioned here and in the previous note, Orillat's second
wife, "Thérèse Viger," bears the same name as Orillat's
mother-in-law by his first marriage. Tanguay's
Dictionnaire clears up the confusion by being more
explicit about Christian names: Orillat's first mother-inlaw was baptized "Marie-Thérèse Viger," while his second
wife, who was the niece of Marie-Thérèse Viger, was baptized
"Thérèse-Amable Viger." She bore as part of her Christian
name the name "Amable," which was Orillat's first wife's
Christian name. This case illustrates the possible confu
sion stemming from the use of notarial records only; in
this instance Tanguay's work resolved a possible mystifi
cation.
76See chapter IV.
77
PAC, RG 4, B28 [fur trade licences], vol. Ill,
no. 40; vol. 113 (no number); Miquelon, "The Baby
Family," 188, 189.
78
ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 26 mai 1763, no.
1871.
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partnership, with Gabriel Cerré, a trader living in the
Illinois country.

This agreement was more specific than

the first one and provided for Orillat to remain in Montreal,
order trade goods from the London firm of Watson and
Oliver, and forward them to Cerré at Michilimackinac;
Cerré was to send furs down to Montreal for Orillat to ship
to his London suppliers, and it was Cerré who was to draw
up the list of trade goods required for the following year.
The partnership was not too successful, since it was not
renewed and the dissolution agreement of 1771 mentioned only
the partnership's debts. 79

Perhaps the failure of Orillat's

partnership stemmed from a misunderstanding among the
partners and not from deficient organization, 80 as Orillat
continued to invest substantially in the fur trade. 81
Dominique Godet provides the puzzling example of a
successful merchant who was illiterate.
there can be no doubt:

he could not sign his name and some

79Ibid., 24 août 1767, no. 3637.
agreement is on the same document.
80

Of his illiteracy

The dissolution

Wintering partners in the fur trade were not
common before the American Revolution and the expansion
of the trade into the Saskatchewan River area. Even at
that time, however, it is doubtful that the FrenchCanadian traders' failure to be "suffisamment sensible[s]
à l'appel de la conjoncture," to use Fernand Ouellet's
phrase (Histoire économique, 104), would rank with the
military situation and official preference as factors in
explaining the French Canadians' demise from the fur trade.
See chapter VII.
81 see note 77.
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documents add that he could not read either.8
2

And yet

there is evidence that Godet had dealings with merchants in
London, La Rochelle, and Bordeaux, where he had over
50.000 livres in the hands of Havy and Cie. as late as
1765.8 3

In his will, drawn up in 1768, he stated he had

5 ,000 livres in cash on hand, land in three parishes in the
vicinity of Montreal, "Batiment & Bateaux qui en dependent,"
and around 5,000 livres in active debts. He also owned two
84
Negro slaves.
By the standards of Montreal society at
the time, Godet was well off.
How could an illiterate merchant achieve such success?
How could he carry on business with overseas suppliers?
His wife, of course, could have been literate;

but as she

was not from an elite family it is highly unlikely that she
would have had the knowledge required to conduct a business
correspondence with any success.

The most likely explanation

would be that Godet had some sort of agreement with his
cousin René de Couagne, who carried on a commercial correspondence of his own with metropolitan French merchants. 85

82

See ANQ-M, Greffe de Louis-Claude Danré de Blanzy,
13 juin 1751, no. 4658, and Greffe de Henri Bouron, 16
septembre 1760, no. 200. Godet's will, drawn up in 1768,
was marked with a cross; see Greffe de Pierre Panet,
28 décembre 1768, no. 3140.
O83

Ibid., 3 octobre 1765, no. 2537.
84

Ibid., 28 décembre 1768, no. 3140.

85
See "René de Couagne" in the forthcoming vol.
III of DCB.
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Because of this probable dependence upon de Couagne, Godet
ranks among the outfitters rather than with the import
merchants.
The forty or so lesser outfitters of Montreal had
few business or family connections above their own stratum.
Without going more than one generation above or below their
own, two-thirds of the group of lesser outfitters could find
they were interrelated by marriage.

Spouses or parents

of the rest were taken from the peripheral group, some
times from the more important traders, and only exceptionally
from the import merchant group.

But family connections

never reached above the mercantile group.
Business connections are harder to trace.

Without any

accounting documents, the only way to estimate commercial
interrelations among the lesser outfitters is to examine
notarial records.

Admittedly, these tell little about every

day transactions;

for these merchants notarization of a

commercial transaction was an infrequent practice.

Thus the

links that can be established through this method may have
been very tenuous, as most of them represent only one trans
action during the whole of the period.

On the other hand,

those notarial records which did involve outfitters as both
parties covered important transactions:

partnership agree

ments, obligations for trade goods, and quittances on pay
ment of these goods.

These transactions may be called struc-
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tural in that they established legally binding links
between merchants;

they may be said to have formed the

skeleton on which everyday transactions between outfitters
were fleshed out.

86

Here again, the results, meager

though they might be, show the concentration of commercial
interrelations within the group:

nearly 60 per cent of

these lesser outfitters were involved in notarized commer
cial transactions with one another.

Some of the business

links paralleled kinship links, when relatives became
partners, for instance, but these account for only onefourth of the business connections within this stratum.

87

Thus it would seem that stratum rather than family
was the major determinant in selecting business associates,
at least among this group.

This conclusion challenges

Cameron Nish's postulate that family connections had
"possible consequences" for business relations.

88

Further-

86

On the selection and use of notarial records, see
Appendix B.
87 See the chart of family and business ties below.
88

These findings for the Montreal merchants tend to
infirm Nish's assertion that there was horizontal mobility
between the merchants, the fur traders, the seigneurs, and
the governing elite of the colony (Bourgeois-gentilhommes,
170). Only the most successful among the merchants and
fur traders (Nish mentions only these) actually secured
some kinship ties with the seigneurs, the military, and the
administrators of the colony. This would suggest that
military and administrative occupation, by themselves,
rather than the incomes generated by these occupations,
conferred high status. The merchants' profession, on the
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more, it would also appear that the degree of horizontal
mobility at this level was quite low.

This is only to be

expected, for fur trading was an activity requiring
specialized knowledge and involving some risk;

moreover,

the costs of entry into this occupation, even at this low
level, were fairly high.

Business data confirm kinship

data and point to a high degree of socio-economic rigidity
in the commercial sector of Montreal.

This rigidity

appears to have been the result of the slow rate of growth
of Montreal and the resultant scarcity of economic oppor
tunities.89
Shopkeepers
Below the import merchants and the outfitters,
the shopkeepers, traders, artisans, and money lenders make
up a distinct category of lesser merchants.

Next to the

outfitters in numbers, the "shopkeepers" of Montreal remain
somewhat of an enigma.

The men listed under that heading

are presumed to have been shopkeepers for want of more
accurate information;

they are described in documents as

other hand, did not automatically confer high status;
those merchants who achieved such a status did so because
of their wealth and in spite of their occupations. A
bourgeois was a gentilhomme only if he could afford to
live like one, while a gentilhomme remained a gentilhomme
regardless of his financial situation.
8 9

See Dechêne, RHAF, XXVII (septembre 1973), 163,
165, 173.
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"marchands" without further qualification, unlike the traders
or the artisans whose trade is sometimes mentioned.

The

sixteen individuals in that category had little in common
besides their status as merchants.
here would be misleading.

To use the word 'group'

There were no business links

connecting the members of this category:
many kinship ties among them.

nor were there

Three of the shopkeepers

were brothers, and the rest were unrelated.
Indeed, the shopkeepers' kinship links were not with
other members of their category, but with the outfitters.
René Bourassa was Ignace Bourassa's brother;
Campion was Etienne Campion's brother;

Alexis

Dominique Bartzsch's

wife was the sister of Jean Orillat's wife;

Pierre Courault

La Coste's wife was Jean-Baptiste Le Compte Dupré's sister;
Pierre Lefebvre du Chouquet was married to Noël Langlois's
sister;

Jean-Baptiste Legrand's daughter married Pierre

Foretier;

and Louis-Amable Perthuis married Jacques

Giasson's daughter.

Only Jacques-Joseph Gamelin, through

his brothers Pierre and Michel, was related to some leading
mercantile families;
King's storekeeper.

90

this may account for his posting as
It would seem that the shopkeepers'

economic function was not yet clearly differentiated from
that of the outfitters, and that it was ancillary to theirs.

90Tanguay, Dictionnaire, IV, 166, col. I n .

4.
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Traders, artisans, and usurers
There remains a small number of Montreal merchants
in the core group who do not fit the categories of importer,
outfitter, or shopkeeper:

they were the traders who con

ducted all of their own trade, without hiring engagés;
three merchants who were really artisans;

and one man whose

function was obviously that of money lender.
Of the six traders included in the core group, only
two deserve some mention.

Joseph Baby Chenneville fell

into this category because nothing was found to include him
among the outfitters;

but he was evidently of some impor

tance in the Montreal community, for he had been the King's
storekeeper at Fort Niagara in the 1740's, and left an
estate of over 10,000 livres. 91 He was a cousin of
François, Louis, and Jacques Duperon Baby, but there is no
evidence of his having had commercial dealings with them.
The other trader worthy of notice is Joseph Perinault,
who is referred to as a taylor in the very document which
bound him to René de Couagne as an engagé for the fur trade
92
in 1752.
He was still referred to as a taylor as late as
1764, but the following year he entered into a partnership

91

Ibid., II, 93; ANQ-M, Greffe de Jean-Baptiste
Adhémar, 15 avril 1752, no. 11218; Greffe de Pierre Panet,
10 avril 1771, no. 3633.
92
ANQ-M, Greffe de Jean-Baptiste Adhémar, 7 mai 1752,
no. 11284.
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with Pierre Foretier and two British merchants;

Perinault

was to be the partnership's resident trader at Michilimackinac, while the two British merchants (Boone and Price)
were to see to the sale of the furs.

Foretier's role was

that of équipeur.

Besides his labor, Perinault put some
93
capital into the venture
and invested in the fur trade
throughout the period. 94
While Joseph Perinault was an artisan who abandoned
his craft for the fur trade— as some others did— only two
merchants-artisans fell within the core group.
Baptiste Barsalou, was a tanner;
was a taylor.
them.

One, Jean-

the other, Charles Demers,

Occupation is the only thing known about

Obviously there were more than two artisans in

Montreal during the period under consideration;

the method

of selection used here has produced only those who were
called merchants as well.

That only these two bore the

joint label suggests that they were borderline cases
between the two occupational categories.

Unlike Perinault,

however, they do not seem to have made the transition into
the higher category.

93 Ibid., Greffe de Pierre Panet, 2 juin 1764, no.
2112; ibid., 25 avril 1765, no. 2412.
94
PAC, RG 4 B28, vol. Ill, no. 34; vol. 113 (no
number); vol. 114 (no number); vol. 115, nos. 19 and 31.
The bonds given by Perinault, which were equal to the value
of the trade goods taken to the upper country, amounted to
8,000 livres in 1769, 15,000 livres in 1770, 30,000 livres
in 1772, 30,000 livres in 1774, and 800 livres in 1775.
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The life of Pierre Ranger remains rather curious in
comparison with that of all the other merchants who made up
the core group.

He resorted to the services of a notary

more often than any other merchant, yet he made practically
no hirings for the fur trade.

Although he was described

as a "négociant," there is no evidence of his commercial
transactions.

What the notarial records do contain are

numerous land transactions and above all numerous obliga
tions.

More than 40 per cent of the notarized documents

dealing with Ranger were obligations for money loans. 95
From 1751 to 1764 the monetary value of the loans for
which these obligations were signed amounted to over
23,000 livres.

Excluded from this total were obligations

for payment in foodstuffs or for mixed payment (money and
foodstuffs).

Ranger's "commerce" was manifestly that of the

money lender.
Unlike merchants who extended indefinite credit to
other merchants or to urban customers out of the necessity
of business, Ranger concentrated on lending money to habitants and on collecting it as soon as it fell due. 96

The

amounts he loaned seemed to follow economic conditions in
the colony:

they steadily declined from 1754 to 1759 and

95An obligation was a mortgage.
96
Two-thirds of the obligations were signed by
habitants. On Ranger's recourse to the militia court
between 1760 and 1764, see Chapter V.
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they increased again from 1761 to 1763.

97

It is hard to

guess what the habitants used their loans for, and thus to
evaluate Ranger's role in the economy of the Montreal area,
but it would seem that the habitants bought land, or paid
overdue tithes or seigneurial duties rather than spending
98
for consumer goods.
Ranger may have been more of a
"loan shark" than an accommodating supplier of credit.
II.

The peripheral group
Besides the core group of Montreal merchants, eighty

individuals could be positively identified as merchants and

97
Yearly totals for loans secured by obligation are
as follows:
Value in livres (money
payments only)
Number of loans
1,468
1751
3
1752
4,664. 2.
10
4,553
5
1753
1754
2,600
3
2,361.10
4
1755
1756
1,327.17
3
nil
nil
1757
2
1758
1,075.10
3
1759
220
1760
600
1
192
1761
3
1762
6
698.10
8
1763
2,783.10
1764
1,165
5
—
12
1765
23,508.15
68
The peak in 1760 is the result of only one large loan. 1757
and 1764 also go against the trend, for reasons unknown.
98
This was similar to the use made of such loans in
the Quebec district at the turn of the eighteenth century.
See Diane Laviolette, "Le crédit dans le gouvernement de
Québec, 1696-1730" (M.A. thesis, McGill University, 1971).
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as residing in Montreal.

They form a motley collection of

persons who could not be included in the core group:

some

were mainly active outside of the selected time span,
others left too little recorded evidence.

The distribution

of occupations within the peripheral group reflects that of
the core group:

nearly two-thirds were fur trade outfitters,

thirty per cent were labelled négociants for want of more
precision on the nature of their activities, four were
traders, and three were artisans (a taylor, a carpenter,
and a blacksmith).

A few may be mentioned briefly by way

of illustration.
The Chaboiller family was a fur trading family par
excellence.

As soon as they were old enough, all six of

Charles Chaboiller's sons invested in the fur trade as their
99
father had done before his death in 1757.
In 1769, four
of them had 60,880 livres invested in trade goods;

in

1772 five of the brothers had 54,000 livres in fur trade
goods, and two years later three of them had 55,400 livres.
1
0
They remained active in the trade until the end of the
century.

In 1793 Marie Marguerite Chaboiller, the daughter

of Charles-Jean-Baptiste, was to marry Simon McTavish, a

99Only two of the brothers, Augustin and LouisJoseph, figure among the peripheral group; the others
could not be positively identified as being from Montreal.
100PAC, RG 4 B28, vols. Ill, 114, 115. The figures
given in the documents are in pounds; one pound was worth
20 livres.
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MONTREAL MERCHANTS - PERIPHERAL GROUP
Outfitters
Augé, François
Augé, Michel
Berthelet, François
Bezzo, Nicolas
Biron, Joseph
Borrel, Joseph
Bourdon, François
Cadet, Simon
Carignan, Louis
Caron, Joseph
Chaboiller, Augustin
Chaboiller, Louis-Joseph
Chevalier, Charles
Chevalier, Louis
Curotte, Amable
Denoyers, J.-B.
Doyon, J.
Dubois, Antoine
Dubois, E.
Ducharme, Jean-Marie
Dufresne, Antoine
Dumeyniou, Etienne
Dumoulin, Jean
Du Roseau, René T.
Filiau Dubois, François
Fleurimont, Pierre
Fouché, Amable
Houtelas, J.-B.
Hubert Lacroix, Dominique
Hurtebise, Louis (the
younger)
Hurtebise, Zacharie
Irelande, Bazile
Janisse, Barthelemi
Janot, Henri
Laforge, Vincent
Lahaie, Alexis
Landriève dit Lamouline,
Pierre
Languedoc, Etienne
Lasselle, Hyacinthe
Lasselle, Jacques (the
younger)

Marechesseau, Nicolas
Morel, J.-B.
Mouton, François
Paillet, Gabriel
Perrin, Dominique
Poupart, Joseph
Reihle, Antoine
1
Rousseau, Saint-Jean
Saint-Omer, Lambert
Sanguinet, Christophe
Tabaux, J.-B.
Traversy, André dit Langlois
"Négociants"
Avrard, Michel
Baby, Antoine
Baron, Antoine
Barron, Joseph Lupien
Beaugrand, J.-B.
Campeault, Henry
Desfonds, Louis
Ferrant, Vincent
Garaud Saint-Onge, Jean-Baptiste
Hubert Lacroix, Pierre (the
elder)
Hubert Lacroix, Pierre (the
younger
Lafrenay, Joseph
Le Gras, Pierre Ville
Lemer Saint-Germain, Charles
Lequesne, Jean
Lestage, Mme.
Papin, Pierre
Pothier, Louis-Toussaint
Roger, François
Roussel, Adrien 2
Sanguinet, Simon
Traders
Cardin, Charles
Hurtebise, Louis (the elder)
Hutebise, Pierre
Janisse, Antoine

1also interpreter for the military
2

later notary and judge
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Artisans
Desautels, Joseph-Marie
Lasselle, Jacques (the elder)
Le Duc , Lambert (the elder)

pivotal figure in the North West Company.1
1
0
The Hurtebise brothers, Louis and Zacharie, were
also well-connected fur traders, but they had consecutive
rather than overlapping careers.

The most noteworthy of

the documents pertaining to Louis Hurtebise is a partner
ship contract with his sister's husband, Pierre Leduc, and
Louis Le Verrier, the captain in command at Riviere SaintJoseph, for the trade of that post over a three-year period
beginning in 1757.

The merchants were to supply the officer

with his usual victuals (including fourteen barrels of red
and white Bordeaux wine a year!) and with the required
trade goods;

moreover, Le Verrier was to take two-thirds

of all profits or losses.

102

The arrangement suggests the

relative importance of trade expertise and military influence
in running the fur trade.

Zacharie Hurtebise was related

through his wife and his sister's husband to the Barsalou

101W.S. Wallace, ed., Documents Relating to the North
West Company (Toronto: The Champlain Society, 1934), 432;
E.-Z. Massicotte, "Les Chaboillez," BRH, XXVIII (1922),
207-209.
102

no. 2177.

ANQ-M, Greffe de Gervais Hodiesne, 29 mars 1757,
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family of artisans and shopkeepers.

103

He appears to have

been involved in the fur trade mainly from 1765 to 1772.
Among the négociants no names stand out.

It is

likely that most of them were fur traders themselves or
associated with the outfitters or the traders.

As for the

artisans, little is known of them apart from their occupa
tion.
The core group, rather than the peripheral group,
constituted the mercantile elite of the Montreal community,
and it is the elite's behavior that mattered in the confron
tation between Canadian and British or American merchants
after the Conquest.

It has been shown that there was little

wealth within the merchant community as a whole, and that
social mobility was quite restricted.

Such a situation

put the Montreal merchants at a disadvantage after 1760:
the traditional social rigidity of Montreal society had
dampened their hopes for upward mobility and subdued their
energies;

the restrictions imposed by their meager

financial resources kept them back in the struggle for the
control of the fur trade. An examination of the socio
economic behavior of the leading merchants will reveal other
types of limitations.

103

Jean-Baptiste Barsalou and Zacharie Hurtebise
married each other's sisters.
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FAMILY AND BUSINESS TIES - LESSER OUTFITTERS

______________

: family ties (25 ties linking 28 merchants
out of 42)
-------------- : business ties (16 ties linking 24 merchants
out of 42)
/-/—/-/ / / / / : overlapping ties (4 links involving 8
merchants)

CHAPTER III
THE TRADE OF MONTREAL:

BUSINESS

PRACTICES AND ATTITUDES
The object of this chapter is to describe the
business methods of the Montreal merchants at the end of
the French regime and to see how they were modified after
the British Conquest.

Historians have already paid consi

derable attention to the fur trade, its workings, its poli
tical implications, and its economic and social effects
upon the Canadian colony.1

But less attention has been

given to the technical aspects of the trade between
Montreal and the cities which supplied it, at least for
the last years of French rule.

Yet it is important to know

how the colonial trading system worked if the behavior of
the colonial merchants is to be understood.

The methods

used by the Montreal merchants to carry out their trade
influenced to a certain extent their attitude towards
economic activity and their role within the socio-economic

To cite only three: H.A. Innis, The Fur Trade;
1
Wayne E. Stevens, The Northwest Fur Trade 1763-1800 (Urbana,
111.: University of Illinois, 1928); and Antoine Champagne,
Les La Vérendrye et les postes de l'ouest (Québec: Les
Presses de l'université Laval, 1968).
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system.

It will be argued that the Montreal merchants

were imbued with what was, essentially, a traditional
view of trade and of economic life.
What is in question is not the particular outlook
of any individual merchant but the outlook of the group in
general.

Unfortunately the business accounts and other

mercantile documents which have survived from a number of
individuals do not constitute an accurate sample of the
group under study so a quantitative analysis of these docu
ments would serve little purpose.

But business records

may be used with profit to suggest the range of prevailing
business practices.

Account books and business letters

show how the economic system worked in practice for the
Montreal merchants.

They can also reveal the principles,

assumptions, and values underlying relations among mer
chants and between merchants and their customers.
The account books available to the historian about
the Montreal merchants from 1750 to 1775 have two major
weaknesses;

they come from only a handful of merchants,

seven in all, most of whom were interrelated;
also woefully incomplete.

they are

There are books of invoices,

engagés'accounts, daybooks, and journals, but in no instance
are there complete sets of books from which an accurate
evaluation of a merchant's business could be derived.
Because of these gaps in the available accounts, the extent
of a merchant's trade at any given time cannot be estimated.
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As for the available business correspondence, while it is
fairly extensive, it concerns basically three families,
the Babys, the Guys, and the Hervieux, who were closely
linked by family ties;

2

little information is available

through the business correspondence of other merchants.
Limited though they might be for some purposes, the
available account books and business letters have one
redeeming feature:

they are diverse enough in nature and in

quality to give fairly reliable information about commercial
practices in general and accounting methods in particular.
From the nearly illegible notes hastily scribbled on an
unruled notebook by Ambroise Magnan, to the Guy family's
neatly preserved invoices and business letters, to Pierre
Gamelin's model ledger,

3

the very appearance of the account

books parallels the diversity of attitudes towards the
mechanics of trade.
Etienne Auge's surviving account books are the most
complete of the mercantile documents available;

they include

2

See Chapter II.

3PAC, MG 23 G3 (25) [microfilm reel no. M-852],
Magnan, "livre de crédit no. 2, 1768-1772 inc."; MG 23 G3
(29) [M-859], Pierre Guy [father and son], envoices and
letters, 1750-1779; MG 24 D3, vol. 1, Pierre Gamelin,
"livre de compte," 1766-1781. Except for Pierre Gamelin's
ledger, all the account books are available on microfilm
only. In the case of the Guy family and of Etienne Augé ,
account books have been separated and microfilmed on
different reels; it is easier for identification purposes
to refer to microfilm reel numbers rather than to PAC call
numbers for the collections.
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journals, ledgers, one letterbook (outgoing letters), and a
series of invoices from his European suppliers from 1750 to
1780.

4

As chronological records of transactions, the

journals unveil the muddled state of accounting practices
at the time:

they were not kept in the chronological order

in which transactions were conducted, but rather in the
form of quasi-ledgers, listing all transactions made by an
individual customer over a variable period of time, either
in single- or double-entry form, two or three customers to
a page, with "new" accounts opened to bring forward debits
or credits when the bookkeeper ran short of space.

There

is some indication of yearly closing of some accounts, but
the practice was by no means consistent.
Double entry and yearly closing were more evident in
Augé 's ledger, along with cross-referencing to the journals,
but again the practice was not systematic.

No individual

yearly balance sheets have been found either in Augé's papers
or elsewhere (they have survived in the case of partnerships,
where they were required for the distribution of profit and
loss for each yearly venture);

thus there was no accounting

procedure by which Augé could have determined his yearly
profits, his best clients, or the most profitable sectors
of his business.

He knew all this intuitively, of course,

4
See PAC, M-852, M-859, and M-869.
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and he could make remarks to his French or his British
suppliers about the quality of goods he received from them,
and about the "hard times" Montreal was living through;5
but the point is that he did not possess the accounting
methods necessary to make his business decisions on the
most rational basis possible, methods which could be of
increasing benefit when trade expanded.
The primitive state of Augé 's accounting technique
was not peculiar to him;

Pierre Guy's surviving account

books consist mainly of single-entry "journals" similar
to Etienne Augé 's.

There are also collections of invoices

and covering letters from overseas suppliers.

Only in

formal "accounts current" submitted to the other party
for approval does a consistent use of double-entry book
keeping appear.

Pierre Guy reserved his most detailed atten-

tion for his two farms, the terre Ranger and the terre
de la Bourgogne, listing yearly revenues and expenditures
separately and even drawing up summary tables from 1766 to
1805.6
Other merchants, like Louis Hervieux, Ambroise

5
See for example PAC, Baby Coll. vol. 3, 1522-1530,
Paillet et Meynardie to Etienne Augé, La Rochelle, 15 March
1757; 1572-1573, P. Meynardie to Mme. Augé, Québec, 25
August 1757. See also ibid., M-852, Etienne Augé to
Antoine Vialars, 25 August 1770 and 27 September 1771.
6See PAC, M-851 and M-859.
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Magnan, Louis Carignan, or Alexis Monière, kept their
accounts in much the same fashion.

Indeed, this uncompli

cated method of bookkeeping, in which the journals were
the main books of record, appears to have been widespread
in the North American colonies in general.7

There was

little need for more sophistication for most merchants,
since their trade was on a scale small enough for them to
have a constant mental image of their performance.

In

New France, as in France, account books were required first
as records of transactions to be submitted as evidence
before the courts;8

their utility as accounting tools was

more dimly perceived.
More than the account books, the business corres
pondence of the Montreal merchants can perhaps throw some
light upon the business practices and attitudes of the
time.

Like account books, business letters possessed a

quasi-legal character:

they were admissible as evidence

of contractual arrangements before the courts and mer-

7

See for instance, W.T. Baxter, The House of Han
cock: Business in Boston, 1724-1775 (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1945), Chapter II, especially
pp. 35-38, and Baxter, "Accounting in Colonial America,"
in A.C. Littleton and B.S. Yamey, eds., Studies in the
History of Accounting (Homewood, 111.: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc., 1956), 272-287.
8

/\

The first raison d'être of account books, even
according to the author of that eighteenth-century mer
chant's bible, Le parfait négociant, is their possible use
as evidence in a court of law (Jacques Savary des Bruslons,
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chants were well advised to keep copies of letters they
sent.

Some of them have been preserved:

for instance, a

few pages, containing letters and mémoires (lists of goods
ordered) from 1769 to 1772, by Etienne Augé , are avail9
able.
Letters received are more common: they make up
most of the correspondence available for that period.
are covering letters, sent with bills of lading;

Many

some are

copies of letters previously sent, or sent by another
route.

Generally, they follow much the same format, be-

Le parfait négociant, ou instruction générale pour ce qui
regarde le commerce des Marchandises de France, & des Pays
Etrangers . . . . [NOUVELLE EDITION . . . . A PARIS,
Chez les Freres Estienne, rue Saint Jacques, à la Vertu.
M.DCC.LVII.], Tome 1, première partie, livre IV, Chapitre
IV, 292). Savary strongly recommended double-entry book
keeping and yearly inventories even for "mediocre" mer
chants (see Tome 1, première partie, livre IV, chapitre V,
"formulaire de livres journaux d'achat, de vente, et de
raison, pour les Marchands, qui font un commerce médiocre,"
307-328).
In France, a royal ordonnance of March 1673 compelled
merchants to keep journals and ledgers in which they were
to enter all their transactions. This ordonnance does not
appear to have been registered by the Conseil souverain of
New France (see Pierre-Georges Roy, Inventaire des
insinuations du Conseil souverain de la Nouvelle-France
[Beauceville, L'"Eclaireur" Limitée, editeur, 1921]), but
this did not automatically lessen its validity for the
colony. According to Savary (Tome 1, première partie,
livre IV, chapitre V, 328), failure to produce account
books in court hearings could bring a merchant a declara
tion of fraudulent bankruptcy, which was punishable by
death.
9
See PAC, M-852. There are also some scattered
letters sent by Etienne Augé, Pierre Guy, Toussaint Pothier,
Saint-Georges Dupré, Adhémar, Joseph Porlier, and Hervieux
fils in PAC, Baby Coll., vols. 4-7, passim.
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ginning with an acknowledgement of previous correspondence,
a statement of action taken as a result of that previous
correspondence, and instructions or queries for further
action;

they might also include brief statements of trade

conditions or other developments liable to have an effect
on trade, and close with news or greetings of a personal
nature.

There are no obvious differences of form between

these letters and the letters of English-speaking merchants
involved in the fur trade for the same period;

all display

the same terseness.10
Used jointly with the account books, the business
letters provide a good description of the trade networks
of Montreal.

Montreal's most important staple of trade, of

course, were the furs of the interior.

Before 1760, the

French Compagnie des Indes held the export monopoly for
beaver and was bound to buy beaver in the colony at
fixed prices.

Montreal merchants had to worry more about

the cost and quality of imported goods for the beaver trade,
and goods for local retailing, than about the marketing of
beaver in France.

Even for those who dealt in menues

pelleteries— marten, deer, and bear— which became increas-

10See PAC, MG 19 Al, vols. 1 and 2, William Edgar
Papers, correspondence by Isaac Todd, William Maxwell,
Thomas Walker, Benjamin Frobisher, Dobie and Frobisher,
Richard McNeall, Robert Callender, William Benson, David
Brehm, R.J. Hansen, John Duncan, John Hay, John Askin,
Simon McTavish, and George McBeath.
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ingly important during the second quarter of the eighteenth
century,11 the marketing of furs was a minor aspect of trade,
carried out by French correspondents.

Those who dealt

directly with merchants at La Rochelle and Bordeaux filled
their letters with discussions about the price and the
availability of various sorts of dry goods rather than with
the conditions of the fur market in France.

These merchants

ordered directly from France through detailed mémoires
listing the quantity, quality, and approximate price of
desired merchandise;

they had the goods shipped under

their mark, with or without insurance, to Quebec.

Orders

usually left with the last ships bound for France in the
fall and merchandise arrived in Quebed in May or June of
the following year.

In Quebec bales of merchandise were

unloaded and taken through customs either by agents of
metropolitan merchants through whom the goods had been
purchased, such as the partners Havy and Lefebvre, or by
Quebec merchants who acted as correspondents, and sometimes
as partners, of Montreal merchants.

Thus, in order to

obtain goods, Montreal merchants had to trust agents and
correspondents in Quebec and in France.
The practice of ordering directly from metropolitan
merchants was limited to the most substantial of the

11 See Lunn, "Economic Development," 465.
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Montreal merchants.

Dealing directly with metropolitan

suppliers was a risky and often a frustrating business.
Contacts had to be established first through mutual
acquaintances who could vouch for the reputation of each
12
intended correspondent.
A relationship then had to be
maintained on a level satisfactory to the metropolitan
merchant;

this meant orders of some magnitude and some

regularity in making remittances, conditions which few
Montreal traders could meet.

The relationship also hinged

upon the care and attention which metropolitan merchants
could give the affairs of the colonials.

Montrealers could

be very fastidious in their orders for merchandise, since
they could ill afford to accept merchandise for which there
was no demand.

They also had to rely completely upon

the good judgement of their suppliers in buying merchandise
and in securing insurance and cargo space.
Merchants without a direct connection in France could
obtain wholesale merchandise from agents of metropolitan
merchants established in Quebec, from Quebec importers, or
from Montreal wholesalers.
to make:

Arrangements were then easier

orders sent to Quebec could be smaller, disputes

about prices or quality more easily settled, and news

12

See for example PAC, Baby Coll., vol. 3, 14691475, Paillet et Meynardie to Etienne Augé, La Rochelle,
24 Aprii 1756; 1493-1494, Pierre Meynardie jeune to
Etienne Augé, Québec, 27 June 1756.
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affecting commerce received at lesser cost and almost as
soon as it reached Quebec.
These different approaches in obtaining wholesale
goods were not mutually exclusive.

Pierre Guy's mother

and Etienne Augé would write directly to La Rochelle and use
the services of Quebec factors at the same time.

Indeed,

it was hard to avoid having recourse to someone in Quebec,
since it was the only port of entry for transoceanic
shipping.

Both direct and indirect channels of communica

tion with France were used without any obvious preference.
But for the host of lesser Montreal merchants, there
was only one source of supply:

the local wholesalers.

Retailers around Montreal depended upon Montreal's import
merchants as much as the marchands voyageurs who took canoes
of trade goods into the upper country.

Some of the Montreal

wholesalers also engaged in retailing or in outfitting
expeditions to the fur trade country;

sometimes they

entered into partnerships with the lesser traders, supply
ing on their personal account trade merchandise to the
partnership, and taking half the profits, while the lesser
partner supplied his labor and his knowledge of the trade. 13
13
For retailing partnerships, see ANQ-M, Greffe de
François Simonnet, 25 février 1751, no. 33, "acte de
société entre les Srs. Louis Prudhomme et Pierre Martel";
for fur trading ventures, see for instance Greffe de
Jean-Baptiste Adhémar, 12 juin 1752, no. 11,411, "société
entre le Sr. André Grasset Saint-Sauveur et le Sr.
François Marie Hamelin."
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Imported merchandise had to be paid for, and there
were various ways of making remittances.

As for all

colonies in North America, specie was in short supply in
New France and its usefulness in making overseas payments
was limited.

Various instruments of exchange were employed

within the colony, but only lettres de change drawn upon the
Royal Treasurers or upon other merchants, and récipissés de
castor were commonly used for payments made overseas. 14
Furs other than beaver were also sent to France for sale
on the Montrealers' account, with the metropolitan merchant
taking a commission on the sales.

Moreover, some Canadian

merchants transferred part of their capital to France for
investment in safe annuities. 15 This provided some
security for their French correspondents.
Montreal import merchants usually received their
goods over a period of time, as their orders were shipped
on board different vessels in order to minimize risk.
Likewise, they made remittances to their suppliers at
different times during the year and by various means.

No

The récipissés were issued by the Compagnie des
4
1
Indes to acknowledge delivery to its offices in the colony
of given quantities of beaver, for which a fixed price
was payable in France. They were the most stable form of
currency in the colony.
15See PAC, Baby Coll., microfilm M-1395, "D b x 3,
Montreal, 15 octobre 1788, Arrêté de comptes de rentes dues
a la dame Veuve Guy, par Maurice Pichault, sur les Aydes
et Gabelles de Paris."
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interest charges appear on the current accounts drawn up
from time to time;

the extension of credit was a courtesy

expected on the part of the suppliers and lasted inde
finitely as long as they kept receiving partial remittances
from Montreal.1
6

One suspects, however, that laggard mer

chants had to pay higher prices for their trade goods, and
that these higher prices were a means of covering interest
charges.

Merchants had to bill interest in this fashion

because of the legal prohibitions on lending money at
interest. 17 But the practice's main defect was to hide
the true cost of credit;

this precluded any accurate

estimate of the costs of doing business.
Retailing practices also shed light on the economy
of the Montreal region.

Retailing involved a greater number

of merchants and served as linkage between the economy of
the mother country and that of the settled population of
New France.

The retail trade of the Montreal area allowed

exchange between imported and locally-produced merchandise.
The account books of Pierre Guy's family may serve as an

16See for example PAC, M-859, folder no. 40, 2 Feb
ruary 1759, "compte courant Etienne Augé — J. Paillet et
Pierre Meynardie" dated from La Rochelle. This account
covers transactions from December 1755 to December 1758.
The total amount of the transactions came to 115,757
livres 7 sols 11 deniers, thus providing an indication of
the scope of Etienne Augé's trade.
17

See Yves F. Zoltvany, "Esquisse de la Coutume de
Paris," RHAF, XXV (décembre 1971), 369 note 2.
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illustration.

18

Cloth, of which there was an amazing

variety, was king of the counter.

Then came wine, eau de

vie, manufactured metal articles, notions of all types,
wax, glass, and such exotica as spices and chocolate.
Merchants, officers, notaries, and artisans appear re
peatedly in the credit sales records;

plain habitants from

all around the island of Montreal, from Chateauguay to the
seigneury of Saint-Sulpice, were also given credit.
infrequency of transactions is striking:
recorded every few days.

The

only one sale was

Perhaps in the 1750's Guy's

mother, who continued her deceased husband's business, 19
had kept her retail trade to a minumum;

it would be diffi

cult to believe that she made most of her retail sales for
cash.

But it may also be that the consumption of imported

goods was a fairly limited phenomenon among the general
population.

Still, it is somewhat of a surprise to see the

habitants so under-represented among the credit customers
of Pierre Guy's mother.
There was considerable recourse to bookkeeping barter
in the retail trade.

Such barter implied indefinite credit;

accounts between merchants and customs ran on and on.

Goods

I18

See PAC, M-851, "livre de compte, 1742-1745
(ventes à crédit); livre no. 10, première partie, 17471761; Grand Livre, 1748-1754."
19On Pierre Guy père, see "Pierre Guy" on the forth
coming vol. III of the Dictionary of Canadian Biography.
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were sold to servants in exchange for their wages, to
farmers in exchange for their produce, and to engagés and
their families as advances on their labor.

Like the whole

saling practices, the retail practices precluded accurate
accounting.

A merchant could gage the return on his invest

ment only with the greatest difficulty.
Retail sales were sometimes notarized, when payment
was to be made from some future production, be it wheat,
lumber, meat, land clearing, or house construction. 20

Some

of these notarized agreements did not specify quantities or
prices, particularly in the case of wheat or flour trading;
instead, payment was to be made for a certain value of
wheat or flour, the quantity being determined by the market
prices for these commodities at the time of delivery.

If

the practice was fair to both parties, it did not allow
merchants to predict the quantities of wheat or flour they
would have available for sale or barter, and consequently
rendered any long-term export arrangements impossible.
(Little wonder that agricultural exports were only sporadic
21
occurrences;
agricultural production was looked upon, it
seems, more as an act of God than as a controllable act of
man.)

There appears to have been little competition among

20

21

See discussion of notarized sales in Chapter IV.
See Chapter I.
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the import merchants for the business of the retailers, and
the latter always accepted partnership terms weighed in
favor of the wholesaler.

22

Close family links and commer

cial interdependence among the bigger commercial families
inhibited price competition in the wholesale sector.
Outfitting for the fur trade was a distinct branch
of commerce.

Business practices in this area were

surrounded with a certain amount of ritual:

there was the

ritual of departure, the paddling songs, the special devo
tions offered to Ste. Anne, the special food, the initiation
ritual at Grand Portage, all of which have been noted by
historians of the fur trade.

There were two other rituals

which are less well known, and of more consequence to trade:
the actual barter of merchandise and spirits for furs,
which was the occasion for elaborate social, political,
23
and military ceremonies as well;
and there was, for the
engagé , that prior ritual of entering into a notarized
contrat d'engagement with the outfitter.

22

Profits and losses were figured after the partner
ship had paid the supplier for his goods. Thus the whole
saler had a chance of profiting from the sale of supplies
to the partnership even while the venture was unsuccessful.
In such cases, the retailer or the marchand voyageur bore
half the losses, and did not receive anything for his
troubles.
23The essentially organic nature of exchanges between
white men and Indians was emphasized and analyzed by
Abraham Rotstein in his "Fur Trade and Empire: An Institu
tional Analysis."
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Spring was the season for these contracts, though
some were entered into as early as the fall prior to the
actual departure of canoes in May and June.

Wages varied

according to the engagé's skill and experience and the
length and duration of the trip;

they were invariably

paid upon the return of the men, although advances were
sometimes made.

Special conditions could be granted, such

as exemption from certain portages, or the privilege of
hunting for furs on one's own account when time allowed.
More frequently, the engagé was literally outfitted, from
mocassins to shirt, by the merchant, as an offering on top
of the agreed-upon wages.

What gave this practice its

ritualistic character was the limited range of objects
offered:

cotton shirts, some cloth, mitasses (leggings),

cotton culottes and braguets (trousers), blankets, shoes,
or any combination of these articles, all of which dressed
the engagé in a sort of fur trade uniform.

The ritualism

of outfitting for the fur trade appears to have been a
carry-over from the ritualism of the Indian trade itself;
the fur trade may be seen as a blend of "treaty" and "mar
ket" trade, to use Abraham Rotstein's terms.

As such the

fur trade put even stronger limits to the relentless pur24
suit of profit than wholesale or retail trade.

24

See ibid., 99-100, 107-108. The dichotomy which
Rotstein establishes between the European and the Indian
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Another aspect of the fur trade which deserves
attention was the relationship between the marchand équipeur
and the marchand voyageur.

The latter filled a function

halfway between the engagé and the sedentary wholesaler in
Montreal.

He was sometimes hired for wages, but most often

he entered into a formal association with the équipeur where
by they established a partnership in the manner of partner
ships between wholesalers and retail merchants;

the part

nership was bound to purchase all its supplies from the
wholesaler and to deliver to him all the furs obtained in
exchange.

The voyageur undertook not to trade for anyone

else, not even on his own account, while the partnership
lasted;

his expenses were borne by the partnership.

At

the end of the venture, after the partnership's debts to
the équipeur and the voyageur were settled, the remaining
profits— or losses, as the case happened— were split
equally between the partners.

These partnerships resem

bled sociétés en commandite, except that both partners took

views of commerce was not as clear-cut as he suggests.
His description of European traders as "oriented on profits,
on fluctuating prices for their staples in Europe, and
[tending to] regard economic transactions as arms-length and
impersonal activities" (pp. 46-47) may overstate the case.
Certainly, if Montreal was what Karl Polanyi called a
"port of trade," one would expect a certain amount of cross
influences between the Indian and European cultures. On
this score it would be of some interest to know whether this
ritualism was an ancient practice, how widespread it had
become, and how quickly it disappeared, questions which it
has not been possible to examine here.
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an active role in the venture, the équipeur obtaining and
preparing the merchandise and usually hiring the engagés,
and the voyageur managing the expedition and doing the
actual trading for furs.

It should be remarked that such

partnerships advantaged the équipeur, inasmuch as he had
first claim on the furs and his merchandise was paid for
(and thus his profit assured) before the voyageur could
draw his share of profits.

In unsuccessful ventures the

équipeur's losses were shared with the voyageur and were
thus less of a burden on the équipeur.

In spite of

what has been written about the shortage and dearness of
25
labor in the colony,
the better part here was clearly
given to capital.
In the main, then, business practices at the end of
the French regime were quite rudimentary.

They were all

that was required in a fairly simple business structure
which relied on tradition and personal honor.

The Conquest

brought some subtle but significant changes to these prac
tices.

In the wholesale trade, the Conquest brought some

changes to business practices which, taken as a whole,
indicate a colder, more impersonal relationship between
Montreal and London merchants than had been the case with

25Historians have often repeated assertions made by
colonial officials, who were accustomed to cheaper labor
prices— and cheaper prices for everything else— in France.
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merchants from La Rochelle and Bordeaux.

The change is

more evident in the accounting procedures than in the
business letters, which remained formally polite.

But the

accounting documents reveal that Montrealers now had to meet
meticulously detailed interest charges on their London purchases; 26 beaver prices were subject to market fluctua
tions in price and demand;

accounts with London were closed

yearly and made the Montreal merchants always look in
arrears in their remittances.

Moreover, there was often

cause for complaint about the quality and the price of
goods received from London, especially those sent from
27
Antoine Vialars.
Finally, instead of dealing with Quebec
merchants or agents of French merchants to obtain trade
goods, Montreal importers were now faced with increased
competition in their own town from a considerable number of
newcomers, some of them with excellent connections in London

See for example PAC, M-859, Etienne Augé, 17506
2
1780, folder no. 63, 31 October 1768, "Compte courant
Augé — Daniel Vialars."
27See PAC, Baby Coll., vol. 4, 2203-2206, Isidore
Lynch to Etienne Augé, London, 23 March 1765; 2219-2221,
idem, 25 April 1765; 2295-2298, idem, 9 November 1765;
vol. 5, 2719, Pierre Guy to Denis Goguet, of La Rochelle,
Montreal, 19 November 1768; vol. 6, 3206-3210, Pierre Guy
to Antoine Vialars, Montréal, 16 October 1771; M-852,
Etienne Augé, "Livre de lettres répondues, 1769-1772,"
Augé to Isidore Lynch, 14 September 1769, Augé to Antoine
Vialars, 28 August 1770, idem, 27 September 1771,
idem, 19 April 1772.
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and an ingrained dislike for the Canadians.

28

Taken separately, each of these new obstacles could
perhaps have been overcome;

taken as a whole, however,

they amounted to new business practices, substantially
different from the business practices prevailing under the
French regime.

Together with the new conditions of trade

brought about by the arrival of the British merchants, the
post-Conquest business practices made up a new business
climate for which the Canadians were unprepared.
It may be well to describe briefly the impact of the
new business practices.

Wholesale trading was shed of its

traditional assumption, equity and honor between parties;
trading now became a matter of price competition.

Montreal

wholesalers were forced to rely upon their evaluation of
unpredictable fur production and of fur prices in London;
they had to prepare orders based on their estimation of
demand in the colony and on the unforeseen amount of mer
chandise to be imported by their competitors.

Competition

was a new phenomenon and, to compound difficulties, London
suppliers were loath to extend credit for more than six
months to a year, while at the same time part of the
Montrealers' capital was tied up pending the outcome of
negotiations between France and Great Britain on the liqui-

28

See Chapter VII.
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dation of the French paper remaining in the colony in 1760.
The resourcefulness of the Montrealers was being stretched
to the limit;

for those whose commerce was on a modest

scale (which was the case for most of the Montreal merchants),
the only alternative was increased reliance upon, or partner
ship with, British merchants with ready capital, or gradual
withdrawal from trade.
One merchant, Pierre Guy, chose this latter course
after 1780.

For a time, until he obtained some working

capital with the liquidation of his French paper, Pierre
Guy— and his mother, who remained an active partner— carried
on only a modest import commerce through the Vialars in
London;

then, from 1768 to 1771, their imports rose to the

point where Pierre Guy's current account with Vialars could
be above a thousand pounds sterling;

the value of his
29
imports slightly declined after this.
But Guy ordered

merchandise mainly for local consumption, not for the fur
trade, where commerce was expanding most rapidly.

Already

Alexander Patterson, the Solomon brothers, Edward Chinn,
and Lawrence Ermatinger were each outfitting trading ven
tures of greater value to the North West.30 While Guy's
retail trade seemed at a stable level, the fur trade of the

29See PAC, M-859, "Pierre Guy, 1750-1769, 1770-1779."
*3 0

See D.B. Miquelon, "The Baby Family," 182, 184,
186, and 187.
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province was undergoing considerable expansion and
Montreal's wholesalers were eclipsed by the more aggressive
31
British fur traders.
Montreal merchants involved in the fur trade reacted
to the post-Conquest climate much in the way Pierre Guy
did.

Their trade increased to some degree after the

Conquest, but not with the same rapidity as the trade of
the British merchants.

Perhaps their business methods did

not furnish them with the tools to expand rapidly;

but to

some degree these methods were dictated by the nature of
the Indian trade and by the legal and commercial structures
of the French regime.

They allowed the merchant to earn a

decent living by the pursuit of traditional methods, but
they did not equip him with a psychological disposition
to innovate.

The British merchants, on the other hand,

31One only has to look at the letterbook of Lawrence
Ermatinger (PAC, MG 19 A2, series 1, vol. 1, 1-271 for
1770 to 1775) to see one of the newcomers forever trying
new ways of increasing his commerce. Ermatinger's journal
for the same period (ibid., vol. 3) is a model of double
entry bookkeeping, with separate accounts for cash,
merchandise, and ventures to the North West. The corres
pondence by Isaac Todd and Benjamin Frobisher in the
William Edgar Papers (at the PAC) is also filled with
attempts— both successful and unsuccessful— to increase
trade, to predict demand in London and supply in Canada;
it also contains derogatory remarks about the mercantile
habits of the French-Canadian traders with whom they had
to deal. But it must also be remembered that many of the
newcomers did not succeed in commerce. Cf. letters by
and to William Maxwell, for instance.
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venturesome immigrants 32 coming from a country or from
colonies of a country which had attained the highest
degree of commercial development and innovation, held a
more materialistic view of economic activity.

The

Montreal merchants could only adapt to this view by breaking
with their own outlook on the nature of their society.

In

the already unstable times of the post-Conquest period, to
abandon familiar beliefs about society would have required
a rather remarkable strength of character.

In the short

run, the Montreal merchants had no compelling reasons for
such drastic action.

32

See McClelland, The Achieving Society, on the role
of the "achievement motive" as a pre-requisite for economic
development. It may be said that immigrants by definition
have a high "achievement motive."

CHAPTER IV
THE MERCHANTS AND THE LAW:

THE LEGAL

ENVIRONMENT AND NOTARIAL PRACTICES
During the fifteen years which followed the British
Conquest of Canada, the Canadian merchants of Montreal
continued the familiar practices of the French regime in
legal as well as in commercial matters.

The legal environ

ment in which they had been brought up did not change
significantly.

The conquerors did not overhaul the code

of law in use among the Canadian population;

some attempt

was made to introduce British law for the "old subjects,"
but the outcome was bitter confusion and political agita
tion.

In 1774, the Quebec Act allowed French law in most

civil matters, to the consternation of those British
immigrants who were still awaiting "the enjoyment of the
benefit of the laws of . . . England" promised to them in
1763.1 It is therefore necessary to see how the French code
of law, the Coutume de Paris which Louis XIV had decreed to
apply to Canada, regulated the disposition of private pro
perty in New France and shaped the conduct of business.

Quoted in Burt, Old Province, I, 71.
1
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officially certified.

2

Thus the records left by Canadian

notaries for the eighteenth century make up a most exten
sive source of information on the whole population, second
.
3
only to vital records.
As well as revealing data on
individual merchants, a quantitative study of notarial
records can show the most frequent types of transactions
entered into by the Montreal merchants and it can bring out
any changes in the merchants' legal habits after the
Conquest.
The transmission of property
By royal edict, the civil law of New France was based
on the Coutume de la prévôté et vicomté de Paris.4

In its

provisions on the management and transmission of private
property the Coutume de Paris, to quote Yves F. Zoltvany,
"véhiculait des valeurs religio-morales toutes imprégnées

2

On the notary's role in New France and after 1760,
see André Vachon, Histoire du notariat canadien, 16211920 (Québec: Les Presses de l'université Laval, 1962),
40-42, 75-76. On the notaries' activities in France, see
for instance Jean-Paul Poisson, "Le rôle socio-économique
du notariat au XVIIIe siècle: Quatre offices parisiens
en 1749," Annales Economie-Société-Civilisation, 27e
année (mai-juin 1972), 758-775.
3
There is no study of the notaries' clientèle in
Canada in the eighteenth century, but even a brief ac
quaintance with the notarial records will show how much
even the habitants made use of the notaries' services.
4
See Gustave Lanctôt, Histoire du Canada, II: Du
Regime royal au Traité d'Utrecht, 1663-1713 (Montréal:
Librairie Beauchemin Limitée, 1965), 44.
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de traditionalisme":

marital authority, wifely trust,

and the responsibility of parents to provide for their
children.

5

Other features, of less concern here, added

to the traditional character of the Canadian legal code
before the Conquest.

The Coutume de Paris recognized two

basic types of private property:

biens meubles ("movables")

and biens immeubles ("immovables").

The distinction was an

ancient one and jurists contended that it had at one time
represented a real division of goods as movable and immov
able, but the more accurate criterion in the eighteenth
century was what has been called "la production indéfinie,
c'est-à-dire la capacité d'un objet de produire des fruits
réguliers sans épuiser sa substance."6

Meubles generally

consisted of personal effects and household goods, while
immeubles included practically everything else.

One owned

meubles and immeubles either through inheritance or by
personal acquisition (acquêt).

Those immeubles which were

acquired by either means before marriage or inherited in
a direct line of transmission afterwards were called
propres;

they were subject to particular rules of bequest.

Private property was divided into legal categories in
order to create an inalienable family patrimony.

François-

Joseph Cugnet, the eighteenth-century Canadian jurist,

5Zoltvany, RHAF, XXV (décembre 1971), 383.
6Ibid., 368-369.
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summarized the inheritance regulations of the Coutume:
Toutes personnes saines d'entendement,
agés et usans de leurs droits, peuvent
disposer par testament et ordonnance de
derniere volonté, au profit de personnes
capables, de tous leurs biens meubles et
conquêts immeubles et de la cinquième partie
de leurs propres, et non plus avant.7
The right of bequest was thus limited by this réserve des
quatre-quints and by the légitime, a practice which
guaranteed to each heir a minimum inheritance.8

In cases of

intestacy, however, the surviving spouse received her half
of the communauté and the remaining half was divided
equally among the children or the other eligible heirs
if there were no children.

Intestacy was by far the most

common occurrence, so it must be presumed that in the over
whelming majority of cases, estates were divided among the
heirs according to the stipulations of the Coutume. Only
eighteen notarized wills have been found for Montreal mer
chants for the period under study and most were drawn up by
bachelors.

(Holograph wills were legally valid as well,

but they were subject to strict regulations pertaining to
form;

they were, according to Cugnet, much less frequent

7
François Joseph Cugnet, Traité abrégé des ancienes
[sic] Loix, Coutumes et usages de la Colonie du Canada
. . . . (Quebec: Chez Guillaume Brown, MDCCLXXV), 158
(titre 11, article 63). Italics in the text.
8Zoltvany, RHAF, XXV (décembre 1971), 378-383.
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in the province of Quebec "par la malheureuse ignorance des
9
habitans qui la composent en general."
Before concluding that the provisions of the
Coutume de Paris pertaining to inheritance prevented the
continued accumulation of capital, as it has been argued,10
it would be wise to remember two dispositions of the law
which made it easier to keep an estate whole or to favor
one heir at the expense of the others.

The first procedure

was the purchase of successoral rights from co-heirs, a
fairly frequent occurrence especially among habitants, for
whom land could not be divided without inconvenience.

This

was also done for shared titles to trade posts, as Alexis
Lemoine Monière the elder did, for instance, in 1753.11
The second provision was the option given to a lega
tee who had received goods en avancement d'hoirie (i.e.,
prior to actual inheritance) to return them to the estate
before division or to keep them and renounce his share of

9
Cugnet, Traité abrégé, 156 (titre 11).
10see Jacques Mathieu, "Un négociant de Québec à
l'époque de la Conquête: Jacques Perrault l'aîné," RAPQ,
1970, 55-56.
11ANQ-M, Greffe de Gervais Hodiesne, 17 juin 1754,
no. 1042. Registration of Alexis Lemoine Monière père's
cession et transport to his daugher (Louis Pennisseault's
wife) of his share in the trading rights to the Illinois
territory, dated 2 March 1753. On the same date, Hodiesne
registered a similar cession et transport dated 8 May 1754,
by Alexis Lemoine Monière fils, of half his trading rights
for La Rivière Blanche, to his brother-in-law Pennisseault.
The minute bears the no. 1043.
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the estate.

12

Here the regular thrust of the law could

be avoided with relatively little difficulty.

The wonder

is that the regular thrust of the law was not circumvented
more often.

It can only mean that the Montreal merchants

in general had no desire to do so, since the means were
there for them to use.
Like death, marriage was not primarily a business
activity, but it too had legal overtones which deserve
investigation.

Marriage served to link two families

together; the close connections between the socio-economic
origins of the merchants and those of their spouses have
13
already been noted.
The material aspects of marriage laws
also had a strong bearing on the possibility of material
accumulation.

Marriage created a communauté, a legal part

nership between spouses.

The terms of this partnership were

either defined in a marriage contract or were established by
the provisions of the Coutume.

Unless a marriage contract

specially provided otherwise, each party's meubles became
the property of the communauté and so did immeubles conquêts,
those immeubles which were acquired jointly or by either
party after marriage.

12

The revenues derived from the

Cugnet, Traité abrégé, 167-168 (titre 12, article

66).
13

See Chapter II.
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immeubles propres of either spouse also became part of the
communauté.
The communauté's goods were administered by the
husband, except when he was legally incapacitated.

The

husband was the absolute master of the biens en communauté
and could manage them without his wife's consent.

He was

also entitled to administer his wife's propres but he could
not sell, mortgage, or otherwise encumber those without
her consent.

She, in turn, was not allowed to dispose of her

propres without her husband's authorization.

Cugnet thus

explained the husband's dominance:
Pendant le mariage la femme n'a qu'un droit
virtuel, habituel et protestatif, et le mari
par le travail et l'industrie duquel les biens
sont acquis en est le maître, comme si la
femme n'était point commune avec lui, la loi
n'aiant introduite cette espece de societé
qu'à cette condition. Et si le mari aiant
fait quelques acquisitions n'en pouvait pas
disposer sans le gré et consentement de sa
femme, il pourrait manquer des occasions d'
augmenter considérablement les biens de la
communauté, sa femme refusant de consentir
à l'alienation de quelques biens d'icelle
qu'il aurait acquis lui même: c'est pour
quoi il lui est indistinctement permis de
disposer des biens de la communauté à sa
volonté.14
Whether the argument convinced many women is unknown, but
it is clear that for people of ordinary circumstances the

14Cugnet, Traité abrégé, 91 (titre 7, article 36).
Italics in the text.
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wife's propres, her only unalienable possessions, did not
give her much financial protection.

It was clear in

Cugnet's mind that the husband had the right to speculate
with the communauté's possessions.

To compensate, the law

gave the wife the option to accept or to renounce her share
of the communauté at her husband's death;

it was to her

advantage to do so when the communauté had been mismanaged
and owed more than it possessed.

A widow also had the choice

of accepting her share of the communauté or of retrieving
what she had brought into it, provided this option was
inscribed in a marriage contract.
Finally, the widow could claim a douaire coutumier,
which was one-half of the inheritances her husband was
entitled to since the day of the wedding;
was reserved for the children.

the other half

The wife's douaire held

first claim to her husband's belongings after his death;
the husband could not alienate it during his lifetime.
British creditors would dislike the douaire because it
could not be seized as collateral;

it thus afforded some

protection to wives in cases of marital mismanagement.
But the Coutume de Paris did not set ironclad rules
on the transmission of property through marriage or bequest.
If the douaire coutumier, for instance, was a hindrance to
creditors, a merchant could get around it in his own
marriage contract by stipulating a douaire préfix which
replaced the douaire coutumier.

This could be done when the
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husband-to-be owned no immeubles from which a douaire
coutumier could be taken, or "pour la facilité du commerce
et de la disposition des biens pendant le mariage." 15
Between 1750 and 1760, the practice among merchants in
Montreal fluctuated between a set douaire préfix or a
choice for the widow between the douaire coutumier or a
douaire préfix which usually ranged from 1,000 to 3,000
livres.

Since a widow would presumably take the most

advantageous option, this suggests that the usual value of
douaires coutumiers was fairly modest.

After the Conquest,

a merchant usually stipulated a douaire préfix in his
marriage contract. 16

This practice at once protected his

spouse up to a known amount and freed the remainder of the
communauté's goods for trade purposes.
Two other legal provisions could be used by the
husband to keep some of his possessions outside the
communauté.

The first was the préciput, a clause whereby

the surviving spouse's personal belongings and on occasion
certain sums of money could be retrieved from the
communauté after the death of the other spouse.

The maxi

mum value of the préciput was stipulated in the marriage

15Ibid., 108 (titre 8).
16

In the post-Conquest marriage contracts which were
examined, no instance was found of a douaire coutumier or
of a choice between a douaire coutumier and a douaire
préfix.
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contract and was the same for husband as for wife.
The second means of keeping belongings outside the
communauté was to specify in the marriage contract certain
sums of money or certain possessions which either spouse
wished to be considered, for the purposes of the marriage
contract, as having nature de propre.

This was usually

done in situations where one of the spouses had been
married previously and had inherited from the previous
communauté goods which were to be passed on to the children
of that previous marriage;
such cases.

it was a common procedure in

But it was also used in some instance to keep

the husband's business capital outside the communauté;

in

1765, for example, Jean Lasselle declared in his marriage
contract that he had earned 23,000 livres, "dans son
commerce" and he reserved that amount as nature de propre.17
This meant, however, that at his death four-fifths of this
propre would automatically go to his heirs.
The Coutume de Paris thus provided a variety of means
whereby a merchant could reserve some of his holdings as
venture capital or pass it on to a favorite heir.

17

These

ANQ-M, Greffe de François Simonnet, 15 février
1765, no. 35, "mariage entre Jacques Laselle, marchand
de cette ville, et Thérèse Berthelet." See also ibid.,
Greffe de Pierre Panet, 19 septembre 1761, no. 1385,
"contrat de mariage du Sieur [Jean] Orillat et demoiselle
Amable Filiau Dubois"; ibid., 22 novembre 1773, no. 4126,
"mariage Etienne-Charles Campion et Magdeleine Gauthier."
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procedures were not used frequently by Montreal merchants
during the period under study;

this suggests that merchants

did not consider the regular provisions of the Coutume to be
too great a burden upon the conduct of their business.

In

deed, no instance was found of any Montreal merchant asking
for a repeal of provisions in the Coutume de Paris, either
before 1760 or afterwards, when British authority was
eager to change the laws of Canada.

It must be concluded

from the evidence that the Montreal merchants appeared
to be fundamentally in agreement with the French code of
law and therefore with the principles which lay beneath it.
The use of notarial records
The Montreal merchants' agreement with the French
legal system was also manifested in their continued re
course to notaries after the Conquest and by the types of
documents which they had notarized. Perhaps the greatest
concern of the merchants was to secure debts through
notarized mortgages.

Their second concern was to register

property transfers, of which there were many types because
the law had created various categories of property.

A

brief description of these types of notarial documents will
show the extent to which a property owner was able to dis
pose of his property as he wished.
The instrument used to secure debts was called an
obligation;

next to the engagement it was the most common
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type of notarial record concerning Montreal merchants
during the last ten years of the French regime;

after the

Conquest obligations ranked third in frequency below
engagements and sales.

Merchants used the obligation

mainly to register advances of fur trade goods made to
voyageurs or to other merchants;

in some instances an

obligation was also used to record loans granted for land
purchases18 or loans of specie.19

The main feature of the

obligation was that it was an unrestricted general mortgage
by the creditor upon all the "biens meubles et immeubles,
presents et àvenir," of the debtor.

A debtor could be

under obligation to more than one creditor at the same time,
and nothing prevented a person from being obliged for
more than a total value of his assets.

Obligations did not

have to be made public, and there was no right of prior
mortgage;

these characteristics made the British merchants

wary of loaning capital to Canadians because they could not
ascertain the extent of their creditor's indebtedness and
thus the value of his collateral.
18

E.g., ANQ-M, Greffe de François Simonnet, 24
septembre 1754, no. 178, "obligation de 401 livres par
Antoine Prou, habitant de la Côte St-Jean, au Sieur Charles
Héry, négociant de Montréal."
19 Ibid., Greffe de Pierre Panet, 30 novembre 1761,
no. 1434, "obligation du Sieur Legras l'aîné au Sieur
Jacques Hervieux"; 1,620 livres received from Hervieux
"en espèces d'or" and witnessed by the notaries. Every
notarial deed was witnessed by two notaries, but only one
minute was made.
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Under the French regime, debt collection was a
difficult business without such mortgages as the obliga
tions.

French law only allowed the charging on interest

upon "venture" loans;

advances of goods for the fur

trade apparently did not qualify.

Interest could be charged

on the advance of trade goods only after the creditor had
obtained a court judgement against the debtor, and in such
cases, interest ran only from the day sentence was rendered. 20

Otherwise, no interest appears to have been

charged (at least not in legally enforceable ways) for late
payment of obligations.

Merchants allowed for interest

charges in other ways, usually in the mark-up which they
added to the prime cost of their fur trade merchandise.
But since interest charges were not itemized separately
and thus could not increase as time elapsed, it was
difficult for a creditor to resist putting off payment of
his debt.
Though some obligations were payable on demand,
most called for a specific time of payment.

The stipulated

time of payment may be compared with the actual time of
payment and some indication may be had of the promptitude of
debtors in settling their debts.

20

Two-fifths of the obliga-

See for example ANQ-M, Greffe de François Simonnet,
29 mai 1750, no. 171, "obligation de Dlle. Marguerite
Robitaille, femme du Sieur Freniere Biron, huissier de
Montréal, au Sieur Gamelin Maugras, marchand de Montréal."
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tions made between 1750 and 1760 which were consulted bore
registered quittances.

Four of those twelve which bore

quittances tied Montreal merchants to the Compagnie des
Indes and indicated payment within the prescribed time.

21

But five of the remaining eight obligations, made in favor
of Montreal merchants, were paid late, two of them four
years after the stipulated time of payment;

there was no

evidence of court action having been taken as a result of
this lateness.2
2

After the Conquest, two of the four

obligations examined bore quittances and only one showed
late payment;

in this case the delay was of only one year.

21

See ibid., Greffe de Louis-Claude Danré de Blanzy,
27 mai 1751, no. 4607, obligation L'Echelle à la Compagnie
des Indes; 2 juin 1751, no. 4635, obligation Alexis
Lemoine Monière à la Compagnie des Indes; 7 juin 1751,
no. 4647, obligation du Sieur Jacques Giasson à la
Compagnie des Indes; 13 juin 1751, no. 4658, obligation du
Sieur Godé à la Compagnie des Indes.
22

Ibid., Greffe de Jean-Baptiste Adhémar, 26 juillet
1751, no. 11073, "obligation par Joseph Lavallée habitant
de Yamaska aux Sieurs Joseph Gamelin et Jacques Hervieux
marchands de Montréal"; ibid., Greffe de François
Simmonet, 19 septembre 1751, no. 214, "obligation par JeanBaptiste Asselin habitant de la côte Saint-François en
l'île Jésus, au Sieur Jean-Baptiste Blondeau négociant de
Montréal"; ibid., 10 juin 1752, no. 277, "obligation par
Sieur François Jolliet, négociant de Michilimackinac, au
Sieur Charles Héry négociant de Montréal"; ibid., Greffe
de Jean-Baptiste Adhémar, 18 juin 1753, no. 11738, "obliga
tion par Raymond Quenel, voyageur de Montréal, au Sieur
Etienne Augé, marchand de Montréal"; ibid., 9 juin 1754,
no. 12132, "obligation par Antoine Janis, voyageur au
Sieur Etienne Augé marchand de Montréal."
23
Ibid., Greffe de Pierre Panet, 21 juin 1774, no.
4225, "obligation Paul Hubert Lacroix, marchand voyageur
de Lachine, à James Finlay."

23
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These figures are too small to permit a valid comparison of
the pre-Conquest years with the post-Conquest period, but
they would suggest a tightening of credit after 1760.
Given the delays encountered before they were paid,
it would have been understandable if outfitters in the fur
trade had wanted to put the burden of risk created by price
fluctuations upon the shoulders of their debtors.
did not.

But they

When payment for trade goods was to be made in

furs, obligations did not specify any price or quantity of
furs;

market prices at the time of delivery would determine

the quantity of furs to be remitted.

Fluctuations in

currency were only taken into account in the last years of
French rule and during the first months of British rule,
when the value of the various issues of paper currency was
still in doubt.

Still, the increasing inflation of paper

currency from 1756 to the fall of 1760 was a boon to debtors
and brought on numerous court cases during the military
regime, because creditors demanded payment in currency as
24
sound as that current at the time of the loan.
Montreal merchants also used the services of
notaries to register various types of property transfers.
The operations by which property or property rights could
change hands, even within the restrictions imposed by the

24 See discussion of court cases in Chapter V.
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Coutume de Paris, were quite complex. 25

For purposes of

analysis they have been divided here into transfers of
property— usually landed property— by sale or gift
(ventes and cessions);

transfers of titles or rights upon

property in the hands of third parties (retraits and
transports);

agreements between parties for the supply of

goods or services, about mutual or competing claims, or
agreements made in anticipation of hypothetical events
(conventions, transactions, marchés, and accords);
exchanges (échanges).

and

These categories were not exclusive:

a transport could really be more of a sale, a marché could
in fact be an exchange of landed property, and a transaction
could cover practically anything.

For this reason it is best

to cluster these categories together in measuring the fre
quency of property transfers.

Up to 1760 they averaged

22.25 transactions a year for all the Montreal merchants.
The post-Conquest period, with an average of 43.5 deeds a
year, saw a near doubling of property transfers.

It is

difficult to account for the increased frequency of property
transfers other than by the unsettled conditions of the

25See Zoltvany, RHAF, XXV (décembre 1971), 370 note 4.
The author reports without comment Jacques Mathieu's sugges
tion that the division of estates ordered by the Coutume de
Paris "explique en partie l'absence de lignées familiales
d'hommes d'affaires en Nouvelle-France." The point made here
is that even within stipulations of the Coutume, property
and titles to property could very easily change hands.
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post-Conquest period.2 6

The few legal changes brought about

by the Conquest cannot account for the greater numbers of
property transfers;

after 1760, no new types of property

transfer appeared, nor were the legal regulations removed
from the usual types.

The post-Conquest immigration of

British merchants was not a primary factor in this increase;
scarcely a fifth of the property transfers examined involved
British merchants.

TABLE 1
NOTARIZED PROPERTY TRANSFERS
1761-1775
Year

1761

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

27

32

37

67

52

20

45

38

1769

70

71

72

73

74

75

38

43

39

60

46

64

33

Numbers
Year
Numbers

Each category of property transfers served a
particular purpose;

each also reveals the extent to which

property would be disposed of without legal impediments.
Little can be said about sales of landed property.

Records

of sales indicate the names, and normally the occupation and

26

For a description of the quantitative variations in
the economy, and the social context, see Ouellet, Histoire
économique, Chapter III, 71-98.
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the residence of the parties;

they describe as accurately

as possible the property to change hands and the seller's
title to it;

they transfer the obligations of the cens et

rentes to the purchaser, mentioning who is to pay arrears
if any;
payment.

and finally they include the price and mode of
Prices were not very informative, since the

precise area of land, the quality of the buildings thereon,
the usefulness of the location, and other factors determin
ing real estate prices could not be ascertained.
sold town lots, usually to other merchants;

Merchants

to habitants

they sold farmland acquired through auctions or foreclosures.
In selling land to habitants, merchants sometimes had to
extend the terms of payment, in which cases they took a
27
mortgage on the property.
Nothing can be asserted con
cerning the extent of land speculation in the Montreal area
in the eighteenth century from the data gathered for the
present study;

this would require research of its own.

Another form of property transfers, retraits and
transports, throws some light upon the notion of property
which underlay the Canadian legal system.

In general, these

deeds effected the transfer of rights— obligations, rentes,

27 See for example ANQ-M, Greffe de François Simonnet,
22 mars 1750, no. 68, "vente par le Sieur Pierre Vallé et
sa femme marchand de Montréal à Alexis Buet habitant de
Lachine d'une terre de quatre arpents de front sur vingt
de profondeur à Lachine pour 1200 livres payables en cinq
ans." A mortgage was taken upon the farm in guarantee
for payment.
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or shares of estates— from one person to another.

The

retrait, or more precisely the retrait lignager, gave the
closest relatives of the seller of biens immeubles acquired
by inheritance the right to buy back, within a year of the
sale and at the same price, such inherited biens immeubles
sold outside the family.2
8

It was an infrequent procedure,

but it did limit the right to dispose of private property,
recognizing "l'attachement qu'avaient nos pères aux biens qui
leur étaient venus de leurs ancêtres," according to an
29
eighteenth-century French jurist.
For François-Joseph
Cugnet, the Canadian jurist, "ce retrait est un droit
singulier et extraordinaire, établi contre le droit commun
des contrats de vente qui sont du droit des gens;

mais s'il

est contraire au contrat de vente, dont il diminue en quel
que façon la liberté, il est avantageux aux familles,
n'étant introduit que pour conserver les héritages qui en
font le relief et font une partie des marques de leur
ancienneté."30

In other words, this clause of the Coutume

28

See for example ANQ-M, Greffe de Jean-Baptiste
Adhémar, 3 mars 1750, no. 10483, "acte de retrait fait par
Lambert Leduc fils sur le Sieur Pierre Ranger marchand de
Montréal. Achat par retrait lignager d'un emplacement et
maison pièce sur pièce sur la rue Saint-François au prix
de 401 livres."
29
Quoted in Zoltvany, RHAF, XXV (décembre 1971),
372.
Cugnet, Traite abrégé, 54.
0
3
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de Paris enabled heirs desirous to do so to keep the family
estate together;

thus this clause specifically allowed

what some have argued the Coutume prevented, namely the
keeping of estates whole.
Unlike the retrait, the transport usually served to
transfer money and titles rather than actual property.
most frequent use was to transfer annuities.
yielded five per cent interest on capital;

Its

Annuities
this was

allowed by law as the beneficiary could not require payment
of the capital.

The debtor, however, held the option of

terminating the annuity at any time by payment of the capital to the rentier (beneficiary of the rente).

31

Transports

could also be used to turn debts owed by third parties over
to one's creditor, as Jacques and Joseph Porlier did in
1771, transporting 7,800 livres in rentes to Jacques Lemoine
32
for settlement of a debt.
Rentes and obligations were
part of biens immeubles, and entered into that part of the
estate the transmission of which was regulated by the
Coutume.

Their disposition was thus limited to some extent,

31See Zoltvany, RHAF, XXV (décembre 1971), 369
no. 2; Cugnet, Traité abrégé, 49, titre 3, article 14,
"Rentes constituées rachetables à toujours." [no. 3.] For
an example see ANQ-M, Greffe de François Simmonet, 16
novembre 1754, no. 211, "transport par Sieur JeanBaptiste Crevier Saint-Jean à Sieur Etienne Augé marchand
de Montréal de 50 livres de rentes au principal de 1,000
livres."
32ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 25 mars 1771, no.
3623, "transport Jacques Porlier à [Jacques Lemoine]."
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but this limitation dealt with the freedom of the holder to
will them;
lifetime.

he could do what he pleased with them during his
Lastly, transports served to sell one's rights

in a third party's estate;

Jacques Milot sold to Louis

Prudhomme his successoral rights, including an annuity
of 60 livres, for 1,200 livres in cash.3
3

By this method

co-heirs could sell their share of an estate to one heir;
this provided still another means of keeping an estate
whole.

The practice was not frequent among merchants, as

they had easier ways of passing their estates
sons;

onto their

but it seems to have had some favor among the habi

tants, since it was more essential to them to keep their
landed property undivided than it was for a merchant
not to split up his store of merchandise.
The more common run of business activities was
recorded in transactions, marchés, and accords. These
deeds covered a wide range of agreements, from contracting
for lumber, foodstuffs, and other supplies, to the sale of
successoral rights and liquidation of estates.

Some of

them were unusual, such as the marché between FrançoisMarie de Couagne and François [sic] Noble Knipe, whereby
de Couagne leased to Knipe a town lot in Montreal and

33

Ibid., Greffe de Jean-Baptiste Adhémar, 26 juillet
1750, no. 10,684, "transport fait par Jacques Milot
demeurant au bout de l'île au Sieur Louis Prudhomme, mar
chand de Montréal."
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Knipe was to build a stone house on the lot, instead of
paying rent;

the building was to become de Couagne's

property at the expiration of the lease.

34

Or take

another marché , this one in 1753, between Jean-Baptiste
Lefebvre, merchant, and Charles Lefebvre, blacksmith, his
son;

the son was to build the father a house according

to given specifications, and the house was to be ready by
the middle of August 1755.

For this the son was to receive

some farmland on the island of Montreal as well as his
grandfather's household goods, a house on Notre-Dame Street
in Montreal, and 3,200 livres payable in equal instalments
in September 1754 and September 1755. 35 The farmland had
been purchased by Jean-Baptiste Lefebvre from his brother
after their father's death;

thus it passed from grandfather

to grandson without being subjected to the inheritance
clauses of the Coutume de Paris.
Other deeds were of a more usual nature.
were contracts for timber, pickets, or firewood;

Many
in such

instances unit prices were stipulated but quantities were
sometimes left to the discretion of either party.

In the

last years of the French regime, many marchés dealt with

34 Ibid., Greffe de Pierre Panet, 19 mai 1761, no.
1311.
35
Ibid., Greffe de Jean-Baptiste Adhémar, 9 mai 1753,
no. 14694.
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the provisioning of troops in the colony and in the forts;
contracts for foodstuffs, and for cartage, for which prices
were also stipulated, and quantities conveniently left
open;

the supplier was legally assured a fixed rate, and

the purchaser— the colony's supplies contractor, the
munitionnaire Joseph Cadet— was left some room to inflate
his accounts.3
6

These contracts were a departure from the

more common type of contract concerning agricultural
products;

purchases or payments made from future wheat

harvests, for example, had usually stipulated the total
value to be supplied, but had left prices and quantities to
be determined by prices current at the time of delivery.
In such agreements one or more variables were not defined;
prices and quantities floated with the market, showing a
lack of control over the factors of production.

This

betrayed a passive attitude towards production, an attitude
of subordination towards the uncontrollable vagaries of
supply and demand.

36

See ibid., Greffe de Pierre Panet, [n.d.; between
29 and 31 March 1757], no. 368, for the "kickback" agree
ment between Pascal Pillet, Jean-Baptiste Pomainville, and
Cadet; the supply agreement is dated 31 March 1757 and bears
no. 369. See also the renewal of the agreement, in Panet,
5 [March] 1759, no. 1045, "convention entre le Sr. Pillet
et Mr. Cadet"; under this new agreement Cadet received 3/4
of Pillet's profits from his supply contract.
Similar agreements were made between Cadet and
Porlier; see ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 2 avril
1757, no. 373, "société entre le Sr. Cadet et le Sr.
[Jacques] Porlier [Lagroizardière] (50% "kickback" agree-
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Two features characterized the notion of property
in Canadian law:

property was not wholly private, since the

law made provisions for wife and children which in effect
asserted society's right to control the disposition of
private property;

and because of this first feature

property could be used as capital only when such use did
not conflict with the higher requirements of family and
society.

The law nevertheless provided enough loopholes

for a dedicated capitalist to use most of his property as
he wished.

But the examination of notarial records has

shown that Montreal merchants made few attempts to avail
themselves of these loopholes and that they were content
to follow the spirit of the Coutume de Paris.

Insofar

as the notarial records provide an accurate picture of
property transfers, 37 the merchants did not seek to take
advantage of price fluctuations or of the procrastinations
of their debtors to drag them to court.

When this reluc-

ment), and no. 374, "marché entre le Sr. Porlier et Mr.
Cadet [supplies for Detroit]."
37There is, of course, the possibility that notarial
records do not tell the full story on some of these trans
actions. It is impossible to be perfectly certain, for
instance, that money loaned and secured by obligation was
really loaned in full and that no part of it was kept by
the lender as interest on the loan. There was no legal
requirement to notarize quittances, so the parties could
connive and secretly set interest charges without impunging the notary's honesty. But it is hard to imagine that
such deceit was practiced on a large scale.
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tance to pursue profits systematically is linked with the
spirit of friendly co-operation among merchants which per
meated their business letters and showed up in their
account books, it may then be asserted that the merchants
of Montreal viewed trade as a fairly traditional occupa
tion and not as a means to generate and accumulate capital
as quickly as possible.

This was not an attitude designed

to help them in the competition with the British merchants.

CHAPTER V
THE MERCHANTS AS JUDGES, 1761-1764
From 1760 to 1764, Montreal lived under military
rule.

Upon orders of the commander-in-chief, the military

governor of the Montreal district, Sir Thomas Gage, set up
the city's militia captains into a local court of first
instance and into a district court of appeal to hear civil
cases according to the laws of the colony.1

Montreal

merchants were mustered together in their own militia units,
les milices marchandes.

The militia court, called the

Conseil des capitaines de milices, was made up of such
prominent merchants as René de Couagne, Ignace Gamelin,
the Hervieux brothers, Héry, Mézières, Neveu, Bondy,
Réaume, Le Compte Dupré, and Desaunier Dufy.

2

Thus, for a four-year period, some of Montreal's
most respectable merchants h ad the extraordinary opportunity

See Burt, Old Province I, Chapter III, especially
1
pp. 28-31. See also PAC Report, 1918, app. B, 32.
In spite of his usual acerbity, Michel Brunet has
not a reproach about the administration of justice under
the military regime. See his Les Canadiens après la
Conquête: 1759-1775 (Montréal: Fides, 1969), 23-24.
PAC, MG 8 E6, vol. 1 (Cour de milices de Montréal):
2
see 4 November 1760, 11 November 1760, and 24 January 1761.
174
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of putting their imprint on the administration of justice
in the Montreal district.

Since the military commander

made them into a military court, not tied to legal pro
cedure, the Montreal merchants on the court were given a
chance to make the law what they wanted the law to be.
How they used this opportunity is a testimony to their
attitude towards the legal system under which they had been
living during the French regime.
About a third of the cases of first instance heard
by the militia court involved Montreal merchants.
sued other merchants, debtors, or employees.

Merchants

The judge

ments rendered by the militia court in these cases can re
veal a great deal about acceptable business practices in
Montreal towards the end of French rule.

The court records

also reveal something of the image which merchants-asjudges held of merchants-as-merchants and of the image which
they held of other levels of society.

Finally, of course,

the court cases supply valuable data on business relation
ships among merchants.

For all these reasons a study of

these court records can shed some light upon prevalent
social attitudes towards the law, business, and businessmen
in Montreal around the middle of the eighteenth century.
The merchants who sat on the court did so not
primarily because of the status they had achieved as mer
chants, but because of the military honors bestowed upon
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them during the French regime.

To sit on the Conseil des

capitaines de milices gave them further prestige, but as
the court made increased demands on their time, the number
of merchants who took part in the proceedings of the
Conseil dwindled.

The court ordinarily sat every Tuesday,

but as time passed it had to convene more and more fre
quently into séances extraordinaires once or twice a week to
dispose of its workload.

So, after the first year, only de

Couagne, Gamelin, and the Hervieux brothers sat regularly
as judges.

These merchants were in all likelihood the senior

militia officers of the Montreal district, and along with
the honor came the responsibility of administering justice.
As time passed, too, cases changed in nature.

At

first, most cases involved merchants; the larger part of
them dealt with differences arising out of the devaluation
of French paper money during the last years of the French

3

At one time or another during the first year of the
Conseil des capitaines de milice, the following sat as
judges: René de Couagne, Ignace Gamelin, Louis Prudhomme,
Georges Le Compte Dupré, Charles Héry, Mezières, Neveu
Sevestre, Jacques Hervieux and his brother, Bondy, Réaume,
; Desnoyers, Dufy [Desaunier], Monière, Chenneville, and
Fonblanche. The last two sat only once, while most of the
others sat once in a while for the first six months of
militia court hearings. Since dates of commission for
militia captains during the French regime could not be
found (some still exist, but purely in private collections
or as incidental information in other types of documents),
it was impossible to establish whether or not de Couagne,
Gamelin, and Hervieux were in fact the senior captains of
militia in Montreal at that time.

3
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administration.

As this question lost its immediacy, other

types of cases were heard, and the proportion of cases
involving merchants declined slightly.

Litigations about

ditches, common courtyards and walls, trees cut on the
wrong lot, and the division of estates filled the pages
of the court records.

Since the administration of justice

under the military regime is not of primary concern here,
attention has been focused upon those cases which involved
merchants.

Cases of merchant against merchant were much

less frequent than cases involving merchants and debtors,
but they reveal more about business practices and attitudes
than the routine debtor cases.

But in all cases the useful

ness of the court for the merchants was obvious.
In New France, legal and commercial customs were
predicated upon what some European historians have called
the concept of "moral economy."

4

The "moral economy" was

regulated not by logical, mathematical rules of production,
demand, and other "objective" conditions;

it was subject to

supervision in order to maintain "equitable" relationships
between the various orders of society.

4

In eighteenth-century

For the clearest expostulation of the concept of
"moral economy," see E.P. Thompson, "The Moral Economy of
the English Crowd in the Eighteenth Century," Past and
Present, No. 50 (February 1971), 76-136. A comparative
view is presented by George Rudé of the manifestation of
the concept in England and France in the eighteenth
century in his The Crowd in History (New York: John Wiley
and Sons, 1964), Chapters I and II.
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New France, the "moral economy" was the only widespread
economy "theory";

it descended from the doctrine of the

"fair price" and the prohibitions against usury which had
been spelled out by medieval theologians.

Even for the

merchants of Montreal, to suggest that the market should be
left free to act as the unique determinant of the rules of
economic exchange, to argue that men should be regulated
by economic laws rather than that men should regulate the
economy, would have sounded absurd.

Production and demand

might not yet be under control, but prices could be
regulated for the "common welfare."
Within the system of the "moral economy," the
function of a court of civil jurisdiction was to arbitrate
the competing claims of various economic agents upon the
basis of "justice."

In doing so, a major task of the

court was to give legal recognition to the links which tied
litigants appearing before the court.

This role was high

lighted by the use which Montreal merchants made of the
militia court during the military regime.

In slightly over

a third of the cases which they brought against their fellow
merchants, the Montreal merchants sought sentences for the
record only, perhaps to set the basis for possible future
legal action.

Two cases may illustrate the procedure.

In May 1761, the merchant Louis Saint-Ange Charly
obtained judgement in abstentia against Louis Pennisseault,
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a French merchant who had returned to France after the
Conquest;

the sentence compelled the absent Pennisseault

to put up fences on some farmland in fulfillment of a
contract of 1747.

5

The court proceedings were for the

record only, since Saint-Ange Charly could not enforce the
judgement so long as Pennisseault did not return to the
6

colony, which he does not appear to have done.

In July

of the same year, Jacques Hervieux, one of the captains of
militia of Montreal, sued Robert McKay, a British merchant
who had leased Hervieux's house, for three months' rent in
advance, as stipulated in the lease agreement;

McKay did
7
not bother to show up in court and "lost" the case.
The court could also issue formal warnings, as it did
in the case of Pierre Paul Neveu Sevestre, who had pur
chased a sawmill from his father in 1753 and was being
badgered about his property title by a relative;

the court

threatened the relative with fines and awards for damages
8
if he persisted in his obstruction.
5
PAC, Cour de milices de Montréal, vol. 1, 28 April
and 8 May 1761.
6
On Pennisseault, see Chapter IV, and "Louis
Pennisseault" in the forthcoming vol. III of the Dictionary
of Canadian Biography.
7
PAC, Cour de milices de Montréal, vol. 1, 14 July
1761.
8
Ibid., Pierre Paul Neveu Sevestre v. François Neveu,
"seigneur en partie de La Noraye et Dautraye," 20 August
1761.
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Most other instances of suits brought in for the
record concerned creditors suing debtors for payment of
obligations.

These cases did not usually arise out of

arguments about the validity of the debt, since notarized
documents attested to that;
acknowledged their debt.

9

indeed some debtors readily
Neither, usually, did the cases

lead to attachment of property, even when debtors sought
the clemency of the court by proclaiming their inability
to pay.10

There was little point in driving a debtor into

official bankruptcy for small amounts.

The procedure was

long and needlessly painful for the debtor;

moreover, it

might reveal other creditors with larger claims, so that
its end result might give only very partial satisfaction
to the creditor.

Rather, the purpose of these court pro

ceedings was to enable creditors to collect interest.

In

its sentences the court recognized the validity of the debt
and ordered debtors to pay interest on their debts as long
as the debts were not fully paid.

Thus the prohibition of

French law against the perception of interest on loans
could be sidestepped with relative ease, since court action
was fast and cheap.

9See for example, ibid., vol. 2, Porlier Benac v.
Louis Gamelin, 29 December 1761.
10See ibid., Pierre Valle v. Jean-Baptiste Bondy, 4
November 1761.
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With the advent of British civil government in
Quebec, the need for such court action disappeared because
British laws could be said to apply, and interest charges
were incorporated into the notarized obligations.

Yet

there was still some uncertainty on this score during the
military regime.

In 1763 Louis Prudhomme, one of the

city's best-known merchants, sought to recover 7,692 livres
5 sols 1 denier from Pierre Le Duc and his partners Le
Verrier and the deceased Louis Urtebise, fur traders;
sum was the remainder of a loan made in 1757.

this

The suit

was brought to court even though the parties had privately
agreed that the debtors would be charged interest on their
debt until it was fully paid.

Le Duc and his partners asked

for delay, claiming to have "des fonds considerables" in
French paper currency in France, awaiting the settlement of
that issue.

The court ordered the debt to be paid, but

with the interest charges to run only from the day sentence
was rendered11;
legal value.

the private agreement apparently had no

The court thus upheld the French legal posi

tion on the perception of interest on loans.
Debtors had little success with pleas of extenuating
circumstances.
debt;

The judges' only criterion was evidence of

when this evidence was not disputed, the issue of the

11lbid., vol. 3, Louis Prudhomme v. Pierre Le Duc
et al., 1 March 1761.
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case was foregone.

There were, however, cases in which the

paper value of the claim was modified on the court's own
initiative to insure that the full original value of the
debt would be repaid.

On 12 July 1763, the traders Beaudry

and Carignan sued one Julien Riven [?], merchant, for payment
of his protested letter of exchange on a third party in La
Rochelle, France;

the court awarded interest charges from

the date of protest, at the rate of six per cent, as well
as a ten per cent surcharge to account for the difference
12
in the values of French and Canadian livres.
In the same manner, the court had to settle some
cases between merchants in 1761 in which the main issue was
the currency to be used in making payment.

On 19 May,

Pierre Ranger brought Adrien Roussel to court, claiming
payment in specie rather than in French paper money of the
500 livres a year Roussel owed him for rent on a house he
had occupied since 1759.

Roussel claimed that the lease

agreement had been signed in 1759, "tem s auquel les espèces
[specie] n'avaient pas cours," and, instead of specie,
offered French letters of exchange drawn on the Royal
Treasurer in 1759.

This paper was now heavily discounted,

but the court found for Roussel;

it maintained the prin

ciple throughout similar cases that debts should be remitted

12 Ibid
July 1763.

Beaudry et Carignan v. Julien Rivend, 12
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in currency of value similar to that in which they had been
13
incurred.
This principle of parity for the "currencies"
of loan and remittance worked to reduce to a minimum the
inequities created by the runaway inflation of the last
years of the French regime.

The judges' chief considera

tion was not the strict letter of contractual arrangements,
but a moral criterion of justice even when this meant, as
in the case of Beaudry and Carignan v. Rivend, making un
solicited adjustments to the arrangements between parties.
The same preoccupation with moral justice as well as
the letter of the law was evidenced in the judges' handling
of cases where contractual arrangements had been violated.
One such case concerned Pierre Ranger, the money lender.
Ranger owned a house on Saint-François Street in Montreal,
which on 8 September 1763 he decided to sell.

He made

arrangements with one Denis and a sale price of 10,000 livres
was agreed upon.

Gervais Hodiesne, one of the city's royal

notaries, was asked to prepare the necessary document, and
Denis gave Ranger 8,000 livres in cash, the rest to be paid

13

See ibid., vol. 1, Pierre Ranger v. Adrien Roussel,
19 May 1761; see also Jacques Campeau v. Porlier Benac,
2 and 9 June 1761. In Augé v. Pierre"*Julien Trotier
Desrivieres, 18 August 1761, the defendant also argued
for payment in French paper money rather than specie. But
since the debt was incurred in 1756, when according to the
court "les ordonnances valaient des espèces," the defendant's
line of argument was rejected and he was ordered to remit
in specie. For another instance of the court's application
of the principle of currency "parity," see ibid., vol. 4,
Niverville de Montizambert v. Jean Lechelle, 8 May 1764.
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in merchandise to the value of 2,000 livres.

It seems that

Denis may have wanted to renege on the last 2,000 livres,
arguing that the house was burdened with the obligation of
quartering some British soldiers.

At any rate, in the

afternoon of the following day, Ranger, seeing the British
merchant Joseph Howard walk by, called him over and offered
him his house for sale for 9,000 livres.

Howard agreed

and was assured by Ranger that the matter was settled;
Howard would bring the money the next day at noon and
the sale contract would be signed.
A day later, Howard went over to Ranger's house with
the money, but was told by Ranger that the house had already
been sold to Denis, and that the sale contract was signed.
The case was immediately brought to court by Howard.

Ranger's

statement about the contract being signed was denied by his
notary, and Howard's testimony was upheld by a witness.
The court felt under obligation to award the house to
Denis, as he had prior claim and as he had already paid
8,000 livres on it.

Evidence for this was supplied by the

sale contract drafted by Hodiesne but not yet signed by
the parties.

Since Ranger's testimony had been misleading,

and since he had not acted in good faith with Howard, the
court condemned him to pay 300 livres in damages to Howard
14
and to pay court costs as well.
Yet Howard had not asked

14 Ibid., voi. 4, Hairdord [sic], v. Pierre Ranger,
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for damages, and the court could simply have rejected his
suit against Ranger, leaving the claimant the option to
sue for damages.

.The remedial action taken by the judges

on Howard's behalf suggests that they took a dim view of
deceitful practices.

Moreover, Ranger was known as a money

lender and this suit may have provided the merchant-judges
with an opportunity to rebuke him indirectly. 15
Violations of contractual agreements elicited
unusual reprimands from the court.

A case between Alexander

Mackenzie, a merchant from Quebec, and his former Montreal
partner, Simon Sanguinet, made this clear.

In 1761 the two

merchants had entered into an agreement whereby Mackenzie
would supply Sanguinet with merchandise "sur les prix les
plus courans du commerce en gros de Quebec" for sale on the
Montreal market, and Sanguinet would take a five per cent
commission.

In two years Sanguinet had sold for over 38,000

livres worth of merchandise, when a dispute arose as to the
exact terms of their agreement.

Mackenzie contended that

he did not mean to allow Sanguinet the profits coming from
the difference between the Quebec wholesale prices and the

10 September 1763.
15 Ranger's notarial records deal most heavily with
obligations for money he had lent; no one in Montreal
engaged to such an extent in that practice. Ranger also
resorted more often than most to the court for judgment
against debtors. He was the only one to make common use of
callable obligations. See below, and Chapter II.
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Montreal wholesale and retail prices, but only his five per
cent commission.

Sanguinet contended that the five per cent

commission alone would not meet his costs;

he referred the

court to the relevant clause of his agreement with Mackenzie
and pointed to another by which the parties agreed not to
terminate their association without valid reasons.

He

asked furthermore that Mackenzie be condemned to pay him
10,000 livres in damages for his two years of labor.
The court found in favor of Sanguinet, and awarded
him 4,000 livres in damages.

However, it gave Mackenzie

the option to supply Sanguinet for the next two years with
merchandise of Sanguinet's choosing, at wholesale prices
current in Quebec,

instead of paying the damages.

Mackenzie was given three days to make up his mind, after
which time Sanguinet could choose the form of settlement.
Sanguinet was ordered to pay Mackenzie 31,809 livres, the
value of the remainder of the merchandise he had received
from him on consignment, less his five per cent commission.

16

The actual outcome of the case is unknown, but its
significance lay in the sentencing, the main object of which
was to restore the workings of the original agreement even
in spite of the partners themselves.

The case had arisen

out of misunderstanding, not out of bad faith;

16

Mackenzie

PAC, Cour de milices de Montreal, vol. 4, 29
September 1763.
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may have been unfamiliar with the usual commercial prac
tices of the colony, which his agreement with Sanguinet was
supposed to follow, and he was given a chance to prove his
good faith.

On the other hand, there was no reason why

Sanguinet should have suffered from his partner's ig
norance;

hence the awarding of damages to him.

On the whole, the concern for justice came before
any narrow concern for the letter of the law.

This was

again exhibited in cases involving disagreement over the
price of trade goods or the payment of a protested draft
given as security and not to be negotiated. 17

The court

often resorted to the practice of having the evidence in
such cases examined by "experts," other merchants not
involved in the dispute but practicing the same kind and
the same scale of commerce.
as arbitrators;

These experts could also serve

their decision would be final and the

court's role then would only be to register it for the
18 This made for an expeditious administration of
record.
justice and implied a certain body of commercial custom
which took precedent over legal sophistication.
In cases involving merchants and non-merchants, how
ever, the criteria used by the judges of the Cour de milices

17ibid., vol. 5, 10 July 1764.
18

See for instance ibid., vol. 2, Ignace Hubert
Lacroix et al. v. Louis Saint-Ange Charly, 19 January and
21 April 1762.
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betrayed the relative nature of the merchants' concept of
justice.

Here too, cases were brought to court by unsatis

fied creditors, and the chief purpose of these suits was
also to enable creditors to collect interest legally.
However, in some instances debtors admitted their debts but
begged for the clemency of the court and asked for a delay,
since they had no means of making remittances;

the court

invariably rejected such pleas unless the creditor agreed
to the request. 19

Some creditors were ruthless;

in 1762,

Pierre-Jean-Baptiste Hervieux sued a widow for 240 livres
14 sols even though the widow had signed an obligation to
that amount only three days before the case was heard in
court!

Yet the judges condemned the widow to pay Hervieux

"l'interest à compter de ce jour Jusqu'à l'actuel paiement
et aux dépens taxés à quatre livres quatre sols."2
0

In

this instance the procedure used by Hervieux to ensure his
right to collect interest added the burden of court costs
upon his debtor's troubles.
A certain bias in favor of fellow merchants was also

19For an instance of the court's refusal to grant
delay, see ibid., vol. 1, Jean L'Echelle v. Jean-Baptiste
La Haize, 2 June 1761; one case of deferred payment is
ibid., vol. 1, Jean-Baptiste Barsalou v. Jacques Roy, 26
May 1761.
20

Ibid., vol. 2, Pierre-Jean-Baptiste Hervieux, v.
Marie Renaud, "veuve de Louis Roy," 19 January 1962.
Cf. ANQ-M, Greffe de Pierre Panet, 16 janvier 1762, no.
1460.
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apparent in cases where the parties disagreed about the
existence or the amount of the debt incurred.

This bias was

most obvious in cases where written evidence— notarial
records, account books, or business letters— was lacking.
When merchants were sued by non-merchants, the court asked
the merchants to state under oath that their contentions
were truthful;

in each instance the court believed the
21
merchant and rejected the plaintiff's cases.
This was
an infrequent procedure, but it is noteworthy that the
court never satisfied itself with only a statement under
oath by non-merchants.

In cases where non-merchants were

the plaintiffs, witnesses had to be called to substantiate
the plaintiff's contentions;

the court apparently consi

dered that even under oath the plaintiff's testimony alone
22
would be insufficient.
A number of court cases also arose between merchants
and non-merchants about the type of "currency" used in mak
ing payments of various sorts.

These cases occurred mainly

in 1761, while the fate of the French paper money was un
decided.

There was said to be a great deal of speculation

21

Ibid., vol. 1, Joseph Boismenu v. Nicolas
Marchessau, 2 April 1761; Louis Campagnac for his daughter
Suzanne v. Simon Sanguinet, 24 April 1761. See also, in
slightly different circumstances, Marie-Charlotte Lapierre
v. André Grasset Saint-Sauveur, 30 June 1761.
22

See ibid., vol. 2, Thomas Hallé, v. "le Sr."
Cazeau, 4 November 1761, for an example of this.
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on this paper, some buying all they could find, others dis
posing of it without regard to the value they could obtain
for it. 23 A few engagés sued their bourgeois (fur trade
outfitters), claiming that their wages should be paid in
specie, not in ordonnances.

The court's principle in such

matters was to maintain the equivalence between the
currency in use at the time engagements (or obligations and
drafts) had been made, and the currency used in making the
payment.

This usually meant following the letter of the

agreements;
be made.

in some cases, however, adjustments had to

On 3 March 1761, Joseph Janot dit Lachapelle

sued Amable Trotier Desrivières for payment in specie of
600 livres in wages for his trip to Michilimackinac.

Since

Janot's engagement dated from July 1760, when ordonnances
still circulated as a medium of exchange, Desrivières was
allowed to give Janot the value of the ordonnances in
specie, an amount of 150 livres.

Janot was still given the

option of receiving his wages at 600 livres in ordonnances.
The court's decision implied that the discount rate which
it proposed was not universally accepted in the colony;

if

Janot thought the discount too steep, he could always try
24
his luck with the paper money.
In a later case, an out-

23see Chapter VI.
24PAC, Cour de milices de Montréal, vol. 1, Joseph
Janot dit Lachapelle v. Amable Trotier Desrivières, 3
March 1761.
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fitter was ordered to pay his engagé 's wages in specie,
but the nominal amount was cut almost by half, an indication
of the fluctuating value of French paper money. 25
Payments of debt were treated in the same manner as
payments of wages.

A Varennes habitant attempted to redeem

a note of 1761 in ordonnances, even though they were no
longer legal tender;

he argued that what he had received

for his note had been valued in ordonnances.

This argument

did not convince the court, and the habitant was ordered to
pay in specie.

26

On the other hand, Pierre Ranger was taken

to court in 1761 by Pierre Leboeuf dit La Chasse for his
failure to accept ordonnances in redemption of an annuity
early in September 1760.

Even though the notarized docu

ment for the annuity dated from 1749, and though the specie
value of ordonnances in 1761 was far below their specie
value in 1760, the court accepted Leboeuf's contention that
Ranger was bound to accept them because they had initially
been offered in payment shortly before the capture of
27
Montreal, when ordonnances were still legal tender.
This treatment of Ranger was perhaps overly legalistic; the

25

Ibid., vol. 1, Jean-Baptiste Bissonet v. "le Sr."
Hubert Lacroix, 2 April 1761.
26

Ibid., vol. 2, Mars de Couagne pour Belhumeur v.
François Hebert "habitant de Varennes," 2 February 1762.
27

Ibid., vol. 1, Pierre Leboeuf "dit" La Chasse v.
Pierre Ranger. 27 January 1761.
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court maintained a stiff attitude in its dealings with
Ranger in later cases as well. 28
A few unusual cases throw some more light upon the
judges' values.

On 15 January 1761, the court was called

upon by the governor of Montreal, Sir Thomas Gage, to sit in
judgement of one of its members, captain of militia Charles
Réaume, for insulting his fellow judge René de Couagne.
This had happened during a case involving relatives of both
de Couagne and Réaume.

Réaume had withdrawn from the case,

but de Couagne chose to stay on and showed some partiality
against Réaume's relative.

Réaume and de Couagne exchanged

insults while the court was sitting, but as de Couagne was
on the bench and Réaume was not, Réaume was cited for
contempt of court.

He was ordered to appear at the next

sitting of the court, admit his misconduct and his lack
of respect for de Couagne and the court, and beg the
court's pardon;

moreover, "Et pour éviter à l'avenir des

pareils abus," Réaume was forbidden to come to court any
29
longer.
"A court of law must uphold its dignity," Gage
had commented in granting the Conseil de milices permission
to cite Reaume, and the Conseil obviously agreed with him.
But on the merits of Réaume's allegations, nothing more was

28
29

See notes 13 and 14.

PAC, Cour de milices de Montréal, vol. 1, 14 and
15 January 1761.
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recorded in the Conseil's minutes.

Perhaps in this

instance the court betrayed more concern for order than
for justice.
Other incidents showed the court's greater trust
in merchants than in persons of lesser status.

This

attitude was quite predictable in eighteenth-century
Montreal, but it put certain limits to the court's con
cern for justice.

On 30 June 1761, Marie Charlotte La-

pierre sued the merchant André Grasset Saint-Sauveur, who
had been Intendant Bigot's private secretary, for some
certificats she claimed she had given him for endorsement,
and which he had not returned.

Saint-Sauveur replied

that he had nothing more belonging to the plaintiff, and
upon his giving oath to that effect, the plaintiff's
demand was rejected.

Some time later, the same lady sued

Saint-Sauveur again, this time for alleged defamation of
character.

The defendant all but admitted that he had

called the plaintiff a "camp follower," but dared her to
show proof.

The lady thereupon produced seven character

references from well-known Montrealers, but as the sole
witness to the defendant's utterances was the governor,
Sir Thomas Gage, the court dismissed the case and left the
plaintiff to seek redress from the governor himself.30

30 Ibid., vol. 1, 30 June and 4 August 1761.

in
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view of what the court had done previously to defend its
own integrity, its attitude in Marie Charlotte Lapierre's
case reflected little concern for the reputation of ordinary
people.
The judges reacted more strongly to another case
involving insults, and there must have been some connec
tion between the stronger reaction and the fact that the
offended party was a fellow merchant.

Jean-Baptiste

Hervieux, merchant, militia captain, and occasional member
of the Conseil de milices, sued one Nicolas François Robert
for damages because the latter had dared to say, in res
ponse to Hervieux's questioning of his honesty, that he
was more honest than Hervieux, and that the Hervieux
brothers were known "pour l'Interest."

Robert had shown

lack of respect, according to the court;

he was fined 24

livres and condemned to pay the costs of the special hear
ing, amounting to 12 livres.
until all the money was paid.

He was to be kept in jail
Robert was also warned against

relapses "sous peine d'une punition plus exemplaire." 31
Not only was this rebuke unusually stern;

the court costs

assessed against Robert were also unusually high.

31

There

Ibid., vol. 2, 21 September 1761. In another case
between the two parties held the same day, on Hervieux's
word alone Robert was ordered to pay Hervieux 15 livres
9 sols 4 deniers for some small purchases. Robert had
denied the debt and claimed Hervieux owed him 30 sols.
They obviously had different methods of accounting!
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could be no clearer contrast than the different treatments
given by the court to André Grasset Saint-Sauveur and to
Nicolas François Robert.
The behavior of the Montreal merchants who sat on
the Conseil de milices attests to their implicit belief in
the concept of the "moral economy."

In commercial trans

actions, the norm was what custom had established.

In

the matter of loans, for instance, the law had maintained
the medieval prohibition against interest charges, but
the practice of sidestepping the law had been established
for some time;

this was clearly a key area in the transi

tion from a "moral" to a "materialist" view of the economy,
yet the merchants did not strive to establish the percep
tion of interest on ordinary money loans as lawful.
Similarly, in entering into contractual obligations for
the supply of goods the production of which could not be
controlled (e.g., agricultural produce), merchants made
certain that the provisions of their agreements could not
be turned into an "unfair" advantage for either party;
such a form of "exploitation" may not have been entirely
absent from the colony, but it was not an acceptable
practice.

Economic relations were not to be dictated

by the sole rapport de force between the parties involved;
"justice" was the fundamental rule and violation of contrac
tual agreements received thorough condemnation.
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If it was justice, on the whole, which was used as
the main guideline of the merchants who sat on the militia
court, it was a conservative concept of justice, justice
within the bounds of custom and of accepted practice;
there was scant thought that the system of business
practices was perhaps more equitable for merchants than
for their clients.
narrow sense.

The merchants defined "justice" in a

Their definition of deceitful practices,

while essentially a moral one, did not go so far as to
encompass dubious practices such as callable obligations
or the charging of court costs to debtors when the only
purpose of court action was the legal collection of
interest;

indeed, these practices were commonly used, but

it would be difficult to show that they were equitable.
Nor did the notion of justice extend to mean equa
lity of treatment for the "lower orders" of society.
Montreal merchants showed a definite consciousness of
the standing they had achieved, of the reputation they
had established for themselves;

they strove to protect

it, both in their private dealings with fellow merchants
32
and in their public pronouncements.
Yet that too was

32Early post-Conquest evidence of the assertive
ness of the merchants is clear from E.Z. Massicotte,
"Protet des marchands de Montréal contre une assemblée des
seigneurs tenue en cette ville le 21 février 1766," The
Canadian Antiquarian and Humisnatic Journal, Third Series,
XÏ (January 1914), 1-10. This was a joint protest of the
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consistent with a traditional view of society;

the notion

of "justice" was not equivalent to a notion of "equality."
It is precisely because the traditional view of the world
implicitly recognized and accepted socio-economic dis
parities that "justice" was called for as the only means
of preserving civilized intercourse in society.

Since it

was recognized that there were different "orders" in
society, society needed a mechanism to preserve social
peace, and just arbitration was the only alternative to
social strife.
The merchants' desire to avoid social strife, even
at the cost of curtailing their pursuit of profit, indi
cates that they were still insecure in their social stand
ing in the colony and that they could not yet afford to
propound more capitalist values.

Their behavior, there

fore, was a reaction to their community's attitude towards
the "middle class" as well as a product of their accep
tance of the community's belief in "justice."

Molded by

these two forces, and subjected to the everyday ambiguity
of their social position and the unrelenting uncertainties
of their very occupation, the merchants were in no position
to adopt anything but a traditionalist attitude.
In this context, it is significant that the merchants

British and Canadian merchants of Montreal against the
pretended social leadership of the seigneurs.
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who sat as judges, and who were fairly representative of
their peers, did not seize upon the new conditions brought
about during the last years of the French regime to bring
the legal system out of its moralistic foundations towards
a more materialistic concept of private property rights.
There is no evidence in the records of the Conseil de
milices that its judges disagreed with the commercial or
legal practices of the French regime.

If it be conceded

that the merchants who acted as judges during the years of
military rule had an unusual opportunity to give vent to
their dearest economic and social aspirations, then the
negative evidence leads to the conclusion that the mer
chant community of Montreal fundamentally accepted the
traditional methods of doing business and the traditional
view of commerce embodied in commercial custom.
To be sure, the Montreal merchants had had cause
to complain, during the last years of the French regime.
But their complaints were not directed at the system it
self;

they were aimed rather at the abuses of the system

which the Grande Société forced upon the colony.

Their

petitions to their new monarch soon after the Conquest
were based upon the premise that business conditions
would improve once the traditional order was restored,
and once they could take what they considered their
rightful place in it.3
3

Rid of the "exploiters," the

33 See PAC, MG 11, C.O. 42, vol. 24, ff. 72-73v,
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Montreal merchants who acted as the militia court found
themselves at the top of the Canadian social ladder and
on occasion used their power to give judicial weight to
their new status.

The newness of their status may help

explain the judges' concern for their own importance,
their bias in favor of fellow merchants and against the
"common people."

It may also explain their reluctance to

venture any further into a world of new business and
legal practices.

They felt no need to abandon a familiar

way of life which at long last recognized their importance
within the community.

95-95v.

CHAPTER VI
THE LIQUIDATION OF THE CANADA PAPER
Among the major events traditionally brought forward
to explain the decline of the Canadian mercantile community
after the Seven Years' War has been the liquidation of the
French paper currency in use in Canada before 1760 and the
enormous losses encurred by Canadians as a result.

In a

documentary history of currency, exchange, and finance in
Canada during the French regime, Adam Shortt left the
impression that France's failure to redeem the Canadian
paper money in full hurt most of all the small merchants
and the Canadian habitants who were forced to dispose of
it for a negligible percentage of its face value.1

Michel

Brunet has argued that the long delay for conversion of the
French paper currency deprived the Canadian merchants of
working capital with which to re-organize their trade after
the Conquest and to establish new trade connections with
London suppliers.

During the "critical years" immediately

following the fall of Montreal, according to Brunet, it

1See Docs. Curr. For a modern version of the
"victimized Canadians" interpretation, see Jean Hamelin,
"A la recherche d'un cours monétaire canadien, 1760-1777,"
RHAF, XV (juin 1961), 24-34, and especially p. 30.
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was to be the British "pedlars" who would have the most
capital available and it was they who had, naturally enough,
easiest access to British sources of credit.

Hence,

Brunet concluded, this group could take control of the
trade of the colony and push the Canadians out of the lime
light.2
Some qualification of this interpretation is needed.
First, the run-away inflation of the last years of the
French regime has to be taken into account.

What had the

paper money come to represent in terms of purchasing
power?

How did France and Great Britain come to agree on

the terms of the liquidation?

Were these terms fair?

Did the Canadians lose by the liquidation, and to what
extent?

Answers to these questions may be suggested by

tracing the papiers du Canada from their Canadian holders
to their concentration in the hands of British speculators
and to their ultimate liquidation by the French.
It is not possible to establish with great preci
sion the losses or gains involved at each step of the
way, or to evaluate the proportion of the Montreal mer
chants' wealth that was eaten away by the liquidation.

2

See Michel Brunet, La presence anglaise, 62-73.
This argument loses some of its weight when confronted
with statistics showing that the entry of British capital
into the fur trade was progressive and that its domination
in that field was only achieved in the 1780's. Cf. Dale
B. Miquelon, "The Baby Family," App. A.
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These papers changed hands too often.

Besides, the pro

fits or losses of any individual merchant are of secondary
concern here.

But it is possible to outline the impact of

the liquidation upon the Montreal merchants as a group.
The Seven Years' War was an extremely expensive
conflict both for Great Britain and for France.

The prob

lems which Great Britain had in attempting to replenish
her treasury are well-known;

3

in looking for additional

sources of revenue in her colonies she raised an issue so
fundamental that it led to the breakup of her empire.
France took a different tack:

instead of seeking new reve

nues to pay for her expenditures, she tried to reduce ex
penditures already encurred.

In this attempt the vices of

her financial administration were turned into virtues.
The administration of finances in France was a haphazard affair.

4

Because of the weaknesses of French adminis

tration, control over government expenditures in New
France had been of limited effect ever since the advent of
5
royal administration in 1663.
The difficulties in the

3
For England, see Reed Browning, "The Duke of
Newcastle and the Financing of the Seven Years' War,"
Journal of Economic History, XXXI (June 1971), 344-377.
4
See John F. Bosher, French Finances, 1770-1795:
From Business to Bureaucracy (London: Cambridge University
Press, 1970).
5
See Bosher, "Government and Private Interests in
New France," Canadian Public Administration, X (1967),
244-257.
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way of steady communications between France and her colony
as well as the economic conditions prevailing in New
France compounded the problem.

In Canada the forces of

supply and demand acted in a manner difficult for metro
politan administrators to understand.
expensive than in France.

Everything was more

The intendant and to a lesser

extent the governor (who could authorize expenditures for
military purposes and was to oversee the intendant's
accounts) had control over government expenditures.

But

neither the intendant nor the governor were responsible for
the raising of revenues to match the expenditures they
authorized.

This was the royal treasurers' business.

Thus there was no ready mechanism whereby the limits of
the colony's budget could be determined;

no compelling

guidelines existed to restrict expenditures in times of
emergency such as the Seven Years' War, or to measure the
intendant's performance as an administrator.
Indeed, the intendant's merit was not evaluated in
terms of the performance of specific tasks within a defin
ite administrative framework;

rather his prestige arose

out of the private power which he could gather unto him
self through "patronage, clientage, the use of public power
to advance relations and friends . . . ."6

in the monar

chical society of France and New France, there were no dis-

6Ibid.
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tinctions drawn between the person of the king, the power
of the state, and the sovereignty of the nation.

All power

rested in the king as a person, and so it was at lower
levels too.

The office of the intendant was not seen as

distinct from the person of the intendant and there was
little to restrain an intendant (or any other official) from
enjoying in a private and personal fashion the privileges
and powers conferred upon him because of his office.
Financially, the public interest was not differentiated
from the private interest, and while the intendant in a
time of crisis could resort to his own money and to his
7
personal credit to meet public expenditures, the system
of financial administration was weighted "in such a way
8

that it would inevitably fall prey to private interests."
In times of war the requirements of economy fell
secondary to the military goal, which was to defend the
colony with the meager resources available locally and to
last as long as possible, hopefully until the conclusion of
peace.

Then there would be time enough to unravel the

finances.

Meanwhile the regular troops and the militia

had to eat, drink, and be clothed;

supplies had to be

transported to distant forts over perilous terrain;
7

As Bigot was forced to do in 1759. See Docs.
Curr., II, 921 n. 2.
8
See Bosher, Canadian Public Administration, X
(1967), 244-257.
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duction and distribution had to be organized.

All this

required money, and everywhere along the line more money
was siphoned off to satisfy private greed.
Money consisted of many things.

Specie sometimes

came to the colony for the soldiers' pay, but it did not
come in sufficient quantities to meet the needs of the
colonial economy.

Paper money was more practical;

it

travelled easily and it could be issued in any quantity.
There were basically two types of paper money:

paper of

use in the colony only and paper redeemable in France.
Card money— so called because playing cards had been
9
used, cut up and signed by the intendant — was an ex
clusively colonial medium of exchange.

It was issued each

year in the spring to pay for le service du Roy until it
could be redeemed in the fall for bills of exchange drawn
on the French treasurers.

Ordonnances, or orders drawn

on the colonial treasurers for payment of civil and
military expenditures, were issued in larger denominations
and became more practical than the card money for commer
cial use, but essentially they served the same function as
the card money.
The lettres de change (bills of exchange) linked
9

For a brief account of the paper currency of New
France, based on Shortt, see Herbert Heaton, "Playing Card
Currency of French Canada," American Economic Review, XVIII
(December 1928), 649-662. See also PAC, AC, C11A , vol.
108, ff. 119b-120b.
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the currency of the colony to that of the metropolis.

They

were bills drawn upon the French treasurers and payable at
stipulated times (three, six, nine, or twelve months after
presentation).

The amount of bills of exchange which the

intendant could draw each year was limited by the colony's
authorized budget.

This limitation ensured the soundness

of the bills of exchange.

Ordonnances and card money

could be issued in larger amounts than the budget had
authorized since they were hoarded or kept in circulation
for more than a year;

they were used as a circulating

currency instead of being redeemed for bills of exchange.
(There was still another form of currency:
récipissés de castor.

the

These were receipts issued by the

Compagnie des Indes, holder of the export monopoly for
beaver in New France;

they acknowledged delivery of

beaver skins and promised payment in France at a regulated
price.10

The récipissés were valuable for transactions

with France;

indeed, because of the fixed price of

beaver and the Compagnie des Indes's solid reputation,
the récipissés were the colony's soundest currency.)
As long as the issuing of local currencies remained
linked to the availability of metropolitan currency for
redemption, there was little need to discount the colonial
currencies and Montreal merchants did not distinguish be-

10See AC, C 1 1 A vol. 97, f. 267.
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tween colonial and metropolitan currencies in their
accounts.

But with the outbreak of war and the enormous

rise in expenditures, authorized and unauthorized, which
the war made necessary, the intendant issued as much local
paper money as he needed for his expenditures.

Since de

mand was greater than the colony's ability to supply,
local currencies became inflated.

Specie, bills of

exchange, and récipissés rose at some premium over the
local currencies.

But there was no way to establish a set

rate of exchange because the fiction of convertibility had
to be maintained.

In fact, it was not until the last two

years of the war that local currencies were discounted.11
In such circumstances, the discount rate became a matter of
speculation.

Would the king of France honor the commitments

made by his representatives?

Would even the bills of

exchange be paid?
On 15 October 1759, citing the enormous increases
in colonial expenditures, the French Court suspended pay
ment of the bills of exchange drawn in Canada, Louisiana,
St. Domingo, Martinique, and Cayenne until after the end
of the war;

it also ordered strict new procedures for the

issurance of further bills upon the treasurers.

12

Notice

of the suspension was sent to Intendant Bigot in Canada

llSee Chapter V.
l2Docs. Curr., II, 929-933.
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m

February 1760 13 and on 15 June Bigot and Governor

Vaudreuil issued a circular letter explaining the suspen
sion and assuring Canadians that "the treasury notes or
ordinances will be retired and fully paid as soon as cir14
cumstances permit."
This was closing the stable after the horses had
left.

Merchants had already inflated their prices and

farmers refused anything but metallic currency for their
foodstuffs in anticipation of the suspension.

Canadians

forecast a denouement similar to that which had occurred
after the War of the Spanish Succession in 1713, when the
card money had been devalued by half. 15

The "inflation

psychology" of the late 1750's bore its expected fruits.
Official expenditures in 1759 were three times greater
16
than they had been in 1756,
in spite of official requi
sitions of beef and wheat and payment at prices below mar17
ket prices.
Graft no doubt accounted for some of the rise
in expenditures but during the last years of the war Joseph
Cadet, the manager of the Grande Société who had contracted

13ibid., II, 935.
14Ibid., II, 941.
15Ibid., II, 921;

I, 287-321.

16See Chapter I.
17Do c s . Curr., II, 919 n., 921
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for the colony's supplies, was caught between the inflated
prices paid to his suppliers and the fixed prices sti18
pulated in his contract.
Little wonder he padded his
accounts with fictitious deliveries! 19

Inflation and

graft, the French would argue later, created the mass of
paper currency left in Canada after the war.
From 1760 to 1762 the status of the Canada paper
was highly uncertain.

In the Quebec district Governor

Murray at first sought to discredit Bigot's and
Vaudreuil's statement about eventual full payment and
refused to recognize the French paper as legal tender;
by this move he hoped to drive a wedge of resentment be
tween the Canadians and their former French rulers.
Murray later relented and advised the Canadians not to part
.
with
their paper money at too great a discount.2
0

In the

Montreal district, General Amherst tolerated the cir
culation of paper money but refused to give it legal
validity for the settlement of debts.2
1

To Murray and

18
Alfred Barbier, Un munitionnaire du roi à la
Nouvelle-France: Joseph Cadet (1756-1781) (Poitiers:
Imprimerie Blais et Roy, 1900), 3-16, 349-382; Docs.
Curr., II, 913 n. 1.
19
See Chapter 1.
20
See Murray's answer to Bigot's and Vaudreuil's
circular in Docs. Curr., II, 943-945. See also Burt, The
Old Province, I, 42.
21Docs. Curr., II, 941 n. 2.
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Amherst it was a political as well as an economic question,
for as long as France delayed a pronouncement on the
Canada paper, she could attempt to regain the Canadians'
allegiance by promises of full payment.

Murray there

fore pressed for a rapid settlement of the issue between
Great Britain and France.

Meanwhile the paper currency

had many shortcomings as a circulating medium.

According

to Adam Shortt, "the English merchants generally refused
to accept Canadian paper for goods."

22

A contemporary

account suggested that the paper's value was based solely
on individual speculation:

some refused to give it at

less than par, while others hurried to get rid of it at
23
ten to fifteen per cent of its face value.
The fog began to lift towards the end of 1762.

On

24 December Louis XV ordered the registration of the
Canada paper within the next four months.

24

This made it

impossible for Canadians to take cognizance of the decree
and comply with it in time;

22

the deadline was later ex-

Adam Shortt, "Canadian Currency and Exchange
Under French Rule. V. Ultimate Disposal of the Paper
Money," Journal of the Canadian Bankers' Association, VI
(April 1899), 233-247. See pp. 234-235.
23 [Courville,] Mémoires sur le Canada, 205. In a
remarkable piece of detective work, Aegidius Fauteux
established that Louis de Courville was the "Sieur de C
. . ." who had put his name to the Mémoires sur le Canada.
See Cahiers des Dix, 1940, 231-292.
24
Docs. Curr., II, 963-965.
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tended following British representations. 25

A decree of

10 February 1763, appended to the Peace Treaty, promised a
liquidation "in a convenient time . . . ."2
6

This decree

made official what many had suspected since 1759;

a liqui

dation meant that the Canada paper was not to be redeemed
at face value.

The "convenient time" would be dictated

by political considerations in France.
Blame for the loss of New France was cast upon
Intendant Bigot and his cronies;

attention was thus kept

away from the liquidation. Bigot and his friends were
27
brought to trial in 1761.
Versailles used the pretext
that the trial had to be concluded and "restitutions"
made by the convicted officials of their share of the
Canada paper before the rest of the paper could be dealt
28
with.
The trial went on until December 1763.

25

See ibid., II, 963 n. 1, 1037 n. 2. See also
PAC, MG 5 B1 [France, Ministère des Affaires Etrangères.
Mémoires et documents. Amérique], vol. 10-2, ff. 352-353,
370, 380, 381, 385-386, 433, 461-462; MG 5 Al [France.
Ministère des Affaires Etrangères. Correspondance politique.
Angleterre], vol. 471, ff. 163-164, 174, 176, 177-177v,
189, 267-269v; PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 86, ff. 15-16v.
26Docs. Curr., II, 973.
27See PAC, MG 18 G 8 ["François Bigot") (5), vols.
1, 3-5; MG 7 IA 2 [France, Bibliothèque Nationale.
Fonds français], vols. 16207, ff. 47-132; MG 7 IA 3
[France, Bibliothèque Nationale. Nouvelles acquisitions
françaises], vol. 22253, ff. 163-164; AN, Col., E.
Série 32, dossier Bigot; see also Pierre-Georges Roy,
Bigot et sa bande et l'affaire du Canada (Lévis, 1950).
28See PAC, AC, cH^, carton 128, following page 586,
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Liquidation of the French paper was of considerable
import for Canadians.

It was variously estimated that

the total amount of Canada paper came to about 83 million
29
livres.
The French hoped to recover 19 millions from
the "various debtors of the King";

a further 18 millions,

it was estimated, had not been declared.30

There remained

46 million livres to dispose of in one way of another.
Early in 1763 some Montrealers claimed that there were
22 million livres of ordonnances and billets and another
22 million livres in French bills of exchange left in
31
Canada.
Gage, the new military governor of Montreal,
reported the Canadians' fear that all of their paper money
would become worthless if Canada remained in British hands. 32
Perhaps these Montrealers exaggerated their apprehended
losses, for the registrations authorized by the military
governors in 1763— in an effort to meet French require
ments— only revealed about 14 million livres of French

for the sentence; for the amounts of the "restitutions"
see ibid., C11A , vol. 105-3, ff. 559-564.
29
See Docs. Curr., II, 967, 1009. The actual liqui
dation produced papers to the amount of 73 million livres;
see MG 5 Bl, vol. 10-2, ff. 487-493.
30Docs. Curr., II, 1009.
31PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 24, ff. 74-74v.
32
Ibid., ff. 70-70v. Gage to Egremont, Montreal,
12 February 1763.
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paper.

33
In the district of Montreal 9,558,794 livres 14 sols

were registered, most of which were held in ordonnances;
bills of exchange only made up 847,364 livres 10 sols of
34
the total.
The French requested a more detailed account,
however, and a new registration was carried out in 1764.
This time, the total amount of French paper money held in
the colony came to over 16 million livres. 35

But in the

Montreal district the new registration produced smaller
totals:

7,980,298 livres 8 sols 4 deniers were declared

in all and bills of exchange came to 667,650 livres 6 sols
36
6 deniers.
A similar decline was also noted in the
Trois-Rivières district.

Canadians from these areas had

evidently unloaded their ordonnances, cards, certificates, and bills of exchange. 37

33Docs. curr., II, 977-981, 1005, 1037.
34

"Les ordonnances et lettres de change du
Gouvernement de Montréal en 1759," RAPQ, 1924-1925, 229359.
35
Docs. Curr., II, 1005.
36Ibid., II, 997-1005.
37

It is interesting to note that, while the totals
for the Montreal and Trois-Rivières districts (on the latter
see PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 24, f. 198; vol. 25, f. 100)
declined from 1763 to 1764, the overall total for the
colony was said to have increased by two million livres.
Figures for the Quebec district in 1763 are unavailable, but
a rough calculation would give the Quebec district
2,726,691 livres in 1763, or 4,514,189 livres less than in
1764.
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Finally, on 29 June 1764, the terms of the liquida
tion of the Canada paper were announced by France.

Except

for bills of exchange of 1758 or earlier circulating in
France before the suspension of payments and for those
bills stamped "for the provision of the armies," which were
to be paid in full, the Canadian bills of exchange were to
be liquidated at half their face value.

The other Canadian

paper was to be liquidated at one-fourth its face value.
Military and administrative officers were granted preferential treatment.3
8

(It is worthy of notice that the paper

from colonies other than Canada was exchanged at par for
39
debentures bearing interest.)
France had acted without
warning, unilaterally, in what she herself had termed a
liquidation;

the British protested, arguing that the

essence of a liquidation was an agreement to be reached
between debtor and creditor, not a one-sided repudiation
of debt.40
In reply, the French acknowledged that their paper
had been accepted in good faith by most colonists, and that

38
See text of the liquidation in Docs. Curr., II,
1013-1019.
39See PAC, MG 5 Bl, vol. 10-2, ff. 337-338, 395397, decrees of 12 December 1761 and 9 February 1765
providing for the exchange of bills of exchange from
colonies other than Canada for debentures bearing 5 per
cent interest.
40See Docs. Curr., II, 1019 n. 1.
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the discredit which led to the reckless issuance of it
was partly caused by the misbehavior of some of their
colonial officials.

But, the French argued, to sort out

the thieves from the honest holders of the paper would be
impractical;

the only solution was a general devaluation,

even though it was later admitted that an aggregate settlement could not give justice in each and every case. 41 An
elaborate argument was made to show that the rate of the
devaluation was equitable.

But there was no easy answer

to the British insistence that the liquidation be negotiated
between the parties and not decided unilaterally by France. 42
France and England spent the whole of 1765 and part
of 1766 in negotiations.

In July 1765, the English

Secretary of State, Conway, wrote the French ambassador
in London that the British merchants would be satisfied
with the terms of the liquidation if only the ordonnances
were put on the same footing as the bills of exchange. 43
Actually the British merchants could yield a little more:
they would accept the French rate of devaluation, provided
that they would be paid in specie and that a bonus of 3
million livres be thrown in. 44 On 18 July 1765, David Hume,

41

Ibid., II, 1007; PAC, AC, C

11A

, vol. 108, f. 106b.

42
Docs. Curr., II, 1033 n. 1.
43PAC, MG 5 Al, vol. 467, f. 321.
44
Docs. Curr., II, 1037 n. 2.
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the first Secretary of the English embassy in Paris, met
with French representatives.

Impressed with the factual

information presented by the French, Hume was quite reason
able in his position.

He agreed to the principle of the

depreciation and tacitly assented to the greater deprecia
tion of the ordonnances.

Hume finally acknowledged the

validity of the French arguments and even commented on the
45
good faith of the French Crown.
In late December the
British merchants were ready to agree formally to the terms
of the liquidation, provided the French added 1,500,000
livres to be distributed to the holders of ordonnances and
another 1,000,000 livres to be shared by the British
holders of unliquidated Canada paper. 46

On 29 December

1765 the King of France decreed an increase from 4 to
4 1/2 per cent in the interest paid the holders of the
reconnaissances (debentures) given for the Canada paper
and allowed the British holders until 1 October 1766 to
complete the registration of their paper. 47
Finally, on 29 March 1766 a convention was signed
by France and England bearing on the liquidation of the
Canada paper held by British subjects.

Bills of exchange

were to be given half their face value, the ordonnances,

45PAC, MG 5 Al, vol. 467, ff. 309-313.
46Ibid., vol. 468, ff. 217-217v.
47

PAC, MG 5 Bl, vol. 10-2, ff. 414-415.
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cards, and other certificates one-fourth;

payment was to

be made in debentures bearing 4 1/2 per cent interest from
January 1765, which interest was subject to the customary
dixième tax in France;
tion was made.

a promise of no further deprecia

Various oaths were to be administered to

certify to the British ownership of the paper;

inasmuch

as it was possible every holder of the paper from the
original holder through each intermediary should give a
48
sworn attestation.
Later in 1766 various French edicts
and a further bilateral agreement clarified the nature
49
of the oaths to be taken.
Registration of the Canada paper was dutifully
carried out in England and conversion into reconnaissances
made in Paris.

But on 16 September 1767 France required

the holders of reconnaissances to turn them in for annui
ties.50

The British merchants were indignant51 for

annuities meant no foreseeable payment of capital.

The

British Ambassador to France, Walpole, pressed the French
52
for a cash settlement, but to no avail.
Interest on

48

Docs. Curr., II, 1043-1051.

49See PAC, MG 5 Bl, vol. 10-2, ff. 433, 439-444,
461-462; AC, CllA, vol. 108, f. 135.
50

See PAC, C.O. 5, vol. 43, ff. 271-272.

51Ibid., ff. 192-193.
52Ibid., ff. 227-231.
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the French securities was reduced to 2 per cent in January
1770; the following month the lottery which decided who was
to receive the small monthly payments in specie was sus
pended for four years, and by the time of the American
Revolution the French securities were worthless. 53
Even apart from the conversion of debentures into
annuities, the French did very well by the liquidation.
A French official put the matter in a nutshell:
The immense debt of Canada [which he esti
mated at nearly ninety million livres] has
. . . been liquidated for 37,607,000 livres
of four per cent bonds. With this sum, a
ninth of the expenditures of 1756 has been
paid for, almost half of the expenditures
of 1757, more than three-quarters of those
of 1758, all of those of 1759, and ninetenths of those of 1760. The average
expenditure per year, then, does not come
to twelve millions: from this sum, there
should be deducted five or six years'
interest, owing to delay in payment. It
may, moreover, be observed that the bonds
given on this occasion are the least
favoured of all the royal paper of recent
issue, either as to their interest rate or
current market value.54
This French success could only come at the expense
of the British creditors.
tors?

But who were the British credi

Were they London speculators or Canadian merchants?

To what degree were Montreal merchants deprived of their

53 Shortt, Journal of the Canadian Bankers' Associa
tion, VI (April 1899), 247.
54
Docs. Curr., II, 1059.
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capital by the liquidation?

To answer these questions the

amounts of Canada paper in the hands of each category
of merchants at various points in the liquidation pro
ceedings would have to be known.

But these amounts cannot

be estimated for lack of data.

The available data only
55
allow the study of the registrations of 1763.
There were two registrations carried out in 1763:
one in Paris for the paper held in France and one in Canada
for the paper still in the colony.

The Canadian registra-

tion amounted to about fourteen million livres.

56

In

Montreal the merchants declared 1,339,452 livres 18 sols
6 deniers or 14 per cent of all the French paper registered
in that district. 57

The core group of merchants registered

89 per cent of the paper declared by the whole mercantile
community of Montreal.

Within the core group, the import

merchants and the outfitters held slightly more than their
proportionate share of the paper, while the money lender
Pierre Ranger, alone in his category, came second over58
all.
Fifteen Montreal merchants each registered more
than 30,000 livres worth of French paper in 1763.

They

55The 1764 registration lists have not been traced.
56See note 33.
57The core group and the peripheral group put to
gether. See Chapter II for definitions of these groups.
58

See Appendix D, table 1.
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were:
core group

Bills

Le Compte
Dupré, J.-B.
Ranger, Pierre
Bartzsch,
10,588
Dominique
Hervieux,
Jacques
Bourassa,
Ignace
Porlier Benac,
Joseph59
Trotier Desrivières,
1,297
Jean-Noël
Augé, Etienne
Prudhomme,
Louis
Baby, Jacques
Duperon
Barsalou,
Jacques
Pillet, Pascal
23,169
(the elder)
Réaume, Charles

Ordonnances

Etats

166,647
68,828.10.
49,012

Total
166,647
68,828.10.

4,150

63,750

38,251.10.

22,365.05.

60,616.15.

23,370

34,987

58,357

54,725

1,505

56,230

44,934
37,775.10.

2,604

48,835
37,775.10.

35,881.10.

35,881.10.

35,350

35,350

34,830

34,830

9,936
31,150

33,105
31,150

25,474.10.

36,352.10.

31,654.10.

31,654.10.

peripheral group
Lestage, Mrs.
Ferrant,
Vincent

10,878

Of the thirteen in the core group, three were import
merchants (Augé, Baby, and Hervieux) , two were shopkeepers
(Barsalou and Bartzsch), one a trader (Prudhomme), and
one— Ranger— a money lender, while the eight others were

59

It is possible that Porlier Benac had another
100,000 livres in ordonnances to his name, which would
have put him second on the list. See RAPQ, 1924-1925,
341, entry no. 2574.
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outfitters.

In the peripheral group both Mrs. Lestage and

Vincent Ferrant were négociants.

All these merchants owned

considerable amounts of the French paper, but their hold
ings, such as they were, were meager when compared to those
of London merchants who made similar registrations in
January 1765.

The thirty-five merchants mentioned on the

London list held more than seven and a half million livres
of Canada paper;

the biggest holder, Daniel Vialars,

declared over one million livres' worth, while the fifteen largest holders all had over 150,000 livres.

60

Some of the Montreal merchants' paper was held in
France and it was registered there in 1763.61
of over twenty Montreal merchants

62

The names

appear on that French

registration and although half of them made declarations
for less than 30,000 livres, Etienne Augé registered
172,139 livres 11 sols and "Hervieux" 141,736 livres.63
It is impossible to tell what happened to all this paper
after the registration.

But Augé's and Hervieux's papers

were declared by their La Rochelle correspondents and one may

60

PAC, MG 5 Al, vol. 467, f. 66. One finds the name
"Porlier frères" on that list as well, in second place with
896,661 livres.
61PAC, AC, cll^, vol. 108, ff. 1-90. .
6bid. Because first names are not given, accurate
I
2
identification was not always possible.
Ibid. For Augé see registration nos. 533, 534,
3
6
3173, 3174; for Hervieux no. 1316.
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surmise that since there was next to no shipping between
France and Canada in 1759, their bills of exchange were
issued in 1758 or earlier.
redeemable at full value.

Thus many of them may have been
Whether they were actually paid

off by the French is unknown.
The French and Canadian lists of 1763, together with
the London list of 1765, reveal that few Montreal mer
chants engaged in extensive speculation on French paper.
It was the British merchants who had the greatest appetite
for Canada paper.

In a letter to London in February 1764,

Murray wrote that there was "hardly an English merchant
who has not taken of this Species, to a considerable
amount encouraged to it by the great prospect of gain
. . . ."

He mentioned only two Canadians known to be

involved in such speculations:

one Perthuis of Quebec, "the

most considerable Dealer in this way . . . ," and a "Monsr.
64
Porlier at Montreal who has been deeply concerned."
Porlier's name figured both on the Montreal and the London
lists.
Whether the Montreal merchants abstained from heavy
speculation on French paper from a lack of available capital
or out of caution, it is hard to escape the conclusion that
they did not encur substantial losses by disposing of the

64PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 25, ff. 26-28, Murray to Halifax,
Quebec, 14 February 1764.
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ordonnances at 15 per cent of their face value, the
common rate in 1763 and 1764.65

The bulk of the Canada

paper, mostly ordonnances, dated from 1759 and 1760,
when the price of foodstuffs, for which they had been
issued, was at least seven times higher than in normal
66
years.
What the devaluation of the ordonnances meant,
mainly, was that their holders were unable to reap profit
from the war-time inflation.

Those who kept their Canada

paper to the end, on the other hand, were even less for
tunate, since very little paper was actually liquidated
at the value stipulated by the 1766 liquidation agree
ment.
It is not possible to trace the Canada paper from
the hands of the Montreal merchants at the registration
of 1763 until the liquidation agreement of 1766.

All that

may be safely said for the merchants as a whole is that
they probably sold some of their paper before the second
registration in 1764 and sold some more between 1764 and
1766.
On the London and Paris money markets, the Canada
paper slowly depreciated from 1763 until 1766.

In July

1763 French bills of exchange sold for about 31 per cent of

For 1763 see previous note; for 1764 see Quebec
5
6
Gazette, 1764, passim, advertisements by "Monsr. Huet."
66Docs. Curr., II, 905-907.
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their face value in London.6
7

In September 1764 the

Quebec Gazette reported French agents were purchasing Canada
bills in London "at a Discount very little superior to
what the modesty of [the French] Court lately offered by
way of full Satisfaction to British Subjects . . . ."

68

In Paris, in January 1765, bills of exchange sold for
35 per cent of their face value and ordonnances at 17 1/2
69
per cent.
No rate was given for the paper in London at
that time.

In March, however, the Canada paper was

quoted on the London market at 24 per cent for the bills
of exchange and 12 1/2 per cent for the ordonnances.7
0

In

August, Canadians could read in the Quebec Gazette that the
French would liquidate the Canada paper by installments
and through a lottery, 71 news of which could only have
meant a further fall of the paper in England.

The Quebec

newspaper carried the full text of the March 1766 agree
ment between France and England in its 12 June 1766 issue
and seldom mentioned the Canada paper afterwards. 72
67PAC, MG 23 G III (29) [M-859], "Pierre Guy,
1750-1769," Mrs. Guy's account of 21 July 1763 by Vialars.
68

Quebec Gazette, 29 November 1764.

69

PAC, Baby Coll., vol. 4, 2172-2175, Daniel
Vialars to Mrs. Guy, London, 8 December 1764 and 12
January 1765.
70
Ibid., 2199-2200, Thos. Thomas and son to François
Baby, London, 15 March 1765.
71
Quebec Gazette, 1 August 1765.
72
There was curiously little in the Quebec Gazette
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Even though precision is impossible in evaluating the
impact of the liquidation on the merchants of Montreal, a
little computation from aggregate figures may provide some
general indications.

French paper owned by Canadians and
registered in France amounted to over 12 million livres. 73
Since the 1764 Canadian registration showed 15 million
livres in Canada (and 1 1/2 million in "Europe" [France],
which 1 1/2 million may be assumed to be included in the
French registration of 1763), total Canadian ownership of
French paper money probably came to 27 million livres.
This was the Canadian share of the 46 millions which the
74
French estimated to be outstanding in 1764.
Of those
27 millions, 12 millions were held in France and were
subject to the same terms of liquidation as the paper in
the hands of French subjects;

these 12 millions were thus

liquidated as they would have been had Canada been retained
about the Canada paper. From the first issue on 21 June
1764 to the end of 1768 the Canada paper was mentioned only
six times. The issues of 20 February, 4 June, and 13
August 1772 briefly mentioned renewed British efforts for
the payment of the Canada papers, but the outcome of these
efforts is unknown.
73PAC, AC, C11A, vol. 108, ff. 1-90. Nothing in the
register indicated whether the owner of the declared paper
was Canadian or French. In tabulating totals unfamiliar
names had to be assigned one category or the other and
guesses were made, based upon the author's knowledge of
family names in New France. Some cases were difficult to
solve, e.g., Canadians like Joseph Cadet who left for
France after the Conquest, whose paper was included in the
Canadian total.
74Docs. Curr., II, 1009.
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by France.

By 1766 over 6 million livres of French paper

had been registered by British merchants in London;

all

of it was acquired from Canadians, presumably at around
15 per cent of face value for the ordonnances and 30 per
cent for the bills of exchange. 75 There remained, then,
9 million livres in Canada by 1766, or a third of the
initial sum.

These aggregate figures would indicate that

in the difficult times of the immediate post-Conquest
period the Canadians were fairly successful in unloading
their paper money upon British merchants and curtailing
their losses.
Supposing the Canadians were able to liquidate the
paper they held in France at half its face value (6
76
millions),
that they obtained 1 million for the paper
77
purchased by British speculators,
and that they could only
78
get 1 million for the 9 millions still in Canada in 1766,

75PAC, AC, C11A, vol. 108, ff. 153, 157, 158, 163,
186; MG 5 Al, vol. 470, f. 21. Oaths attesting to the
"British nature" of the paper, i.e. that it came from the
new British subjects in Canada and not from France, were
required for each declaration. Using the percentages
mentioned, the six million livres of paper were purchased
for slightly less than one million livres.
76
The liquidation decree of 1764, it will be
remembered, provided for full payment of bills of exchange
from Canada circulating in France before October 1759. In
the situation, a 50 per cent devaluation estimate probably
exaggerated the actual devaluation.
77
See note 75.
78
Again this is a conservative estimate.
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they would have received 8 millions in negotiable currency
for their 27 millions in paper, or roughly 30 per cent of
the face value of their paper.

If one considers the infla

tion of the last years of the war it might be fair to say
that the Canadians in general came out of their monetary
adventure tolerably well.
suffered some losses:

It cannot be denied that they

part of the inflation came from

increased shipping and insurance costs payable in France
and not in the colony;

the uncertain value of the paper

money until 1763 made it difficult to use as a circulating
medium;

return on capital was lost;

and time was wasted

in registration and liquidation procedures.

But these

were effects of the war and would have occurred had
France kept her Canadian colony.

The change in imperial

allegiance, then, did not of itself cause financial ruin
among the Canadians as a whole.
But "Canadians as a whole" did not run the trade
of their colony;

merchants did.

If, in the words of

Murray in 1764, "The Peasantry . . . [were] tolerably
comfortable in their circumstances, the rest of the people
79
[were] greatly distress'd to subsist themselves . . . ."
What of individual merchants?

Some of them— Pierre Guy and

his mother, Etienne Augé, the Baby brothers, Desrivières

79Docs. Curr., II, 997.
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Lamoinodière, the Hervieux— had transferred their trading
accounts from France into the hands of London firms, the most
notable of which was that of Daniel Vialars and his son
80
Antoine.
It is instructive to see how these firms
handled their Canada paper.
The London merchant

Daniel Vialars

81

began his

association with the merchants of Montreal through Pierre
Guy, whom he met in 1763.

While in France winding up his

family's business in La Rochelle, Pierre Guy was advised
by the La Rochelle merchant Denis Goguet to transfer his
accounts to Vialars in London.

Guy took the advice;

he

crossed over to London where he put in orders on Vialars
for trade goods for his mother back in Montreal.

82

Vialars'sson Antoine sailed to Canada with Pierre Guy.
Meanwhile, in London, Daniel Vialars was selling Mrs.
83
Guy's French bills of exchange.
In August 1764 Vialars
wrote her, sending a copy of the French decree concerning

80

See PAC, Baby Coll., vols. 4-5, passim.

81
Nothing definite was found about him. He was said
to be a French merchant established in London, but there is
no other evidence for this in Canadian archives than the
excellent French in which his letters to Montreal merchants
were written. Cf. Brunet, La présence anglaise, 68.
82

PAC, Baby Coll., vol. 4, 2039-2041,Daniel
Vialars to Mrs. Guy in Montreal, London, 18 July 1763;
vol. 5, 2659-2660, Antoine Vialars to Etienne Augé, London,
15 April 1768.
83

See note 67.
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the Canada paper, and averred that it would be liquidated
for French annuities before the year was over; the annuities
would sell at a 20 per cent discount, "that is to say the
50 livres the King will give you, will sell for 40 livres
& Ordonnances of 100 livres reduced to 25 livres will
sell from 18 livres to 20 livres."

84

The matter, however,

was not settled so quickly.
Vialars seized the opportunity of his connection with
Canadian merchants in Montreal to buy up or to take on
consignment large amounts of the Canada paper.

The regis

tration made of the Canada paper in London in 1765 showed
him to hold 17 per cent of all the Canada paper declared
85
by London merchants.
In April 1765 Vialars wrote to
another of his Montreal correspondents, Jean-Noël Desrivières
Lamoinodière, that he hoped to have good news before long
"about the Canada paper, concerning which we are very active."

86

Vialars was not boasting;

in August 1765 he

accompanied Hume to the negotiations with the French minis
ters about the Canada paper, and he sat on the committee
formed by London merchants to oversee the liquidation

84

PAC, MG 23 G III (29) [M-859], letter of Daniel
Vialars to Mrs. Guy, London, 3 August 1764.
85

PAC, MG 5 Al, vol. 467, f. 66.
86PAC, MG 23 G III (29) [M-859], London, 5 April
1765.
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negotiations and the liquidation procedures.

87

In the fall of 1765 Vialars received from France
quantities of the Canada paper which the French commis
sioner in charge of the liquidation found suspicious.
This paper was claimed to belong to Canadians who had
88
remitted it to their La Rochelle correspondents.
The
large amounts— three to four million livres— led the
French ambassador in London to believe that the paper in
Vialars's hands was actually owned by French subjects un
willing to have it registered in France for fear of inves
tigation.

In the summer of 1766 French suspicions were

renewed when it was learned that Vialars had just received
close to two million livres of Canada paper from Quebec;
this paper was thought to belong to French subjects who
had sent it to Canada to be fraudulently certified as
British property.

Registration of this newly arrived

paper was slowed down until further inquiries could be
made.

Some of the paper submitted by Vialars for regis

tration was rejected outright as not comformable with the
89
registration regulations.
Aware of the French designs, Vialars in October 1766

87PAC, AC, C11A, vol. 108, f. 102.
88PAC, MG 5 Al, vol. 468, ff. 205-206.
89
PAC, AC, C11A, vol. 108, f. 192b; MG 5 Al, vol.
471, ff. 25-25v, 80-81.
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formally challenged the French commissioner to state whe
ther he accepted or rejected his paper;

the latter refused

to reply, whereupon Vialars made a notarized protest
against the commissioner's refusal to receive and to re
gister Canada paper to the value of 1,821,577 livres 6
sols 6 deniers in his possession and on account of divers
Canadians. 90

The slowdown in registration was therefore

affecting the Canadians as well as Vialars.

On 18

November the French ambassador proved to Vialars's face
that he had falsely sworn one of his declarations to
represent paper of British ownership;

the merchant who

had sold the paper to Vialars without guarantee of British
ownership was called upon to give his testimony.

The French

ambassador then obtained the British minister's assent to
reject all of Vialars's recent declarations by reason of his
perjury.

He announced that Vialars should not expect his

Canada paper submitted for liquidation in Paris to be
accepted. 91

The amount of the refused paper came to
92
946,931 livres 6 sols,
by any standards a large sum;

yet by this time Vialars had already been able to liquidate
93
in Paris three million livres of Canada paper.
Such

90PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 86, ff. 23-23v, .31-32.
9iPAC, MG 5 Al, vol. 471, ff. 346-348.
92

PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 86, f. 37.

93PAC, MG 5 Al, vol. 471, f. 347v.
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was the extent of his involvement in the liquidation
question.
In early 1767 Vialars submitted his case to the
judges of Lincoln's Inn in London and to British Attorney
General De Grey; they were of the opinion that while
there had been no perjury Vialars had no recourse against
the French decision.

De Grey added:

"I think there can

be no Pretence to say, that what has been done is a for
feiture of his Own, much less of other Men's Property,
94
in the rest of the Bills & ordonnances."
The Vialars kept pressing the British ministers.
On 14 January 1768 Antoine Vialars wrote Lord Shelburne and
asked him to make good his promise to intervene in his
father's favor to the Court of France for the liquidation
95
of the rejected paper.
Shelburne's answer, if any,
was not recorded, but the Vialars did not lose hope;

in

April 1768 Antoine wrote to Etienne Augé in Montreal that
there was a prospect of a favorable settlement and that
the Vialars would be paid both for their own paper and
96
for the paper they had held in commission.
The amount of

94

PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 86, ff. 35-44, 51.

95Ibid., ff. 84-85.
96PAC, Baby Coll., vol. 5, 2659-2660, Antoine
Vialars to Etienne Augé, London, 15 April 1768.
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the latter is unknown, but it is fair to suggest that it be
longed to merchants of Montreal and Quebec.
Throughout the liquidation proceedings there
lingered a suspicion among the British that the French
were casting about for ways to avoid payment to His
Majesty's new subjects in Canada.

Writing to the Earl of

Rochford, the British ambassador to France, about the
slowdown in the registration of Canada paper in November
1766, Shelburne advised:
Although the Merchants, (who nevertheless
have bought this Paper at a very large
Discount, and are likely to have a great
profit upon it) should be properly
supported, Yet Your Excellency will be
of opinion that the Case of the poor
Canadian Proprietors who were the original
holders, and who from distance are in
danger of being the greatest if not the
only Sufferers, merit least that extreme
rigour, which the Count de Guerchy [the
French ambassador in London] inclines
rather to shew on this occasion.97
The two main Canadian speculators on the Canada
paper, the merchants Perthuis of Quebec and Porlier Benac
of Montreal, were the victimes of French niggardliness much
in the same manner as Vialars.

At the time of the Vialars

incident, Joseph Porlier Benac had 254,618 livres of Canada
paper on his own account and 159,398 livres on commission
which he tried to have registered, only to be refused by

97 PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 86, ff. 15-16v.
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the French commissioner under pretext that some of the
paper was of French property and could not therefore be
liquidated as British property.

The French allegations

do not appear to have been based on any concrete evidence,
and Porlier Benac complained that the French intended by
their refusal to "deprive the Canadians of the indemnifi
cation because they are new Subjects."

In Perthuis's

case the French deliberately procrastinated before allowing
him to swear to the British ownership of his paper, forced
him to miss the registration deadline, then used this
98
against him in denying registration.
For some merchants the delays of the liquidation
were quite lengthy;

Etienne Augé 's bills of exchange,
99
for example, were not converted into cash until 1768.

These delays meant that the capital invested in Canada
paper was tied up and earning no return.

Since merchants

like Etienne Augé and Hervieux, who each had about
200,000 livres in that paper, were nevertheless able to
obtain trade goods from England, it may be supposed that
their British correspondents were willing to use the un
liquidated Canada paper as collateral.

Thus, to the

merchants of Montreal, Canada paper was not totally use-

98

For Perthuis see ibid., ff. 63-64;
Benac, ff. 57-58.

for Porlier

9 9

PAC, Baby Coll., vol. 5, 2672-2673, Isidore Lynch
and Co. to Etienne Augé, London, 4 May 1768.
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less before the terms of the liquidation were set down in
March 1766;

by then the commerce of the colony had been

re-established and the lack of capital was not as deeply
felt any more.

In all likelihood, though, those merchants

who had quickly disposed of their Canada paper were left in
a sounder position than those who, like Porlier Benac, Augé,
and Hervieux, speculated on it.
Reluctantly, Great Britain had accepted France's
arguments in favor of a liquidation;

she recognized that

there would have been a devaluation even if France had
retained Canada.

There was the 1713 precedent to remember.

But there was also acceptance of the rate of devaluation
and of the reasons advanced by France.

Great Britain was

not prepared to challenge the French government's right to
deprive French subjects and former French subjects of the
enormous potential profits generated by inflation during
the war.

For the French these were unjustified profits.

Underneath this lay the assumption that the King had the
moral right to determine what was a "just" profit as he
determined "just" prices for bread and other foodstuffs.
This assumption was not challenged by the British nor by
the Canadians.

Even though the Canada paper had been

issued as a currency, the French treated it as a sort of
bond issue:

they insisted in principle on redeeming it

at a price as close as possible to the price which it had
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earned upon issue.

(They later clouded the issue by re

fusing to pay even that;

for Canadian merchants this later

repudiation had to be the most objectionable part of the
liquidation adventure.)
What, then, to make of the impact of the liquidation
of the Canada paper upon Canadian merchants, and on Montreal
merchants in particular?

First, there is no denying that

the Canadian merchants would have reaped fabulous profits
from that paper had it been redeemed at full value.

The

merchants had anticipated a liquidation in 1759 and 1760
by charging higher prices.

Secondly, it would seem that

most merchants in Montreal, with a few notable exceptions,
did not speculate on any scale on Canada paper after the
colony fell to British hands;

they sold their paper for

good currency or for trade goods at a reduction which
approximated the rate of war-time inflation.

Thirdly,

those Montreal merchants who had large quantities of Canada
paper and who chose to keep it until the liquidation was
carried out were able to use that paper as collateral for
their London suppliers.

The main loss which befell them

was the loss of interest on the capital tied up in the
Canada paper.

Of course, the eventual fate of the Canada

paper worried them for many years, but this sort of un
certainty was a merchant's lot in life.

Those who were

the most hurt by the liquidation were those speculators,
mostly in London, who actually kept the debentures offered
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by the French in lieu of cash payment.

It may be concluded,

therefore, that the issue of the liquidation, complicated
though it was, did not send the merchants of Montreal into
financial destitution.

CHAPTER VII
FROM STABILITY TO COMPETITION:
THE NEW CLIMATE OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE
With the fall of Montreal to British arms in
September 1760 something was irrevocably lost to the
Canadian merchants of that city.

More than the evil effects

of the war, the tribulations over the fate of the Canada
paper, or the post-war commercial readjustments, the most
unsettling consequence of the Conquest was the disappearance
of a familiar business climate.

As New France passed into

the British Empire, the Canadian merchants lost the tradi
tional stability of their profession.

They saw the climate

of co-operation among merchants turn into a climate of
business competition, brought about by the very numbers of
newly-arrived merchants, unloading goods in the conquered
French colony and going after its enticing fur trade.

In

opening up the trade of the colony to competition, the
British presence transformed Canadian commercial prac
tices.

The change negated the Canadian merchants' initial

advantage of experience in trade and forced them into
business practices which were alien to the basic economic
238
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and social precepts of New France society.1
This chapter attempts to illustrate the advent of
the new business climate by outlining the impact of the
British merchants' entrance into the fur trade, the life
blood of Montreal.

Also changing was the socio-political

atmosphere of the colony, transformed by the political
activities of British and Canadian merchants and by the
attitude of government authorities towards trade and to
wards traders.

Taken together, these transformations

account for the gradual eclipse of the Canadian merchants
better than interpretations based upon ethnic stereotypes
or the transcendent influence of the Conquest.
The advent of the British merchants
When the British government issued the Royal Pro
clamation of 1763, it assumed that the promised establish
ment of "British institutions" in the "Province of Quebec"
would be sufficient to entice American settlers to move
north and overwhelm the indigenous French-speaking and
Papist population.2

These were naive hopes.

Until the out

break of the American Revolution, British newcomers flowed
into Quebec by a mere trickle, leading Governor Carleton to
write in 1767 that "barring a catastrophe shocking to

1See the discussion on the concept of a "moral
economy" at the end of Chapter V.
2

See Burt, Old Province, I, 70-71.
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think of, this Country must, to the end of Time, be peopled
by the Canadian Race . . . ."

3

But the British newcomers,

few though they were, had to be reckoned with.

Politically,

they would be powerful enough to have Governor Murray re4
called in 1765;
commercially, they would be strong
enough to command the majority of investments in the fur
trade by 1777.

5

Did their vitality stem from abilities

superior to those of the Canadians?

Did the British take

advantage of the situation of submission and dependence into
which the Canadians had been driven by the Conquest?

Or did

the British gain their predominance from cultural familiarity
with political and economic conditions in post-Conquest
Quebec which occurred through a conjunction of historical
events not directly linked with the Conquest itself?
Historians of Quebec have chosen various ways to
answer these questions.

Francis Parkman was fond of

exhibiting the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon race over the
6
"French Celt."
More recently the studies of W.S. Wallace,
E.E. Rich, and D.G. Creighton led to similar, if less overt,

3
PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 27, f. 66, Carleton to Shelburne,
Quebec, 25 November 1767; quoted in Burt, Old Province,
I, 142.
4
See Burt, Old Province, I, Chapter VI.
5
See Dale B. Miquelon, "The Baby Family," 145-146.
6
Francis Parkman, The Old Regime in Canada (27th ed.
Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1892), Chapter XXI,
especially pp. 397-398.
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conclusions.7

One of the best students of the North West

fur trade, Wayne E. Stevens, also had praise for the
British:

"The British merchants," he wrote, ". . . were

men of great enterprise and ability and they began gradually
to crowd out the French traders who had been their prede
cessors in the field."8
The French-Canadian historian Fernand Ouellet attri
buted the rise of the British merchants to the weaknesses
of the Canadian trading bourgeoisie:

"Son attachement à

la petite entreprise individuelle, sa répugnance à la
concentration, son goût du luxe de même que son attrait
irrésistible pour les placements assurés étaient des
principaux handicaps."

No evidence is given for this

characterization and the author hastens to concede that
before 1775 "le problème de la concentration ne se pose pas
avec acuité,"9 but for him it is clear that the economic
displacement of the Canadians resulted from their conserva
tive, "Ancien Régime" frame of mind, bred into them by the
7
W. Stewart Wallace, ed., Documents Relating to the
North West Company; Wallace, The Pedlars From Quebec and
Other Papers on the Nor' Westers; E.E. Rich, The Fur Trade
and the Northwest to 1857 (The Canadian Centenary Series.
Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1967); Rich, The History
of the Hudson's Bay Company, II (The Publications of the
Hudson's Bay Records Society, XXII. London: Hudson's Bay
Record Society, 1959); D.G. Creighton, The Empire of the
St. Lawrence.
8
W.E. Stevens, The Northwest Fur Trade, 25.
9
Fernand Ouellet, Histoire économique, 77.
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clergy and the nobility.

Ouellet painted British merchants

in a more flattering light and saw them as the agents of
economic progress.

10

Michel Brunet has depicted the commercial competi
tion between the British newcomers and the Canadian
merchants as an uneven contest between two national groups,
one of which had been deprived of the nourishing blood of
its metropolis while the other was being assiduously
nurtured.

For Brunet the normal and natural outcome of

that structural inequality was the domination of the
Conqueror, a situation which he sees as prevailing to the
present day.11

Brunet did not pay much attention to con

flicts within the British mercantile group or between the
merchants and the military, yet these conflicts were a new
social feature of Canadian life and by the 1790's had
transformed the shape of the economic and political struc
tures of the colony.
In a study of one merchant family of Quebec from
1750 to 1820, Dale B. Miquelon took an economic approach to
the question and shed new light on it with data showing the
increasing British investments in the fur trade and the
increasing concentration of British capital.

He concluded:

10Ibid., 104-106.
11Michel Brunet, Les Canadiens après la Conquête,
1759-1775 (Montreal: Fides, 1969), 173-174, 177-180.
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The French Canadians dominated the Canadian
fur trade until the upheaval of the American
Revolution. At that time they were over
whelmed by an influx of capital and trading
personnel. English investment in the top
ranks of investors jumped by 679% and was
never significantly to decline. Even with
out explanations involving the difference
between the French and English commercial
mentalities, it is difficult to believe that
any body of merchants could recover from an
inundation of such size and swiftness.12
This conclusion had the obvious merit of staying out
of the murky waters of psychological interpretations.

But

Miquelon's own evidence suggests that the "flood theory" is
not sufficient to account for the Canadians' demise;

even

before the inundation of 1775-1783, British investment in
the fur trade was growing more rapidly than Canadian.

By

1772, to quote Miquelon, the "English have made more
impressive increases in the size of their investments than
have the French, and for the first time have larger average
investments in all categories." 13

Thus it is difficult not

to see British "superiority" manifested even before the
American Revolution and rooted in events which occurred
before 1775.

These events have been mentioned on occasion

by previous writers and need not be alluded to at great
length here, but they do need to be woven together to trace
a pattern of socio-economic upheaval which went beyond the

12

Miquelon, "The Baby Family," 158.

13Ibid., 142.
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Montreal merchants' abilities to cope.
During the French regime the fur trade was organized
in a three-tier system.

Fort Frontenac (present-day

Kingston) and Fort Niagara were King's posts;

they were not

lucrative and had to be subsidized to meet English competi
tion.

The trade of Detroit and Michilimackinac, as well as

that of the posts to the South West, was open to licencees
whose numbers were limited;

coureurs de bois (traders who

had no licence and traded illegally) also roamed in the
area.

The richest posts, Green Bay and the posts to the

North West past Sault Sainte-Marie, were monopolies leased
by the Crown to merchants or military officers;

in the

1730's and 1740's the man most involved in that trade was
La Vérendrye.

14

The export of beaver, it will be recalled,

was undertaken by the Compagnie des Indes which had the
monopoly of beaver sales on the French market.
The system worked tolerably well in peace time:

the

supply of furs was stable, prices paid for furs to the
Indians were established by custom, the prices paid by the
Compagnie des Indes for the furs were regulated by the Crown,
and the prices of trade goods imported from France were also

14

See H.A. Innis, The Fur Trade in Canada, 107-113.
On La Vérendrye, see Antoine Champagne, Les La Vérendrye et
les postes de l'ouest. See also Alexander Henry, Travels
and Adventures in Canada (March of America Facsimile Series,
no. 43. Ann Arbor: University Microfilms, 1966), 191-192.
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fairly stable.

There was competition from the Americans

at Albany and the English on the Hudson Bay, to be sure, but
it appeared to be a competition heavily influenced by
military considerations and compliance with Indian customs.1
5
The system faltered in war time.
France became risky;

Beaver shipments to

so was the importation of trade goods.

Shipping and insurance costs raised the traders' overhead
costs, while the Indians refused to have the increased
costs passed on to them.
of war, but there
described earlier,

This was the most obvious effect

were others as well, which have been
16

and which led H.A. Innis to conclude

that the "fur trade through its dominant importance weakened
the position of the colony and of the mother country." 17
Nevertheless, if periods of crisis such as war-time
situations are excluded, it may be said that the fur trade
of New France was conducted with a fair dose of tradition
alism.

This traditionalism resulted from the conjunction

of two distinct forces:

Indian attitudes towards trade,

which were innocent of the market mechanisms of supply and
demand and which did not dissociate commercial activities

15 See Abraham Rotstein, "Fur Trade and Empire:
Institutional Analysis," 72.
16

An

See Chapter 1.

17 Innis, Fur Trade, 117. For his discussion of the
impact of war on the fur trade and on New France, see
114-118.
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from military, political, or religious activities;

and the

mercantilist policies of France, which attempted to restrict
the supply of furs by limiting the number of traders and
regulating fur prices on the French market.

While the fur

trade structure of New France had an inherent tendency
towards geographic expansion, as Innis argued, it also
had to be oligopolistic in nature, if investments in
Indian alliances, explorations, and military support were
to be maximized.
With the arrival in Montreal of British traders who
had little stake in maintaining overhead costs and who were
more accustomed to price competition, the structure of the
fur trade changed for a time.

At first, the licensing system

was maintained and some areas were left to the exclusive
18
trade of particular traders.
But from the very beginning
the trade was said to be open to all who wanted to secure
a licence, and the result could only be price competition.
With individual traders going into the fur trade, the
organization of the trade regressed.

The previous division

of labor between the Compagnie des Indes, the import mer
chants and outfitters, the traders, the voyageurs, the the
engagés was abandoned;

during the first years of British

rule the individual trader filled all of the functions
previously spread among many "specialists".

18

See Henry, Travels, 191-192.
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The story of Alexander Henry, one of the first
British merchants to venture into the upper country,
illustrates the new pattern of trade.

A young man from

New Jersey, 19 Alexander Henry came to Canada in 1760 with
General Amherst's troops.

With the fall of Montreal Henry

saw the opening of a "new market" and, by accident, became
acquainted with the prospects of the fur trade.

20

The

following year, he set out for Michilimackinac with a
Montreal outfitter, Etienne Campion, whom he called his
"assistant," and who took charge of the routine aspects of
the trip. 21

Henry wintered at Michilimackinac.

There he

was urged by the local inhabitants to go down to Detroit as
soon as possible for they claimed to fear for his safety.
Their fears were not without foundation, but Henry stayed
on.

His partner Campion reassured him:

"He declared his

belief, that the Canadian inhabitants of the fort were more
hostile than the Indians, as being jealous of British
traders, who . . . were penetrating into the country."

22

Thus there was animosity from the outset between Canadian

19

W.S. Wallace, Documents Relating to the North West
Company, Appendix A ("A Biographical Dictionary of the Nor'
Westers"), 456.
20

Henry, Travels, 1-10.

21Ibid., 11, 34.
22

Ibid., 39.
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and British in the fur trade and some Canadians attempted
23
to use the Indians to frighten away the British.
Henry proceeded to Sault Sainte-Marie the following
year.

In the spring of 1763, he returned to Michilimackinac

and witnessed the massacre of the British garrison during
Pontiac's revolt. 24

He was eventually captured by the

Indians and adopted into an Indian family with whom he
lived, in the Indian style, until late June 1764.

Un

daunted, and richer in experience if not in goods, Henry
set out for the fur trade again, exploring the Lake Superior
area and in later years attempting to mine the ores of the
region.

He was on the Saskatchewan River in 1776, tapping
25
fur resources which the French had seldom reached;
he

settled down in Montreal in 1781 and while he did join the
North West Company after its formation, he seldom returned
to the upper country himself.2
6

Throughout his career

Henry showed a determination and a willingness to incur
risks which was shared by a number of the successful

23Ibid., 50.
24Ibid., Chapter IX. The Indians killed the British
soldiers but ransomed the British traders, ironically
giving to each according to his profession!
25
Henry, Travels, Chapters XI, XII.
26

See Wallace, Documents, 456; Milo M. Quaife, ed.,
Alexander Henry's Travels and Adventures in the Years 17601776 (Chicago: Lakeside Press, 1921), xvi-xvii.
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British merchants.
Henry was not the first British merchant to reach the
upper country.

Henry Bostwick had obtained a licence from
27
General Gage before him in 1761,
and "two other traders,
Goddard and Solomons, had followed him into Michilimackinac
in 1761;

there were at least two others, Tracy and Bostwick,

at the time of the massacre of 1763, and there was the
Frenchman, de la Fleur, whom [the British merchant] Forrest
Oakes had fitted out for Michilimackinac in 1761.
28
men can be named, and there were others."

These

In fact, by 1765 there were forty-five British
Protestant merchants in Montreal alone.

Their origins

and their "former calling" are given in the list Governor
Murray made of the Protestants in the district of Montreal.

29

Over half of them came from England and Scotland, and 20
per cent were from Ireland.

Only 13 per cent came from

the American colonies and an equal number came from various
countries (Switzerland, Germany, France, Guernesey).

In

the proportion of more than three to one, the merchants
who were from the British Empire had been merchants in their

27Henry, Travels, 11;

Quaife, Henry's Travels, 13

n. 6.
28

Rich, History of the Hudson's Bay Company, II, 9.
29
See PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 5, ff. 30-31, Murray's
"List of Protestants in the District of Montreal," dated
Quebec, 7 November 1765.
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"former calling."
clerks.

30

The others had been soldiers and

The number of merchants in Montreal was nearly

doubled by these early arrivals.
Most of these British merchants were men of ex
perience and men of enterprise:

among them were Isaac

Todd, Thomas Walker, Lawrence Ermatinger, Richard Dobie,
Edward Chinn, John Porteous, William Grant, Benjamin
Frobisher, James Finlay, Alexander Paterson, and Forrest
Oakes.

Excluded from Murray's list were the Jewish mer

chants Ezekiel and Levy Solomons.
stantial traders.

All these became sub-

31

Yet Murray was not impressed with the lot:

"The

Merchts. are chiefly adventurer of Mean Education, either
young beginners, or if Old Traders such as have failed in
other countrys [.]

all have their Fortunes to make and

little sollicitous abt. the means, provided the end is
obtained . . . ."

Murray tempered this harsh judgement with

an admission of bias:

"Such men are by no means proper to

lessen the prejudice wch. military men naturaly

have for

their profession, as Vanity is equally powerful and perhaps
32
more universal than avarice . . . ."

30See Appendix F, Table 1.
31See Miquelon, "The Baby Family," 182-187.
32PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 25, ff. 225v-226, Murray to
the Lords of Trade, Quebec, 3 March 1765.
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The governor of the Montreal district, General Gage,
who was later commander-in-chief of British forces in
North America, and the Superintendent of Indian Affairs,
Sir William Johnson, shared Murray's low opinion of the
British traders.

"Governor Gage thought the French were

better than the British and easier to call to account.

'For,'

said Governor Gage, 'the English ramble everywhere, they are
generally of no Character, and desperate fortune'."

33

In

1768 Gage still thought the Canadians had the advantage
in the fur trade, even though there was "Competition" and
a "strong Jealousy" between Canadian and English.

The

Canadians' "long Connections with those Indians," wrote
Gage, "and their better Knowledge of their Language and
Customs, must naturaly

for a long time give the Canadians
34
an Advantage over the English . . . ."
Sir William

Johnson had expressed a similar opinion the previous year
and had deplored the British merchants' tactics:

"The

English were compelled to make use of Low, Selfish Agents,
French, or English as Factors, who at the Expence of
honesty and sound policy, took care of themselves whatever
became of their employers." 35

33

Rich, Montreal and the Fur Trade,47.

34

Quoted in C.W. Alvord and C.E. Carter, eds.,
Trade and Politics 1767-1769 (Collections of the Illinois
State Historical Library, XVI), 288.
35Ibid., 38.
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A less prejudiced observer, the Hudson's Bay
Company trader at Moose Factory complained of "Interlopers
who will be more Destructive to our trade than the French
was."

The French had conducted a less aggressive trade:

they "were in a manner Settled, their Trade fixed, their
Standards moderate and Themselves under particular regula
tions and restrictions, which I doubt is not the Case
36
now."
Competition was forcing the British merchants in
Montreal into ruthless tactics, a development which upset
the Hudson's Bay Company man and which would unsettle the
Canadian merchants of Montreal.
The Canadian merchants of Montreal had competition
not only from British merchants in their town, but also
from American merchants moving into Detroit and Michilimackinac.
William Edgar, a New York merchant, was at Niagara in late
37
1761.
In 1763 he was established at Detroit, where he
would conduct a brisk trade supplying individual traders
38
at Michilimackinac and in the South West district.
From
Schenectady, the partnership of Phyn and Ellice also carried
on a profitable supply trade for the fur traders of the
interior. 39
36

The non-importation agreements hindered the

Quoted in Rich, Montreal and the Fur Trade, 44.

37PAC, MG 19 Al, 1 (William Edgar Papers), vol. 1,
12.
38See ibid., vols. 1 and 2.
39
R.H. Fleming, "Phyn, Ellice and Company of
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Americans to some extent, but it was not until the Quebec
Act and the Quebec Revenue Act of 1774 that they were put
out of contention.40
Competition also came from the French on the
Mississippi, who were trading in the Illinois country and
the Lake Superior region;

these French traders could all

too easily link up with French-speaking traders from
Canada, whose help, it was feared, they could enlist in
41
subverting the Indians against British rule.
This always
troubled Sir William Johnson, the Superintendent for
Indian Affairs, who refused to lay down his suspicions of
42
the French-speaking traders from Canada.
The competition between merchants produced a climate
to which the Canadian merchants of Montreal were not
accustomed.

Some of the British merchants were sullen

about business;

such was the poor William Maxwell, at

Michilimackinac, whose lack of success with the fair sex

Schenectady," Contributions to Canadian Economics, IV
(1932), 7-41.
40
See Chapter 1; Creighton, The Empire of the St.
Lawrence, 47-48.
41See Marjorie G. Jackson, "The Beginnings of British
Trade at Michilimackinac," Minnesota History, XI (September
1930), 252; C.W. Alvord and C.E. Carter, eds., The New
Regime 1765-1767 (Collections of the Illinois State
Historical Library, XI), 300-301; Alvord and Carter,
Trade and Politics, 382-453.
42
See below.
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was compounded by misfortunes in business.

43

Writing to

William Edgar in August 1767, Maxwell grew impatient at
his correspondent:

"I rec'd your Favour of the 23d Ulto.

in which you beg to be excused for not answering my last [.]
were I to write for Compliments will allow of some Excuses
but when I write about Business I will allow of none [.] now
44
you know my mind question me no further."
The increased numbers of fur traders led to frictions
with the Indians, smaller returns for some of the traders,
and unsavory trade practices. 45
affected.

Even the retail trade was

Merchants from England flooded the market at

Quebec "with their manufactures, so much so that they
are daily sold here at Vendue Twenty per Cent, below prime
46
Cost."
In 1760 alone, the first year of British occupa
tion, £ 60,000 worth of trade goods were brought into

PAC, William Edgar Papers, vol. 1, 146-148, W.
3
4
Maxwell to W. Edgar, Michilimackinac, 26 May 1768; 338,
same to same, Michilimackinac, 26 May 1772; 384, same to
same, New York, 26 March 1773.
44Ibid., same to same Michilimackinac, 28 August
1767.
See "Extract of a Letter from Michilimackinac, to
a Gentleman in this City, dated 30th June," in Quebec
Gazette, 18 August 1768; see also Rich, History of the
Hudson's Bay Company, II, 26: "The suspicions between
the Pedlars [from Quebec], and their encouragements of
the Indians to trick and defraud their trade rivals,
especially by defaulting on payments of debt, were
widespread and continuous."
46 Quebec Gazette, 7 January 1768.
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Canada.

47

From 1765 to 1768 the pages of the Quebec

Gazette were filled with notices of auctions by merchants
returning to England and disposing of their wares after
unsuccessful attempts to establish themselves in the trade
of the colony.48
In the fur trade, competition ruthlessly drove out
those with less secure financial resources or with no taste
for sharp practices.

Among

the British as among the

French, few resisted the pressures of competition.
story of the trader Hamback is not untypical.

The

Out on

the Miami River in 1766 and 1767, he found that competition
left him with few returns to make to his creditor William
Edgar of Detroit.

"I live the life of a downright exile,"

he complained, "no company but a Barrel of drunken infamous
fugitives, and no other Comfort of Life." 49
As early as 1767, however, a pattern of British
domination of the fur trade began to emerge.

Trading ven

tures out of Michilimackinac into the North West were

47Burt, Old Province, I, 92.
48
The flooding of the Quebec market by British
merchants was part of a larger invasion of the colonial
trade in North America. See Marc Egnal and Joseph A.
Ernst, "An Economic Interpretation of the American Revolu
tion," William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, XXIX
(1972), 3-32.
49

PAC, William Edgar Papers, vol. 1, 97, F. Hamback
to W. Edgar, 2 November 1766. See also ibid., 95, Hamback
to D. Edgar, 29 October 1766, and 104-106, same to Edgar,
23 March 1767.
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conducted by Canadians, but British merchants supplied the
financial backing.

The North West expeditions demanded the

lengthiest periods of capital outlay, lasting two or three
years.

British merchants, it seems, had better resources:

of the fifteen outfitters at Michilimackinac who sent
canoes to the North West in 1767, nine were British and six
were Canadian;

the total value of canoes outfitted by the

British came to £ 10,812. 17. while the Canadians' canoes
were worth only £ 3,061. 10.

The British outfitters—

Alexander Henry, Isaac Todd, James McGill, Benjamin
Frobisher, Forres Oakes among them, all future beaver
barons— invested on the average £ 1,351. 12. and the Cana
dians only £ 510. 5.

The average value of goods invested

in each canoe stood at £ 415. 17. for the British and
50
£ 278. 6. for the Canadians.
The Canadians' investment
per canoe was only two-thirds that of the British and the
Canadians were already outnumbered as outfitters in what
would become the most important region of the fur trade.

50

51

These figures are somewhat distorted by the inclu
sion of a single large British investor, Alexander Henry,
who outfitted seven canoes worth £ 3,400 in all. See
Charles E. Lart, ed., "Fur-Trade Returns, 1767," CHR, III
(December 1922), 351-358. Rich's definition of the North
West, given below, was used in making these compilations.
The French traders were "Deriviere," "Chenviile," St. Clair,
Laselle, "Guillaid [Guillet]," and "Outlass [Houtelas]."
51Rich, Montreal and the Fur Trade, 36-37. Rich
defines the North West as Lake Huron, Lake Superior, and
"the northwest by way of Lake Superior."
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Eventually, open competiton was not conducive to the
expansion of the fur trade and an oligopolistic structure
reminiscent of the French system appeared as the only
solution.

52

This would lead to the formation of the North

West Company in the 1780's but already in 1775, those
Montrealers who had extended their operations as far as
the Saskatchewan felt the need for collaboration rather
than competition.

Again developments in the more remote

frontiers of the fur trade foretold of events to occur
later in the whole of the trade:

the traders on the
53
Saskatchewan were almost all of British origin.
The
fur trade was returning to the structures developed by the
French, but during the pre-1775 readjustments period the
Canadians were gradually crowded out.

There was some

irony in that.
The attitude of government officials
Much has been made of the natural sympathies of
Murray and Carleton towards the Canadians and their anti
pathies towards the traders of their own nation.

Yet for

all their ideological inclinations there is no evidence
that the governors turned their sentiments into policies
of benevolence for Canadians in trade matters.

Rather, it

52Jackson, Minnesota History, XI, 268-269.
53 Rich, History of the Hudson's Bay Company, II, 68.
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is easier to discover, among the lesser officials and some
of the more important ones as well, an understandable
patronizing of British rather than Canadian merchants.

It

is not suggested that colonial administrators set a deli
berate pattern of preference in favor of British merchants.
But for the Canadian merchants of Montreal who put great
store by official patronage, it mattered not whether the
policy was deliberate or accidental;

the result was the

same.
Official preferences played against the Canadian
traders in many ways.

First, the lucrative trade of supply

ing the military posts was given to British and American
merchants as a matter of course, and this occasion for
profit was lost to the Canadians.

Under the French regime

some of the Montreal merchants, notably the Monières and
the Gamelins, had profited from that trade.
almost exclusively to British hands.

54

Now it fell

But this was not an

advantage which shifted to the sole favor of the British
merchants of Quebec.

New York and Pennsylvania traders

were also awarded their share of the trade.

The firms of

Phynn, Ellice of Schenectady and Baynton, Wharton, and Morgan
of Philadelphia received the lion's share of that business
while the upper country was under the jurisdiction of Sir

54

On the Monieres, see Chapter II.
see Champagne, Les La Vérendrye, passim.

On the Gamelins,
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William Johnson. 55
There were also less tangible by-products of the
British occupation of the former fur trading areas of New
France which are more difficult to assess than the loss of
the supply trade, but which were nonetheless real.

Among

these was the military's attitude towards Canadians.

The

military were suspicious of French-speaking traders in the
Illinois and on the Mississippi.

Although the French from

Canada had been vanquished, French traders in the interior
could still deal with France through New Orleans.

No

regulations, no boundaries could restrain French traders
from dealing with the Indians, and the Canadians who were
confined to the posts protested against the advantage held
56
by the French traders.
But who were these French traders?
Did they not include Canadian coureurs de bois and winter
ing merchants?

How could one really tell a French trader

from Canada from a French trader out of New Orleans?

Were

they not all of them suspect of exciting the Indians
against the British, promising and perhaps hoping for a

55

See R.H. Fleming, Contributions to Canadian
Economics, IV; on Baynton, Wharton and Morgan, see
Johnson Papers, V, VI, XII, passim.
56PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 2, ff. 277-280, petition of
the "Merchants and Traders of Montreal" to Murray and the
Council, Montreal, 20 February 1765; Johnson Papers, V,
807-815, memorial and petition of Detroit traders to
Johnson, 22 November 1767; XII, 409-414, 1768 trade
regulations with the merchants' objections.
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return of the French? 57

As late as 1768, when Indian dis

content in the West threatened an uprising, General Gage
failed to see any difference between French-speaking
Canadians and the French from New Orleans.
There is the greatest reason to suspect
that the French are Endeavoring to en
gross the Trade, and that the Indians have
acted thro' their Instigation, in the
Murders they have committed, and the
Resolutions we are told they have taken,
to suffer no Englishman to trade with them.
And in this they have rather been Assisted
by the English Traders, who having no
Consideration but that of a present gain,
have thro' fear of exposing their own
Persons, or hopes of obtaining greater
influence with the Indians, continualy
employed French Commissarys or Agents,
whom they have trusted with Goods for them
to Sell at an Advanced price in the Indian
Villages.58
Gage's suspicions of the French traders were shared
and obviously nurtured by Sir William Johnson, the British
Superintendent of Indian Affairs, whose job it was to keep
the Indians in peaceful terms with one another and with the
British.

It was part of Johnson's function, of course,

to worry about possible uprisings and about subversive
individuals.

His job would be made easier if he could

confine all traders to military posts where they could be

57

See Alvord and Carter, The New Regime, 118-119,
and Trade and Politics, 39, 287; see also Stevens, The
Northwest Fur Trade, 44.
58
Johnson Papers, XII, 517, Thomas Gage to Guy
Johnson, New York, 29 May 1768.
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kept under surveillance.

But the traders had little con

cern for Sir William's preoccupations.

If Johnson con

sidered the British traders irresponsible in their desires
of "present gain," he saw the Canadian traders' vices com
pounded by the uncertainty of their allegiance to the
British Crown.
Since the Reduction of that Country [Canada],
we have seen so many Instances of their [the
Canadian traders'] Perfidy false Stories &ca
arising from weak Hopes of a Revolution, or
Interested Views in Trade that prudence for
bids us to suffer them or any others to range
at Will without being under the Inspection of
the proper Officers agreeable to His Majesty's
Appointment . . . .59
Johnson's attitude spread to the officers under him,
even though Carleton had found nothing reprehensible in the
behavior of the Canadians.6
0

George Croghan, Johnson's

deputy and the man in charge of "opening the Illinois
country to English occupation,"6
1

judged the French from

Canada and the French from Louisiana to be in collusion.

62

59Johnson Papers, V, 481. See also Alvord and Carter,
The New Regime, 118-119; Johnson Papers, V, 362; Alvord
and Carter, Trade and Politics, 39, Johnson Papers, V,
762-764; XII, 486-487; Stevens, The Northwest Fur Trade,
28.
60PAC, C.O. 42, voi. 27, ff. 81-85, Carleton to
Johnson, Quebec, 27 March 1767.
61

"George Croghan," Dictionary of American Biography,
IV (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1930), 556-557.
62
Johnson Papers, XII, 372-375, Croghan to Johnson,
18 October 1767.
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In 1763 the commandant at Michilimackinac, Major Etherington,
had displayed a similar mistrust of the Canadians.6
3

Major

Robert Rogers, a later commandant at Michilimackinac,
checked the Canadians by trading on his own account.6
4
The military's mistrust of the French traders from
Canada was understandable.

Before 1760, one of the major

reasons for the American colonials' antagonism towards New
France had been the French ability to press the Indians
into their service to terrorize the western fringes of
American settlement.

Thus there was a historical as well

as a tactical basis for the military's attitude towards
the Canadians.

But the British officers failed to recog

nize that not all Canadian traders were potential trouble
makers and that there was indeed very little tangible
evidence, as Carleton reminded Johnson, of any mischief on
their part.

It might be said that the military's attitude

was directed as much by ethnic prejudice as by military
necessity.

63

64

Henry, Travels, 71-72.

See PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 26, f. 13, Court of St.
James, Conway [Secretary of State] to the Commandants of
Detroit and Michilimackinac, 27 March 1766. See also
Alvord and Carter, Trade and Politics, 207-208, Gage to
Shelburne, 12 March, 1768; 239, Johnson to Gage, 8 April
1768; 375, Gage to Johnson, 14 August 1768; 378, Gage to
Hillsborough, 17 August 1768; 384, Johnson to Gage, 24
August 1768; 599, Gage to Hillsborough, 9 September 1769.
More than trading on his own account, Rogers was suspected
of setting up an independent Illinois territory. He was
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The Canadian traders could not fail to perceive this
prejudice and feel hamstrung by it.

Perhaps the military's

attitude, as much as any lack of capital or any difficulty
in obtaining trade goods, forced the Canadians into partner
ships with British merchants.

(The express purpose of the

bonds required for the fur trade was to ensure loyal
conduct;

what better token of loyalty could there be for

a Canadian trader than a bond taken out in his name by a
British partner?)

The military's mistrust of the Canadian

traders did not lessen with time.

The advantage which this

prejudice gave British traders continued for twenty years
after the Conquest, as the American Revolution rekindled the
military's fears of treasonable conduct by the Canadians.
Still more difficult to evaluate are the patronage
relationships between British military officials and
British traders which went beyond the granting of supply
contracts.

It is only possible to catch glimpses of such

relationships.

Late in 1763 a Philadelphia merchant who
65
had lost heavily because of Pontiac's uprising
wrote to
William Edgar in Detroit that Croghan was in England where
he was to "represent the Case of the Traders to his Majesty"

eventually cleared. See Dictionary of American Biography,
XVI (1935), 108-109, and the Johnson Papers, V, VI, XII,
XIII, passim.
65The merchant, Robert Callender, estimated his
losses at & 8110 (Johnson Papers, V, 341), The mutilated
document does not make the nature of the losses clear.
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and that General Amherst had "given us his faithful promise
that he will do everything in his power in our behalf."6
6
In 1765 Alexander Henry was granted the exclusive trade of
Lake Superior by Major Howard, the military commandant at
Michilimackinac. 67

Nine years later Henry attempted to mine

the iron ore of the Lake Superior area and a partnership
was formed in England for the purpose, which included the
Duke of Gloucester, the consul of the Empress of Russia,
and Sir William Johnson.

68

These were obvious examples of patronage, but other
forms of cooperation were less visible.

Another corres

pondent of William Edgar, Thomas Shipboy, asked the latter
to represent him in setting the affairs of a correspondent
at Detroit and at Michilimackinac where, he added, "if you
find any Difficulty in procuring his effects I dare say the
Commanding officer will be of Service to you if you inform
69
him in whos [sic] behalf you are acting . . . ."
Benjamin
Frobisher also asked Edgar to "use your Interest with Capt.
Robinson" to put a shipment of corn aboard the government

66

PAC, William Edgar Papers, vol. 1, 43-44, Callender
to Edgar, n.p., 31 December 1763.
67Henry, Travels, 191-192.
68The experiment was a failure. See ibid., 235.
69
PAC, William Edgar Papers, vol. 1, 90, Thos.
Shipboy to Rankin and Edgar, Albany, 21 August 1766.
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vessel which sailed from Detroit to Michilimackinac. 70
Such shipping space was scarce and could only be had
through the courtesy of the military officers or the cap
tains, and here again British traders had the upper hand.
In a last resort, sheer military force could be used.
Out on the Miami River, the trader Hamback saw "little hope
of getting any thing from [Fort] St. Joseph at all, if I
don't get protected, by the Commanding Officer, who might
easily get those rascals fetch'd down to Detroit if He
would . . . ."71
None of this patronage appears to have been available
72
to Canadians.
It is impossible, of course, to measure
the degree to which military suspicions and patronage
lessened their opportunities in the fur trade.

But more

important, perhaps, than the actual loss of opportunities
for profit was the psychological handicap imposed upon the
Canadians.
The merchants' political activities
After the Conquest, the socio-economic climate in
which the merchants of Montreal operated was transformed by

70 Ibid., 201, Benjamin Frobisher to Rankin and Edgar,
Michilimackinac, 23 June 1769.
71Ibid., 104-106, F. Hamback to Edgar, 23 March 1767.
72No evidence was found of Canadian merchants enjoy
ing the good offices of the military in the conduct of
their trade.
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the political activities of the newly-arrived merchants as
well as by their commercial undertakings.

The opposition

between British merchants and the military, the quarrel with
Governor Murray, the growing agitation in favor of
"British liberties," the British merchants' sentiments of
political self-importance have been ably told by others and
need not be recounted here. 73

What needs to be underlined

is that such political activities were novel to the
Canadians.

In France, the Third Estate was represented

in the parlements;

but the power of the parlements was

limited in scope and mainly judicial in nature.
France no such institution existed;

In New

the power of the King,

exercised through the governor and the intendant, was para
mount.

The King's subjects were not deemed to hold legal

rights or institutional privileges which could limit the
King's power.

Only on rare occasions during the pre-

Conquest years did the Canadian merchants engage in collec74
tive political representations;
such representations were
elicited by the governor or the intendant to obtain the mer75
chants' advice on specific issues.
As French subjects,

73The most detailed account is given in Burt, Old
Province, I, Chapters VI and VII. See also Creighton,
Empire of the St. Lawrence, 40-48.
74 See for instance E.-Z. Massicotte, "La Bourse de
Montréal sous le régime français," The Canadian Antiquarian
and Numismatic Journal, Third Series, XII (1915), 26-32.
75For a quick discussion of the nature of the
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the Canadian merchants of Montreal had not had the power
to foster their economic interests through collective
political action;

such power, British subjects were taught,

was part and parcel of their own birthright.
The Canadian merchants' political attitude of sub
mission changed only slowly under the influence of the
British merchants.

"L'apprentissage des libertés anglaises,"

it is true, was an on-going process during the thirty years
which followed the Conquest, and in 1792 the Canadians
would take their place in the newly-created legislative
assembly more cognizant of the workings of the British
constitution than the British had expected. 76
beyond the concern here.

But that is

In the years preceeding the

American Revolution the Montreal merchants were still look-

merchants' collective action under the French regime, cf.
W.J. Eccles, Canadian Society During the French Regime
(Montreal: Harvest House, 1968), 29: "In 1708 . . . the
merchants of Quebec, and in 1717 those of Montreal, were
permitted to establish Chambers of Commerce to concert
together and to nominate, in each town, one of their number
to make representations to the governor and intendant on
measures they considered would assist them in the conduct of
their business affairs" and M. Trudel, Introduction to New
France (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968), 157:
"In this monarchical society . . . it is useless to look
for democracy . . . . The merchants, it is true, had
received the privilege of designating officials (syndics)
to speak on their behalf, but the election was carried out
in the presence of the intendant and the fortunate person
chosen had to be approved by the authorities."
76 See Pierre Tousignant, "La genèse et l'avènement
de la Constitution de 1791" (Ph.D. dissertation, Université
de Montréal, 1971).
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ing for bearings.

They manifested their growing political

awareness through the only means available to them, by
petitions and memorials to the authorities in the colony
and in London, and by following in the Quebec Gazette the
political and constitutional debates which were rocking the
British Empire.
The Quebec Gazette was the province's official gazette
77
as well as its only newspaper before 1778.
Postal service
was primitive, the news stale and of limited interest.

Yet

the paper published public notices for the Montreal district
and occasional advertisements sent in by Montrealers as well
as matters of concern to Quebec residents;

it also made an

effort to publish Canadian news of a general character as
well.

The Gazette closely followed the debates raging across

the Atlantic over the Stamp Act and the general issues of
colonial taxation;7
8

it reported on changes in the Imperial

government and on contemporary political issues in England,
79
notably the Wilkes affair.

77Elzéar Gérin, La presse canadienne. La Gazette de
Québec (Quebec: J.-N. Duquet & Cie., Editeurs, 1864),
Chapters I and II.
78
It may also be worth noting that some merchants
were able to evade the only form of taxation which affected
them, the customs duties. See Burt, Old Province, I,
131-132.
79
See the Quebec Gazette of 15 September 1766 and
the issues from June to September 1768.
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The pages of the Gazette also served on occasion as
a forum for discussion.

In September 1765 a "Civis

Candiensis" declared his puzzlement at all the talk of
"British liberties" and asked for enlightenment.

The

following year, a Quebec resident wrote a series of letters
arguing that the colony should not be taxed.

80

In 1767,

a debate arose on the British laws relating to bankruptcy
81
and their applicability in Quebec.
Because of the
pressures of Governor Carleton the Gazette stifled its
reporting of controversial issues after 1770
little to print about American affairs.

82

and had

From 1770 until

the outbreak of the American Revolution it published only
one text of ideological concern to merchants, an anonymous
exposition of the social function of the merchant and of
83
the valuable qualities bred by the occupation.
In 1775
the Gazette's political outpourings were directed against
the American rebels and towards securing the loyalty of
those Canadians who might be seduced by the revolutionary

80

See Quebec Gazette, 26 September 1765. Tousignant,
"La genese," 21-39, points out the political significance
of this letter.
81

See texts by "A MERCHANT" in the 10 and 17
December 1767 issues, and rebuttals in the 24 and 31
December 1767 and 7 and 21 January 1768 issues.
82

Tousignant, "La genèse," 39.
83
Quebec Gazette, 30 April 1772.
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propaganda.

84

The paper had become more conservative in

its selection of the news, but by then the concepts of
personal liberty, of "no taxation without representation,"
of the rights of the people and the limitations of the power
of the Crown had been made familiar to those Canadians who
read the Gazette.

In this readership it would be difficult

to exclude the Canadian merchants of Montreal.

The Gazette,

it may be concluded, had contributed to their political
education.85
The Gazette was not the only instrument for the
learning of British liberties.

Anxious to give the

appearances of a unanimous disposition among all merchants
in Montreal, the British merchants called on their Canadian
confreres to put their names to various memorials and
petitions dealing with the political and economic state
of the colony.

There were many problems which the mer

chants addressed themselves to:

currency, trade regula

tions, boundaries, and the administration of justice.
Between 1763 and 1773 the Canadian merchants of Montreal
signed at least nine petitions, memorials, and addresses
jointly with the British merchants;

they produced seven

more on their own.8
6

84

See issues of 13 and 27 July, and 5 October 1775.

85 See Tousignant, "La genese,"
^
19-21.
86

Only petitions, memorials, letters,and addresses
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The Canadian merchants who signed these petitions
and memorials represented the top layer of the Canadian
mercantile group in Montreal.

Thos who signed most often

were the import merchants and the busy outfitters.

Few

merchants who ranked below these categories signed fre
quently and most signatures came from the core group.
Since the petitions and memorials reflected the political
and economic opinions of the elite of the Canadian trading
community of Montreal they provide valuable insights into
87
the socio-political mood of the group.
The Canadian merchants' first petition was addressed
to George III in February 1763.

They asked for his

support in the liquidation of the Canada paper and for the
permission to import merchandise which they had remaining
in the warehouses of their French correspondents.

"Cet

objet," they argued, "n'est pas assez Considerable pour
pouvoir occasionner le moindre Tort au commerce de vos
anciens sujets."

They claimed to speak for "Les Citoyens

de la ville de Montreal" and the petition was signed

signed by Canadian merchants of Montreal, by themselves,
with British merchants of Montreal, or with Quebec
merchants, have been noted. All but five were contained
in the C.O. 42 series. Full references, a summary of the
number of signatures, and a list of the most frequent
signatures from Canadian merchants of Montreal are given in
Appendix E.
87 See Appendix E, Table 3.
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by the "Corps du Clergé" and the "Corps de la Noblesse"
as well as by the "Corps du Commerce." 88

Their second

petition, addressed to the Earl of Egremont, the British
Secretary of State in charge of the American colonies in
1763, asked for his support and furnished an estimate of
89
the bills of exchange and the ordonnances still unpaid.
Another letter from the Montreal merchants to Egremont, on
the same topic, followed in September 1763. 90

In May, the

"principaux Citoyens" of Montreal had also addressed the
King to thank him for his solicitude and for the terms of
the peace treaty. 91
But the Canadian merchants quickly abandoned them
selves to the political leadership of the British merchants.
From 1763 to 1772 their petitions were either literal
translations or paraphrased equivalents of the petitions
drafted by British merchants.
trade.

Most of these had to do with

In April 1764 the Montreal merchants wrote the

Lords of Trade to protest the nomination of an agent to
represent the colony in London.

(They had not been con-

88PAC, C.O. 42, voi. 24, ff. 72-73v. The petition
is reproduced in Gustave Lanctot, Histoire du Canada, III:
Du Traité d'Utrecht au Traité de Paris, 1713-1763
(Montreal: Librairie Beauchemin Limitée, 1964), 328-330.
89PAC, C.O. 42, voi. 24, ff.74-74v.
90Ibid., ff. 194-195.
91Ibid., ff. 95-95v.
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suited.)

They also asked for quicker delivery of trade

licences, abolition of monopolies on the lower St. Lawrence,
and public access to the King's wharves in Montreal and
92
Quebec.
In February 1765 they complained about the high
value of the bonds required for the fur trade, as well as
the confinement of the trade to designated posts, arguing
that the Indians who had purchased goods on credit would
forget their creditors and go to the French and Spanish
traders down the Mississippi. 93 They reiterated those
demands the following year in a memorial and in a letter
94

to the "Committee of Merchants For American Affairs."
Other documents expressed thanks for the relief offered
after the 1765 fire, welcomed Carleton, and set rates for
the clipped Portuguese coins introduced into the province
in 1772.95
The Montrealers took a long time to break out of
their political docility.

It was only in 1773 that they

asserted views separate and different from those of their
British counterparts.

In December 1773 they petitioned the

King that their "ancient laws, privileges, and customs" be

92Ibid., vol. 1 pt. 1, ff. 181-183.
93Ibid., vol. 2 pt. 2, ff. 277-280.
94
Ibid., vol. 27, ff. 140-145; vol. 28, ff. 228-233.
95ibid., vol. 3, ff. 227-228;
and Quebec Gazette, 20 October 1766;
23 July 1772.

vol. 5, ff. 298-299,
Quebec Gazette,
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restored, that the province be extended to its "former
boundaries," that some Canadians be taken into the King's
service, and that "the rights and privileges of citizens
of England" be granted to all.9
6
The Canadians were becoming aware of their own posi
tion and were seeking to consolidate it against the attacks
of the British element.

The demand for the maintenance of

the "ancient laws" was designed to counter British demands
for British laws and representative institutions.

The

Canadians opposed the latter since, in their view, the
colony was "not as yet in a condition to defray the expences
of its own civil government, and consequently not in a
condition to admit of a general assembly." 97 The demand
for "a share of the civil and military employments under
his majesty's government" came naturally to those who had
lived, and seen others profit, under the French system of
patronage.

The Canadians had been accustomed to see

official patronage as the main avenue of upward mobility;
the prospect of being denied such patronage was "frightful"
to them.

This attitude reflected the degree to which

96The petition and the memorial, together with
English translations, are reproduced in Docs. Const. Hist.
Can., I, 504-511.
97 Ibid., I, 511. The British merchants of Montreal
signed a counter-petition in January 1774, requesting the
introduction of an assembly and of the laws of England.
See ibid., I, 501-502.
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"Ancien Regime" values still permeated the Canadian popu
lation.
In style as well as content the Canadian merchants'
petitions and memorials revealed differences in attitudes
between Canadians and British.

British memorials and

petitions were rarely prefaced by more than the customary
"Humbly showeth" and went directly to the point.

In

their own memorials and petitions, the Canadians first took
"the liberty to prostrate themselves at the foot" of the
royal throne and surrendered themselves to the "paternal
care" of their sovereign.

They often appealed to the wis98
dom, justice, and magnanimity of the King.
Their formal
99
posture of meekness
contrasted sharply with the selfassertion of the British.

The Canadians' "Habits of Respect

and Submission," as one British official put it,100 may
well have endeared them to Murray and Carleton, but those
habits constituted a psychological obstacle against their

9 8

See PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 24, ff. 72-73v; ibid., ff.
95-95v; ibid., vol. 3, f. 262; Docs. Const. Hist. Can.,
I, 504-508.
99The term "meekness" is not meant as an adverse
comment on the Canadians' character. It is only used to
describe the formal posture of the Canadians towards
constituted authority which they had learned under French
rule; this formal posture conformed with the absolutist
theory of political power prevailing in France and with
the dominant ideology, in which individual Canadians
could share to a greater or lesser degree.
100See Docs. Const. Hist. Can., I, 504.
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making full use of their "British liberties."
The increased competition, the new political climate,
the Canadian merchants' inability to obtain the favors of
the military (favors which their pre-Conquest experience
had taught them to be paramount in achieving commercial
success), all these could not but create a mood of un
certainty and pessimism among the Montreal merchants.

The

merchants could only conclude from what was happening
around them that the new business climate of the postConquest period favored British traders at their expense.
They can be understood if they did not seem induced to
compete strenuously with the British and American merchants
who had invaded their trade.

CHAPTER VIII
THE MERCHANTS OF MONTEAL IN A
NORTH-AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE
The group of Canadian merchants who lived in
Montreal during the years from 1750 to 1775 was the last
generation of Canadians to dominate the trade of the city.
With the American Revolution, the British and Americans who
had come to Canada after the Conquest finally secured con
trol of the trade of Montreal.

So the quarter century

before the American Revolution affords the last occasion
to compare the behavior of the Canadian merchants with the
behavior of merchants in other American colonies.

Such

an approach provides a functional yardstick with which to
judge the Montreal merchants.1

The comparison should

bring out the structural particularities of Montreal in
the North-American environment and those characteristics
which were proper to the Montreal merchants.

1This avoids a bias inherent in the comparison usual
ly made between the Canadians and the newly-arrived British
merchants in Quebec: the latter were not representative
of the common run of British colonial merchants, because
each of them, for whatever reasons, had decided to become
an immigrant to Canada. A comparison between indigenous,
long-settled groups is fairer.
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By 1760 the population of Montreal stood at around
2
5.000.
By present-day standards, Montreal was not a size
able city.

Yet in comparison with other cities in North

America, it had a substantial population.

Montreal was

not a city of the order of Philadelphia, New York, or
Boston, the three leading American cities, which had a
population of fifteen to twenty-four thousand in 1760 and
of sixteen to forty thousand in 1775.

Nor was it as large

as the nine next largest cities in the American colonies
around 1775, all of which had a population of above
5.000.

3

But Montreal was more populous than Hartford,
4
Providence, Albany, and New Orleans.
During the years

2

This figure may be high. In 1754, the census made
in Canada— the only one done in the period under study which
distinguished between the urban and rural population of the
island of Montreal— gave the city a population of 4,000.
Louise Dechêne has estimated a population of 5,500 in 1784
and a yearly rate of increase of 1.0 per cent (see RHAF,
XXVII [September 1973], 163-165). Using that rate, the
population of Montreal in 1760 can be estimated at around
4,250 and at 4,930 in 1775. But the estimates may not
account fully for the military population in Montreal dur
ing the Seven Years' War and for the unsettled population
of British merchants after the Conquest. Gustave Lanctot,
Histoire du Canada, III, 342, reproduced the 1765 census
figures published in Recensements du Canada, 1665 a 1871,
IV, 64-67 (Ottawa, 1876), which gives a population estimate for Montreal in 1765 of 5,733; this figure appears to
include the rural population of the Montreal parish. For
purposes of comparison, then,a round figure of 5,000 has
been set for the whole period.
3
See Carl Bridenbaugh, Cities in Revolt: Life in
America, 1743-1776 (New York: Capricorn Books, 1964), 216217.
4
On New Orleans, see John G. Clark, New Orleans,
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from 1760 to 1775 its rate of population growth appears
to have been low, in contrast to the general population
5
growth of the American colonies;
it certainly grew less
rapidly than any of the five leading cities except
Boston.6

Yet in Canada the post-Conquest period produced

the highest birth rates found in any period of Canadian
history and a high rate of population increase:

the popu

lation increased one and a half times between 1760 and
1775.7

The population size of Montreal after the Conquest

does not follow the upward trend which was common to most
cities of the American colonies;

this is the most basic

indication that Montreal was different from American
colonial cities.
The first difference lay in the geographical position
of Montreal.

Unlike most American cities, it was not on the

1718-1812: An Economic History (Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana
State University Press, 1970). Clark gives a population
of 5,000 whites and Negroes in 1763 (p. 49), "three thou
sand residents" in 1765 (p. 181), and 3,000 for "the city
and surrounding areas" in 1777 (p. 251). These figures are
somewhat of a puzzle, which the author leaves unsolved.
5

For estimates of American colonial population, see
Evarts B. Greene and Virginia D. Harrington, American
Population Before the Federal Census of 1790 (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1932), 6-7. See note 2 for the
rate of population growth in Montreal.
6ee Bridenbaugh, Cities in Revolt, 216.
S
7
M.C. Urquhart and K.A.H. Buckley, eds., Historical
Statistics of Canada (Toronto: The Macmillan Company of
Canada Ltd., 1965), 54, Series B 271 and B 275.
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shore of the Atlantic nor within a short distance of it;
Montrealers were a thousand miles away from the ocean.
Montreal was not an ocean port, and its merchants did not
usually carry on a sea-borne commerce.

Thus the extension

of shipping and of inter-colonial trade which marked the
economic history of the American colonies in the third
quarter of the eighteenth century did not provide new
8
opportunities for Montreal merchants.
Even Albany, like
Montreal a fur trade center at some distance from the
ocean, was able to carry on some trade with the West
Indies, a possibility not open to Montreal merchants.

9

Geography determined the economic function of Montreal.
As the westernmost city on the St. Lawrence, Montreal was
the primary staging area for the fur trade, which was
Montreal's main commerce and occupied by far the majority
of its traders and voyageurs.

Ancillary to the fur trade,

the supply trade of the military garrison at Montreal and in
the pays d'en haut busied those merchants fortunate enough
to be awarded contracts.

The export of foodstuffs, which

had given Albany new sources of profit, was but an occasional

O

See James F. Shepherd and Gary M. Walton, Shipping,
Maritime Trade, and the Economic Development of Colonial
North America (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972).
9
David Arthur Armour, "The Merchants of Albany,
1686-1760," (Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University,
1965), 210-216.
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trade for the merchants of Montreal.

Montreal's economic

fortunes were tied to those of the fur trade.

It was dif

ficult for a merchant to diversify his investment and look
for alternate sources of profit.

In that respect, Montreal

was not unlike the small tobacco export centers of Virginia,
and the economy of Montreal like the economy of Virginia
was largely a barter economy.10
While the structure of Montreal's trade was not
conducive to diversification, a variety of events which
took place from 1750 to 1775 further reduced occasions of
profit.

These deserve comparison with simultaneous

occurrences in the American colonies.

In Canada, the years

from 1750 to 1775 were peacetime years, and trade went on
much as it had been since the late 1720's, when the Compagnie
des Indes was granted the monopoly of beaver sales in
France in exchange for taking up all the furs brought to
its offices in Canada.

The fur trade was a fairly tradi

tional trade, since prices were stable in France and in
Canada.

The exploitation of fur trade areas fell directly

or indirectly to military officers, who made commercial
arrangements with Montreal merchants.

Importers and

wholesalers carried on a barter-like trade with towns
people and habitants from surrounding parishes.

Trade

10Robert Polk Thomson, "The Merchant in Virginia,
1700-1775," (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin,
1955), 270.
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was not booming, but it allowed a comfortable living to the
more successful.

During the same period, the American

economic outlook was characterized by depression, dull
trade, currency problems, and tight money markets.11
American merchants lived in an atmosphere of undampened
economic fluctuations, and for them the peaceful times
which had followed the War of Austrian Succession had come
to mean depression and the contraction of the economy.
With war breaking out in earnest in 1756, the
economic outlook changed dramatically.

In Canada the war

years saw the severance of the lifeline between Canada
and France.
scarce.

Imported merchandise became more and more

The flow of furs from Montreal became a trickle.

Food prices kept rising.

The colony was flooded with paper

money, the value of which grew less and less certain with
each new issue.
stopped.

For some years, even the fur trade

War meant economic disaster.

colonies, war produced opposite results:

In the American
protected by the

British navy, shipping between Great Britain and her col
onies continued and increased.

High demand for military

supplies, large issues of paper money, and inflation pro
duced windfalls for merchants.

Thus, while Canadian mer-

For business cycles in the American colonies from
1
1750 to 1775, see William S. Sachs, "The Business Outlook
in the Northern Colonies, 1750-1775," (Ph.D. dissertation,
Columbia University, 1957).
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chants had to tighten their belts, the Americans were pros
pering.
But in 1760 the end of hostilities led to a peace
time recession in the Northern American colonies which
was to last into the 1770's.

After a brief respite in 1770-

1772 following the non-importation agreements, the English
bank crisis of 1772 brought about a sharp downturn in the
northern economy.

12

In Virginia, Scottish traders were

displacing a rising local merchant elite, and a process
of social "decapitation" similar to Canada's was only
13
averted by the American Revolution.
In Canada, the post
war situation remained uncertain for a time because of the
unsettled state of French paper money.

Conditions im

proved slowly after Pontiac's conspiracy when the fur trade
resumed.

But a trend which affected trade in the American

colonies now also played a role in Quebec:

the flooding

of the local market with British merchandise sent by fac
tors of British houses or brought by hopeful newcomers.

12

See Marc Egnal and Joseph A. Ernst, William and
Mary Quarterly, Third Series, XXIX (January 1972), 14, 27.
See also Sachs, "The Business Outlook," 215-216; Virginia
D. Harrington, The New York Merchant on the Eve of the
Revolution (Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1964), 316,
343; Thomson, "The Merchant in Virginia," 340-346.
13On Virginia, see Thomson, "The Merchant in
Virginia," 366-370; James H. Soltow, "Scottish Traders
in Virginia, 1750-1775," Economic History Review, Second
Series, XII (August 1959), 83-98.
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This made trade difficult for all merchants, and in the
mid-1760's auction sales, both in Quebec and in the
American colonies, circumvented the normal channels of dis14
tribution.
Thus British colonialism produced a con
test between local merchant groups and metropolitan ex
porters throughout North America from 1760 to 1775.

In

the American colonies, local merchants could fight back
in ways which were not available to Canadian merchants:
a tradition of political "rights" as British subjects
15
was made the basis of growing political agitation.
In Quebec, the posture of meekness which the local mer
chants had to adopt towards their recent conqueror pre
cluded political agitation for commercial advantages.

The

Canadians could hardly use the pretext of their rights as
British subjects to challenge the commercial penetration
of their colony by British newcomers.
The fact of the Conquest put the Canadians in a
peculiar situation within the British mercantile empire.
But the Canadian merchants of Montreal were different from

14

See Egnal and Ernst, William and Mary Quarterly,
Third Series, XXIX (January 1972), 15-19, 24-27, for the
increasing penetration of the American economy by British
merchants. On vendue sales, see Thomson, "The Merchant
in Virginia," 204, and Harrington, The New York Merchant,
92-93.
15The contrast between the political influence of
merchants in France and in Great Britain is also made in
Clark, New Orleans, 110.

American colonial merchants in their own right as well.
It is not possible to compare the sociological and demo
graphic characteristics of the merchant group of Montreal
with those of a similar group from any of the American
colonies, since no exhaustive investigation of any of the
colonial merchant groups has been done.

One has the

impression that entrance into trade may have been somewhat
easier in the American colonies because of prosperity and
the high degree of social mobility which characterized
16
their social structure.
In the American colonies, as in
Canada, family ties among merchants facilitated the con
duct of business, but it is not possible to state whether
the correlation between family and business ties was
. Canada or in the American colonies. 17 In
greater in
Canada, the need for military favors in the fur trade
further limited access to a trading career;

on the other

16 See for instance Richard L. Bushman, From Puritan
to Yankee: Character and the Social Order in Connecticut,
1690-1765 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967),
117-118; mobility— or at least the belief in the possi
bility of mobility— is the running theme of James T.
Lemon, The Best Poor Man's Country: A Geographical Study
of Early Southeastern Pennsylvania (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1972) and, on a broader level, of Jackson
Turner Main, The Social Structure of Revolutionary America
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965).
17
See Harrington, The New York Merchant, 218-221.
Sachs, "The Business Outlook," 24-25, argues that family
ties were lessening in importance for business relation
ships in the 1750's. Cf. Franquet's comment on Montreal
in 1753: "tous les gens d'un certain ordre sont liés de
parenté et d'amitié dans ce pays [the Montreal district]
. . . (Voyages et mémoires, 148)."
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hand political connections and Army contracts were useful,
if not essential, ingredients in the success of wealthy
American merchants as well.

18

While data are not available for sociographic
comparison of Montreal merchants with American merchants,
business practices in Montreal and in the American
colonies may be more easily contrasted.

However, it is

necessary to keep in mind features of trade in Canada
which did not allow Montreal merchants as much latitude
in their affairs as their American counterparts.

The

French prohibition on the collection of interest except
in specific circumstances was the chief difference.

In

their retail sales as well as in their wholesale pur
chases, the merchants of Montreal did not distinguish
between the mark-up rate and the cost of interest;

while

merchants naturally preferred customers who payed promptly,
the nature of Canadian trade was such that cash payments
were rare, and so interest charges, along with overhead
and transportation costs, indistinctly entered into the
merchants' calculations of the mark-up.

Many American

18
The classic example of course is Thomas Hancock.
Although Hancock was unusually successful, the pattern of
his success was not unusual. See Robert Zemsky's dis
cussion of Hancock's political and military connections
in his Merchants, Farmers, and River Gods: An Essay on
Eighteenth-Century American Politics (Boston: Gambit
incorporated, 1971), 178-215.
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merchants conducted their retail trade in much the same
way, but the duration of credit extended to them by their
English suppliers was not indefinite, and merchants who
took more than the usual six or twelve months to make their
remittances were charged interest.

In practice, the retail

operations of the Montreal merchants were not made signi
ficantly different from those of American merchants by
the prohibitions on interest, except insofar as they were
not able to raise prices to customers who were slow to
19
settle their accounts, as were American merchants.
But the prohibitions on interest reflected a more medieval
conception of commerce, a conception with which merchants
in Canada were impregnated;

therein lay a major contrast. 20

The more "modern" view of trade which existed in
the American colonies was also reflected in the fluctuations

19

Cf., for instance, the New York merchants' prac
tices, in Harrington, The New York Merchant, 99, 101-102.
"Prices varied in direct ratio to the length of time
allowed (p. 102)."
20

In the American colonies, money lending was quite
acceptable: merchants even advertised that they had money
to lend (see Robert A. East, Business Enterprise in the
American Revolutionary Era [New York: Columbia University
Press, 1938 (reprinted, Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith,
1964)], 20-21). In New York, money lent on bond fetched
five to seven per cent interest (Harrington, The New York
Merchant, 129). But interest rates were regulated to some
extent: the New York Assembly put ceilings on interest
rates in 1717, 1718, and 1738, according to Herbert Alan
Johnson, The Law Merchant and Negotiable Instruments in
Colonial New York, 1660 to 1730 (Chicago: Loyola University
Press, 1963), 14, 62 n. 60.
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in the exchange rate between Great Britain and her colonies.
The rate, which was included in the "advance" which mer
chants in the American colonies added to the envoice
costs of imported goods in setting their prices, roughly
followed the terms of trade between England and the
particular colonies as they could be gauged by the
scarcity or abundance in the colonies of bills of exchange drawn on the metropolis.2
1

Colonial paper curren

cies, which had been issued to facilitate trade and make
colonial exports cheaper through devaluation, were offi
cial units of account, and thus the exchange rate estab
lished a formal distinction between sterling and colonial
currencies.
The exchange rate was an accepted feature of
American colonial commerce;

but in Canada, during the

French regime, there was no such exchange rate.

Monetary

units of account in Canada were the same as monetary units
of account in France.

Discounting of bills of exchange in

Canada depended not on the relationship of colonial curren
cy to metropolitan currency, but solely on the soundness
of the drawee's financial position.

Indeed, it was not

even the practice in Canada during the French regime to
put a premium on specie as against paper money.

Only when

the discrepancy between the possibility of conversion of

21

See Harrington, The New York Merchant, 108.
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paper money into specie and the actual value of specie
became glaring in 1759 and 1760 was paper money discounted
for the first time.

As long as Canadian paper money had

been redeemable in bills of exchange drawn on the French
Royal Treasurers, there had been no need for discounting
beyond the normal discount rate for such bills in France.
Accounting was thus simpler than in the American colonies,
but there was no means whereby the Canadians could mani
pulate their currency, as Americans did, and make profits
on discount operations.
By the same token, the sophisticated economic
notions embodied in the dual currency system were not
as readily perceived in Canada as in the American colonies.
Canada usually had a trade deficit with France, but the
inducement to shift consumption patterns towards locally
produced rather than imported goods, which was built into
the dual currency system, did not function in Canada.
Alternatively, the Canadian single currency system did not
compel merchants to seek sources of exchange in foreign
trade.

Geography and French mercantilism rendered foreign

trade difficult at any rate, but the economic necessity
to redress the balance of trade between France and Canada
through foreign trade or through increased output in the
Canadian economy could not be brought out as clearly with
out the type of dual currency system that existed in the
American colonies.
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After the Conquest, the Canadian merchants of
Montreal had to add the complication of exchange rates to
their worries;

they were not accustomed to speculate on

fluctuating exchange rates, and this may be the reason
most of them appear to have unloaded their French paper
money upon British speculators with such readiness.
In the circumstances, however, their inexperience and
their conservative attitude was to serve them better than
the British speculators' gambling disposition.
In the American colonies, the dual currency system
and the laying of interest charges meant in essence that
different prices were charged whether the buyer paid cash,
took the goods on credit, or bartered them for other goods.
In Virginia, for example, some stores formalized a twoprice system, so the cost of credit was immediately
apparent to the purchaser.

22

In Montreal, no such dis

tinction appeared in the merchants' accounts, even though
goods were sometimes paid in specie.

Business prac

tices, then, were somewhat more developed in the American
colonies than they were in Canada.
In the American colonies, prices were a function of
invoice costs, of commission, handling, shipping, and in
surance charges, of credit cost, and of a merchant's mark-

22

See Soltow, Economic History Review, Second
Series, XII (August 1959), 89, 95.
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up.

But they were also dependent on supply and demand,

as the price depression brought about by the flooding of
the market bore witness after 1760;

merchants trimmed

their profit margins to attract customers, oversupply led
to price wars and, naturally, to efforts aimed at restrict23
ing competition.
The rule of the market was not so firm in Montreal.
Fur traders did not have to concern themselves with the
demand for beaver, and merchants do not seem to have
engaged in price competition;

prices for consumer goods

in Canada fluctuated with the supply, while demand seemed
stable.

At any rate the merchants of Montreal do not

appear to have trimmed their profit margins in order to
attract customers;

prices of imported goods were deter

mined by the quantities made available in Canada by
Canadian importers and by marchands forains.

Prices

rose in wartime to cover the risk of shipping, whether
24
the goods had been insured or not.
A merchant who was

23See Sachs, "The Business Outlook," 45, 246, 247,
249; Thomson, "The Merchant in Virginia," 265. For a
different view see Robert A. East, "The Business Entre
preneur in a Changing Colonial Economy, 1763-1795,"
Journal of Economic History, VI (1946), Supplement, 23;
see also Main, The Social Structure, 74.
24The pricing policy of Canadian merchants is hard
to establish with certainty. In the accounts which sur
vive, prices look very stable, but in the absence of any
yardstick of quality by which goods could be judged, it
is impossible to assert positively that prices for a given
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able to receive imported goods from France without having
paid insurance on them could make handsome profits, but
the risks were as high as the profits, which thus made the
profits acceptable even to the medieval view of commerce. 25
In business matters, the most obvious contrast
between Montreal and the American colonies was the lack of
price competition among the merchants of Montreal.

The

absence of price competition was symptomatic of a
business climate which was particular to Montreal.

It was

a business climate permeated by tradition, by essentially
medieval concepts of private property, trade, and profits.
It resulted from the interplay of Montreal's geographic
position, the military overtones of the fur trade, the
regulation of the fur market in France, the restraints on
exploitation imposed by French law, and the political
impotence of Canadian merchants.

After the Conquest,

the business climate of Montreal was made more similar
to the American business climate by the removal of French

article remained stable, rose, or declined over time, from
merchant to merchant, or from customer to customer. The
generalizations presented here are founded on the merchants'
correspondence, which during the French regime never
mentioned price competition. After the Conquest, competi
tion is evident in the fur trade and in the commerce of
imported merchandise.
25
Montreal merchants did not usually receive goods
on consignment from their French suppliers; French mer
chants who wanted to try their hand at the Canadian trade
sent factors to Quebec, either permanently or for a
summer as marchands forains.
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restrictions on the fur trade, the substitution of a
steady demand for furs by a fluctuating one, and the
increase in the number of traders.

As it became more

modern, the changing business climate demanded quick
adaptation from the Montreal merchants.
But the contrast between the business practices of
American colonial merchants and those of the Montreal
merchants should not be carried too far.

In New York,

Charleston, and elsewhere in the American colonies, just
as in Montreal, food prices were regulated,
been in Europe for ages.

26

as they had

In New York and Virginia, as in

New France, merchants rendered services to fellow merchants,
forwarding mail, transmitting local news, exchanging small
favors, and showing a friendly as well as a competitive
side to their nature.2
7

And in the very keeping of their

accounts, American merchants were not much more "modern"
than the Canadians.

28

American merchants were not always

26

For New York, see Harrington, The New York
Merchant, 284; see Leila Sellers, Charleston Business on
the Eve of the Revolution (Chapel Hill, N.C.: The Univer
sity of North Carolina Press, 1934), 21-24. See East,
Business Enterprise, 203-204, for price regulations
during the Revolutionary war.
27

Harrington, The New York Merchant, 227;
"The Merchant in Virginia," 232.

Thomson,

28

See W.T. Baxter, "Accounting in Colonial America,"
in Littleton and Yamey, eds., Studies in the History of
Accounting, 272-287. See also Sachs, "The Business Outlook,"
23, and Harrington, The New York Merchant, 96-97. R.A.
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aiming at the relentless pursuit of profit.
Yet, on the whole, the "capitalist ethic" was more
advanced in the American colonies than among the Canadian
merchants of Montreal.

Profit-seeking was imbedded in

the mores of American colonists far more solidly than it
was in Canada.

"Tis profit, tis the prospect of reward

that stimulates people to engage in and pursue business
. . . .

Deprived of that, few, very few indeed, . . .
29
would not be idle," wrote one American merchant.
In
part, this reflected the influence of the mother countries:
capitalism was flourishing in Great Britain with more free
dom than it was in France.

But capitalism in the American

colonies also found a soil richer than in Canada.

Land

and climate on the American seaboard offered opportunities
not to be had in Canada;

from 1768 to 1772, for example,

nine of the thirteen colonies had a per capita annual
average value of commodity exports greater than that of
Canada, even while the Canadian fur trade was prospering.30
With greater opportunities and more advanced
business methods, American merchants were on the average

East (Business Enterprise, 25) claimed that financial
organization in America lagged behind England.
29
Quoted in Sachs, "The Business Outlook," 228.
See also Joseph Dorfman, The Economic Mind in American
Civilization, 1606-1865, I (New York: The Viking Press,
1946), 120, 126-1271
30

Shepherd and Walton, Shipping, 46-47.
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wealthier than the merchants of Montreal.

In Virginia,

in the opinion of one scholar, "any merchant who knew how
to conduct business in this system should have been able
to make profits both from his retail selling and from his
dealing in Virginia's agricultural commodities." 31

In

New York, according to another scholar, "fortunes outran
the capacity of business to employ them." 32 Of course,
some merchants failed.

33

But the remarkable thing is the

level of affluence of most of them:

"Probably the average

income of the established merchant," Jackson Turner Main
has estimated, "was well over £ 500 sterling, while shopkeepers earned less than half of that sum."

34

The equi

valent amount in French currency would have been from
10,000 to 12,000 livres (depending on the rate of ex
change);

while no estimates can be made with any preci

sion of the Montreal merchants' yearly income, it is very
difficult to believe that an income equal to Main's esti
mate was within the reach of any but the import merchants
and the most prosperous of the outfitters.

Their standard

31Thomson, "The Merchant in Virginia," 297-298.
32Harrington, The New York Merchant, 126.
33 See Stuart Bruchey, "Success and Failure
Factors: American Merchants in Foreign Trade in the
Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries," Business
History Review, XXXII (Autumn 1958), 272-293.
34
Main, The Social Structure, 87-88.
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of living of course depended upon the cost of living in
Montreal, on which no figures are available;

it would

be hard to argue that it was lower in Montreal than in
the American colonies, since agricultural and manufac
tured goods were in more constant supply there than in
Canada.

Nevertheless, for the purpose of providing a

rough comparison between the levels of wealth in Montreal
and in the American colonies, it shall be assumed that
the cost of living was similar throughout North America.
The "7 a 8 riches de 150 a 200,000 livres" whom the
French engineer Franquet claimed to have seen in Montreal
would have made from 15,000 to 20,000 livres annually if
they could have drawn a ten per cent yield on their
investment.

This seems highly unlikely;

it has been

estimated earlier that one of the most active of Montreal's
import merchants, Etienne Augé, did about 30,000 livres in
35
business annually.
If he obtained a ten per cent re
turn on his investment, his annual profit would have been
only 3,000 livres.

Augé was as prosperous as any of the

Montreal import and wholesale merchants, so it may be
said that this category of merchants was not earning more
than a comfortable income from trade.
The fur trade appears not to have been more profit
able than wholesale or import trade for most outfitters.

35 See Chapter II.
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In the core group, outfitters hired only an average
of eleven engagés a year during those years when they
made such hirings, or enough to man one and a half
36
canoes.
It is perhaps more revealing that, during the
period covered by the present study, outfitters invested
in the fur trade for only four years on the average;
invested more than ten. 37

none

Had the fur trade been very

profitable, it should be expected that outfitters would
have invested in it more regularly.
Yet, during the French regime, at least one out
fitter was doing very well in the fur trade, and his in
direct connections with Intendant Bigot's cronies were
obviously the source of his successes.

Alexis Lemoine

Monière was investing on the average 12,000 livres a year
38
in wages alone between 1753 and 1758.
Supposing his net

36

See Innis, The Fur Trade, 111; see also Appendix
A, Table 4. The average was more precisely 11.5 hirings
a year during those years when merchants made such hirings,
which may be taken as a rough guide of the extent of a
merchant's involvement in the fur trade. The median, a
more representative figure because it is not weighted as
much by single large investors, was 8, and the mode was 4.
37
See Appendix A, Table 4. The range in the number
of years of investment in the fur trade (as represented by
the number of years during which hirings for the fur trade
were made) was quite narrow and the distribution quite
uniform. The average was 4.4, the median 4.75, and the
mode 3.
38

Monière's brother-in-law Pennisseault became the
agent of the Grande Société in Montreal. See Chapters I
and II.
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profit to have been twice his labor cost, Monière's
yearly fur trade income of close to 24,000 livres, equal
to about £ 1,200 sterling, would have been truly out39
standing in Montreal.
It would have been impressive
even in the American colonies, or for that matter in
England, where a contemporary source estimated most
merchant families to earn between £ 200 and £ 400 per
40
annum.
But it is quite important to note that Monière
was by far the most active of the outfitters, the average
number of engagés he hired for the fur trade each year
being over four and a half times the median for all the
outfitters.

41

The median yearly profit from the fur trade,

39The computations were made using figures given in
Innis, The Fur Trade, 62. The document quoted by Innis is
from 1685, and Innis gives no later indication of the
division of earnings in the fur trade. Jean Hamelin,
in Economie et société (pp. 54-55), made a more complex
estimate, also using figures from 1685; he asserted that
the division remained constant to the Conquest. According
to Hamelin, the merchants' profit— before deduction of
transportation costs— was two-thirds the wages paid the
engagés or traders. So it must be stressed that the esti
mates presented here are only "upper bound" indications of
a possible level of profit. The assumption of the computa
tions that every year's investment brought profits— no
losses due to accidents, bad quality of furs, or delays—
is obviously optimistic. This only underscores the point
being made here.
40 See R.G. Wilson, Gentlemen Merchants: The Merchant
Community in Leeds, 1700-1830 (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1971), 86.
41See note 35. Alexis Le Pellé Mezières had a higher
yearly average of hirings than Monière, but his hirings
were made in partnership with Rigaud de Vaudreuil, brother
of the governor of Canada, and they lasted only two years.
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as calculated in the same fashion as Monière's profit,4
2
would have amounted to less than £ 300 sterling, again
less than Main's estimate of "well over £ 500 sterling
[italics ours]" for the average income of the established
merchant.

So all these indications, rough as they are,

point to a lower income for the "average" Montreal mer
chant.
The most obvious contrast in the situation of the
Montreal merchants and that of the American merchants lay
in their respective political environment.

That contrast

has been made most vividly by Francis Parkman, who saw in
it the foundation of Anglo-American superiority;

Parkman

overstated the case, but it can hardly be denied that the
values and the attitudes of merchants in the American
colonies were shaped by their beliefs in "English
liberty" and by their Whig ideology that governments
should serve to promote the self-interests of the
governed. 43 Certainly, during the years which preceded
the American Revolution, merchants in the American colonies
willingly and skillfully used their political influence

42
culation.
43

See note 38.

Again, this is an optimistic cal

See for instance Patricia U. Bonomi, A Factious
People: Politics and Society in Colonial New York (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1971), 279-286.
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in the defense of their economic interests.44 Within the
framework of British representative institutions, they
had the power and the right to do so.
In Canada, the merchants of Montreal before the
Conquest had no such recognized political influence;

nor

was it granted to them after the Conquest, though Britain
had promised prospective British settlers that represen
tative institutions would be established in Canada.

Thus

the economic tools available to American merchants through
their political influence— regulation of commerce, issuance
of paper money, control over colonial patronage, and even
evasion of customs regulations— lay outside the reach of
Canadian merchants.

The Canadians survived without such

tools, but the bitterness of the contest between Governor
Murray and the newly-arrived British merchants in Canada
after the Conquest bears witness to the importance which
British merchants attached to such political influence.
In comparing the situations of the Canadian mer
chants of Montreal and of the American colonies, no one
factor emerges more sharply than the difference in poli
tical institutions.

However, these differences do not

appear to have conditioned the structure of trade and the

44

See Arthur Meier Schlesinger, The Colonial Mer
chants and the American Revolution (New York: Frederick
Ungar Publishing Company, 1957), 29, 38-39, 591.
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activities of the Montreal merchants to an overwhelming
degree.

Geography played a large part;

so did the French

notions of commerce on such matters as the charging of
interest and the maintenance of a single currency system.
But the weight of French mercantilism was not a major
obstacle in the pursuit of profit:

if, on the one hand,

Montreal merchants were not given total freedom in the fur
trade during the French regime, they were assured a steady
market for their main peltry.

Business practices in New

France were less formalized than in the American colonies,
but the degree of difference was slight and had more to do
with the scale of business than with entrepreneurial
abilities.
Montreal merchants might have adapted to the new
business climate of the post-Conquest period.
were overwhelmed on other fronts as well.

But they

Militarily,

Canadian fur traders remained objects of suspicion wherever
they went to trade.

Politically, the Canadians were pushed

into the background by a struggle among British subjects
over the fate of Canadian law, on which depended the basic
institutions of Canadian society, land tenure and property
rights.

As a people, the Canadians were threatened with

assimilation.

The willingness to adapt to a new business

climate was weakened in the face of such challenges.
The last point to consider is the question which
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prompted this study:

did the Conquest result in a social

decapitation of the Canadian bourgeoisie?

The answer must

first be qualified by the limited scope of this study;
what happened to the Canadian merchants of Montreal was
determined in large degree by the peculiar nature of the
city's commerce.

It is probable that conditions in the

colony's capital, Quebec, were quite different, both be
fore and after the Conquest.

Thus the conclusions of this

study apply to only one segment of the Canadian mercantile
community.

Secondly, the displacement of one merchant

group by another was not a phenomenon peculiar to postConquest Quebec.

The commercial history of the American

colonies from 1760 to 1775 is marked by a similar contest
between American and metropolitan merchants.

The contest

is most obvious in Virginia, where the cleavage between
colonials and metropolitans was sharpened by the Scottish
origins of the metropolitans.

In Louisiana, British mer

chants invaded the trade of the colony after France ceded
it to Spain in 1763, until 1769 when the Spanish Governor
45
issued strict orders against them.
There the transfer
of allegiance did not condemn colonial merchants to fall
behind merchants of the new metropolis.

Indeed, the

British merchants were interlopers in Louisiana's trade.
Conquest, then, or a transfer of allegiance was not

45

See Clark, New Orleans, 90, 161-169, 193-196.
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of itself a sufficient reason to account for the demise of
the Canadian merchants of Montreal after 1760.

Rather,

that demise can only be understood by reference to the
particular nature of trade in Montreal during the French
regime and the competition between local and metropolitan
merchants which was carried out throughout North America
after 1760.

Here ethnic variables mattered little.

Inas

much as the trade of Canada— and the trade of Montreal—
appeared to be a good source of profits, metropolitan
merchants would have been attracted to it independently of
the ethnicity of local merchants.
Some historians have made much of the "traditional"
mentality of the colonial merchant in Canada, his lack of
enterprise compared with his British colleague.
talities are fashioned by the environment:

But men

beyond indi

vidual dispositions and talents, physical, economic,
political, legal, military, and social conditions created
common attitudes.

What was to be explained was not

individual success or failure, but a common disposition
towards material activity.

It is begging the question to

explain behavior by mental dispositions;

the goal of the

present study has been to illuminate the role of the
environment in shaping the attitudes and the behavior of
the Canadian merchants of Montreal.

A P P E N D I C E S

APPENDIX A
Fur Trade Statistics
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TABLE 1*
FURS AND SKINS EXPORTED, 1764-1773 (units)

1765

1764

1766

1767

1768

Beaver
Martens

90,621
33,325

104,000
40,300

110,372
44,240

107,276
39,800

115,842

Otters
Minks

6,749

7,740

8,070

1,085

1,160

7,232

7,826
3,052

9,745
4,376

Fishers
Dressed
deer
leather

2,641

2,800

2,947

2,645

3,925

8,504

1,250

1,346

3,768

Cased cats

1,176
6,845

1,200
4,360
5,344

1,360
3,382

1,176
2,950

14,235
1,574

9,865

11,020

16,730
314
120
360

13,422
293
184
632

19,422
376
142
1,600

476
163
1,092

5,370

11,421

13,050

12,455

1,591
138

1,147

965

30,371

760
36
20,345

157
34,846

383

374

1
7,004

3

16,847
576
2

95
22,426
940
3

9,350

7,684

4,487

65

78
-

150

Foxes
Bears
Musquash
Wolves
Wolverines

4,279
14,841
152
82
149

Seals
Deer in the
hair
Elks
Carcajoux
Raccoon
Pichoux
Tygre
Open cats
Bucks
Bas feux
Castorum
Total no.
of skins

3,145
500
24

394
1

7,280
94

-

-

52,672

3,147
13,436
24,678

1,049
5

-

3,150
½

3,270

3,820

3,070

4,147

215,422
½

223,210

247,155

249,546

303,622

*From PAC, MG 23

Gl, vol. 10, p. 66.

TABLE 1— Continued

Beaver
Martens
Otters
Minks
Fishers
Dressed deer
leather
Cased cats
Foxes
Bears
Musquash
Wolves
Wolverines
Seals
Deer in the
hair
Elks
Carcajoux
Racoon
Pichoux

1769

1770

1771

1772

1773

98,272
62,145

105,309
51,878
13,590
3,983
4,760

98,292

108,488
48,651

96,665
30,544

13,391
3,973
3,456

14,950
2,963
2,936

54,639
1,000
3,412

31,990
5,118

11,847
24,562

4,058
32,352

2,485
238

2,890
72

396

1,070

2/

46,577
6,519
2
47,631
139

32,626
3,423

5/
15/

273
36,608
2,256

10/
2/4

13,124
3,538
3,069

52,488
8,637
1,990
387)
2,479)
53,781

1,235
2,782

1,009
4,334

11,952

6,377

1,116

35,667
864

32,518
1,092

50
343

45
4,563

56
-

27,640
7,468

21,919
6,355

35,176
4,165

33
101,726
538

57
25,877
2,034

65
35,581
1,726

5,069
17,472
34,844

3,170

6/
4/
15/
2/
5/
2/6
10/
50/1/3)
5/
)
17/
6/
12/
10/

3/
Continued ...
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42,211

40,156
1,021

[av. prices?]

ü

TABLE 1— Continued

Tygre
Open cats
Ox
Calves
Ermines
Castorum
Marmottes
Total no.
of skins

1769

1770

3
57,492

17
35,325

360
180

400

-

3,200
-

478,859

1771

-

-

1,000
-

371,823

1772
—

18,112
-

300
-

1,733
-

360,298

1773

2
8,814
-

-

-

2,455
-

388,677

[av. prices?]
4

545
87

12/
3/
/

-

8
2,472
522

5/

307,602

306

307

TABLE 2
BEAVER, MARTEN,AND OTTER PRICES, 1769-1773*

Beaver

Marten

Otter

1769

6.003

4.000

15.000

1770

5.999

3.998

14.991

1771

5.999

3.999

14.998

1772

5.999

3.999

14.998

1773

5.999

3.999

14.999

AVERAGE

6.000 s.

3.999 s.

14.997 s .

*Value/Quantity, as given in PAC, MG 23

Gl, vol. 10.
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TABLE 3
ESTIMATED VALUES OF BEAVER, MARTEN,AND OTTER EXPORTS,
1764-1768, AND REAL VALUES, 1769-1773*

Beaver

Marten

Otter

1764

£ 27,186

£ 6,633

£ 5,061

1765

31,200

8,058

5,604

1766

33,111

8,845

6,551

1767

32,181

7,958

5,868

1768

34,752

10,531

7,307

AVERAGE

31,686

8,205

6,078

1769

29,487

12,429

9,843

1770

31,592

10,371

10,192

1771

29,487

10,497

6,477

1772

32,546

9,730

10,042

1773

28,995

6,108

11,212

AVERAGE

30,421

9,827

9,553

Total
Average

45,969

49,801

*Estimated value obtained by multiplying quantities by
price average from Table 3, real values from PAC, MG 23
vol. 10. Figures in New England currency.

Gl,
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TABLE 4
MONTREAL OUTFITTERS (CORE GROUP), NUMBER
AND FREQUENCY OF HIRINGS FOR THE FUR TRADE

Name
Augé, Etienne
Baby, Louis
Bertrand, Laurent
Blondeau, Louis
Bourassa, Ignace
Boutheillier, Pierre
Cardinal, Pierre
Charly, Louis Saint-Ange
Daguilhe, Joseph
De Couagne, René (the
elder)
Dejean, Philippe
Ducharme, Laurent
Dufresne, Nicolas
Gamelin, Ignace
Gamelin Gaucher, Michel
Giasson, Jacques
Giasson, Jean
Godet, Dominique
Héry, Charles
Hubert Lacroix, Ignace
Langlois, Noël
Léchelle, Jean
Le Compte Dupré, JeanBaptiste
Leduc Souligny, Pierre
Lemoine Despins, Jacques
Lemoine Monière, Alexis
(the younger)
Le Pellé Mezières, Alexis
L'Huillier Chevalier,
François
Métivier, Barthélémi
Orillat, Jean
Pillet, Pascal (the
elder)
Porlier Lagroizardière,
Jacques
Porlier Benac, Joseph
Quesnel Fonblanche, Jacques

Number
of hirings

Number
of years

Yearly
average

12
15
17
23
37
11
33
85
12

3
3
4
2
9
2
5
6
3

4
5
4.2
11.5
4.1
5.5
6.6
14.1
4

20
15
65
22
15
44
68
28
85
35
48
14
130

1
1
10
5
2
5
8
5
5
3
2
2
4

20
15
6.5
4.4
7.5
8.8
8.5
5.6
17
11.6
24
7
32.5

12
60
20

2
7
4

6
8.5
5

306
122

8
2

38.2
61

90
12
82

7
4
7

12.6
3
11.5

39

3

13

34
13
12

5
1
1

6.8
13
12
Continued
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TABLE 4— Continued

Name
Quesnel, Raymond
Réaume, Charles
Séjourné dit Sanschaqrin,
Alexis
Trotier Desauniers,
Thomas-Ignace
Trotier Desrivières, Amable
Trotier Desrivières,
Jean-Noël
Trotier Desrivières,
Jacques-H.
Trotier Desrivières,
Pierre-Julien
Vallée, Pierre
(the younger)

Number
of hirings

Number
of years

Yearly
Average

38
23

7
3

5.4
7.6

11

3

3.6

129
33

5
8

25.8
4.1

75

7

10.7

27

3

9

60

7

8.5

15

6

2.5

APPENDIX B
The Selection of Notarial Documents

THE SELECTION OF NOTARIAL DOCUMENTS
Notarial records provide the only source of continu
ous data on the Montreal merchants as a group for any con
tinuous period.

Since these records were the basis of the

selection and characterization of the merchant group, it is
necessary to explain the criteria used in their selection
and tabulation.

First, references to every notarial docu

ment concerning any Montreal merchant during the period
under study were noted from the notaries' repertories.

The

second step was to select from these references the most
serviceable number of acts liable to yield useful informa
tion on each merchant, and then to examine them. Both steps
involved a series of difficulties and compromises with an
ideal procedure, and because of this a short presentation of
the method used is in order.
The first difficulty lay in drawing up a list of
Montreal merchants to be used as a guide in going through
the notaries'

repertories.

A tentative list, which had to

be as inclusive as possible, was prepared from a merchants'
petition of 1763, from the incomplete list given by Baby
in his 1899 article,1 and from names contained in Claude

In The Canadian Numismatic and Antiquarian Journal,
1
Third Series! II (1899), 97-141.
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Perrault, comp., Montréal en 1781,2 a transcription of
the aveu et dénombrement of that year (i.e. a census of
land holders paying cens et rentes to the Sulpician
seigneurs).

To this were added names of French-Canadian

fur traders given in Appendix A of D.B. Miquelon's M.A.
thesis on "The Baby Family and the Trade of Canada 17501820," names of merchants mentioned in the "Engagements
pour les pays d'en haut" for 1753 to 1775, published in
RAPQ, 1931-32 and 1932-33, and the names of merchants
included in the registration of French paper currency in
the Montreal district in 1763 (RAPQ, 1924-25).

Inevitably,

this first list included names of individuals who were not
merchants, or who were merchants outside the city of
Montreal, or who were not Canadian.

As given names were

rare in the data used to compile the preliminary list,
individuals were sometimes listed both under their sur
names and under their nicknames, as it was common prac
tice to identify people equally by their nicknames as by
their surnames.

Another difficulty arose when both father

and son bore the same given names and surnames and were
both in business at the same time.

There were also instances

of references to a surname only on the one hand and to a
surname with a given name on the other;

2

in such cases it

(Montreal: Payette Radio Limitée, 1969).
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was not possible to assume that references were all to the
same person:

for example, a reference to "Curot" was not

necessarily a reference to "Amable Curot," as one also came
across a "Michel Curot."

Finally, some names of merchants

were discovered after the preliminary list was drawn up.
These were added to the list as they became known.

The

first list contained 284 names, from which 10 were struck
along the way, and 11 were added.

Still, these 285 names

probably over-represented the total number of Canadian
merchants active in Montreal from 1750 to 1775, because
the listing both of surnames and nicknames produced
some double listings.
This provisional listing was necessary to the second
step, which was to record all notarial entries from 1750
to 1775 pertaining to the names on the list.

This meant go

ing through the repertories of nineteen notaries who had
been active in Montreal during the period;

transcriptions

of the repertories were available at the Public Archives of
Canada in Ottawa.

Three more notaries were left aside, two

because their repertories were not available in Ottawa, and
a third because there was no repertory available at all.
They were:

Cyr de Monmergue, who practiced his profession

in Montreal from 1730 to 1765;

Jacques Joran, active from

1744 to 1815 in Montreal and in Berthier;

and Edward William

Gray, Montreal's first English-speaking notary, whose
repertory has been lost, and whose documents go from 1765
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to 1797.

Joran's minutes concern habitants;

Monmergue's

documents are illegible, and going through Gray's minutes
without the help of a repertory proved impractical.
It was observed after a short while that a great
part of the notarial data which would be collected would
consist of contrats d'engagement for the fur trade, which
were all essentially alike;

as this study was not concerned

with the fur trade, as such, it proved unnecessary to take
down each and every contrat d'engagement.

Since the focus

was on the engageurs, it was nevertheless helpful to know how
often Montreal merchants sent ventures to the West, and where
their canoes were headed, so it was decided to note only the
first contrat d'engagement entered into by a Montreal mer
chant each year.

This was sufficient to provide basic

data on frequency and destination of fur trade expeditions.
Every other kind of record was noted, as the repertory
entries were usually too brief, and sometimes misleading
as well, to allow a prima facie evaluation of the importance
of the document to which they referred.

In all, some

3,568 repertory entries were noted from a total of around
35,000 to 40,000;

they were then filed and cross-

referenced under the names of the parties and added to
information gathered from sources already mentioned.
Positive identification of merchants then became
easier.

First names, family relationships, and length of

activity during the period under study allowed the drawing
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up of a second, shorter and more accurate list of mer
chants positively located as residents of Montreal, pro
perly identified as merchants by the notarial records, and
who had left such records for any period of thirteen con
secutive years between 1750 and 1775.
tained 105 names;

This newer list con

of these only three were surnames only,

while at least seven were complete names common to father
and son while both were in business, and one had only an
initial instead of a given name.

Research into the actual

notarial documents was then focused on these hundred or so
individuals;

the remaining repertory entries provided use

ful data in the other cases.

Further verification reduced

this list to a "core group" of 91 merchants.
Even with the list of merchants narrowed down, it was
not possible to consult each and every act pertaining to
them.

Some documents were eliminated from tabulation,

after examination showed that they dealt either with mer
chants outside Montreal, or with Montrealers whose main
occupation was not commerce.

This produced a total of

3,445 documents which could be looked into.

But because

of material limitations, only a study of the more important
of these records could be attempted.

It was decided to

look at all partnership agreements, after-death inventories,
and wills, and to look at those acts which appeared the
most significant:

conventions, proxies, the first contrats

d'engagement for any given year, the first and last notarial
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documents concerning merchants whose identity was obscure,
and any other act which seemed especially pertinent.
The selection of notarial documents tends to give
slightly more attention to the more prominent merchants, but
examination of records which were eliminated from tabula
tion led to the conclusion that these were basically simi
lar in most instances to the documents examined and tabu
lated, so that the selection could be said to be represen
tative.

The sample— 305 minutes— was fairly evenly dis

tributed over the period studied;

it also reflected the

importance of each category of documents.

It was slightly

less than one-eleventh of all the minutes noted, and, more
importantly, around one-fifth of the documents relating to
the core group;

if one excludes contrats d'engagement,

the ratio of documents seen to minutes noted is even higher
(see Tables III and IV).

The sample was also drawn fairly

equitably from most notaries (see Table V);

the variations

result from the differing clientèles of each notary:

before

1760, for example, Adhémar and Danré de Blanzy catered
especially to merchants, and Panet took over that role
after 1760;

Hodiesne's greffe contains mainly contrats d'

engagement, most of which were noted prior to 1755, and this
explains the low ratio of documents consulted.

Still, con

sidering that the selection was made according to the
importance of the documents, the results obtained may be
compared to those which would have been obtained through a
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stratified sampling method.

The advantage of the method

used over stratified sampling lies in the value of the
resultant data for the study of particular types of trans
actions, or for the study of particular individuals.

For

these purposes the data obtained are much more useful than
what sampling would have produced, while the process was
only a little more time-consuming.

TABLE 1-A

Notaries - No. of
Minutes noted

1750

1751

1752

1753

1754

1755

1756

1757

1758

1759

1760

ST-A

82

46
8
-

51

56

58

—

—

—

—

—

—

6
-

5
-

-

-

-

4
-

-

-

-

-

1
4
-

-

1
-

1
-

5
-

3
-

293
52
-

-

-

8
-

28
-

-

1
-

-

-

11
-

24
-

-

17

28
-

122

-

-

95
-

81

-

-

1
-

-

118
-

18
-

12
-

Soupras .......

67
-

73
-

106
-

15
-

31
-

41
-

Souste ........

11

3

4

5

6

Total .........

192

180

192

205

223

Adhémar .......
Bouron ........
Chatellier ....
Cherrier ......
Comparet ......
Courville .....
Danré de Blanzy
Delisle .......
Hautraye ......
Hodiesne ......
Lalanne .......
Mezière .......
Panet .........
Sanguinet ......
Simonnet ......

-

-

-

1
-

-

1
-

-

-

-

47

70
-

23

-

28
-

19
-

3
158

-

2
9
1
72
-

20
-

621

-

-

-

27
-

20
-

16
-

121
-

40
-

20
-

14
-

7
-

433
-

3

2

1

-

1

39

115

119

119

69

-

-

1

72 1,644

Two notaries, Mathurin Bouvet and Michel Gamelin-Gaucher, did not record any docu
ments pertinent to this study.
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Note:

24
-

TAB LE 1 -B NOTARIES - NO. OF MINUTES NOTED 1761 1762 1763 1764 1765 1766 1767 1768 1769 1770 1771 1772 1773 1774 1775 ST-A
Adhémar.......................................
Bouron

.......................................

-

Chatellier....................................... ..................... Cherrier .......................................

1

Comparet........................................ .....................

-

Courville....................................... .....................

-

-

--

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

293

-

293

-

~

-

-

--

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

~

--

52

-

52

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

19

26

18

16

-

~

-

-

2

2

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

2

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9

-

1

8

--

1

1

-

-

-

--

3

-

--

-

Delisle................................................ .....................

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

Hautraye....................................... .....................

--

-

-

Hodiesne....................................... .....................

63

40

69

9

-

Lalanne ....................................... .....................

-

-

-

-

-

Mezière ....................................... .....................

--

-

-

-

Panet

53

53

64

Sanguinet....................................... .....................

--

-

Simonnet....................................... .....................

48

Soupras ....................................... .....................

--

Total

-

1

-

2

2

-

1

--

....................................... .....................
.......................................

1

-

2
-

2

-

Souste

TOT.

-

Danré de Blanzy............... ... . . .

....................................... .....................

ST-B

1

--

1
3

2

3

-

5

1
-

72

--

4

2

3

5

-

-

--

-

4

-

-

-

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

621

-

--

-

~

~

--

-

--

-

-

1

1

-

-

-

--

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

94

77

21

65

61

55

57

55

48

44

73

31

~

11

22

7

4

32

33

11

14

27

12

10

14

18

35

20

52

17

31

26

40

30

19

32

9

8

6

«

--

-

--

-

-

~

--

-

-

--

-

--

—

-

-

„

..

..

..

..

113

126

134

113

4

4

6

116

172

141

160

-

52

1

90

132

96

117

70

86

5

7
9

--

1

7

3

6

3

86

24

25
72

22

22

23

23

181

802
1

1

1

121

851

972

--

197

197

433

391

824

1

1

39

19

58

1,644

1,801

3,445

-

Note: Two notaries, Mathurin Bouvet and Michel Gamelin-Gaucher, did not record any documents pertinent to this study.
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TA B LE 2-A N O TA R IAL MINUTES NOTED________1750 1751 1752 1753 1754 1755 1756 1757 1758 1759 1760

ST-A

AV-A

AV. TOT.

Enqaqements..............................

97

79

104

116

134

93

74

69

57

30

8

861

78.27

47.57

Obligations .............................................

39

42

32

36

30

28

10

14

10

5

8

254

23.09

19.84

Ventes et cessions ...........................

10

13

11

13

18

9

10

12

21

13

17

147

13.36

21.65

Retraits et transports . . . . . . . . .

8

3

5

2

7

2

1

--

-

1

3

32

2.90

5.03

Transactions, marchés et accords . .

9

5

8

4

8

7

4

7

5

4

64

5.81

6.07

1

3

1

5

--

--

2

~

13

1.18

1.65

-

1

0.09

0.65

3

30

2.72

2.73

-

1

16

1.45

0.88

-

2

16

1.45

1.80

-

3

38

3.45

4.96

-

1

0.09

0.03

10

38

3.45

4.88

-

1

0.09

0.15

64

5.81

6.80

3

0.27

0.38

Concessions....................................

-

1

Echanges

-

--

.............................................

-

--

-

1
3

5

5

3

2

2

1

-

Rentes .........................................................

1

2

4

1

3

1

-

Inventaires .............................................

1

5

-

1

1

1

~

Procurations..................... ......................

8

7

5

5

-

1

-

Promesses de vente..............................

-

Baux .........................................................

4

Reconnaissances de d e tte ...............

-

Quittances

~

-

..........................................

3
-

3

4
--

10

3

-3

1

--

5

7

6

4
-

~

1

1

-

-

-

-

Cautionnements....................................

-

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

Comptes arretés....................................
Conventions

1

1

3

-

....................................

-

-

2

Donations de personne . . . . . . .

-

-

1

5
-

1

2

1

5

1

4

Contrats de société...........................

3

1

4

2

-

Testaments..........................................

1

-

-

2

-

180

192

Total

..........................................

192

205

223

~

-

--

2
-

2
1

3

3
4

8

9

-

-

-

--

-

--

2

0.18

0.26

-

-

-

-

1

7

0.63

0.53

-

-

-

--

12

1.09

1.07

-

-

-

1

0.09

0.03

1

21

1.90

3.42

--

15

1.36

1.26

2

7

0.63

0.73

72

1,644

149.45

132.05

-

5

-2

158

1

2

1

3

-

2
1

2
-

-

-

-

-

115

119

119

69

321

Depots....................................................

3

2

7

Comptes rendus....................................

-

1
--

-

3
3

5

1

--

-

3

2

--

-

--

Contrats de mariage..............................

3

3

TAB LE 2-B N O TA R IAL MINUTES NOTED

1761 1762 1763 1764 1765 1766 1767 1768 1769 1770 1771 1772 1773 1774 1775 ST-B AV-B

TOT.

Enqaqements

79

12

48

5

44

7

25

31

33

22

15

31

7

8

9

376 25.06

1,237

Obligations

14

20

27

15

22

6

18

21

34

18

13

16

11

16

11

262 17.46

516

Ventes et cessions

16

22

26

51

32

14

29

23

27

22

11

40

34

44

25

416 27.73

563

Retraits et transports ...............................

5

2

5

9

13

4

8

7

3

7

16

7

2

9

2

99

6.60

131

Transactions, marchés, et accords . . . .

5

7

4

5

6

1

8

6

5

13

9

11

3

8

3

94

6.26

158

Concessions ...................................................

5

3

--

1

1

-

1

2

1

2

--

2

8

2

2

30

2.00

43

1

1

1

-

-

1

1

1

1

5

2

2

16

1.06

17

2

7

2

2

4

2

2

1

4

41

2.73

71

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

7

0.46

23

-

Echanges

...................................................

~

-

'

Contrats de mariage ..................................

5

Rentes

...................................................

1

Inventaires

...................................................

2

6

4

1

4

-

1

4

Procurations...................................................

7

5

15

10

9

3

4

3

Promesses de vente......................... . . . .

--

-

-

~

-

-

-

-

Baux

13

15

15

12

4

Reconnaissances de dette........................

-

-

2

-

1

3
--

5

2
-

--

-

--

5

9

9

12

9

10

Comptes rendus............ ..............................

2

1

-

1

1

-

-

--

1

--

-

--

1

-

--

-

1

1

~

1

-

1

2

--

--

--

--

Cautionnements........................ ..................

-

-

--

-

Comptes arrêtés ...........................................

-

-

--

-

1

Donations de personne...........................

--

Dépôts

3

6

7

8

4

Contrats de société

1

1

1

2

4

Testaments .................................................

1

3

1

2

169

116

172

141

Total

.

.

.

......................................................

1
-

-

1

1
-

3
--

10

2
1

„

1

„

160

52

113

9
-

5

1

1

31

2.06

47

7

5

4

5

6

3

91

6.06

129

--

-

-

-

4

-

89

5.93

127

-

--

3

0.20

4

113

7.53

177

2
--

--

6

1

--

-

2

1

-

1

-

1

1

1

-

-

-

1

7

3

1

-

-

7

0.46

10

-

-

5

0.33

7

-

6

1

2

1

7

0.46

14

2

1

1

16

1.06

28

-

5

--

8

2
-

I

3

8

1

134

-

3

2

126

-

2

7

1

-

1

-

1

1

2

-

-

2

-

-

-

1

-

2

3

7

-

68

4.53

89

3

1

2

-

18

1.20

33

1

„

12

0.80

19

1,801 120.06

3,445

„

1

__

113

90

132

„

96

117

70
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Conventions .................................................

6

-

2

--

-

-

--

Quittances......................................................

5

2
-

5

2

8

-

T A B L E 3-A

D O CU M EN TS S E E N

1750

1751

1752

1753

1754

1755

1756

1757

1758

1759

AV-1

1760

ST-1

-

49

4 .4 5

1

29

2 .6 3

11

1.00

Engagements

9

7

8

6

6

9

-

2

2

Obligations

9

13

1

3

2

-

--

-

-

-

Ventes et cessions

5

2

1

1

2

-

--

--

--

Retraits et transports

3

-

~

-

2

-

-

-

--

-

-

5

0 .4 5

Transactions, marches et accords

3

-

-

1

1

--

1

3

-

1

-

40

0 .9 0

Concessions

»

-

-

-

--

-

-

--

»

»

-

--

Echanges

-

--

--

--

-

--

-

-

~

-

-

-

Contrats de mariage

3

3

2

-

1

--

-

1

2

1

1

14

1.27

Rentes

-

1

--

--

--

--

-

-

1

0.09

Inventaires

-

--

-

--

1

1

--

2

6

0 .54

Procurations

-

-

1

--

1

2

0 .1 8

Promesses de vente

--

-

-

--

--

-

--

-

-

--

--

Baux

--

1

--

--

1

--

--

--

-

--

-

2

0 .1 8

Reconnaissances de dettes

--

1

-

--

--

--

--

--

--

-

-

1

0.09

3

-

3

1

1

--

1

-

--

1

10

0 .9 0

~

--

»

-

--

--

--

--

-

--

--

--

--

--

-

1

0 .0 9

--

--

1

5

0 .4 5

»

1

0 .09

Q uittances

--

Com ptes rendus

-

-

-

--

1

-

--

--

-

1

-

2

1

Cautionnem ents
Com ptes arrêtes
Conventions

-

--

Donations de personne

--

-

-

-

Depots

--

--

1

Contrats de société

2

1

4

T estaments

1

-

35

34

Total

18

--

»

.

---

-

2

»

--

--

--

-

--

1

--

--

--

--

--

--

~

-

1

1

--

-

--

--

1

4

0 .3 6

1

--

--

--

5

--

-

--

13

1.18

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

2

4

0 .3 6

18

20

12

1

14

4

3

9

168

15.27

--

--
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T A B L E 3-B

D O CU M EN TS S E E N

1761

1762

1763

1764

1765

1766

1767

1768

1769

1770

1771

1772

1773

1774

1775

Engagem ents.......................................

-

1

1

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

-

-

-

-

Obligations

2

-

1

--

-

--

1

-

--

1

1

-

--

2

-

1

2

--

--

1

1

--

1

--

1

-

-

2

-1

................................................

V entes et cessions

................................. .. •

Retraits et transports

...........................

■

Transactions, marchés et accords . . . .

-

A V -2

TO T.

3

0 .2 0

52

-

8

0.53

37

1

2

10

-

2

-

4

0 .2 6

9

--

2

-

9

0 .6 0

19

-

--

-

--

21

1

--

1

1

--

--

1

-

--

1

C o n c e s s io n s ................................................ •

--

-

--

--

--

-

-

--

--

-

Echanges

-

--

--

--

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

0 .06

1

1

1

3

2

--

1

--

--

--

-

-

1

--

-

12

0 .8 0

26

--

-

--

--

-

--

--

»

--

--

--

-

-

-

--

2

3

3

1

2

-

1

2

--

2

2

1

1

1

1

22

1.46

28

--

2

3

2

1

1

--

1

-

-

-

--

2

--

--

12

0 .8 0

14

Promesses de v e n t e ....................................

-

--

-

--

--

-

-

--

-

--

-

--

--

--

-

-

Baux

...............................................................

--

-

1

--

-

-

»

-

--

-

--

-

--

»

--

Reconnaissances de d e t t e s .....................

-

-

-

--

--

-

-

-

~

--

-

...

--

-

Q u itta n ce s....................................... ...............

1

-

1

3

1

--

--

--

1

1

--

--

1

--

--

Com ptes r e n d u s ..........................................

»

»

--

~

-

-

-

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

C a u tio n n e m e n ts..........................................

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

--

--

--

-

-

--

-

-

--

--

--

1

1

0 .06

6

2

0 .13

3

................................................ •

Contrats de mariage
Rentes

1

ST-2

...........................

3

......................................................... .

inventaires
Procurations

...................................................
................................................

Com ptes a rrê te s ..........................................
Conventions

-

1

1

0.06

3
1

9

0 .6 0

19
1

..........................................

--

-

-

-

--

--

-

--

--

--

1

--

1

-

-

Donations de p e r s o n n e ...........................

»

--

-

-

-

--

--

--

-

--

-

--

-

»

-

--

2

1

3

2

2

1

4

3

--

-

-

1

3

-

22

1.46

26

2

4

--

1

--

1

1

1

-

--

1

-

14

0.93

27

-

1

-

1

-

-

1

-

-

1

-

7

0.46

11

13

4

6

10

5

6

9

3

7

13

5

137

9 .13

305

Dépôts

...................................................... .. .

Contrats de s o c ié t é ....................................

1

1

1

T e s t a m e n t s ...................................................

--

2

1

13

15

Total

.........................................................

10

18

-
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TABLE 4

1761--1775

1750- 1760
%

Noted

Seen

Engagements ......................

861

49

5.69

376

3

0.79

Obligations ......................

254

29

262

8

3.05

Ventes et cessions ...............
Retraits et transports ...........

147
32
64

11
5

11.41
7.48
15.62

10
4

2.40
4.04

10

15.62

416
99
94

9
-

9.57

1
12
-

6.25
29.26

Transactions, marchés et accords ..
Concessions ......................
Echanges .........................
Contrats de mariage ..............
Rentes ...........................

13
1
30
16

Inventaires ......................

16

Procurations .....................
Promesses de vente ...............
Baux .............................

38
1
38
1
64

Reconnaissances de dette .........
Quittances .......................
Comptes rendus ...................
Cautionnements ...................

3
2

Comptes arrêtés ................. .

7

Noted

Seen

%

14

46.66

1

6.25

30
16
41
7

6
2

37.50

31

22

70.96

5.26

91

12
-

13.18

1
-

1.12
-

9
-

7.96

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2
1
10
-

5.26
100.00
15.62
-

89
3
113
7

1

50.00

5

-

5

71.42

7

1

-

-

-

-

14.28
325

Continued

-

TABLE 4— Continued

1761--1775

1750--1760
Category of Documents
Noted
Conventions .....................

12

Donations de personne ...........
Dépôts ..........................
Contrats de société .............
Testaments ......................

1
21

Total ...........................

Seen
2
-

%
16.66
-

16
-

Seen
2
-

%
12.50
32.35

22

86.66
57.14

68
18
12

7

77.77
58.33

10.21

1,801

137

7.60

4

19.04

7

13
4

1,644

168

15

Noted

14

326
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TABLE 5
PROPORTION OF MINUTES SEEN TO
MINUTES NOTED, BY NOTARY
Notaries
Adhémar .................
Bouron

.................

Chatellier .... .........

Noted

Seen

%

293

65

22.18

52

5

9.61

86

-

-

Cherrier ................

7

-

-

Comparet ................

9

-

-

Courville ...............

25

3

12.00

Danré de Blanzy .........

72

10

13.88

Delisle .................

22

1

4.54

Hautraye ...... .........

23

-

-

Hodiesne ................

802

17

2.11

Lalanne .................

1

-

-

Mezière .................

1

-

-

Panet ...................

972

130

13.37

Sanguinet ...............

197

5

2.53

Simonnet ................

824

64

7.76

Soupras .................

1

-

Souste ..................

58

5

8.62

Total ...................

3,445

305

8.85

-

APPENDIX C
Demographic Data

F IG U R E 1

M O N TREAL MERCHANTS: Y E A R OF BIRTH (CORE GROUP)

N = 81 (89.01%)
MEAN YEA R OF BIRTH

= 1716

M EDIAN YEA R OF BIRTH

= 1717

MODE YEA R OF BIRTH

= 1719

"M ID D L E H A L F "

= 1706-1723

RANGE = 1684-1741
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FIGURE 2
M O NTREAL MERCHANTS: AG E AT FIRST M A R R IA G E (CORE GROUP)

N = 74 (81.31%)
MEAN AGE

= 31.86

M EDIAN AGE

= 30

MODE AGE

= 28

"M ID D L E H A L F "

= 27-36

RANGE

= 21-67

AGE
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FIG U RE 3
M O N TREAL MERCHANTS: AGE OF FIRST SPOUSE AT M A R R IA G E (CORE GROUP)

N = 72 (79.12%)
MEAN AGE

= 26.04

M ED IA N AGE

= 24.5

MODE AGE

= 21

"M ID D L E H A L F "

= 21-30

RANGE

= 16-59

AGE
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FIGURE 4
M O N TREAL MERCHANTS: NUMBER OF CH ILD REN (BY A LL WIVES) (CORE GROUP)
N = 78 (85.71%)
MEAN

NOTE:

= 3.74

M EDIAN

= 2

MODE

= 0-1

RANGE

=0-18

43.58% HAVE NO CHILDREN
- OF THOSE WHO HAVE CHILDREN, THE MEAN
WAS 4.73 CH ILD REN PER FAMILY.

NO:
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APPENDIX D
Canada Paper
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PROPORTIONS OF CANADA PAPER HELD BY THE CORE GROUP OF
MONTREAL MERCHANTS AT THE MONTREAL REGISTRATION OF 1763

Category

%
no. of holders

%
amount

Import merchants

11.5

14.5

Outfitters

55.7

58.3

Shopkeepers

21.3

15.2

Traders

6.6

4.2

Artisans

3.3

2.0

Money lender

1.6

5.8

APPENDIX E
Political Signatures
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TABLE 1
PETITIONS, MEMORIALS, ADDRESSES, AND LETTERS OF THE
CANADIAN MERCHANTS OF MONTREAL, 1763-1773
1

Before 12 February 1763. Petition of the [Canadian]
citizens of Montreal to the King about merchandise
left in France and the liquidation of the paper
currency. PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 24, ff. 72-73v.

2

Same. Petition by same to Egremont on same topic.
Ibid., ff. 74-74v.

3

23 May 1763. Address of the principal [Canadian]
citizens of Montreal to the King lauding him and
asking for the continuation of royal protection.
Ibid., ff. 95-95v.

4

[?] September 1763. Letter by same to Egremont on the
state of the Canada paper to be liquidated. Ibid.,
ff. 194-195.

5

1 April 1764. Petition of British and Canadian mer
chants of Montreal to the Lords of Trade for the
improvement of trade conditions. Ibid., vol. 1 pt.
1, ff. 181-183.

6

8 September 1764. Petition of British and Canadian
merchants of Quebec and Montreal advocating the
adoption of the New England currency. Ibid., vol.
2 pt. 2, f. 251.

7

20 February 1765. Petition of British and Canadian
merchants and traders of Montreal to Murray and the
Council on fur trade regulations.
Ibid., ff. 277-280.

8

22 March 1765. Letter of divers British and Canadian
persons to the Chief Justice, assuring him of their
submission to the law and their honest intentions
regarding a previous memorial. Ibid., f. 262.

9

N.d. [after 18 May 1765]. Petition of Canadian inhabi
tants of Montreal to Murray expressing thanks at the
nomination of Benjamin Price and Adam Mabane to adminis
ter the relief granted to the victims of the fire of 18
May 1765. Ibid., vol. 3, ff. 227-228.

10

6 March 1766. "Protêt des marchands de Montréal contre
une assemblée des seigneurs tenue en cette ville le 21
février 1766," The Canadian Antiquarian and Numismatic
Journal, Third Series, XI (1914), 1-20.
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11

20 September 1766. Memorial of British and Canadian
merchants of Montreal calling for the opening of the
fur trade beyond the designated posts. PAC, C.O.
42, vol. 27, ff. 140-145.

12

4 October 1766. Address of British and Canadian mer
chants and inhabitants of Montreal congratulating
Carleton on his appointment as lieutenant-governor.
Ibid., vol. 5, ff. 298-299. Also in Quebec Gazette,
20 October 1766.

13

N.d. [before 29 December 1766]. Letter by British
and Canadian merchants of Montreal to the committee of
merchants for American affairs about the necessity to
open the fur trade beyond the designated posts. PAC,
MG 21 FI, Additional Manuscripts 35915, ff. 228-233.

14

26 June 1772. Resolution by British and Canadian
merchants of Montreal establishing a rate for clipped
Portuguese coins. Quebec Gazette, 23 July 1772.

15

Ca. December 1773. Petition of divers of the RomanCatholic inhabitants [mostly of Montreal] to the King,
asking for the restoration of French laws and against
an assembly. In Docs. Const. Hist. Can., I, 504-506,
translation 507-508.

16

N.d. Memorial by same to same, supporting previous
petition. In ibid., 508-510, translation 510-511.
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TABLE 2
NUMBER OF SIGNATURES ON PETITIONS, ETC.

Petition no.
(Cf. Table 1)

1
2
3
4
5

Montreal Merchants
Core
Group

Peripheral
Group

34

7
1
-

19

6*

12
14
23
-

7

15

8

20

9
10

7
17
13
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
11
21

16**
Total
% of Total

9
1
3

Total
signatures
Total
41
20

63
26

12
14
32

13

1
18

6

26
10
21
19
16

8
6
4

24
17
25

6
3
4
6

_ _ _

17
55
20
29
38
14
47
34
27
36
31
65

-

232

64

296

515

45

12.4

57.4

100

*This petition was signed mainly by Quebec people.
**The signatures for this memorial were not available; they
were said to be the same as those for no. 15 but since they
were not available they were not used in compiling Table 3.
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TABLE 3
PETITION SIGNATORIES
Hereafter are the names of merchants in the core group and
in the peripheral group who signed five or more petitions,
memorials, or addresses; they are arranged by category
and by alphabetical order within each category, with the
number of documents signed in brackets.
CORE GROUP
Import merchants
Augé, Etienne (7)
De Couagne, René (the elder) (6)
Gamelin, Ignace (6)
Gamelin, Maugras, Pierre (5)
Guy, Pierre (7)
Hervieux, Jacques (12)
Hervieux, Pierre-Jean-Baptiste (7)
Outfitters
Le Compte Dupré, J.B. (6)
Héry, Charles (5)
Giasson [?] (5?)
Lemoine Despins, Jacques (9)
Le Pellé Mesières, Alexis (10)
L'Huillier Chevalier, François (6)
Nivard Saint-Dizier, Etienne (7)
Orillat, Jean (7)
Pillet, Pascal (6)
Porlier "frères" (5)
Réaume, Charles (7)
Trotier Desrivières, Jean-Noël [?] (7?)
Shopkeepers
Bartzsch, Dominique (5)
Douaire de Bondy, J.B. (6)
Neveu Sevestre, Pierre Paul (6)
Traders
Baby Cheneville, Joseph (10)
Prudhomme, Louis (6)
Continued ...

TABLE 3— Continued
PERIPHERAL GROUP
Outfitters
Augé, Michel (5)
Chaboillez, [?] (6?)
Landriève dit Lamouline, Pierre (6)
Sanguinet, Charles (8)
"Négociants"
Lemer Saint-Germain, Charles (6)

APPENDIX F
Early British Merchants in Canada
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TABLE 1
BRITISH PROTESTANT MERCHANTS
RESIDING IN MONTREAL, 1765
The names are taken from Governor Murray's "List of Pro
testants in the District of Montreal," 7 November 1765,
in PAC, C.O. 42, vol. 5, ff. 30-31; they are reproduced
in the order of the original and with the numbering
assigned each name in the original.

No.
1

Name

Place of
Birth

"Former
Calling"

Ireland

Merchant

2
3
4

Isaac Todd
Thomas Braythaw [?]
Jean Dumas
Thos. Walker

England
France
England

5

Daniel Robertson

Scotland

Francis Noble Knipe
John Livingston

England

6
18
19

II

II

If

Lieutenant
Merchant

New York
England

II

Ireland
Switzerland

II

22

Mathew Wade
Lawrence Ermatinger
Jonas Desaulles

23
24

Jos. Howard
Richard Dobie

England
Scotland

25
26

John Le Quesne

Guernesey
Ireland

20
21

27
28

John Wells

Samuel Holmes
James Morrison

29
30
31

John Blake
George Young
David Chinie [?]
John Stenhouse

32

Robert Stenhouse

33
34

John Chinn
Edward Chinn

If

II

II

Clerk
Merchant
II

II

II

II

II

(1

II

Scotland

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

England
II

II

II

Continued
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TABLE 1— Continued

No.

Name

Place of
Birth

"Former
Calling"

35

William Bostwick

England

Hatter
Merchant
Clerk

II

36
37
38

John Porteous

II

39

William Grant

II

40
41
42

York**
Ireland
America

43

Jacob Vanderheyden
John Crosier
James Price
William Heywood

44

Benjamin Frobisher

England

II

45

Joseph Torry
Alexander Paterson
William McCracken

New England
Scotland
Ireland
Scotland

II

46
51
52
56
61

George Knaggs
John Grant

James Finlay
Alexander Campbell
William Paterson

Scotland

II

II

Ireland

Tobias Isenhout
John H. Engelhe

Germany
England

75
102

Thomas Burch
Forrest Oakes
Richard Livingston

106

Joseph Fulton

69
70
72

II

II

York
Ireland

* "Resides in Quebec" in margin on original.
** "York" obviously meant New York.

II

Merchant*
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

Sutler
II

Merchant
Soldier
Merchant
Clerk
II
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TABLE 2
EARLY BRITISH MERCHANTS IN MONTREAL FUR TRADE INVESTMENTS, 1769-1774
Except for the Solomons, the names were taken from Murray's
list of Protestants in the district of Montreal (cf. Table 1)
and the amounts taken from Miquelon, "The Baby Family . . . ,
182-187. The names are arranged by size of investment.
The amounts are in pounds of provincial currency.

Name
L.
L.
E.
E.
J.

Solomons
Ermatinger*
Chinn
Solomons
Finlay*

B. Frobisher*
R. Dobie*
A. Paterson
J. Porteous
Jos. Howard*

1769

2,600

450
1,450

1770

1772

1774

Total

650
1,600
750

3,500
1,400
1,000
800

3,000
1,300
1,200
2,050

3,000

400

6,500
5,950
3,800
3,600
3,400

600
600

1,500

2,550

450

2,050
2,000
2,000
1,650

1,000

1,000
2,000
500

700

I. Todd*

875

875

F. Oakes*
T. Walker*
W. Paterson

500
320

500

J. Grant*

150

200

*For a brief biographical sketch, see W.S. Wallace, "A
Biographical Dictionary of the Nor'Westers," in his
Documents Relating to the North West Company.

320
200
150
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